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1 Context, objectives and structure of the investigation 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Constant development of the lexicon across borders 
Every day, new thoughts are expressed, and new objects, technologies, and pro-
cesses are developed. Speakers constantly require new lexical items: Smartphone, 
green technologies, e-signature, and so on. How are these new realities being 
named? The lexicon of a language is not a fixed set carved in stone. It is not 
static (Tournier, 2007, p. 32) but finds itself in constant motion. For language to 
play its social role and meet communication needs, it must allow for the creation 
of new lexical items (Montané March, 2012, pp. 12–17). As language is a social 
interactional phenomenon (Croft, 2000, p. 89), it is intrinsically linked to the ac-
tual reality of the speech community1 by which it is spoken, and it constantly 
adapts to speakers’ needs (Domanskiy, 2016, p. 53), reflecting changes in soci-
ety (Munske, 2015, p. 20).  
Currently, the use of new lexical items is expanding. Michel and col-
leagues (2011), for instance, have found that the size of the English lexicon has 
been increasing at a rate of about 8,500 new items per year during the last 50 years. 
Petersen and his colleagues (2012) reported that there is “a dramatic increase in 
the relative use … of newborn words over the last 20–30 years, likely correspond-
ing to new technical terms, which are necessary for the communication of core 
modern technology and ideas” (p. 3). 
Objects, ideas, and technologies are exchanged across countries and cultures, 
and this impacts the lexicon: New lexical items may be borrowed or coined in a 
receiver language under the influence of a primary language (see, for example, 
................................................................ 
1  Here, I use ‘speech community’ in a broad sense, i.e. as “any human aggregate char-
acterized by regular and frequent interaction by means of a shared body of verbal signs 
and set off from similar aggregates by significant differences in language usage.” 
(Gumperz, 2009, p. 66) Depending on the context, the speech community can thus 
encompass anything from all the speakers of a language down to a very small group 
of people (see the discussion in Rampton, 2010). 
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Sablayrolles, Jacquet-Pfau, & Humbley, 2011). This phenomenon of imported neo-
logy is nothing new: Religion, military conquests, and colonization have repeat-
edly been key factors of language contact during various historic periods 
(Siemund, Gogolin, Schulz, & Davydova, 2013, p. 15). Today, the heterogeneity of 
languages has become the norm, considering that there currently coexist about 
4,500 languages in some 200 countries across the globe (Edwards, 2012, p. 26). 
Multilingualism has become a fact of life (Antia, 2000, p. xxi), and a majority of 
the world’s population has at least some multilingual competence (Bhatia & 
Ritchie, 2013). Even the minority of monolinguals is exposed to other languages 
because multilingual realities appear in people’s neighborhoods, and one not need 
physically move. Language is presently all around: on store windows, commer-
cials, traffic signs, and so on (Gorter, 2006, p. 1) 
It is not the phenomenon itself that is so impressive but rather the speed at 
which it is currently occurring. At other periods in history, contacts between lan-
guages took place between a limited amount of speakers and most often over a 
prolonged period of time, which facilitated the “digestion” of new lexical items in 
the receiving language (Muñoz Martín & Valdivieso Blanco, 2006, p. 471). The 
rhythm and intensity of exchanges between languages today are not comparable. 
The increasing speed at which discoveries are currently being made and their swift 
propagation to other groups of people and parts of the world influence the fre-
quency at which languages must update their lexicon (Sablayrolles, 2000, p. 381). 
Needs for specialized lexical items in companies and institutions have been grow-
ing (Slodzian, 2000, p. 29). Scientists and engineers name new concepts on a daily 
basis, and this means that journalists, professors, translators, and so on need to 
find equivalent lexical items in their respective languages (Estopà, Coromina, & 
Mestres, 2010, p. 16). Generally, the importance of imported neology is expected 
to increase in the future (Humbley, 2006, p. 199). 
1.1.2 The desire to control lexical development 
Neological creation can be spontaneous (i.e., the result of common language cre-
ativity mechanisms); it can, however, also be the result of a deliberate interven-
tion (Cabré, 2002, p. 32; Díaz Hormingo, 2012, p. 108). 
Human beings have always had the tendency to assess the processes taking 
place around them and have tried to manipulate them, and language change is no 
exception to this general principle (Landrø, 2008, p. 88). Regarding language, 
some human beings—here I call them language managers—have tried to 
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influence the (new) lexical items speakers use. In the present thesis, I call this type 
of intervention from their part a deliberate lexical intervention and define it as 
an intervention in the lexicon of a group of speakers made with the final objective 
of bringing about language use (full lexical implantation) for specific lexical items. 
Deliberate lexical interventions are triggered by a variety of extralinguistic mo-
tives, including but not limited to language standardization (Nahir, 2002, p. 273), 
purification (Landrø, 2008, pp. 30–33), and modernization (Ricento, 2000, 
p. 200). 
1.1.3 Deliberate lexical interventions: Successes and challenges 
Although it can be said that interventions in language date back to antiquity 
(Nekvapil, 2011, p. 872) and that the discipline of terminology, concerned with 
the conscious planning of new lexical items, began developing almost a century 
ago,2 language managers designing deliberate lexical interventions have yet to ad-
dress a range of fundamental and complex issues to achieve satisfying lexical im-
plantation results. Deliberate lexical interventions are a goal-driven activity: They 
have an objective, which is pursued through a set of actions (practices) expected 
to lead to given results. The linguistic objective of a deliberate lexical intervention 
is to bring about usage from the speech community for specific lexical items cho-
sen by language managers, which I here call target lexical items.3 The instruments 
and the activities used for making deliberate lexical interventions have differed 
greatly from case to case and have not always been based on scientific research 
(Bhreathnach, 2011). Language managers have often tried to implant target lexical 
items based on hypotheses concerning linguistic, sociolinguistic, and procedural 
factors (Quirion, 2012, p. 136). Oftentimes, the results of deliberate lexical inter-
ventions were far from being fortunate (see, for example, Mortureux, 1987, 
p. 250). As a matter of fact, the results of deliberate lexical interventions have not 
even been evaluated. 
Over the last 2 decades, a new field of research has emerged that empirically 
shows the extent to which speakers are using the target lexical items of language 
managers. In this recent framework, called terminometrics (Quirion, 2003a, 
2005, 2010), each lexical item can be semiautomatically associated with an im-
plantation coefficient, which is a metric that describes how well a target lexical 
................................................................ 
2  The founding work being Wüster (1931). 
3  Thoiron et al. (1993) speak of ‘terme-cible’. 
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item performs in language use in comparison to its lexical competitors.4 The  
outcome of deliberate lexical intervention activities can thus be relatively well 
measured, although indirectly.5 Studies undertaken using this terminometrical 
framework have shown in which cases and to which extent target lexical items of 
language managers are used by the target speech community (Quirion, 2010; Vila 
i Moreno & Vila i Moreno, 2007). 
Terminometrics can provide a reliable way to check whether deliberate lexical 
intervention activities generally lead to satisfactory outcomes. It is mainly de-
signed to assess the final results of deliberate lexical interventions. However, ter-
minometrics does not explain the process of lexical implantation—how lexical 
items enter language use—nor does it allow us to identify which actions in delib-
erate lexical intervention activities lead to unsuccessful end results. It does not 
allow for the assessment of other important aspects taking place during the lexical 
implantation process either. 
Conducting deliberate lexical interventions is a complex endeavor comprising 
a large set of activities (see, for example, the components in the model developed 
by Bhreathnach, 2011). If, at the end of the process, language managers obtain low 
implantation coefficients for their target lexical items (which has repeatedly been 
the case), they should change something in their practices, but it does not tell them 
exactly what corrective actions they should take. Changing practices to improve 
the results of deliberate lexical interventions thus remains a guessing game to a 
certain extent. 
1.2 Motivation and objectives 
In terms of lexical implantation, reasoning forces us to be concerned with the 
transition from speech to language (Gaudin, 2007, p. 32). Ultimately, as it is al-
ways the speakers’ decision as to whether to use the new lexical items that the 
authority (language managers) would like to implant (Loubier, 1994, p. 20; 
Wüster, 1931, p. 124), the speaker can be considered the interface between speech 
and language. The speaker is the barrier the target lexical items of language man-
agers must overcome in their move from creation and selection to usage. 
................................................................ 
4  Performance is evaluated in terms of frequency of usage. 
5  I am saying ‘indirectly’ because the implantation coefficient refers to a state of lan-
guage use and does not differentiate between the impact of deliberate lexical interven-




A large amount of previous researchers have focused on theories of language 
planning and language professionals and norm authorities: terminology policies, 
language planning agencies, professional writers, linguists, terminologists, trans-
lators, and so on. However, what is the true role of the language community, of 
“ordinary” people—I call them folk speakers here6—in lexical implantation? In 
this thesis, I argue for better monitoring of speakers’ roles in lexical implantation. 
Much like marketing managers who profit from understanding their customers’ 
journey from awareness to acquisition, I believe language managers should gain a 
thorough comprehension of the conversion funnel speakers go through, from be-
coming aware of the existence of a lexical item (here lexical knowledge) to form-
ing an opinion toward them (here lexical opinion) to its actual use (here lexical 
replication). Lexical replication has already found a standard monitoring proto-
col (see Section 3.3.3) language managers could use, but lexical knowledge and 
lexical opinion less so. Thus, in the present work, I question how information 
from folk speakers could help language managers throughout the implantation 
process. 
Engaging folk speakers in applied linguistic research is not a novel idea. Lin-
guistics has long started to include nonscientific information in its approaches 
and, in particular, to use the construct of a native speaker to better understand 
language. With Harris, the native speaker only sat on the fence; with Chomsky, he 
was already primed for a career as an arbitrator (Antos, 1996, p. 256), and along 
with the development of folk linguistics starting in the 1960s, the common indi-
vidual started to become an integral part of applied linguistics (Wilton & Stegu, 
2011). In a similar way, and following Quirion’s largely yet unimplemented idea 
of involving speakers directly in lexical management activities (2012),7 I believe 
that engaging with speakers directly or indirectly as informants, as well as under-
standing how they come to know, evaluate, and choose the lexical items they use, 
will help language managers improve the results of deliberate lexical interven-
tions. 
How does the lexical implantation process take place among speakers 
(i.e., how do speakers go from ignoring a lexical item, to becoming aware of its 
existence, to actually using a lexical item?). One thing is certain: Speakers do not 
simply adopt the lexical items (variants) that are most common around them; 
otherwise, innovations would never spread within a speech community. This is 
................................................................ 
6  Building on concepts from folk linguistics (see e.g. Niedzielski & Preston, 1999). 
7  There have been first timid steps in this direction, for instance wikiLF in the French 
language (FranceTerme, n.d. ). 
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what Nettle calls the threshold problem (see Nettle, 1999, pp. 98–99). This implies 
that speakers apply some kind of filter and selection mechanism toward the new 
lexical items they are exposed to. These selection mechanisms have been studied 
by researchers: language managers have tried to develop indicators and methods 
for assessing and understanding how their target lexical items fare at each step of 
the lexical implantation process so as to increase the efficiency of their deliberate 
lexical intervention activities. Through this investigation, I propose to consider 
the lexical implantation process as a three-step process:8 (a) lexical knowledge, 
(b) lexical opinion, and (c) lexical replication.  
A fairly reliable metric (the implantation coefficient) has been developed for 
assessing the final stage of the lexical implantation process (see Section 3.3.3), that 
of lexical replication (c), but the stages of lexical knowledge (a) and lexical opin-
ion (b) are still poorly understood. The study conducted by Gresa Barbero (2016) 
is a good example of lexical knowledge: Members of the target speech community 
were unaware of the target lexical items that language managers wanted to im-
plant.9 Thus, a paramount need must be satisfied: systematically exploring speak-
ers’ lexical environments on a case-by-case basis to understand how target lexical 
items could reach the target speech community. As far as lexical opinion is con-
cerned, several researchers have approached the issue (see Section 3.3.2), but  
results are case dependent. This should not come as a surprise, as some lexical 
criteria stand in direct contradiction. For instance, there is always a tension be-
tween clarity and brevity in the (conscious or unconscious) choice of a lexical 
item (see, for example, Limaye & Pompian, 1991). Thus, it seems necessary to ex-
plore, also on a case-by-case basis, what lexical criteria are important to the mem-
bers of the target speech community. In Section 3.2.1, I will further elaborate on 
why I believe lexical change cannot be planned a priori and should therefore be 
monitored. I provide an overview of previous works showing the issues I have 
identified for the two steps of lexical knowledge and lexical opinion, as well as the 
objectives I have set to propose solutions toward addressing the issues. 
1.2.1 Lexical knowledge: Exploring lexical environments 
I start with the need to examine speakers’ lexical environments on a case-by-case 
basis to assess whether the target lexical item is reaching members of the target 
................................................................ 
8  This is explained in detail in Section 2.4. 
9  This will be detailed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 
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speech community. Up until now, researchers have tried to measure six lexical 
knowledge dimensions:10 lexical item recall, active lexical item recognition, pas-
sive lexical item recognition, lexical-source recall, active lexical source recog-
nition, and passive lexical source recognition. A target lexical item will not be 
used by speakers if it is unknown to them. Thus, language managers have been 
interested, for instance, in assessing the ability of speakers to recognize a target 
lexical item. To this end, they have used surveys or interviews, in which they di-
rectly asked speakers whether they knew the target lexical item (Allony-Fainberg, 
1974). They further attempted to measure how well speakers connect a target lex-
ical item with its corresponding concept. Semistructured interviews or participant 
observation was used: In these settings, researchers tried to make speakers spon-
taneously utter the target lexical item (Gaudin & Guespin, 1993; Vila i Moreno & 
Vila i Moreno, 2007) or gave speakers a definition or a picture of a concept and 
noted whether speakers expressed the target lexical item in response to this stim-
ulus (Gouadec, Crespel, & Colombel, 1993; Nogué Pich & Vila i Moreno, 2007a; 
Thoiron, Iwaz, & Zaouche, 1993). Researchers have also attempted to evaluate 
whether speakers have come into contact with the sources (official documents, 
dictionaries, online terminology databases, etc.) containing the target lexical 
items. To evaluate this dimension, the researchers generally used semistructured 
interviews (Gresa Barbero, 2016; Vila i Moreno & Vila i Moreno, 2007). 
Existing studies on lexical knowledge have shown that results are often not 
acceptable for language managers (e.g., speakers are unaware that the lexical 
source containing target lexical items even exists).11 According to Allony- 
Fainberg (1974), for instance, the knowledge of a specific target lexical item can 
be as low as 24.7% for a specific group of speakers (pp. 501–502), meaning that 
only about one speaker out of four claims to know the lexical item considered. In 
Vila i Moreno and Vila i Moreno (2007), in 40% of cases, speakers do not know 
the lexical item (p. 79), only 35.7% know that the source containing the item ex-
ists (p. 76). In such cases, this strongly suggests that a large majority of speakers 
have probably not been exposed at all to the target lexical items that language 
managers would like to implant in language usage or to the lexical sources con-
taining them. If a speaker must come into contact with the target lexical items that 
language managers would like to implant, the chance that this speaker will use this 
lexical item is approximately zero. For speakers to come into contact with a new 
................................................................ 
10  This is detailed in Section 3.3.1. 
11  So are the metrics that were used, but this is out of scope in this introductory chapter. 
See for instance Thoiron and his colleagues for a discussion of methodologies (1993). 
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lexical item, they must be exposed to a source disclosing this linguistic innovation. 
Language managers have tried to disseminate their new lexical items, for instance, 
through institutional sources (dictionaries, newsletters, and official documents),12 
but if language does evolve and lexical awareness for target lexical items remains 
low, this must mean that speakers receive their new lexical material from sources 
other than those of language managers. If assessments are not satisfactory, what 
matters is investigating why this is the case. 
Therefore, one objective of my thesis is to learn more about the lexical sources 
speakers use or, in other words, to explore what I here call speakers’ lexical envi-
ronment. 
 
Objective 1: Explore speakers’ lexical environments 
 
In this thesis, I specifically question where speakers look for new lexical items. 
In the past, speakers may have passively received new lexical items mainly 
from teachers and institutional dictionaries—the correct way to speak was defined 
by upper layers of society13—but in the current era of the participative Web and 
with the increasing digitization of society, speakers have access to a large range of 
potential lexical sources, and they seem to actively draw lexical material from 
them. According to Bonnin (2014), speakers unprecedentedly use new sources 
such as online forums or dictionaries, wikis, blogs, and machine translation sys-
tems as their reference, normative materials (p. 358). Investigating exactly which 
lexical sources speakers use could have fallen into the scope of lexicographical re-
search, but to date, lexicography has mostly focused on specific dictionaries, usu-
ally institutional or otherwise prestigious ones (see Nesi, 2012a),14 and has largely 
................................................................ 
12  A few studies (e.g. Ballarin, 2009) questioned how language managers disseminate 
new lexical items, but literature on the topic remains scarce (see e.g. Martin, 1992, 
p. 34; Nic Pháidín, Ó Cleircín, & Bhreathnach, 2010, p. 955). 
13  At the time when France was a monarchic society, for instance, the lexical norm was 
that of the words used by the French royal court, and only the king and a handful of 
renowned writers were in a position to coin new lexical items (Guilbert, 1975, pp. 50–
51). 
14  There are a few exceptions, e.g. Meyer & Gurevych (2012). 
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ignored the extralexicographical situations in which speakers find themselves.15 
According to Tarp (2009), “no known user research has produced real infor-
mation on the objective user needs, i.e. the needs that may occur in the extralexi-
cographical situation preceding the dictionary consultation” (pp. 292–293). Only 
very recently (e.g., Kunkel, 2015) have scholars started to question where speakers 
find language-related information, especially on the Internet, and what they do 
with the pieces of information they collect. 
1.2.2 Lexical opinion: Gathering naturally occurring data 
As Thoiron et al. (1993) stated, lexical knowledge is a precondition for lexical im-
plantation, but it by no means guarantees successful lexical implantation. Some 
lexical items are known by speakers but are not used (Thoiron et al., 1993, p. 69). 
Seen from a sociotheoretical perspective, the impact of a lexical item might  
depend on bias in favor or against the lexical item itself (functional selection), the 
status of the lexical item (social selection), the distance of the lexical item, and the 
number of sources using the lexical item (Nettle, 1999).16 I am writing might  
because this is an unverified theoretical assumption. The criteria that trigger or 
impede the acceptance of new lexical items among speakers remain largely unveri-
fied (Quirion, 2012, p. 137). In the present investigation, I group the criteria and 
factors impacting lexical implantation under the umbrella term lexical opinion.17 
In empiry, researchers have examined functional selection in particular. Re-
searchers of socioterminological studies, for instance, have concentrated on 
speakers’ opinion about specific lexical items or some of their properties  
(Gouadec et al., 1993; Nogué Pich & Vila i Moreno, 2007a, 2007b). A small num-
ber of researchers have tentatively gathered folk speakers’ metalinguistic state-
ments about lexical items through interviews (Leblanc & Bilodeau, 2009). More 
integrative approaches include the empirical verification of possible lexical 
................................................................ 
15  Translation scholars (e.g. Künzli, 2001) have perhaps been the only ones to have in-
vestigated the question of the use of lexical sources, but only from the perspective of 
translators, i.e. language professionals, and only during the translation process. 
16  Nettle’s paper applies to language variants in general. Here, I am transposing his state-
ments to the lexicon. 
17  This concept is further developed in Section 3.3.2. 
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implantation factors in corpus (Montané March, 2012)18 or the establishment of 
a relation between language attitudes and lexical usage (Triano-López, 2007).19 
What is most striking about previous research about lexical impact is the re-
peated use of intervention-generated data.20, 21Data have often been collected out 
of context and in the presence of the researcher(s). Such a methodological ap-
proach raises a whole range of validity issues (researcher effects, reactivity, ob-
server effect,22 etc.; Speer, 2002, p. 511). Silverman (1998) mentioned, however, 
that “the particular strength of qualitative research … is its ability to focus on ac-
tual practice in situ” (p. 3). There have been two main approaches to the collection 
of qualitative data: the collection of intervention-generated data and the collection 
of naturally occurring data (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003, p. 34). Also, if language man-
agers must act quickly, planning and conducting interviews and surveys do not 
seem to be the best approach. 
I would like to suggest that it is time to start studying lexical opinions using 
naturally occurring data to avoid the observers’ effect and to gather data quickly 
from the speech community. By naturally occurring data, I mean here that the 
recording of the data is “situated as far as possible in the ordinary unfolding of 
people’s lives, as opposed to being prearranged, set up in laboratories, or other-
wise experimentally designed” (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 2008, p. 12). My investiga-
tion wishes to explore speakers’ lexical opinions in context and in the absence of 
both researchers and language managers. 
 
  Objective 2:  Explore speakers’ lexical opinions in context  
using naturally occurring data 
 
................................................................ 
18  Montané March tested only six implantation factors: degree of dissemination, context 
of use (institutional versus academic or other contexts), length of lexical item, prox-
imity of the lexical item with its donor language, transfer of an existing form (from 
general language or another domain), and lexical competition. 
19  In my opinion, the validity of this piece of research should be taken with a grain of 
salt since sound research approaches for language attitudes have been said to be miss-
ing (Arendt, 2010, p. 10; Casper, 2002, p. 95). 
20  Montané March (2012) is one of the few exceptions. 
21  By intervention-generated, I mean that data come into existence due to the researcher 
(which is the case e.g. for interviews), as opposed to naturally-occurring data, which 
exist whether or not the researcher studies them. 




As not only the researcher’s absence but also speed is the main guiding principle 
for my approach, I propose devising a proof of concept based on natural language 
processing methods to capture naturally occurring data. 
Collecting naturally occurring data may have been difficult in the past. 
Spheres of natural language were difficult for the researcher to access, and the 
technical means to record large collections of speech data were not yet available. 
Nowadays, I believe that a shift toward a methodology based on naturally occur-
ring data is possible for three main reasons. 
Firstly, speakers talk about their language, and they do so not only in private 
or corporate settings but also on the Internet (see, for example, Reyes & Bonnin, 
2016), where a researcher can observe them while being invisible. There are elec-
tronic networks of practice on the Web where speakers create and/or discuss lex-
ical items in collaborative settings. Gathering what speakers say about language—
metalinguistic statements23—in such settings seems to be of the utmost interest 
in the context of lexical implantation because speakers comment, for instance, on 
how lexical items are valued or ranked (Rodríguez Penagos, 2004, pp. 34–35). 
 My second reason for a shift toward naturally occurring data is the fact that a 
sound theoretical framework has been developed for the concept of metalanguage 
(i.e., what speakers say about language; Preston, 2004; Rey-Debove, 1978, 1985). 
Over the last few years, one has been able to successfully observe metalinguistic 
statements in extensive real language data (Achard-Bayle & Lecolle, 2009; Picton, 
2014). 
Lastly, Rodríguez Penagos developed a computer application to extract ex-
plicit metalinguistic information from large corpora (2004b), enabling a partly au-
tomated identification of metalanguage in large sets of data. The application was 
not designed for the study of lexical implantation,24 but I will show that it can be 
adapted toward that purpose. 
1.3 Context 
As language is a social phenomenon, factors affecting lexical implantation might 
be highly context—but also language—dependent. In the present work, I limit its 
................................................................ 
23  I will further elaborate on metalinguistic statements in Sections 3.4.2 and 7.2.1. 
24  Rather for “a variety of academic and technological tasks […] from updating compu-
tational lexicons to driving graphical representation of conceptual change in Sci-
ence.” (Rodríguez Penagos, 2004, p. VII–163) 
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scope to a single speech community. It does not pretend to be exhaustive but seeks 
to provide the foundations for a novel approach. I selected the speech community 
that appeared to be most adequate for developing a proof of concept for working 
with naturally occurring data. The choice fell on the Esperanto speech commu-
nity25 and was guided by two reasoned arguments. 
Firstly, in the language community studied, speakers should have a tendency 
to explicitly form and express their opinion on language matters. This is to ensure 
that I as a researcher can collect explicit metalinguistic statements. Esperanto is 
well suited because its speakers generally cultivate their language and are highly 
critical about it. This is probably due to sociological motives: The members of the 
language community know that the overall social, psychological, and axiological 
structure of the community would be endangered if language abilities were not 
fostered (Rašić, 1994, p. 165). Most Esperanto speakers have a clear opinion on 
language matters and openly express it to their fellow speakers. 
Secondly, this may seem self-evident, but there should be enough material for 
me as a researcher to examine. The Esperanto speech community brings a signif-
icant advantage in this regard: A large amount of lexicon-related metalanguistic 
statements are available. Many language resources have been produced through 
wide-scale collaboration (Schweder, 1999) and, with the ascent of the Web era, 
electronic networks of practice discussing lexicon-related topics have emerged. 
This can be explained by the fact that Esperanto as a language is not supported by 
any linguistic or economic power and that the speech community disposes of very 
few professional structures. Generally, speakers can only rely on themselves 
(Sakaguchi, 1998, p. 296) and often undertake activities on a voluntary basis. 
Through this investigation, I take advantage of the electronic networks of 
practice of the Esperanto speech community. These networks are self-organized 
groups of speakers on the Web that help each other and share perspectives on 
specific issues. I examine two types of networks active in the lexical domain: three 
networks that seek to compile a collaborative dictionary on the one hand and two 
networks that try to solve ad hoc language-related problems on the other. Both 
general and specialized languages are of concern because I seek to capture a large 
spectrum of cases. 
In the three networks seeking to compile a collaborative dictionary, members 
search for lexical items in existing sources or coined ab ovo, and they discuss their 
adequacy between network members. In the two networks solving punctual prob-
lems, among other things, members request information or opinions about lexical 
................................................................ 
25  The speech community is presented in more details in Chapter 4. 
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items.26 In the course of their discussions, members of these two types of networks 
give away two kinds of information that are of particular interest for the study of 
lexical implantation. Firstly, they reveal the sources where they find lexical mate-
rial,27 disclosing information about their lexical environment and, at times, their 
penchant for certain sources. Secondly, they also indicate which lexical items they 
personally use or would use and often explicitly explain their lexical choices28 to 
their peers, providing information about their lexical opinion. 
1.4 Overall methodology and research questions 
To achieve Objectives 1 and 2, I have adopted a multimethod qualitative ap-
proach. In the present state of knowledge, as rather little is known about the lexical 
implantation process, I chose a qualitative approach because qualitative methods 
are best suited for studies of an explorative and descriptive nature (Boeije, 2010, 
p. 32). Here, I outline the methods that were employed during the research. 
To start exploring speakers’ lexical environment (Objective 1), I conducted 
focus group interviews with 31 participants (Esperanto speakers). In the focus 
group study, I examined the following two research questions: 
 
Research Question 1: 




Research Question 2: 
How do speakers perceive nonprofessional dictionaries? 
 
................................................................ 
26  E.g. “How would you say […] in Esperanto?”; “Is there an established expression for 
[…]?”, etc. 
27  E.g. “I found it in Kondratjev’s dictionary”; “I found this form on the web”; “I found 
the word […] in Túlio Flores’ dictionary”, etc. 
28  E.g. “it appears 1,640,000 on Google”; “it is short and more or less pronounceable”; “it 
is well established”;  “[…] and […] are both laconic Anglicisms, in fact they are slangs 
that are not immediately understandable out of context”, etc. 
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I developed the first question to examine whether speakers report referring to 
some kind of lexical source when they need a new lexical item and, if such is the 
case, which source (e.g., institutional dictionary, website, collaborative dictionary, 
etc.). I used the second question to assess whether speakers consider using non-
professional dictionaries and under which circumstances, following the idea of 
exploring the potential of collaborative dictionaries engaging nonprofessionals 
that was put forth by Quirion (2012). I analyzed the collected data using prevailing 
content analysis methodologies. 
I chose focus groups as an initial method toward my first objective because 
they are “particularly useful for exploratory research when rather little is known 
about the phenomenon of interest” (Stewart, Shamdasani, & Rook, 2007, p. 41).29 
I conducted the corpus study in five online networks of practice active in the 
lexical domain.30 I gathered around 70,000 contributions31 exchanged between 
the members of the networks. I approached the first objective of the thesis 
(i.e., speakers’ lexical environment) based on in situ data and posed the follow-
ing, complementary research question: 
 
Research Question 3:  
What sources of information do speakers use 
when discussing a lexical item? 
 
Through this third research question, I provided complemental, context-based 
findings about speakers’ lexical environment. I identified which sources speakers 
use to support their argumentation when discussing lexical items and, when data 
were available, the criteria on why they might prefer a given source. 
I further used this corpus study to attain the second objective of the thesis (i.e., 
observing speakers’ lexical opinions in context). This part of the corpus study 
was guided by the following research question: 
  
................................................................ 
29  More details are provided on the methods and focus group rationale in Section 6.2.  
30  See Chapter 5 for details. 




Research Question 4: 
What criteria do speakers use 
when evaluating and choosing a lexical item? 
 
Through this question, of a descriptive nature, I sought to gather the largest pos-
sible range of criteria that speakers use in effect and verbalize to their peers when 
discussing lexical items. To this end, I developed a proof of concept based on nat-
urally occurring data.32 
Summarizing all of the above, to reach its three objectives, I used two comple-
mentary qualitative methods in the investigation: an exploratory online focus 
group study, which produced intervention-generated data, and a descriptive cor-
pus study, which collected naturally occurring data. I obtained relevant naturally 
occurring data through an innovative natural language processing methodology 
combining research on metalanguage and autonymy, as well as opinion mining 
and sentiment analysis. Figure 1 shows the overall thesis methodology. 
 
Figure 1. Overview of the thesis methodology. 
................................................................ 
32  See Chapter 7 for details. 
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1.5 Thesis structure 
I structured the thesis as follows: 
Part 1: Theoretical background 
In Chapter 2, I present the different forms of deliberate lexical interventions that 
language managers may make on the lexicon. I discuss the extralinguistic and lin-
guistic goals of these interventions and define the notion of the interventions’ ef-
fectiveness. I argue that speakers are the source of lexical change and, therefore, 
that language managers should overcome obstacles at the speaker level if they 
want their interventions to be effective. Based on existing theories, from aim to 
achievement, I propose to see the road for language managers as a three-step pro-
cess taking place at the speaker level. 
In Chapter 3, I explain the applied science problem that language managers 
are facing. I review previous studies whose researchers attempted to evaluate and 
understand lexical implantation phenomena within target speech communities, 
and I highlight the current research gaps. I propose to deepen research on speak-
ers’ lexical environments and to explore lexical opinions in unaided contexts  
using naturally occurring data. 
Part 2: Esperanto for scientific research 
In Chapter 4, I set the stage in which I conducted its investigations (i.e., the Espe-
ranto speech community). I follow a dual objective: (a) present the main charac-
teristics of the community and (2) show why some of these characteristics make 
the community a particularly relevant object of study for the present investigation. 
In Chapter 5, I introduce the five electronic networks of practice examined in 
the present thesis and, through an online survey, determine the linguistic 
knowledge and language proficiency of a subgroup of network contributors. 
Part 3: Empirical investigation and proposal 
In Chapter 6, I empirically explore speakers’ lexical environments through a focus 
group study. I address the strategies and sources speakers employ when they need 




In Chapter 7, I present the proof of concept created for observing speakers’ 
lexical opinions in context. It explains the aspects related to corpus compilation, 
detection of metalanguage and autonymy, the filtering of relevant units, and the 
analysis of metalinguistic and autonymical units. 
In Chapter 8, I present results obtained analyzing metalinguistic statement 
with an opinionated autonym: a collection of 23 lexical criteria speakers used in 
arguing in favor or against the use of a specific lexical item. 
In Chapter 9, I discuss the results obtained in Chapters 6 through 8 and ex-
plain what types of data were obtained and why these are relevant for language 
managers conducting deliberate lexical interventions. 
Conclusion 
In Chapter 10, I remind the reader of the objectives of the present investigation, 







2 Deliberate lexical interventions 
and their effectiveness 
2.1 Introduction 
“What’s in a name? That which we call a rose by any other name would smell as 
sweet” (Romeo and Juliet, Act II, Sc. II). How we name things might be unim-
portant according to Shakespeare. However, human beings have always had the 
tendency to assess the processes taking place around them and try to manipulate 
them, and language is no exception to this general principle (Landrø, 2008, p. 88). 
Language managers in their different forms have tried to deliberately choose 
names for new or existing concepts, an intervention I here call deliberate lexical 
intervention. 
According to Schubert (2014, p. 203), studying interventions on language im-
plies consideration of five aspects: the actors, the instruments, the objects, the 
goals, and the effectiveness of an intervention. But Gazzola underlined that in lan-
guage policies some aspects have priority: 
Generally speaking, we could say that there is a logical sequence in the ques-
tions to be addressed in language policy, and that some questions come first. 
First, we have to address the questions of “why”—that is, for what reasons a 
policy should be undertaken–and “what”—that is, what should be done—, 
before turning to the question of “how” to do it (Gazzola, 2011, p. 114)33 
Accordingly, I begin the present chapter by presenting the “why,” that is, the ex-
tralinguistic goals of deliberate lexical interventions (2.2), before addressing what 
is being done on language, the “what” or linguistic goals of language manag-
ers (2.3). In a third Section (2.4), I explain how language managers can turn their 
in vitro lexical items to in vivo lexical items—in other words, how they make the 
speech community use their target lexical items. This explains why speakers can 
be considered the source of lexical change on which language managers should 
focus their efforts. In the last section (2.5), I discuss the effectiveness of deliberate 
lexical interventions. 
................................................................ 
33  Gazzola mentions the source of this statement is a working paper (Grin & Gazzola, 
2007) authored by himself together with François Grin (first author). However, ac-
cording to the DYLAN project website, this working paper has not been made pub-
lic (Dylan Project, 2006), wherefore I quote Gazzola and not Grin and Gazzola. 
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I would like to start by defining deliberate lexical interventions and language 
managers. According to Wüster, the founder of the General Theory of Terminology 
(1968, p. 40),34 there are three approaches to language: a) using language, b) de-
scribing language, and c) [deliberately] intervening in language. Most people, par-
ticularly writers, journalists, and translators, merely use language.35 A few others, 
including lexicographers, terminographers, and language historians, describe  
language. They report the current language situation, or account for changes in 
language. The last group of individuals, language planners, terminologists, and 
neologists, intervene in language. Here, I group these various actors intervening 
in language under the term language managers. Language managers can be indi-
viduals as well as private or state agencies (D. Blanke, 1985, p. 42; Cobarrubias, 
1983, p. 58; Moser, 1967, p. 23). They often work in groups, for instance under the 
umbrella of a language academy (see Suchowolec, 2018, pp. 46–48). 
The concept of interventions on language was extensively discussed in the  
scientific literature (Betz, 1960; D. Blanke, 1985, p. 1862; Chansou, 2003, p. 19; 
Glunk, 1967a; Ischreyt, 1965; Moser, 1967, pp. 27–31; Schubert, 2011, 2014;  
Suchowolec, 2018). Concerning the lexicon, D. Blanke (1985) offered a non- 
exhaustive list of interventions (p. 42).36 This plurality of intervention types is fur-
ther reflected in the names under which specific lexical interventions appear in 
the scientific literature:37 
 elaborationi or linguistic elaborationii (Goebl, 2012, p. 279) 
 guided neological practiceiii (Gardin, 1974, p. 68) 
 lexication (Kaplan, 1997, p. 42; Nahir, 2002, p. 272) 
................................................................ 
34  Wüster was initially not a linguist but an engineer specialized in eletrical engineer-
ing (W. Blanke, 2013, p. 85). However, his greatest scientific contribution was in lan-
guage research (Felber & Lang, 1979, p. 21) and his PhD dissertation on international 
language standardization is considered the founding work of the General Theory of 
Terminology (Felber & Lang, 1979, p. 15). The relevance of his work has been chal-
lenged, especially in France (see e.g. Humbley, 2004), but to me some of his work is 
still relevant today, for instance his discussion of effectiveness and actors of language 
change (Wüster, 1931/1970, p. 123–129). 
35  Evidently, by using language, speakers contribute to changing it, as I shall discuss 
again in Section 2.4.3. However, this action on language from the part of mere lan-
guage users is unintentional, unplanned and unconscious (Keller, 2003, p. 29).  
36  Daoust (1986) also discusses conscious interventions on the lexicon in general terms. 
37  Here and later in my work, I am providing equivalents of terms used in other lan-
guages. If no other indication is given, the proposed equivalent are mine. Terms in the 
original languages are given in the endnotes. 
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 lexical expansion (Adegbija, 2014, p. 101) 
 lexical modernization (Nahir, 1977, p. 107) 
 modernization (Coluzzi, 2007, p. 132; Haarmann, 2012) 
 neological planning or neological assistanceiv (Quemada, 1971, p. 142) 
 planned neologyv (Candel, 2005; Herrera, 2005; Lorente, 2013, p. 8; 
Mayar, 2005; Quirion, 2012, p. 131) 
 planned lexical innovationvi (Boulanger, 1984) 
 planned terminological changevii (Daoust, 1986) 
 planned terminologyviii (Lorente, 2013, p. 2) 
 term planning (Bhreathnach, 2011, p. 21) 
 vocabulary expansion (Kaplan, 1997, p. 38) 
In the present investigation, I call language managers’ interventions deliberate 
lexical interventions or deliberate lexical interventions: intervention, because lan-
guage managers try to change a given situation; lexical, because my investigation 
focuses exclusively on interventions concerning the lexicon, or perhaps more pre-
cisely on the lexical usage of a speech community;38 and deliberate, because the 
intervention is undertaken with a specific goal.39 I intentionally avoid the adjective 
“planned” because planning is an act that refers to the instruments used for inter-
ventions, which I am not discussing in the present work.40 
Lexical interventions have been undertaken with a variety of instruments. At 
the level of a large speech community, an intervention can for instance consist of 
active dissemination of target lexical items by language agencies,41 (i.e., a set of 
activities seeking to make the target lexical item known to the target speech com-
munity) or, more generally, to promote the target lexical item (Hermans, 1994, 
................................................................ 
38  ‘Lexicon’ can be understood as the theoretical set of all the words of a language (see 
Cartoni, 2008, p. 17), but language managers intervene on the lexicon that is actually 
used by a target speech community. Thus, lexicon must here be understood as the set 
of all the words that are being used or that could be used by the target speech commu-
nity. 
39  I prefer to speak of deliberate or intentional interventions rather than conscious inter-
ventions, following Keller’s remarks on the psychological character of consciousness 
and the association between goal and intention (2003, p. 26–29). 
40  Evidently, interventions of language managers are usually planned, but ‘deliberate’ 
should not be automatically equated with ‘planned’, see Keller (2003, p. 28). 
41  In French it is sometimes also referred to as ‘implantation’ (e.g. Depecker, 1997, 
p. VII; Hermans, 1994, p. 40), but I prefer to speak of dissemination to avoid any am-
biguity. 
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p. 40).42 Such activities have typically been suggestive (e.g., offering free dictionary 
copies to members of the target speech community) or prescriptive (e.g., a law 
prohibiting the use of a foreign lexical item when there exists an approved indige-
nous lexical item in specific contexts, e.g. advertisement43). Detailing the activities 
undertaken falls out of the scope of the present thesis.44 
2.2 Why: Goals of an extralinguistic nature 
Language managers try to influence communicative action or communication 
means in a deliberate manner according to specific goals (see Schubert, 2014, 
p. 203). Their deliberate lexical interventions can be observed in a large range of 
sectors such as language planning, terminography, planned languages, controlled 
languages, computer-aided translation, or content management (Schubert, 2009, 
pp. 127–128). Deliberate interventions on speakers’ lexicon are undertaken for 
motives of very heterogeneous natures. 
Interventions can be undertaken for ideological motives, such as to purify a 
language (Landrø, 2008, pp. 30–33).45 As Cobarrubias notes, in this case the aims 
of language managers are not philosophically neutral (Cobarrubias, 1983, p. 41). 
They are driven by ideologies such as linguistic assimilation, linguistic pluralism, 
vernacularization, or internationalism (Cobarrubias, 1983, p. 63). In Quebec, for 
instance, language managers have tried to purify terminology (see for example 
Martin, 1998, p. 15). By intervening on the lexicon, language managers can also 
pursue functional motives, for instance to modernize a language (Ricento, 2000, 
................................................................ 
42  In some cases, the intervention on the target speech community must imply much 
more than merely making the target lexical item known to the target speech commu-
nity, because especially in cases of conscious multilingual secondary lexical creation, 
target speech community speakers might not even know the underlying concept. As 
Slodzian mentions, there is no point for instance for an Inuit fisher to get the lexical 
item ‘cancer’ if he does not understand the concept to which the lexical item is refer-
ring (1995). 
43  See for instance Walsh on the Bas-Lauriol and Toubon laws in France (2016, p. 36–
38). 
44  The interested reader can only refer to few pieces of research (e.g. Ballarin, 2009; 
Chansou, 2003; Glunk, 1967b; Nissilä & Pilke, 2017). In specialized languages it seems 
that there has not been much research on the marketing of new lexical items (Nic 
Pháidín et al., 2010, p. 955) and, in general language, research on normative lexical 
items appears to be almost inexistent (Freixa i Aymerich, 2015, p. 66). 
45  There can be in turn various underlying motives for the purification of a language, see 
e.g. Lipczuk (2007, p. 19–26). 
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p. 200) or to revive, spread, or maintain it (Nahir, 2002, p. 273). Lexical interven-
tions may also serve practical motives, for example to allow for cataloguing, com-
paring, interchanging, or harmonizing concepts (Catalan Centre for Terminology 
[TERMCAT], 2006, p. 19), to optimize communication (Schubert, 2009;  
Hermans, 1995, p. 226), to prevent mistakes in documents or their translations 
(Massion, 2009, p. 28), or to ensure people’s security (TERMCAT, 2006, p. 19). 
They can also be justified by financial motives, such as a decrease in document 
production or translation time and cost (Herwartz, 2007, p. 5; Massion, 2009, 
p. 27) using a unique lexical item for a specific concept. This list, though by no 
means exhaustive, seeks to highlight the great diversity of possible extralinguistic 
motives. These overall aims of extralinguistic nature depend on the actors in-
volved and their needs and desires.  
2.3 What: Goals of a linguistic nature in the speech community 
Language managers intervene in two main initial language use situations: one in 
which a form46 is completely missing in the target speech community, and one in 
which the form is not missing but is considered unsatisfactory by language man-
agers. Accordingly, they follow one of two linguistic goals: filling a lexical gap or 
modifying the existing lexicon. 
An explanatory note about the terminology I will be using in the next sections 
seems necessary here. In a large range of cases, filling a lexical gap or modifying 
the existing the lexicon implies introducing a new lexical item—that is, a neolo-
gism. There exist an impressive number of typologies of neologisms in the scien-
tific literature (Sablayrolles, 2000, p. 71): 
................................................................ 
46  Here, the focus is especially on interventions seeking a change in the form of a lexical 
item, although, at the level of the lexicon, changes can occur in the form of a lexical 
item, in the meaning of a lexical item or in both (Glunk, 1967a, p. 110; see also Ischreyt, 
1965, p. 263; Moser, 1967, p. 28; Guilbert, 1975; on lexical changes see e.g. Munske, 
2015, p. 22–34). For a discussion of lexical interventions on the semantics of the lexi-
con, see e.g. D. Blanke (1985, p. 45–46), Glunk (1967a), Martin (1998, p. 53) or 
Moser (1967, p. 36–37). Since form and meaning are associated, usually both change 
in parallel through time, see e.g. Picton for specialized languages (2009, p. 41–60) or 
Mejri’s discussion that the distinction between formal and semantic neology has been 
too rigid (2011). See also Guilbert’s remarks on neologisms (1973, p. 18). Thus, one 
might question whether it is at all possible to intervene only on the form or only on 
the meaning of a lexical item. Be as it may, such interventions have been undertaken 
by language managers. Whether they have been effective is another issue. 
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Not only are there a great number of typologies that distinguish between  
a larger or smaller number of subcategories […], but these are based on cri-
teria that do not fall within the same area: criteria may be radically hetero-
geneous, which makes it impossible to directly compare one typology with 
another. (Sablayrolles, 1996, p. 15)ix 
What I propose here is an overview of types of deliberate lexical interventions 
based on a thrichotomic classification: 
1.  whether the target lexical item is new to the target speech community: 
I will speak of creation if it is and of selection if it is not 
2.  if a target lexical item is being created, whether this new target lexical 
item originates from another language: I will talk of multilingual cre-
ation if it does and of monolingual creation if it does not 
3.  whether a lexical item already exists for the concept in the TSC: I will 
speak of original creation if it is not the case and of alternative creation 
if it is 
This is a simplification, and in a sense a restructuring of concepts that already exist 
in scientific works, as I will point out in the following sections (see also Table 1, 
p. 52, for an overview).47 
2.3.1 Filling a lexical gap … 
As some of the aforementioned names suggest (i.e., lexical innovation, vocabulary 
expansion), language managers may attempt a constructive intervention, usually 
compensating for a lack of in vivo language development. Their linguistic goal is 
to fill a lexical gap, that is, the “lack of lexicalization of a certain concept in a given 
language” (Gregori & Panunzi, 2017, p. 102). To this end, they design a brand new 
lexical item, a process which is here called creation (cases 1, 2 and 3 in Table 1, 
p. 52).  
................................................................ 
47  Note that I am avoiding the terminology found in Sager (1997) here, because the ad-
jective secondary is used for one of two situations, which I find may create confusion: 
1) “when a designation is changed at a later date as a result of monolingual revision of 
a terminology” (1997, p. 27) and 2) “on the occasion of the transfer of scientific and 
technological knowledge from one linguistic community to another” (1997, p. 27) 
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For instance, language managers may help in the naming of a scientific or 
technological innovation, or new processes and events in private indus-
try (Schmitz & Straub, 2010, p. 43), or for finding new product names or descrip-
tions of professional functions.48 In the present investigation, this intervention is 
called original lexical creation (case 1 in Table 1, p. 52). It occurs when no lexical 
item previously exists and “accompanies concept formation as a result of scientific 
and technological innovation or change in a linguistic community” (Sager, 1997, 
p. 27).49 In the late 1980s, for example, the German company Daimler-Benz AG 
invented a brand-new stroke-controlled wiper system and registered it for a pa-
tent under the new lexical item “hubgesteuerte Scheibenwischeranlage für 
Kraftfahrzeuge” (stroke-controlled wiper system for motor vehicles; Patent-De, 
2008). 
When the meaning (the concept) considered already exists and has been 
named in another speech community, this intervention usually receives another 
name. In the present investigation, it is called multilingual lexical creation 
(case 2 in Table 1, p. 52).50 This is for instance the case when scientific and tech-
nical knowledge is transferred from one speech community to another.51 It often 
occurs especially in minority languages, which are influenced by larger speech 
communities, notably English-speaking communities: 
Most of the languages of the world today live in the shadow of English as a 
dominant language, with concepts, and therefore new terms, reaching them 
first through the medium of English (Prys & Jones, 2007, p. 7) 
An example of a large-scale intervention of language managers with multilingual 
lexical creation is the case of Malaysia. When the country gained its independence 
from the UK in 1957 and Bahasa Melayu (Malay) was established as a national 
and official language, a language agency was created and given the task of coining 
new lexical items in Malay. With their team, language managers coined about half 
a million new words by the mid-1980s (Gill, 2013, p. 249) for concepts that mostly 
................................................................ 
48  See the typical activities of a terminologist in RaDT’s brochure (Rat für Deutschspra-
chige Terminologie, 2004, p. 2) or in Otman (1991). 
49  This is called ‘primary term formation’ by Sager. 
50  Again, here I am not coining a new notion, but merely adapting concepts and their 
denominations found in the scholarly literature more specifically under various 
names (see e.g. Estopà, Coromina, & Mestres, 2010, p. 19; Hermans & Vansteelandt, 
1999, p. 37; Humbley, 2006; Rondeau, 1984, p. 122; Sanz Vicente, 2012). 
51  See the second type of ‘secondary term formation’ in Sager (1997). 
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already existed in other speech communities (mainly English). Malay is not an 
isolated case. As Ní Ghearáin notes (2011, pp. 307–308, my emphasis), 
Instead of focusing on the selection and standardisation of existing terms, as 
is possible in more vibrant language communities, much terminology work 
in the minoritised language necessarily involves the coining of new terms.  
Another example is the Hawaiian language modernization measures, which in-
cluded a computer project for which new lexical items where created including 
the items “hoÿouka” (to upload) and “mälama” (to save; McIvor, 2009, p. 3;  
Warschauer, Donaghy, & Kuamoÿo, 1997). 
2.3.2 … or modifying the existing lexicon 
Language managers may also want to deliberately intervene with the purpose of 
modifying the lexical items that are in use, i.e. for selecting or replacing existing 
lexical items. As language is variable, it is not uncommon that a set of multiple 
lexical items—a designational paradigm52—is used to point toward the same  
referent. This situation is called formal variation (see Geeraerts, 1994, p. 80; 
Geeraerts, Grondelaers, & Bakema, 2010, pp. 155–188) or denominative varia-
tion (see also Fernández Silva, 2013; Freixa, 2006, p. 51). Formal lexical variation 
can be tracked back to causes of significantly different nature,53 but it is especially 
present when new concepts emerge (a phenomenon called “foisonnement,” the 
proliferation of synonyms, in French):54 
In the period of creation of a new reality and the formation of an adequate 
vocabulary, it is characteristical of the linguistic situation that a certain, 
temporary proliferation of neologisms designating the same concept occurs. 
(Guilbert, 1965, p. 331 my translation)x 
................................................................ 
52  On designational and definitional paradigms see e.g. Delavigne (2003), Mortureux 
(1993) and Reboul-Touré (2004, p. 204). 
53  In specialized languages for instance, Freixa (2006, p. 52) identifies five main catego-
ries of causes: dialectal, functional, discursive, interlinguistic and cognitive. 
54  In the present investigation, quotes from languages other than English are sometimes 
translated for ease of reading. The quote in the original language, however, can be 
found in the endnotes. 
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For instance, in French the concept of crash cushion55 is designated by multiple 
lexical items, including atténuateur d’impact and atténuateur de choc, the former 
item being used in Quebec whereas the latter is used in France. In a situation of 
formal variation, language managers may select one of the lexical items in the des-
ignational paradigm, an intervention I here call lexical selection. In the present 
case, arguing for an enrichment of the standard French language with variants 
from Quebec, the Quebec Board of the French Language chose to select the variant 
atténuateur d’impact (Vézina, 2004, p. 6). In a narrow sense, what I call lexical 
selection is what the literature has called standardization, “the imposition of uni-
formity upon a class of objects” (Milroy, 2001, p. 531), or harmonization, the 
“process in which diverse positions are largely reconciled and assimilated into a 
single unified position” (Gilreath, 1992, p. 138).56 I prefer to speak of selection, 
because in the aforementioned definitions standardization and harmonization 
equate to a reduction to a single item in the designational paradigm, whereas in a 
lexical selection process one could imagine selecting more than one item. Also, 
“selection” refers to the consideration of language change as an evolutionary phe-
nomenon, to which I will come back later (see Section 2.4.3). 
Finally, if an existing designational paradigm is considered completely un- 
satisfactory, language managers may choose to create a new lexical item.57 This  
intervention can be either constructive or reductive: The new lexical item might be 
created as a complement or as a substitute for an existing lexical variant. This type 
of intervention is made “when a designation is changed at a later date as a result of 
monolingual revision of terminology” (Sager, 1997, p. 27). In the present investiga-
tion, such an intervention is called alternative lexical creation.58 Such an interven-
tion may be for instance the “result of the discovery of a new entity in the same 
subject field” (Valeontis & Mantzari, 2006, p. 4)—for example, the coining of “fixed 
................................................................ 
55  A crash cushion is “a device that is installed in front of a rigid obstacle to absorb the 
energy of an impacting vehicle.” (Public Works and Government Services Canada, 
2016) 
56  The meaning of “harmonization” depends on the author and the domain. For in-
stance, in accounting and finance, Fuertes explains that “the main difference between 
harmonization and standardization processes lies in the degree of strictness of the  
accounting standards. Harmonization involves a reduction in accounting variations, 
while standardization entails moving towards the eradication of any variation.” (Fuertes, 
2008, p. 327) 
57  See the first type of ‘secondary term formation’ in Sager (1997). 
58  This is called ‘secondary term formation’ by Sager (1997, p. 27) and ‘néologie d’adap-
tation’ (in French) by Dury (2013), i.e. using a new lexical item because the existing 
one is no longer satisfactory. 
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telephone” to replace “telephone” because mobile telephones were invented. This 
intervention may also be performed for puristic reasons: language managers may 
coin ethnic language equivalents for replacing borrowings already circulating in 
language use (see Martin, 1998, p. 15).59 For instance, the concept of marketing was 
introduced in France in 1950 (Soubrier, 1998, p. 409). The lexical item used by the 
speech community for this concept was “marketing” (a borrowing from English). 
Dissatisfied with the use of English language material in French, in 1973 language 
managers started suggesting the new lexical item “mercatique.” 
Table 1 summarizes the two major types of deliberate lexical interventions 
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Table 1. Two major types of deliberate lexical interventions (1. Filling a lexical gap,  
2. Modifying the existing lexicon) according to the initial language situation. 
As Suchowolec (2018) synthesized, ultimately a deliberate intervention is under-
taken with the aim to bring a change in the language usage of a group of people 
(p. 231). By definition, the general purpose of language managers conducting 
a deliberate lexical intervention is for a group of people, which I call here the target 
speech community, to use their target lexical items. As illustrated in Figure 2, this 
................................................................ 
59  I prefer not to give a precise definition of ‘borrowing’. There is a large quantity and 
variety of taxonomies with which the phenomena linked to borrowing is presented 
and categorized (Variano, 2014, p. 8), and as Picone notes, it is a hard concept to 
grasp: To say that week-end in French is an Anglicism is uncontroversial. But what of 
station-service, whose elements are French” (1996, p. 1).  
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means that language managers wish that the language usage A at a given point in 
time would change through an actualization process to a given language usage B 
at a later point in time that corresponds to their goal (here, lexical selection, re-
ducing the designational paradigm to jaqueta only). 
 
Figure 2. Example of the actualization process toward an outcome lexical situation desired by 
language managers. After a certain amount of time, a five-item designational paradigm (DP) 
has been reduced to a single-item designational paradigm by lexical selection. 
2.4 How: The route from aim to achievement  
for language managers 
2.4.1 From in vitro to in vivo lexical items 
Let me start this section by providing a definition of lexical item: by lexical item 
or lexical item, I mean a unit of description made up of words and phrases that is 
at least one semantic constituent and at least one word. I am using Sinclair’s ter-
minology here (1998) speaking of “lexical items,” which are also called “lexical 
units” by other scholars, and I am compiling the definition from Sinclair but also 
Cruse’s work: 
The basic syntagmatic lexical units of a sentence will be defined as the small-
est parts which satisfy the following two criteria; 
(i) a lexical unit must be at least one semantic constituent 
(ii) a lexical unit must be at least one word. (Cruse, 1986, p. 24) 
timet0 t2
Target speech community (TSC)
(medium of language usage)Language use A (LUA) Language use B (LUB)
Actualization
Lexical change









In Section 2.2.2, I reviewed types of linguistic goals language managers pursue and 
defined the desired outcomes of language managers. But how do language man-
agers reach their linguistic goals and measure the outcomes of their interventions? 
When they create or select target lexical items, language managers do not yet 
have any kind of influence on actual language use. “Giving names and fixing terms 
is one thing, but implementing and disseminating them is quite a different 
thing” (Allony-Fainberg, 1974, p. 495). Target lexical items coined or selected are 
merely in vitro lexical items;60 they are outside of their natural medium, which is 
the speech community. They only live in artificial settings: in the language man-
agers’ laboratory, in a database, on paper, etc. 
Ultimately, however, language managers want to see their in vitro efforts turn 
into an updated in vivo reality of language use (see also the wording in Vila i 
Moreno & Vila i Moreno, 2007, p. 86). Language managers seek to bring about 
lasting changes in speakers’ language use, to make speakers use the target lexical 
items. This requires an intervention on the target speech community. As language 
is borne by speakers,61 the intervention must take place among them. 
This intervention in the speech community is no simple undertaking, because 
the lexicon is generally assumed to be the most variable and changing component 
of language (Bossong, 2000; Helfrich, 1993, p. 1; Landrø, 2008, p. 98; Munske, 2015, 
p. 20). Every natural language62 is variable (Desmet, 2005) and every natural lan-
guage changes (Keller, 2003). The reality of language is movement and perpetual 
creation (Coseriu, 1977, p. 5).63 Planned languages are not exception to this rule, 
as Ferdinand de Saussure had already pointed out in his course in general linguis-
tics a century ago:64  
................................................................ 
60  See the concept of ‘terme-éprouvette’ in French, e.g. in Bibeau (1983, p. 17). 
61  Throughout this thesis, by speakers I mean language users in general, i.e. individuals 
who use language not necessarily only in oral communication, but also in writing, sign 
language, etc.  
62  Natural language is usually defined as a language for human communication that has 
evolved naturally (e.g. D. Liu, Li, & Thomas, 2017, p. 1113). I would give it a broader 
definition, i.e. a language for human communication that is or has been evolving nat-
urally. Planned language that are used by a speech community, such as Esperanto, 
have properties that make them very similar to natural languages in the strictest 
sense (see Lindstedt, 2006).  
63  See also the concept of ‘perpetual dynamics’ (Beckner et al., 2009, p. 15–16). 
64  Language change in Esperanto cannot be fully equated to that of ethnic languages, 
notably because native speakers are not norm-providing (see Fiedler, 2012). It must 
also be noted here that Zamenhof, the initiator of Esperanto, did not mean to create 
an immutable language (see the remarks of D. Blanke, 2010, p. 57–58 (under 3.2)).  
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Mutability is so inescapable that it even holds true for artificial languages. 
Whoever creates a language controls it only so long as it is not in circulation; 
from the moment when it fulfills its mission and becomes the property of 
everyone, control is lost. Take Esperanto as an example; if it succeeds, will it 
escape the inexorable law? Once launched, it is quite likely that Esperanto 
will enter upon a fully semiological life; it will be transmitted according to 
laws which have nothing in common with those of its logical creation, and 
there will be no turning backwards. A man proposing a fixed language that 
posterity would have to accept for what it is would be like a hen hatching a 
duck’s egg: the language created by him would be borne along, willy-nilly, 
by the current that engulfs all languages. (de Saussure, 1966, p. 76) 
Consequently, language managers intervene on a moving object, an object that is 
constantly transforming even in the absence of a deliberate intervention, of a de-
liberate lexical intervention. Here, I call factors of language change unrelated to 
deliberate lexical intervention environmental factors. 
The intervention in the target speech community serves to guide the natural 
process of lexical change in language, to accelerate a feature of this ongoing pro-
cess, to oppose it or to reorient it (see Daoust, 1986, p. 249; Steinmüller, 1978). At 
the lexical level, the aim of this intervention is to foster the use of a target lexical 
item and/or to discourage the use of competing lexical items in the designational 
paradigm. The intervention stretches over an extended time frame, sometimes 
dozens of years when introducing a new lexical item (see the figures in Depecker, 
2005, p. 14). In fact, time is an essential factor in lexical interventions: Numerous 
scholars (Allony-Fainberg, 1974, p. 514; Diki-Kidiri, Joly, & Murcia, 1981, p. 4; 
Fischer Hubert, 2001, p. 119; Glunk, 1966a, p. 73, 1967a, p. 110, 113; Ischreyt, 
1965, p. 217; Martin, 1998, p. 45; Quemada, 1971, p. 138; Quirion, 2004; Soubrier, 
1998, p. 409) have warned that interventions on the target speech community may 
fail if they are made too late in the lexical change process. For example, if for a 
new concept language managers try to disseminate a specific target lexical item 
whereas other lexical items have already started to spread within the speech com-
munity for a given designational paradigm,65 the target lexical item will fail. 
................................................................ 
65  See Quirion’s procedural factors “temps écoulé” (elapsed time) and “livraison juste à 
temps” (just in time (JIT) production) (Quirion, 2004, p. 198). 
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2.4.2 The actualization issue 
Through their studies, scholars empirically showed that some target lexical items 
are not used by speakers (not implanted) although they are known to the speakers: 
According to our findings, some terms are known that are not used. From 
a theorical perspective, this situation is not particularly surprising. It 
roughly corresponds to the opposition that modern language teachers very 
well know between passive vocabulary and active vocabulary. (Thoiron et 
al., 1993, p. 69, my translation and my emphasis)xi 
Allony-Fainberg (1974) had already pointed out this reality when she decided to 
compare claimed knowledge with claimed usage of target lexical items (p. 502). 
A question for language managers, thus, is how speakers “decide”66 to use or 
not to use a target lexical item. Here, one thing is certain: Generally, speakers do 
not simply adopt the language variants that are most common around them, other-
wise innovations would never spread within a language community. This is what 
Nettle calls the threshold problem (see Nettle, 1999, pp. 98–99). This implies that 
speakers apply some kind of filter, some kind of selection mechanisms to the new 
lexical items they are exposed to. According to Maras (2015), speakers evaluate 
expressions using their language feeling,xii usually unconsciously (p. 77). In doing 
so, they can choose the “correct” means of expression among those available  
(Maras, 2015, p. 76). Building on Levelt’s language production model (Bock & 
Levelt, 1994; Levelt, 1995), Fiehler (2014) explained speakers’ evaluations of lan-
guage in terms of monitoring. In his explanation, any human act—including a 
speech act—comes with a certain monitoring from the part of the individual.67 
The major challenge for language managers on the route from aim to achieve-
ment is one of actualization (see Brinton & Traugott, 2005, p. 7): how can the de-
sired lexical change spread through the target speech community, the medium of 
language use? In his seminal work in the context of technical language standardi-
zation, Wüster already questioned whether the interventions had a real impact: 
................................................................ 
66  I enclose ‘decide’ in quotation marks because this is not necessarily a conscious pro-
cess. In the present investigation, I approach this issue by means of a corpus, thus my 
focus is not on determining whether speakers are acting consciously or inconsciously. 
Rather, I observe ‘decisions’ that are explicit in my corpus: See the notion of explicit 
metalinguistic statement in 3.4.2, p. 114), which I borrowed from Rodríguez Penagos 
(2004b, p. I-4–I-5). 
67  Monitoring can concern various aspects of communication. Levelt mentions e.g. 
agreement with social standards (choice of register) and lexical choices (1995, p. 461). 
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Standardized technical language as laid down in published norms 
represents great progress for the quality of the system. But don’t these 
innovations exist only on paper? How is the call for an efficient language 
development satisfied? (Wüster, 1931, p. 175, my translation)xiii 
Over the years, language managers became increasingly suspicious that deliberate 
lexical interventions—both those of agencies and those of individuals—were not 
completely successful. Holz noted that only about 5% of new lexical material sug-
gested by the German writer J. H. Campe made it into the German language 
(1951; as cited in D. Blanke, 1985, p. 43). Mortureux (1987) stated that probably 
half of the target lexical items proposed by France’s terminology commissions 
were not adopted by French speakers (p. 250).68 For a long time, the outcomes 
after an intervention were, however, not systematically evaluated.69 Ischreyt told 
us in the mid-1960s in the context of specialized languages: 
Hardly anything is known about the successes and the failures of normative 
terminology. There aren’t enough exact studies evaluating whether the 
normative terminology is actually used as prescribed, in the scientific and 
semi-scientific literature as well as in factory brochures, nor are there studies 
considering whether the normative synonym prevails over other synonyms. 
(Ischreyt, 1965, p. 217, my translation)xiv 
Lexical actualization or change has been under the microscope in implantation 
studies and, on a macro level, in language change studies. In language change 
studies, the general position is that there is no monocausal explanation for the 
phenomenon of language change (Landrø, 2008, p. 111), the causes for the prop-
agation of changes in language being very different in nature. Studies on the lexi-
con arrive at the same conclusion: The diffusion of lexical material is the result of 
a large range of factors that are not related to each other (Hermans, 1994, p. 43; 
see also the comprehensive framework of potential factors in Costa, 2016). Three 
................................................................ 
68  It is interesting to note that similar thoughts were expressed in the wider field of 
language planning. Ricento states that from the early 1970s through the late 1980s 
“There was a growing awareness among scholars that earlier attempts in language 
planning […] were inadequate, purely from a descriptive perspective […] There was 
a number of factors that caused the field to reconsider where it was, and where it might 
be headed.” (Ricento, 2000, p. 201) 
69  Probably, also, because it is difficult to evaluate them, as we will see in the next chap-
ter. 
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principal categories of factors have been identified (see M. Teresa Cabré, 2010, 
p. 12; Glunk, 1967a, pp. 110–111; Quirion, 2004):70 
 linguistic factors, both formal and semantic: factors that concern the 
lexical item itself or language as a system, 
 pragmatic/sociological factors such as prestige, ease of use, etc., or 
language usage as a social phenomenon, and 
 procedural/language planning factors, especially dissemination methods. 
The first two categories of factors are those I call environmental factors: They are 
always potentially at work, even in the absence of a deliberate lexical intervention. 
The third category of factors, which I call factors related to deliberate lexical in-
terventions, is linked to the interventions of language managers. I feel it is essen-
tial to make such a distinction to give an accurate definition of the effectiveness of 
a deliberate lexical intervention, which I will do in Section 2.5.2. 
2.4.3 Speakers as the source of lexical change 
Language change is the result of human activity (Keller, 2003, p. 85). Croft (2000) 
proposed to conceptualize it as an evolutionary phenomenon: The entities of  
language (utterances and grammars) are replicated by speakers (p. 4). From an 
evolutionary perspective, language change is a cumulative process based on mech-
anisms of variation and selection (Keller, 2003, pp. 195–197). 
The macro level emerges from the structure created by the micro level … the 
causal consequence from a great number of individual intentional actions 
that at least partly serve similar intentions. (Keller, 2003, p. 93, my trans-
lation)xv 
This is a crucial point: The overall system at the macro level emerges from numer-
ous actions at the micro level, the level of speakers as agents: 
................................................................ 
70  The factors mentioned in implantation studies are comparable to those cited by lan-
guage change studies. For instance, according to Moser (1967), language change 
occurs through 1. human-related (psychological, physiological, etc.) driving forces, 
2. intralinguistic driving forces as well as 3. circumstances of propagation. Moreover, 
language change studies often postulate that change occurs through a mix of 
functional and social selection (Croft, 2000; Nettle, 1999). 
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I came to understand language as a complex adaptive system, which 
emerges bottom-up from interactions of multiple agents in speech commu-
nities (Larsen-Freem, 1997; Ellis with Larsen-Freeman, 2009), rather than 
a static system composed of top-down grammatical rules or principles. The 
system is adaptive because it changes to fit new circumstances, which are 
also themselves continually changing. (Larsen-Freeman, 2011, p. 49) 
The best way to picture the influence of individual actions over the language sys-
tem as a whole is perhaps to use a model and a simulation. For instance, one can 
employ the language change model in NetLogo (Wilensky, 2016), which is based 
on Nettle’s (1999) model using social impact theory. His model is “a framework 
for simulating language change in social networks derived from Social Impact 
Theory” (Nettle, 1999, p. 95). This theory was developed for modelling situations 
in which an individual is influenced by those around him (Nettle, 1999, p. 101). 
In Figure 3, the sample simulation starts with 15 speakers (out of 100) using a 
specific variant (the white dots). This variant progressively spreads. Its use starts 
by declining, then increases and declines again several times, but finally reaches 
the totality of speakers after about 180 iterations. 
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Figure 3. Simulation of language change using the language change model in 
NetLogo (Wilensky, 2016), based on Nettle’s model using social impact theory (1999).  
The white variant propagates through the speech community  
(from 15 to 100 speakers in about 180 iterations). 





In other words, language change is caused by individual actions of speakers. This 
implies that lexical change starts at speaker level. Thus, implantation of target lex-
ical items can be realized only through the speech community, through its speak-
ers. The speakers are the agents on which language managers should act if they 
hope to be efficient with their deliberate lexical interventions.  
In an eco-system approach to language planning, individual decisions about 
language use are the ultimate test for the language planner. (Kaplan, 1997, 
p. 303) 
Within the speech community, speakers are individual agents: 
Speakers/agents produce tokens of linguistic structure in their interactions; 
that is, speakers replicate linguistic structures they have heard previously in 
their utterances, albeit in novel combinations and sometimes in altered 
forms. (Blythe & Croft, 2009, p. 48) 
The question is, therefore, how language managers can potentially act on speakers 
to trigger the lexical changes they desire. And language managers must act on or-
dinary speakers, because as already stated, in the end speakers decide whether they 
will use specific lexical items. 
As a matter of fact, “linguists need speakers; the reverse is in no obvious way 
true” (Moore, 2015, p. 1). In the past, the correct way to speak may have largely 
been defined by the upper layers of society, by authoritative figures. At the time 
when France was a monarchic society, for instance, the lexical norm was that of 
the words used by the French royal court, and only the king and a handful of re-
nowned writers were in a position to coin new lexical items (Guilbert, 1975, 
pp. 50–51). That era is now history. 
In the current age of the collaborative web and with the increasing digitization 
and uberization of society, the models that survive are often only those that are 
actively supported by their consumers. This is a general trend: Most individuals 
no longer trust traditional media, and with the advance of social computing, the 
power is shifting from institutions to communities (Charron, Favier, & Li, 2006). 
Language is no exception to this: 
… The relationship with traditional sources of authoritative discourse has 
changed: Wikipedia, “the free encyclopedia”, has replaced printed dictio- 
naries and encyclopedias for many (maybe most) internet users. The 
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development of new internet-based devices of authoritative discourse is  
currently taking place in many fields; especially in the field of language. 
(Bonnin, 2012, p. 8) 
Bonnin (2014) spoke of a change of sociolinguistic eraxvi (p. 352). The prescriptive, 
top-down language tradition is actively challenged by ordinary speakers.71 Now-
adays, “there is no need to be a linguist nor an academician to judge on good usage 
and norms. One merely needs to connect to the Internet” (Osthus, 2003, p. 140, 
my translation).xvii 
All speakers feel entitled to speak about language: they compare their usage 
with that of others, they look for similarities and differences, they make judgments 
as to the quality of usage (Rey-Debove, 1978, p. 82). Speakers can publicly talk 
about language norms, approving or disapproving of them (Reyes & Bonnin, 
2016, p. 2), and they do: Ordinary speakers comment not only on the language 
usage of their fellow citizens (Wilton & Stegu, 2011, p. 12), but also that of  
individuals that long functioned as traditional language authorities, such as pro-
fessional writers or teachers. For instance, Web users do not hesitate to post com-
ments explicitly criticizing journalists’ use of language.72  
Ordinary speakers’ statements on language can trigger language change. Al-
though ordinary speakers do not plan their language per se, their reflections may 
have an influence on their language usage (Kabatek, 1996, p. 43; see also Beuge, 
2014, p. 129; Rousseau, 2007, p. 66), and on that of other speakers: Individuals 
who explicitly criticize language can consciously or unconsciously become nor-
mative (Heringer & Wimmer, 2015, p. 88), and there is growing evidence that 
metalanguage exerts a considerable influence on language (Mertz & Yovel, 2003). 
Our modern media and mass communication are accelerating these types of pro-
cesses (see Ammon, Dittmar, Mattheier, & Trudgill, 2008, p. 1616).  
Consequently, ordinary speakers are becoming a new type of normative agent 
with an increasing influence on language (Reyes & Bonnin, 2016, p. 5), although 
their influence is often neither conscious nor intentional. Hundt (2010) went so 
far as stating that “speakers have a greater influence on the emergence, establish-
ment and elimination of language norms than language codices, norm authorities, 
language experts and model speakers” (p. 50). Traditional language norms are 
................................................................ 
71  By ‘ordinary speakers’ I mean speakers who are not language professional. This 
equates to what Preston calls ‘folk speakers’ (2011, p. 11). 
72  See e.g. the study undertaken by Jacquet and Rosier (2014) or that of Arendt and 
Kiesendahl (2015). 
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furthermore shifting as ordinary speakers unprecedentedly use new sources as 
their language reference materials: not only imaginary figures of reference 
(Meunier & Rosier, 2014), but also online forums, dictionaries, wikis, blogs,  
machine translation systems (Bonnin, 2014, p. 358), and even commercial search 
engines: 
In online discussion forums concerned with language issues, it can be ob-
served again and again that participants use the Internet, and especially 
commercial search engines like Google, to check the occurrence of certain 
words, combinations of words or grammatical constructions. Helped by the 
proofs of usage and/or the calculated frequencies that are generated in this 
way, they establish theses or verify them. (Kunkel, 2015, p. 201, my trans-
lation)xviii 
In the era of the participative web and social media, “people use technologies to 
get the things they need from each other, rather than from traditional institu-
tions” (Li & Bernoff, 2011, p. 9). More than ever, linguistic power lies to a large 
extent in the hands of the speech community, and its ordinary speakers make use 
of a set of tools and normative references that are not necessarily those of language 
managers. 
In the current state of knowledge, the effectiveness of lexical interventions 
cannot be directly measured. However, lexical changes can be expected to result 
from small, incremental changes at the speaker level (see Beckner et al., 2009, 
p. 17). There is no achievement of lexical implantation without speakers, because 
language is carried by a medium: the speech community.73 Thinking in terms of 
lexical implantation forces us to be concerned with the transition from speech to 
language (Gaudin, 2007, p. 32), and in this transition the speaker is the interface, 
or the “interactor” as Croft (2000) expressed it (p. 54). It is the agent through 
which language is uttered, through which the language system is transferred to 
language use, through which a language policy is interpreted, appropriated, or  
ignored. As Ricento (2000) noted, 
It seems that the key variable which separates the older, positivistic/ 
technicist approaches from the newer critical/postmodern ones is agency, 
................................................................ 
73  Language change is a collective phenomenon and is characterized by the fact that pop-
ulations are involved in it (Keller, 2003, p. 25). 
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that is, the role(s) of individuals and collectivities in the processes of 
language use, attitudes, and ultimately policies. (2000, p. 208) 
In the end, it is speakers who use or do not use the lexical items that language 
managers would like to implant (Loubier, 1994, p. 20). Despite the host of new 
trends (socioterminology, pragmaterminology, etc.74), the key variable “speaker” 
does not seem to have received the central role it deserves. A target lexical item 
will only become part of the language if speakers use it actively, if they utter it in 
speech and in writing. I am not alone in deploring this research gap. Depecker 
(2013), for instance, also regretted that so far socioterminology has not taken the 
motivations of speakers into account (p. 18). 
Speakers replicate items they have previously heard (or read, seen, etc.). This 
sounds like a statement of the obvious, but is essential because target lexical items 
are often new forms for speakers.75 Speakers must become acquainted with the 
new form before they may replicate it. This is why it is also essential to examine 
lexical sources that are present in speakers’ environments. By lexical source I 
mean any person (a fellow speaker) uttering lexical items to the target speaker or 
any medium (a dictionary, a document, a movie, a website, etc.) to which a target 
speaker is exposed and from which they receive lexical items. 
Speakers will not necessarily replicate what they have heard, so there is also a 
process of selection at stake. In her model to determine the acceptance of French 
neologisms, Helfrich explains this selection process by means of accessibility and 
usability in two steps: 
................................................................ 
74  In my view, they are complementary approaches to one and the same discipline (ter-
minology) and would not necessary each justify a separate name, just like Hymes once 
noted for the field of linguistics: “‘Ethnolinguistics’, ‘psycholinguistics’, ‘sociolinguis-
tics’—these, and the older standby, ‘language’ and ‘culture’, are the chief terms by 
which one or another common cause between linguistics and other fields, such as an-
thropology especially, has come to be known in the period since World War II. ‘Lin-
guistics’ itself would do, of course, if linguists generally would agree to such a scope 
for the discipline. Such an event seems unlikely, and composite terms are likely to 
prevail for some time, wherever something of concern both to linguists and others is 
in question.” (1964, p. 2) 
75  Except in cases of conscious lexical selection, the target lexical item will be new to 
speakers of the target speech community. The target lexical item may not be new at 
the level of the speech community, but any lexical item that is perceived as new by a 
speaker—and if they’ve never been exposed to it, it is new—is a neologism to them. 
See Guilbert (1965, p. 135) and Martin (1992, p. 36).  
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The first, significative filter is situated on the level of accessibility. It com-
prises—in decreasing order of importance—the criteria “customary nature,” 
“familiarity,” “simplicity” and “comprehensibility.” If a neologism passes 
this first filter, its “passive acceptance” is highly probable. (Helfrich, 1993, 
p. 292, my translation)xix 
The second filter, usability, is linked in particular to a speaker’s evaluation 
of usefulness of a neologism with regard to its use in a concrete communica-
tive situation, which is closely connected to the criterion of “adequacy.” In 
this regard, the source that produced the neologism also has its importance. 
Moreover, on this second level, the criteria “correctness,” “aesthetic quali-
ties” and “normality” have an influence to a lesser extent. (Helfrich, 1993, 
p. 292–293, my translation)xx 
Other linguists (see Martin, 1992, 1994; Quirion, 2014b, p. 110) have suggested 
drawing a parallel between the process leading to the use of target lexical items 
and Rogers’ theory of diffusion of innovations (1983), which results in a three-step 
process. As Martin (1992) noted, although the theory of diffusion of innovations 
has been developed outside of the discipline of linguistics, it entails anthropolog-
ical as well as sociological aspects: It therefore allows for a broad generalization 
and is consistent with sociological observations (p. 34). In this theory, the inno-
vator76 “passes from first knowledge of an innovation, to forming an attitude  
toward the innovation, to a decision to adopt or reject, to implementation of the 
new idea, and to confirmation of this decision” (Rogers, 1983, p. 165). The same 
applies to language: 
The implantation process of innovations essentially consists in a series of 
choices and actions that lead an individual or an organization to take note 
of an innovation, to develop positive or negative attitudes toward it, to 
make the decision to adopt or reject this innovation, to give effect to that 
decision in a concrete way and, finally, to maintain or change this decision. 
(Martin, 1994, p. 33, my translation and my emphasis)xxi 
................................................................ 
76  In the linguistic litterature, speakers introducing new variants have also been called 
‘introducers’ (Croft, 2000) or ‘innovators’ (Milroy, 1992). Interestingly, in all the 
companies she studied, Daoust noted that some specific employees played the role of 
innovators for terminology (1986, p. 249). 
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Other models, especially in marketing studies, also propose to illustrate subse-
quent steps leading to a specific, desired behavior of an individual, such as the 
“path to purchase” (Jones & Runyan, 2016; Song, Sahoo, Srinivasan, & Dellarocas, 
2016), the “buying funnel” (B. J. Jansen, 2011), or the “brand purchase fun-
nel” (Dierks, 2017). Based on Martin (1994), the adoption of a new lexical 
item can be depicted as a three-step process: 
 
Figure 4. Three-step implantation process of a lexical item (LI) from a speaker’s perspective, 
based on the ideas expressed in (Martin, 1994, p. 33). 
Each step is a necessary precondition for the next one. Using this three-step pro-
cess, one can represent possible outcomes of deliberate lexical interventions at 
speaker level, as illustrated in Figure 5 with four scenarios for the implantation of 
the lexical item mercatique to replace “marketing” (an Anglicism) in French. In 
the best-case scenario for language managers (1.), the speakers will take note of 
the existence of the target lexical item mercatique, will develop a positive attitude 
toward this target lexical item and will use it in their interactions with fellow 
speakers. This leads to full implantation of the target lexical item. In a second sce-
nario (2.), the speaker may also come to know the target lexical item, will develop 
a positive attitude toward it, but will still have a positive attitude toward another 
lexical item of the same designational paradigm (“marketing”) and therefore will 
use both lexical items depending on the context. This results in partial implanta-
tion of the target lexical item at speaker level. In a third scenario, the speaker be-
comes aware of the target lexical item, but develops a negative attitude toward it. 
Therefore, he will not use it, which results in a lack of implantation of the target 
lexical item. The last scenario proposed here also results in the absence of implan-
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mercatique Total implantation 
(B+C+D effective) 












marketing No implantation 
(B effective) 
4. mercatique marketing marketing + marketing No implantation 
(B not effective) 
Figure 5. Possible outcomes of a deliberate lexical intervention aimed at implanting  
the target lexical item “mercatique” instead of “marketing” at the level of a single speaker 
(modification of the existing lexicon: lexical selection). 
Thus, there are two major obstacles on the route from aim to achievement for 
language managers at speaker level: lack of knowledge of the target lexical item 
(scenario 4) and negative attitudes toward the target lexical item (scenario 3). 
Using a management matrix, the three-step implantation process seen from 
the perspective of speakers (see Figure 1) can be embedded in the perspective of 




Figure 6. Three-step implantation process of a lexical item from a language manager’s  
perspective, adapted from the matrix in (Crawford & Bryce, 2003, p. 369). 
The goal of language managers is to obtain the best possible results for the two 
milestones in the process, ensuring lexical knowledge of target lexical item among 
speakers of the target speech community and guaranteeing that speakers develop 
a positive attitude toward it. From a managerial perspective, language managers 
may use several activities (or instruments, in Schubert’s [2014, p. 203] terms) to 
increase lexical knowledge and improve the polarization of lexical opinion 
through time.77  
................................................................ 
77  The type of activities or instruments are out of the scope of this chapter, but examples 









































2.5 Outcomes and effectiveness  
of deliberate lexical interventions 
2.5.1 Possible and desired outcomes of deliberate lexical interventions 
Generally speaking, the linguistic goal of language managers is to achieve the out-
come of scenario 1 (see Figure 5) for the greatest number of speakers in the target 
speech community. 
To summarize,78 there can be three main states of language usage (three lexical 
usage outcomes) after a deliberate lexical intervention:79 
1. Total implantation (standardization80): In the outcome state of lan-
guage use, the target lexical item of language managers is the only one used 
by the target speech community for the concept considered 
2. Partial implantation: In the outcome state of language use, the target 
lexical item of language managers is used by the target speech community, 
together with one or more other lexical items of the designational paradigm 
3. No implantation: In the outcome state of language use, the target lexical 
item of language managers is not used at all by target speech community 
................................................................ 
78  I am here suggesting only three main categories, the second of which is fairly broad, 
because scholars have not agreed on the degree of implantation necessary for a delib-
erate lexical intervention to be called a success—see my comments below in the text 
body. 
79  Other scholars proposed finer-grained classifications, e.g. Martin (1998, p. 68) distin-
guished between forms in conditions of competition (‘formes en situation de concur-
rence terminologique’) for target lexical items used less than 50% of the time, forms 
in the process of being implanted (‘formes en voie d’implantation’) for target lexical 
items used more than 50% of the time, and implanted forms (‘formes implantées’) for 
target lexical items used more than 80% of the time. It seems particularly arbitrary—
and this is explicitly acknowledged by Martin—, however, to set such a precise thresh-
old for partially implanted forms. 
80  Standardization can be seen as a special case of total implantation (Moser, 1967, p. 27 
states that terminological standardization is a special case of language management). 
Standardization aims in particular to reduce a designational paradigm that initially 
contains multiple lexical items to one that contains a unique item (Vila i Moreno, 
2007b, p. 18). It therefore corresponds to an intervention of conscious lexical selection 
on the language system, combined with an intervention on the target speech commu-
nity leading to a total implantation in language use. 
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What degree of implantation is required to declare the outcome a success is a 
question that, to the best of my knowledge, has not been answered. Some scholars 
proposed a minimum threshold (e.g., Martin) with a relative use of 80% (Martin, 
1998, p. 68). Quirion (2003a) considered that implantation is not an absolute 
measure, but rather a series of values distributed over a continuum: He discusses 
the issue, but admits himself that he does not solve it (pp. 29–31).  
Historically, reaching total implantation for a target lexical item was perhaps 
the first and sole linguistic goal of lexical interventions (see Quirion, 2014b, 
p. 103). A great amount of research on the topic was conducted within the disci-
pline of terminology, and deliberate interventions on the lexicon find their roots in 
the development of the discipline of terminology. The former classical approaches 
of this discipline sought almost exclusively to reach complete standardization: 
Each lexical item was expected to correspond to only one concept (monosemy) 
and each concept to be named by only one lexical item (no synonymy; Desmet, 
2007, p. 4). This is because the main aim of the practices and the theory of termi-
nology in its initial years was to eliminate ambiguity from technical languages 
(Cabré, 2003, p. 165), and standardization was the linguistic means to achieve this 
extralinguistic objective. There are contexts in which standardization is useful. 
A prototypical example is that given by Wüster (1931) himself in his doctoral  
dissertation (p. 97), where four distinct objects (four types of wedges) are partly 
referred to by the same lexical items within a designational paradigm (below DP): 
DP(object1) =  {Keil, Einlegekeil, Federkeil, Nutenkeil, Achskeil, versenkter 
Keil} 
DP(object2) =  {Keil, Einlegekeil, Federkeil, Flachkeil, Feder, Einlegfeder} 
DP(object3) =  {Keil, Federkeil, Flachkeil, Feder, Führungskeil} 
DP(object4) =  {Flachkeil, Flächenkeil} 
Some kind of linguistic consensus is needed here if unambiguous communication 
is to be ensured. Lexical standardization, the reduction of a designational para-
digm to a single lexical item, is in specific settings still desirable today.81 
................................................................ 
81  In the technical translation industry, for instance, if not one but several lexical items 
are used in the source text to point towards the same concept, the following issues are 
expected to arise (Schmitz & Straub, 2010, p. 24): translators may make more follow-
up inquiries about the source text, the match rate of the translation memory may be 
lower, and terminology-related translation errors may be more frequent. This has a 
cost both for the client and the translation provider: increased time is spent on the 
translation (time is money) and the resulting product might be of poorer quality, i.e. 
potentially contain mistakes. Depending on the context, translation errors can have 
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Because of the nature of language, total implantation for a target lexical item 
is however difficult to reach, is not necessarily desirable in every situation, and 
can probably only be achieved in very limited contexts through the use of drastic 
instruments (systematic terminology checkers, controlled languages, a totalitarian 
regime,82 etc.). Today, as lexical interventions are made in contexts other than 
standardization, lexical variation tends to be taken into account and accepted 
(Quirion, 2014b, p. 103). In specific settings, a partial implantation of a target lex-
ical item can also be seen as a success by language managers. Quirion (2014b) 
noted, moreover, that governmental language agencies tend to be satisfied if in-
digenous lexical items are used (versus borrowings), independently of the items 
themselves (p. 103). Thus, the linguistic goal of language managers can be either 
total implantation or partial implantation (with degrees to be defined by language 
managers for their specific project). 
2.5.2 The effectiveness of deliberate lexical interventions 
Building on Heckhausen and Heckhausen’s model of motivation and action,83  
Suchowolec defines the success of a language management measure as follows: 
A language management measure is said to be successful when a collective 
and sustainable change in language usage is both the goal and the outcome. 
(Suchowolec, 2018, p. 261, my translation)xxii 
I prefer to speak of effectiveness rather than success, because this is a term used  
in a large range of publications on project management.84 Although relevant,  
Suchowolec’s definition does not explicitly imply any kind of relationship between 
the goal and the outcome. Theoretically speaking, the goal and the outcome could 
be identical due to reasons other than a language management measure. This is a 
................................................................ 
far-reaching consequences, and not only of financial nature: they may even cost 
people their lives (Magris, 2009, p. 304). 
82  As a matter of fact, even the Nazi Party in Germany did not systematically reach full 
implantation for their target lexical items (see Glunk, 1966). 
83  Suchowolec refers to the German language edition, but see e.g. the last edition of the 
English version (Heckhausen & Heckhausen, 2018). 
84  E.g. above I borrowed (from Eichhorn & Towers, 2018, p. 2) a general managerial def-
inition of effectiveness. 
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crucial element, because the effectiveness85 of deliberate interventions in lan-
guage is still a little-examined topic (Schubert, 2014, p. 203). As D. Blanke pointed 
out: 
The question also arises as to which degree the development of language 
takes place spontaneously and to which extent this development can be—
deliberately or ‘artificially’—guided towards a target by human beings. 
(D. Blanke, 1985, p. 23, my translation)xxiii 
Chansou believes that “it is not possible to isolate the effects of a policy interven-
tion from other linguistic and extralinguistic factors influencing language 
change” (1993, p. 137, my translation; see also Moser, 1967, p. 24)xxiv Let us take 
an example to better illustrate this point: In Quirion’s (2003a) study, for instance, 
for 38 concepts and corresponding designational paradigms in a given corpus, 
 21 target lexical items reached total implantation 
 11 target lexical items attained partial implantation, and 
 6 target lexical items obtained no implantation at all 
Whereas the description of the outcomes is straightforward, the question remains 
as to why 21 target lexical items are exclusively used and six others are not used at 
all. As the lexicon varies over time even in the absence of an intervention by lan-
guage managers, it is not clear to what extent the successes can be attributed to 
one or more deliberate lexical interventions (and thus how effective each deliber-
ate lexical intervention actually is). Vila i Moreno and Nogué-Pich even go as far 
as stating that in some circumstances, an intervention in favor of a target lexical 
item may unfortunately even lead to a reduced implantation (2007, p. 37).  
In Chansou’s (2003) study, one of the interviewees confirms this assumption,  
expressing the opinion that any regulations or even recommendations will only 
reinforce the presence of Anglicisms86 (p. 157). 
................................................................ 
85  ‘Effectiveness’ here is to be understood as the “accuracy and completeness with which 
[language managers] achieve certain goals”. It should not be confused with ‘effi-
ciency’, which is “the relation between (1) the accuracy and completeness with which 
[language managers] achieve certain goals and (2) the resources expended in achiev-
ing them.” (Frøkjær, Hertzum, & Hornbæk, 2000, p. 345)  
86  In this context, Anglicisms are the lexical items in competitions with the target lexical 
items. 
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A first difficulty in measuring deliberate lexical intervention effectiveness is to 
isolate the effects of deliberate lexical interventions from those of environmental 
factors. Thus, transposing Suchowolec’s definition to deliberate lexical interven-
tions, I find it necessary to mention some sort of causal relationship between the 
goal and the outcome, which I here express using the words “resulting from:” 
Effectiveness of a deliberate lexical intervention 
Partial or total implantation of the target lexical item in the target speech 
community resulting from a deliberate lexical intervention, whereas the 
desired degree of implantation is defined a priori by language managers. 
I have now defined the goals of language managers and given a definition of  
effectiveness to measure how well these goals have been met. In the next chapter, 
I will state the problems language managers face in trying to reach these goals.  
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3 Intervening on speakers’ lexicon 
under conditions of uncertainty 
3.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2, I explained why language managers wish to deliberately intervene 
on the lexicon and what they are trying to achieve in the lexicon. I presented the 
route from aim to achievement and argue that speakers are the source of lexical 
change on which language managers should focus to enhance the efficiency of 
their deliberate lexical interventions. I propose considering lexical implantation 
as a three-step process comprising lexical knowledge, lexical opinion, and lexical 
replication. 
I begin this chapter by stating the applied science problem language managers 
are facing (Section 3.2). I then review previous studies that have tried to evaluate 
and understand what was happening in target speech communities after a delib-
erate lexical intervention (Section 3.3). These highlight the research gaps, espe-
cially the fact that the data collected were mostly research-generated and gathered 
in an aided context. To address methodological shortcomings, I then pro-
pose (Section 3.4) to deepen research on speakers’ lexical environments (Section 
3.4.1) and to explore lexical opinions in unaided contexts using naturally occur-
ring data (Section 3.4.2). 
3.2 Problem statement 
3.2.1 Language as a complex adaptive system 
In Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, I highlighted two major milestones language manag-
ers must pass in their interventions on the lexicon: reaching adequate levels of 
lexical knowledge for the target lexical items among speakers on the one hand, 
and ensuring a positive opinion regarding the target lexical item (approval) on the 
part of speakers on the other. Linguistic power, to a great extent, rests with speak-
ers, and language managers might face substantial ignorance or resistance from 
the speech community. When selecting or coining lexical items with the goal of 
achieving (partial) implantation for their target lexical items, they commonly find 
themselves in the following situations: 
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 They must make a choice between mutually exclusive options when 
choosing a target lexical item87 
 They should make this decision quickly, because time is expected to be 
an essential factor for successful implantation of a target lexical item,88 
and 
 They face structural uncertainty,89 because they cannot rely on existing 
models to predict the speech community’s response to their interven-
tion 
Language managers tend to coin or select lexical items based on a set of guiding 
principles (Diki-Kidiri, Joly, & Murcia, 1981; Gendron & Messina, 2015; ISO/TC 
37, 2009; Schmitz & Straub, 2010, pp. 45–47; Suonuuti, 2001). However, “despite 
the use of implantation criteria grids in terminological work, nobody can predict 
what real usage(s) will be” (Rousseau, 2007, p. 70, my translation).xxv  
Some scholars deplore the fact that “there is no hierarchy of principles to aid 
the resolution of dispute when different criteria are in conflict, and no one crite-
rion is more important than the others” (Prys & Jones, 2007, p. 38), or that “there 
is still no definitive conclusion or model of the factors affecting [implantation]” 
(Bhreathnach, 2011, p. 174).90 Depecker (2005) was still stating a little over a decade 
ago that we “urgently” need principles for coining and selecting lexical 
items (p. 21). 
The problem language managers are facing here is a typical applied science 
problem. As stated in Chapter 2, they have a linguistic goal—reaching (partial) 
implantation—and their research seeks to uncover the most efficient and effective 
way to reach this goal. One must remember that “science serves two human pur-
poses: to know and to do. The former is a matter of understanding, the latter a 
matter of action” (Feibleman, 1961, p. 305). One is called pure or basic science, 
................................................................ 
87  There are manifest contradictions between some of the common principles for nam-
ing (e.g. as presented in ISO/TC 37, 2009; Schmitz & Straub, 2010, pp. 45–47), for in-
stance between the principle of transparency and that of linguistic economy. See also 
Quirion (2004, p. 198). 
88  E.g. Quirion (2004, p. 198) lists just-in-time delivery (French: livraison juste-à-temps) 
as a positive factor for implantation. 
89  ‘Uncertainty’ here is to be understood as “the character of situations in which 
agents [here: language managers] cannot anticipate the outcome of a decision and 
cannot assign probabilities to the outcome.” (Beckert, 1996, p. 804; on structural un-
certainty see also Conroy, Runge, Nichols, Stodola, & Cooper, 2011, p. 1209). 
90  In my view, these are overstatements, as e.g. Helfrich (1993) developed an implanta-
tion model in which factors are clearly weighted. 
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the other applied science.91 Applied sciences “produce new knowledge which is 
intended to be useful for the specific purpose of increasing the effectiveness of 
some human activity” (Niiniluoto, 1993, p. 5). This is precisely the aim here:  
enhancing the effectiveness of deliberate lexical interventions. 
Up until now, scholars have approached the lexical intervention problem by 
working toward reducing structural uncertainty ex ante. A widely expressed belief 
among implantation scholars is that “if we know the variables that influence term 
usage, we can obtain the conditions for ensuring the implantation of normalized 
terminology” (Montané-March, 2012, p. 317, my translation)xxvi Depecker (2013), 
for instance, advocated for an analytical-predictive approach:92 
[…] a terminogram should help to situate the reasons of a language 
situation at a given moment in time (synchronous perspective) and to 
explain and foresee terminological language change over a long period of 
time (diachronous perspective). (p. 24, my translation and my empha-
sis)xxvii 
Based on the latest studies of language change, however, it is doubtful that a pre-
dictive model could be at all possible for lexical change. Croft (2000) stated that 
he is “inclined toward the pessimistic view with respect to language change, which 
implies that even with perfect knowledge of the initial state, we would not be able 
to predict a language change” (p. 3). Language change is difficult to grasp because 
it involves various intertwined complex systems which can all change simultane-
ously. 
To borrow van der Sluijs’ metaphor, trying to reduce uncertainty is a coura-
geous (but often unfortunate) venture, because “for each head [one] chops off the 
uncertainty monster, several new monster heads tend to pop up” (2005, pp. 89–
90). As a matter of fact, recent research on language change continues to tell us a 
................................................................ 
91  Temmerman regrets that “the scientific study of terminology is confounded with the 
pragmatic activity of standardisation” because most of the terminology schools have 
language planning as a motivation (2000, p. 19), but to me both approaches are scien-
tific: descriptive studies belong to basic science, while deliberate lexical interventions 
(and corpus planning in general) are part of applied research. 
92  Building on Gonseth’s concept of reference frame (1975, pp. 142–154), Depecker 
proposes to compile a map describing speakers’ individual reference frames. He calls 
this map a terminogram (2013, p. 24). A ‘terminogram’ would be the set of objective 
references (geographical, environmental, institutional…) and subjective references 
(cultural, value-based, …) in which a speaker evolves and grows (see Depecker, 2013, 
pp. 24–25). 
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story that rather goes in the direction of an increase of uncertainty for language 
managers. The social networks of speakers, the individuals with whom they inter-
act in private and professional life, can be expected to become more diverse and 
more complex: We have shifted from “being bound up in homogeneous ‘little 
boxes …’ to networked societies, [in which] boundaries are more permeable, in-
teractions are with diverse others, linkages switch between multiple networks, and 
hierarchies are both flatter and more complexly structured” (Wellman, 2002, 
p. 10). Furthermore, “the idea that language should be analyzed as a complex 
adaptive system is gaining currency, particularly among those researchers who are 
developing models of language behavior” (Blythe & Croft, 2009, p. 47; see also  
Ellis, 2011). Zarnikhi seemed to share this view with regard to terminology plan-
ning: 
The system of language of science planning is involved in is, in fact, a socio-
linguistic complex system taking on both social and language systems … It 
is a complex adaptive system because of having many agents (dynamic 
forces) and networks and their complicated interaction and interconnection 
and, at the same time, it is not inflexible to changes. (Zarnikhi, 2014, p. 20) 
Assuming that language is a complex adaptive system (CAS) carries enormous 
implications for interventions on the lexicon. One of these implications is to aban-
don the idea that lexical change may be largely predictable, to let go of the belief 
that knowing all the lexical change mechanisms as well as the initial conditions of 
a (socio)linguistic situation will allow language managers to predict change. Broad 
features or patterns can become knowable, but in a CAS it is probably impossible 
to predict every detail of an upcoming evolution (Levin, 2002, p. 17).  
In a highly interactive system in which nonlinear relationships determine 
outcomes, system interactions are likely to be highly unpredictable (Bovaird, 
2008, p. 326) 
Even if initial conditions and generative mechanisms are exactly specified 
(which they cannot be), prediction of the future often becomes fruitless as 
specification errors grow exponentially as one progresses into the future 
(Choi, Dooley, & Rungtusanatham, 2001, p. 357) 
Partial or total unpredictability is not necessarily synonymous with un-
controllability, but it requires approaches that do not seek to understand and 
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predict future processes in detail.93 Considering lexical interventions as actions 
having a partially uncertain outcome is essential, because it paves the way for a 
reflection on viable strategies for coping with uncertainty. As Christensen 
suggests, 
A crucial planning task is to discover, assess, and address uncertainty. 
Traditionally, planning has assumed that both means and ends are known. 
This professional legacy biases planners toward planning processes that 
address such conditions of certainty and disguise actual conditions of 
uncertainty. (Christensen, 1985, p. 63) 
3.2.2 Introduction of a new lexical item and marketing 
If one explicitly embraces uncertainty and acknowledges that lexical interventions 
do not necessarily lead to a predictable outcome in the speech community,94 it 
becomes possible to start looking at the ways planners and managers in a large 
variety of other fields (ecosystem management, marketing, economics, health 
care, city planning, etc.) have dealt with uncertainty. Marketing, for instance, de-
velops strategies, where strategy can be defined as “a statement of the action to be 
adopted under a state of partial ignorance, where all the alternatives cannot be 
recognised and stated in advance of the need for a decision” (Baker, 2014, p. 33, 
my emphasis). 
I am using marketing as an example because a parallel has long been drawn 
between the introduction of a new product to a market and the introduction of a 
new lexical item in a speech community. Bourdieu (1977a, 1977b, 1982) in partic-
ular spoke of language using market terminology. Helfrich (1993) proposed using 
a marketing model to explain the introduction of new lexical items in language 
and compared the creation of a new lexical item with product innovation, the  
acceptance of the new lexical item with market success, and the consolidation of 
the lexicon with marketing productivity (pp. 41–45). As mentioned in the previ-
ous chapter, other scholars have seen an analogy between the dissemination of 
lexical items and Roger’s theory of the diffusion of innovations (Martin, 1992, 
1994; Quirion, 2014, p. 110). 
................................................................ 
93  Such as Depecker’s approach that aims to foresee terminological change, which I just 
quoted above (Depecker, 2013, p. 24). 
94  Or that the outcome will always remain at least partly unpredictable. 
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Quirion (2006) suggested that intervening on the lexicon equates to selling 
products (lexical items) to clients (speakers) in given markets (domains; p. 826). 
He mentioned the fact that numerous marketing studies have established princi-
ples for market entry in terms of purchasing behavior, purchasing decisions, de-
cision processes, and types of consumers (Quirion, 2006, p. 827). Quirion (2006) 
also stated that, in most deliberate lexical intervention cases, the lexical innovation 
does not correspond to speakers’ needs, but rather, language managers make 
speakers aware of their target lexical item (p. 828). In marketing terms, this means 
that one is mainly dealing with a supply-side market.95 
Predictability and full comprehension of the situation ex ante are not the key 
to success in supply-side markets: In fact, expert entrepreneurs are skeptical of 
market research (Read, Dew, Sarasvathy, Song, & Wiltbank, 2009). In a supply-
side market, the “marketing strategy is highly entrepreneurial—formulated on 
sketchy market information and on intuition” (Shanklin & Ryans, 1984). The suc-
cessful entrepreneur is an individual who responds creatively to unforeseen 
changes: 
Entrepreneurship is a process that involves some degree of uncertainty, and 
thus the ability of entrepreneurs to interpret and respond to uncertainty is 
often what determines the degree of success or failure achieved by the ven-
ture. (McKelvie, Haynie, & Gustavsson, 2011, p. 273) 
Unlike demand-side marketing, which calls for traditional target market analyses, 
supply-side marketing requires the need to import knowledge (Couillard, 2006, 
p. 27). Companies pay large amounts of money to “listen” to their customers (Li 
& Bernoff, 2011, p. 80), and successful entrepreneurs adapt as they learn from the 
marketplace. They do not apply causal logic. Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) once 
suggested that experts act arationally. They do not use people’s feedback to predict 
ex ante a future situation. Rather, they use this feedback to improve what they offer 
on the market or to adapt their strategies. Experienced entrepreneurs are fast on 
the market, gather fast feedback at low cost, and work in an iterative manner.  
Regarding lexical interventions, Auger stated the following: 
It is important that, throughout the whole process, an outcome evaluation 
is conducted. Are the chosen lexical items well received by speakers? What 
is the feeling of individuals targeted by the change? Does the terminology 
................................................................ 
95  As opposed to a demand-side market. 
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reference meet the expectations of the future users? (Auger, 1986, p. 52, my 
translation and my emphasis)xxviii 
However, language managers often wait until much time has elapsed before they 
start evaluating how well their target lexical items fare in the speech community, 
following the assumption that “since time is a crucial factor for the implantation 
of terminologies, the evaluation can take place only long after these have been 
disseminated” (Quirion, 2003, p. 7, my translation).xxix In Vila i Moreno and Vila 
i Moreno’s (2007) study on fencing, for instance, the evaluation was undertaken 
about two years after the dictionary containing the target lexical item was pre-
pared. 
This is in clear contradiction with the theory of the diffusion of innovations, 
in which the primary goal is to reach a minimal critical mass of individuals who 
adopt the innovation. I believe language managers should concentrate their efforts 
especially on the beginning of the implantation process, on reaching the minimum 
amount of speakers for their target lexical item; then, the reaction could be ex-
pected to be self-sustaining: 
Reaching the critical mass is an important point to consider during the im-
plementation phase. After reaching a critical mass of adopters, any innova-
tion, like the introduction of new terms … becomes self-sustaining. Earlier 
and later users re-inforce themselves mutually in their decision to continue, 
abandon or take up this particular innovation. (Drame, 2009, pp. 126–127) 
Additionally, theories of diffusion suggest that there are distinct categories of 
adopters who do not adopt the innovation at the same point in time (Rogers, 
1983), and individuals might choose to adopt an innovation for different reasons.96 
This implies that there cannot be only a single lexical implantation framework 
that fits every member of the target speech community.97 What is particularly 
striking in previous lexical implantation factor research is the nondynamic nature 
of the proposed frameworks and models. Helfrich (1993), for instance, designed 
a one-size-fits-all model for the acceptance of new lexical material (pp. 228–291). 
However, she had clearly shown in her empirical results that the evaluation of 
................................................................ 
96  This has been illustrated by empirical research. In Eastin’s study on the adoption of  
e-commerce activities (2002), for instance, adopters adopt the activities for different 
reasons. 
97  I would be curious to see how Costa’s ‘favourable sociolinguistic conditions frame-
work’ (2016) could be implemented in practice. 
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lexical material was group specific (Helfrich, 1993, pp. 146–170). The dynamics 
of implantation factors imply that language managers’ “marketing tactics” for 
their target lexical item should change as they move along the adoption curve: 
Strategies must change to leverage the specific requirements and behaviors 
of different groups along the diffusion curve. Product offerings may have to 
be adjusted over time and different adopter groups have to be told different 
stories about the benefits of the innovation. (Waarts, van Everdingen, & van 
Hillegersberg, 2002, p. 413) 
It thus seems essential that language managers be aware of what is currently hap-
pening in the speech community to react and, if needed, adapt their lexical “prod-
ucts” and/or their dissemination strategies. 
From a marketing perspective, the use of market information is considered a 
key success factor for new products: 
Although no single variable holds the key to new product performance, 
many of the widely recognized success factors share a common thread: the 
processing of market information. (Ottum & Moore, 1997, p. 258) 
3.2.3 Deliberate lexical intervention as a cocreation process 
To gain information from the marketplace for new product development, market-
ers have applied approaches ranging from reactivity (monitoring using traditional 
research techniques) to proactivity (cocreating directly with customers). In partic-
ular, the proactivist approach of cocreation “is becoming increasingly popular 
among companies, and intensive communication with customers is generally seen 
as a determinant of the success of a new service or product” (Witell, Kristensson, 
Gustafsson, & Löfgren, 2009). Cocreation existed long before the 21st century, but 
with Web 2.0 technologies, it has moved to the forefront (Cova, Dalli, & Zwick, 
2011, p. 2). Thanks to the advances of technology, customers are now contributing 
in a way that would not have been possible before (Humphreys & Grayson, 2008). 
According to Zwick et al. (2008), companies have refashioned their strategies, re-
placing top-down approaches with a “government” approach, in which customers’ 
actions are not shaped by marketers’ orders, rules, or norms but rather are taking 
place in dynamic platforms of practice controlled by the marketers (p. 165).  
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What marketers call cocreation has long been practiced by some language 
managers: Speakers’ inputs have been used, for instance, in collaborative  
approaches in private companies (Arndt & Wöllbrink, 2013), in the Hebrew  
revival (Nahir, 1998, 2002), in TNC’s98 collaboration schemes with domain  
experts (Nissilä & Pilke, 2017), or in the testing of new terms within group discus-
sions (Williams-van Klinken, 2008). Quirion (2012) also clearly highlighted the 
potential of collaborative approaches on a large scale. The power of cocreation 
approaches can be enormous: 
From a managerial standpoint, it is quite interesting to note that co-creating 
the voice of the customer is likely to result in deeper bonds with customers—
more trust, more commitment, and more loyalty—for two reasons. First, be-
cause a customer is involved in the process, the customer builds commitment 
to the resultant offering by the firm. Second, because of the offering is co- 
developed [sic], it has a higher probability of accurately meeting the customer 
needs. Finally, co-creating the voice of the customer provides a firm asymmet-
ric information about the marketplace. (Jaworski & Kohli, 2006, p. 116) 
However, cocreation comes with a host of challenges: 
Indeed, the challenge in building a more service oriented and customer cen-
tred business model relates to the type of relationships and interactions to 
be utilised in co-creating value. Hence, organisations need to decide on how 
they can best involve co-creators and choose appropriate approaches and 
tools. (Roser, Defillippi, & Samson, 2012, my emphasis) 
Although cocreation is not a new research area, marketers have just begun to sci-
entifically discuss how to best “put customers to work” (Lusch & Vargo, 2006; 
Tran, 2017). 
Key strategies for co-creation, which are needed in order to facilitate pro-
active market-orientated NPD [new product development], are inconclu-
sive. While, the outcome of close collaboration with the customers is well 
documented, understanding what to do in order for these benefits to be re-
alized is more obscure. (Kristensson, Matthing, & Johansson, 2008, p. 477, 
my emphasis) 
................................................................ 
98  TNC was the Swedish national center for terminology. 
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Theoretical considerations about cocreation have thus just started to emerge 
(Shamim & Ghazali, 2014). 
For lexical interventions, it has become clear that target speakers must be  
involved to some extent: 
It is no longer enough simply to accumulate and to act within official organ-
isations confining speakers to a passive, spectator role, outside the process of 
planned modernisation of the language. (Samuel, 2005, p. 516, as translated 
in Bhreathnach, 2011, Vol. I, p. 12) 
However, in our current state of knowledge, I believe that cocreating the lexicon 
with speakers raises more questions than it provides answers: What roles should 
language managers give speakers? How many of them are needed? How can 
speakers’ participation and engagement be ensured? How should speakers’ opin-
ions be weighted?99 The Web provides us with examples where I think language 
managers have failed in introducing cocreation with speakers through a dynamic 
platform. Let us take one for illustrative purposes: the online Wiki platform for 
the French language “wikiLF” (FranceTerme, n. d.). On this platform, individuals 
can suggest a new French lexical item to replace an Anglicism or vote on previous 
proposals. The idea of involving ordinary speakers sounds brilliant at first, but as 
I write these lines, the last suggestion displayed by the platform dates back to Oc-
tober 2015. This suggests that the platform is not particularly dynamic.100 
I am deeply convinced that language managers should try, as much as possi-
ble, to integrate speakers into their lexical interventions. However, Li and 
Bernoff (2011) suggested that integrating customers into one’s business is the 
most challenging goal a company can have and encouraged managers to succeed 
with another goal first, such as listening to the customers, talking to the custom-
ers, energizing the customers, or supporting the customers (pp. 68–69). 
Here, I propose to start by listening because this strategy is “best suited to un-
derstand [the] customers” (Li & Bernoff, 2011, p. 68). This monitoring of speak-
ers’ voice (ongoing evaluation, as suggested by Auger, 1986) could be used not so 
much (or not only) for increasing the overall comprehension of implantation 
................................................................ 
99  Private companies are discussing these questions (e.g. Haag & Brodersen, 2013;  
Herwartz, 2007; Kurfess & Schmacht, 2012), but from a pragmatical perspective, not 
a scientific one. 
100  I have no information as to why this platform is no longer active, but I assume some-
thing must have failed in the process of involving enough participants. 
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factors but rather to recursively make data-based decisions at each step of the pro-
cess, as is the case in marketing strategies: 
The fact that consumers and their environments are constantly changing 
highlights the importance of ongoing consumer research and analysis by 
marketers to keep abreast of important trends. (Peter & Olson, 2010, p. 6, 
my emphasis) 
Monitoring “provides the feedback loop for learning about the system; learning is 
sought not for its own sake but primarily to better achieve management objec-
tives” (Lyons, Runge, Laskowski, & Kendall, 2008, p. 1683). Monitoring infor-
mation directly from the “marketplace”, from the speech community, would open 
the door to new strategic possibilities for language managers, such as (without any 
claim of completeness) the following: 
 quickly adapting the measures for making the target lexical item known 
in case of null levels of lexical knowledge 
 abandoning the target lexical item (and proposing another one) if the 
immediate resistance of the target speech community is substantial 
 if not, empowering early adopters and opinion leaders  
 working toward changing the negative attitudes of “resisters” 
 in the longer term, understanding what kind of lexical tasks speakers 
“naturally” accomplish (commenting on the lexicon, searching for  
alternatives, etc.) to start reflecting on if/how their work could be  
enhanced in a dynamic platform (cocreation) 
In the next section (3.3), I will introduce indicators that have previously been used 
for monitoring the speech community during or after a deliberate lexical inter-
vention. Underlining their shortcomings, I will argue for new approaches, which 
I will present in Section 3.4. 
3.3 Evaluating deliberate lexical intervention effectiveness  
in the speech community 
In the previous section, I mentioned that deliberate lexical interventions should 
be submitted to an evaluation throughout the whole process and that, in market-
ing terms, it is necessary to gain information from the marketplace. To this end, 
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language managers need appropriate tools for evaluation. In the present section, 
I review previous studies in which researchers tried to assess or understand the 
lexical implantation process, giving an overview of method. I classify these studies 
into three sections, which correspond to the three-step implantation process pro-
posed in the previous chapter (2.4.3): 
0. Lexical ignorance: The lexical item does not exist for the speaker. 
1. Lexical knowledge: The speaker is aware of the lexical item. 
2. Lexical opinion: The speaker has an opinion about the lexical item. 
3. Lexical replication: The speaker uses the lexical item. 
Two cases are possible: (a) The lexical item might not exist at all at the level of the 
speech community or (b) the lexical item exists within the speech community but 
the speaker ignores it. 
3.3.1 Previous studies on lexical knowledge 
What do I call lexical knowledge? Evidently, lexical knowledge is not cut and dry. 
It is not as simple as the absence or presence of knowledge. Various disciplines 
distinguish several levels of knowledge,101 and so does applied linguistics. Al- 
though there is “no clear and unequivocal consensus … as to the nature of lexical 
knowledge” (Laufer & Paribakht, 1998, p. 366), it seems to be largely agreed upon 
that lexical knowledge is a continuum, from the mere awareness of the existence 
of the lexical item (vague familiarity) to the full ability to access the lexical item 
for free, active production. Some scholars have suggested that lexical knowledge 
is a multidimensional construct (Henriksen, 1999). Generally, a discussion is 
needed as to which type of lexical knowledge is best suited as a metric for moni-
toring the progress of the target lexical item.102 
Although lexical knowledge is known to be a gradual concept, previous studies 
often remained unidimensional.103 This cannot be due to the lack of information 
................................................................ 
101  Rogers discusses this issue in his theory of the diffusion of innovations: he distin-
guishes between several types of knowledge (1983, p. 167–168): notably awareness-
knowledge (what is the innovation) and how-to-knowledge (how does the innovation 
work). Several levels of knowledge are also discerned in marketing studies (e.g. Peter 
& Olson, 2010, p. 68–71). 
102  But this is out of scope here. 
103  On a parenthetical note, I find it surprising that none of the studies reviewed consid-




or guidelines for developing some kind of scale because scale development was a 
“growth industry” within the field of psychology in the early 1990s already and “it 
ha[d] become axiomatic that (publishable) assessment instruments are supposed 
to be reliable and valid” (Clark & Watson, 1995, p. 304). Also, the construct of 
“lexical knowledge” has been largely discussed in applied linguistics, especially in 
studies concerning second language learning. Henriksen (1999), for instance, un-
derlined that there is a need to be more specific about the construct and proposed 
three separate dimensions: partial-precise knowledge, depth of knowledge, and 
receptive-productive knowledge (p. 304). 
In the present investigation, I propose speaking in terms of four constructs 
based on two main lexical knowledge dimensions, at two levels. Here, I call the 
two dimensions lexical recall and lexical recognition. Lexical recall is a top-of-
mind awareness, whereas lexical recognition is an aided awareness. My concepts 
and terminology are inspired and adapted from the marketing literature: 
For example, if people think of a soft drink, they may spontaneously think 
of either Coca-Cola, Fanta or Lipton Ice Tea. This is their top-of-mind 
brand awareness. In an unaided context people may recall several brands 
spontaneously. This is brand recall or unaided spontaneous awareness. It is 
also possible that people recognise a brand by its package, colour, logo, etc. 
This is brand recognition or aided awareness. (De Pelsmacker, Geuens, & 
Van den Bergh, 2005, p. 76) 
My two dimensions of lexical recall and lexical recognition can be applied to either 
the level of lexical items or that of lexical sources (i.e., sources containing lexical 
items such as official documents, dictionaries, online terminology databases, etc.). 
In addition, the conditions in which a speaker is prompted to recognize a lexical 
item or a lexical source (in the “aided context”) can be subdivided into two forms: 
active recognition or passive recognition. Active or spontaneous recognition oc-
curs when the lexical item or source is not given to the speaker: This is the case, 
for instance, when a researcher gives a definition of a lexical item to the speaker 
and invites the speaker to indicate the corresponding lexical item. Passive recog-
nition occurs when the lexical item is directly given to the speaker: For example, 
a researcher gives a lexical item to a speaker and notes whether this speaker 
................................................................ 
emerged in France more than half a century ago and has developed a quantitative par-
adigm. 
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recognizes the lexical item. For this dichotomy between active and passive, I am 
borrowing ideas from existing lexical implantation research: 
We consider that a denomination [lexical item] is known spontaneously if 
it is produced by an informant within the context of the study (Vila i 
Moreno & Vila i Moreno, 2007, p. 77, my translation and emphasis)xxx 
Accordingly, I use the six concepts below. 
Lexical item recall: the ability of a speaker to think of a lexical item in an 
unaided context 
Active lexical item recognition:104 the ability of a speaker to think of a 
lexical item in an aided context, where the lexical item is not directly pro-
vided 
Passive lexical item recognition: the ability of a speaker to recognize a 
lexical item in an aided context, where the lexical item is directly provided 
Lexical source recall: the ability of a speaker to think of a lexical source in 
an unaided context 
Active lexical source recognition: the ability of a speaker to think of a 
lexical source in an aided context, where the lexical source is not directly 
provided 
Passive lexical source recognition: the ability of a speaker to recognize a 
lexical source in an aided context, where the lexical source is directly pro-
vided 
I used lexical knowledge as an umbrella term covering these six concepts. Need-
less to say this terminology differs from that used in the studies I am reviewing, 
but I am using these six harmonized concepts with a view to structuring my re-
view.105 
Several of these studies on lexical knowledge have confirmed low or even 
missing lexical knowledge for the target lexical item among target speech commu-
nity members, as illustrated here in Quebec, the Gaeltacht, and Catalonia: 
................................................................ 
104  There have been proposals and endeavors for assessing lexical item recognition in the 
Esperanto speech community (see Kück, 2009). 
105  I invite interested readers to refer directly to the studies quoted which, for the most 
part, are not written in English (thus the terminology differs in any case, since these 
works are written in other languages). 
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In general, as already mentioned, official lexical items [target lexical items] 
are unevenly and little known by editors. The majority of respondents (50% 
and more) can recognize only 20% of officialized forms. (Martin, 1998, 
p. 189, my translation)xxxi 
The Gaeltacht community may not be aware of certain modern terms … 
The data suggest that Irish terms [the target lexical items] may not be used 
by Gaeltacht speakers as they simply do not know them. (Ní Ghearáin, 2011, 
pp. 312–313) 
The diffusion of the Calatan denominations proposed by TERMCAT [the 
target lexical item] has been zero since none of the interviewees knew the 
proposed forms nor the terminological resources available for consultation. 
(Gresa Barbero, 2016, p. 68, my translation)xxxii 
Scholars often measure more than one concept in a single study, as well as con-
cepts other than lexical knowledge. Below, I review studies about lexical 
knowledge in chronological order. This linear presentation is followed by a sum-
mary table for comparison purposes and a discussion of existing methods 
(strengths and weaknesses). 
In her study of Hebrew terms for car parts, Allony-Fainberg (1974) used a 
questionnaire distributed to four population samples. She asked respondents 
whether they knew specific target lexical items (passive lexical item recognition).  
Heller (1978) conducted a study with the aim of bringing to light the multiple 
factors that can influence the implantation of a set of target lexical items in the 
automotive domain. Regarding lexical knowledge, she showed her informants car 
pictures and asked them to indicate the lexical items they knew for each car part 
(active lexical item recognition).
xxxiii
106 Although she did not offer systematic results 
for lexical knowledge, she mentioned that “many interviews began with hesitation 
from the part of the informant, who stated that they ignored the French terms, the 
‘correct terms’” (Allony-Fainberg, 1978, p. 35, my translation).  
Fugger (1980, see also 1983) was interested in the reactions of speakers to the 
French language policy and the influence of English on the French language. He 
explored two aspects of lexical knowledge through a survey: passive lexical item 
................................................................ 
106  The questions were asked partly through semi-directed interviews and partly through 
written questionnaires. Informants were also asked to give information about the use 
of these lexical items, but this is out of scope in this section. 
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recognition, by asking respondents to provide a definition for specific lexical 
items (both Anglicisms and frenchized lexical items), and passive lexical source 
recognition, by asking respondents to indicate whether they had heard of the min-
isterial orders published in 1977 for replacing words of English origin with French 
words. 
Gaudin and Guespin (1993) carried out semistructured interviews with uni-
versity lecturers/researchers in the domain of genetic engineering in France. With 
regard to lexical knowledge, their research technique consisted of creating an in-
formal discussion during the interview and guiding it toward specific topics to 
assess whether interviewees would spontaneously utter the target lexical item. For 
each designational paradigm considered, they listed cases in which the interviewee 
spontaneously produced the target lexical item (lexical item recall) versus cases in 
which he or she used a rival lexical item. In addition, for a restricted number of 
target lexical items, they gave the target lexical item to the interviewees and asked 
them to give either a definition of this lexical item or an equivalent (passive lexical 
item recognition).107 
Gouadec, Crespel, and Colombel (1993) carried out two surveys with indi-
viduals involved in IT in France. Regarding lexical knowledge, their goal was to 
determine to what degree these persons knew the target lexical item. Two  
approaches were used: a question of the type “Can you define or describe [the 
target lexical item]?” (passive lexical item recognition) and a question of the type 
“How do you point toward or express [definition of the target lexical item]?”  
(active lexical item recognition). 
Concerning lexical knowledge, the study undertaken by Thoiron et al. (1993) 
constitutes a significant step forward. Not only did the research team highlight the 
fact that lexical knowledge is a continuum, but they further devised a strategy to 
try to measure multiple degrees of knowledge:  
As far as the term knowledge is concerned, several levels must be considered. 
It is simplistic to say that a term [target lexical item] is known or unknown, 
even by a specialist. There are degrees, and here we tried to implement 
various strategies to assess the level of familiarity with the term. (Thoiron 
et al., 1993, p. 50, my translation)xxxiv 
................................................................ 




In their semistructured interviews, they first gave the interviewees a definition. If 
the target lexical item was uttered by the interviewee (active lexical item recogni-
tion), 10 points were given. If not, the test continued.108 If a lexical item other than 
the target lexical item109 was given, the interviewers tested whether the interviewee 
could give the target lexical item (6 points); if not, the interviewers mentioned the 
target lexical item to see if the interviewee recognized it (4 points; passive lexical 
item recognition). If the interviewee did not mention the target lexical item spon-
taneously, could not utter it when stimulated with a competing lexical item of the 
designational paradigm, or did not recognize it when it was presented to them, 
they did not receive any points. As the authors mentioned (Thoiron et al., 1993, 
p. 54), multiple variables were involved, and their measure could only serve as an 
indicator to quickly evaluate, in an initial stage, whether a target lexical item (or a 
group of such units) is propagating. 
Guilford (1997) conducted two surveys to examine the attitudes of French 
people toward English loanwords. In the first survey, he explored passive lexical 
item recognition in two ways: by asking survey respondents whether they knew 
the lexical item and, if so, by asking them whether they could define the lexical 
item. The results are interesting from a methodological point of view because they 
show that in some cases, respondents claimed to know the lexical item but were 
not able to give a correct definition of the underlying concept. This again brings 
up the question of levels of lexical knowledge. 
Martin (1998) conducted a survey as well as group interviews with editors in 
the domain of college education and administration in Quebec. He announced 
that through his survey, he collected inter alia data on knowledge and use of target 
lexical items (Martin, 1998, p. 161). Out of four questions, only the last addresses 
knowledge. Here, however, knowledge is not understood as knowledge of the tar-
get lexical item per se. Rather, the survey prompts respondents to indicate, within 
27 designational paradigms given to them, which lexical items are target lexical 
items. It is questionable whether the information collected would be generally use-
ful because speakers of the target speech community in some cases could know 
and use target lexical items without knowing explicitly that these lexical items are 
target lexical items. The most interesting aspect of Martin’s (1998) study in rela-
tion to lexical knowledge is, in my view, his group interviews, which explored in 
depth not (only) the knowledge of the target lexical item but, in a broader sense, 
knowledge of the language managers’ sources containing the target lexical item. 
................................................................ 
108  For a detailed account of the methods, see the authors (Thoiron et al., 1993, p. 53). 
109  Here: an English equivalent. 
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Martin (1998) used an interview guide, which, as far as I could read, is not pro-
vided in his work. Therefore, I am not sure how he interviewed the groups, but 
the results show that data were generated on the knowledge of lexical sources. I 
classify his work as passive lexical source recognition. 
In their study on fencing, Vila i Moreno and Vila i Moreno (2007) combined 
participant observation and interviews. During participant observation, they col-
lected information on lexical item recall: Vila i Moreno fenced in national Catalan 
competitions, sometimes with recordings. As mentioned in the study, this method 
is an interesting approach to avoiding the observer’s paradox. During interviews, 
they also tested comprehension of given lexical items, which I classify as passive 
lexical item recognition (the interviewer suggesting the target lexical item to the 
interviewee110). The researchers were also interested in the knowledge of the dic-
tionary managers had been using to disseminate their target lexical item (passive 
lexical source knowledge). An interesting aspect (which is disregarded in my clas-
sification)111 is the fact that knowledge of the existence of this source on the one 
hand and the possession of (and thus access to) this source are distinguished. 
Nogué Pich and Vila i Moreno (2007a) conducted a study in the field of sport 
climbing in Catalonia. They questioned climbers about a set of designational par-
adigms. They used pictures instead of definitions or descriptions. The researchers 
showed illustrations to the interviewees and assessed the lexical item used spon-
taneously (“How do you name this?”; active lexical item recognition), other lexical 
items known by the interviewee (“Do you know other names for this concept?”), 
and, if the target lexical item had not been mentioned, whether they knew the 
target lexical item (“Do you know this denomination [the target lexical item]?”)xxxv 
(passive lexical item recognition). Their multi-question approach is interesting 
because it captures intraspeaker variation,112 whereas previous studies focused ex-
clusively on the target lexical item. It seems relevant to learn more about the des-
ignational paradigm at the level of a specific speaker: If it contains only the target 
lexical item, it is probable that the speaker will use it. If it contains various other 
lexical items, the target lexical item will not necessarily be the preferred item. 
................................................................ 
110  With three possibilities: comprehension of the target lexical item, uncomprehension 
of the target lexical item and ignorance of the concept. 
111  I think this distinction is bound to disappear in the future, as speakers seem to rely 
more and more and lexical sources that are available freely on the web rather that 
paper dictionaries. To facilitate legibility, I thus prefer not to include this aspect in my 
review. 
112  E.g. Heller (1978, p. 34) notes that intraspeaker variation is essential to understand 
which direction lexical change is taking. 
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However, the reliability of the “spontaneous” use of the target lexical item is quite 
relative. 
Nogué Pich and Vila i Moreno (2007b) also undertook a study in the field of 
hockey, which comprised interviews, a survey, and study of oral and written cor-
pora. During the interview, they started with an informal discussion to see 
whether respondents would spontaneously mention the target lexical item (lexical 
item recall); if the interviewees did not mention the term, they asked more explicit 
questions related to the target lexical item (passive lexical item recognition). They 
further assessed the knowledge of the sources that had been used by language 
planners for disseminating the target lexical item (passive lexical source 
knowledge): “Do you know the dictionary of hockey?” “Have you ever seen a 
poster with this (teach poster)?” “Have you already seen a brochure with this 
(teach brochure)?” or “Do you know what TERMCAT is?”xxxvi 
Ní Ghearáin (2011) conducted semistructured interviews in Irish-speaking 
workplaces, mostly community-based organizations such as cooperatives. Her 
study design allowed her to collect qualitative information about lexical 
knowledge among respondents. Without going into detail, she mentioned that 
“findings do in fact suggest that the Gaeltacht community [the target speech com-
munity] may not be aware of certain modern terms [target lexical items]” and 
further that her data “suggest that Irish terms may not be used by Gaeltacht speak-
ers as they simply do not know them” (Ní Ghearáin, 2011, pp. 312–313). She men-
tioned, for instance, that half of her interviewees had never heard the target lexical 
item (an Irish term) for “laptop” (passive lexical item recognition).113 Ní Ghearáin 
(2011) also collected data about knowledge regarding language managers (i.e., the 
official terminology planning structure concerned). In the paper, the methodo-
logy is not reported in full detail, but Ní Ghearáin (2011) mentioned that she in-
vestigated “the informants’ practices, use of terminology resources, and awareness 
of and attitudes toward the institutional structure for terminology develop-
ment” (p. 311). Thus, I assume she explored both passive and active lexical source 
recognition. 
Gresa Barbero (2016) conducted interviews with owners or individuals in 
charge of restaurants with regard to the dissemination methods of the Catalan 
center for terminology (TERMCAT). Her purpose was to collect data on 
................................................................ 
113  I’m assuming this is lexical recognition here, but I couldn’t grasp the full methodology 
from the paper, which regarding the interviews succintly mentions “Interviews con-
sisted of three stages, the first of which entailed detailed discussion of the informants’ 
everyday usage of technology, thereby facilitating the observation of their knowledge 
and usage of technological terms.” (Ní Ghearáin, 2011) 
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interviewees’ perceptions of the dissemination process of target lexical items. 
Thus, she did not focus on lexical knowledge but qualitative data about passive 
lexical source recognition appear in her results. Gresa Barbero (2016) mentioned 
that none of the interviewees were aware of TERMCAT’s dissemination attempts 
in the domain considered, such as the lexical resources made available on the In-
ternet (p. 40).114 
In Table 2, I summarize the methods I just presented for comparison pur-
poses: 
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114  She nonetheless notes that some forms identical with the target lexical item are 
implanted, but suggests that this is not the results of TERMCAT’s dissemination ac-
tivities (2016, p. 40). 
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Aspect Study Method Tool 
(Gaudin & Guespin, 1993) Give the lexical item and ask for a 
definition or equivalent 
Interview 
(Gouadec et al., 1993) Ask to define or describe the 
lexical item 
Interview 
(Thoiron et al., 1993) Give interviewees the lexical item 
and see if they recognize it 
Interview 
(Vila i Moreno & Vila i Moreno, 
2007) 
Give interviewees the lexical item 
and see if they recognize 
Interview 
(Nogué Pich & Vila i Moreno, 
2007a) 
Ask respondents whether they 
know the lexical item 
Interview 
(Nogué Pich & Vila i Moreno, 
2007b) 
Ask concrete questions about the 
lexical item 
Interview 
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know lexical sources of language 
managers (ministerial orders) 
Survey 
(Martin, 1998) Unclear to me115 Group 
interview 
(Vila i Moreno & Vila i Moreno, 
2007) 
Details unknown to me Interview 
(Nogué Pich & Vila i Moreno, 
2007b) 
Ask respondents whether they 
know specific lexical sources 
(a dictionary, etc.) 
Interview 
(Ní Ghearáin, 2011) Details unknown to me Interview 




115  This is an assumption. I did not find Martin’s interview guide in his work, therefore I 
was not able to tell clearly how he interviewed the groups.  
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 (Ní Ghearáin, 2011) Details unknown to me Interview 
Table 2. Summary of methods used to investigate six aspects of lexical knowledge. 
As it appears in the summary table, a large majority of studies were undertaken in 
the presence of researchers and in an aided context.116 These methods are based 
on research-generated data and suffer from the observer’s paradox.117 Several im-
plantation researchers underlined the drawbacks of elicitation in the presence of 
the researcher (Heller, 1978, pp. 3–4; Ní Ghearáin, 2011, p. 111). Vila i Moreno 
(2007) himself acknowledged that the spontaneity of the lexical item knowledge 
he was assessing was influenced by the interview setting: 
The interviewees can perfectly know various alternative [lexical items] for a 
single concept, and produce the one that seems to be the most normative—
or, inversely, the one that seems to be the least so—depending on the dy-
namics of the interview. (p. 78) 
Heller (1978) gave a straightforward example of the researcher effect at the level 
of lexical items, where an interviewee uses different lexical items in real life and in 
the interview setting: 
For instance, when I opened a garage door I heard someone say “Va 
chercher les tires!” [Go get the tires!]. Later on I interviewed this person (it 
was the owner), and he told me that he only used pneu. (p. 38, my transla-
tion) xxxvii118,  
The only interesting exception in the studies I reviewed is that of Vila i Moreno 
and Vila i Moreno (2007), who worked with participant observation. The presence 
................................................................ 
116  This is acknowledged by some researchers. Heller, for instance, states that informants 
were hesitative (see above), suggesting an observational bias. 
117  See Cukor-Avila (2000) and Labov (1972, p. 109) for a discussion of the observer’s 
paradox. 
118  ‘Tire’ is the Anglicism for the French lexical item ‘pneu’. 
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of researchers to explore the level of lexical items therefore constitutes an initial 
problem. 
Another debatable issue in the works reviewed above relates to the degree or 
scale of knowledge. Gouadec et al. (1993), for instance, announced that in the 
third part of their study, they sought an “analysis of the degrees of knowledge of 
official terms [target lexical items] and of their meanings” (p. 239, my translation 
and emphasis).xxxviii
xxxix
 As psychology teaches us, “[a] primary goal of scale develop-
ment is to create a valid measure of an underlying construct” (Clark & Watson, 
1995, p. 309). The study by Gaudin and Guespin (1993) constitutes an improve-
ment because two levels were considered: an active level, where study participants 
might produce the target lexical item spontaneously, and a passive one, where they 
merely recognize the target lexical item. However, although the researchers 
claimed that in the third part of their study, they aimed to “assess the degree of 
knowledge of recommended terms [target lexical items]” (Gaudin & Guespin, 
1993, p. 12, my translation and emphasis),  it is deceiving because no scale was 
proposed or even discussed in the paper, and no figures were provided. Also, stud-
ies on lexical item knowledge are sometimes based on self-reported knowledge. 
The problem with self-reported measures of knowledge is that “they may reflect 
generalized self-confidence more than any actual state of knowledge because peo-
ple who are self confident may report more knowledge than those with less confi-
dence” (Cole, Gaeth, & Singh, 1986). Some researchers, such as Allony-Fainberg 
(1974), acknowledged this issue but did not discuss a solution. The scale problem 
is thus a second problem with lexical item knowledge. 
From the above, I see two problems with exploring lexical knowledge at the 
level of lexical items: elicitation in the presence of researchers and the question of 
scales of knowledge. However, in addition to these methodological problems is 
the fact that the studies reviewed generally resulted in unsatisfactory knowledge 
of lexical items: As mentioned at the beginning of the present section, figures can 
be as low as 20% or even zero. This is why I propose starting at a higher level, that 
of lexical sources, to try and understand why speakers have not come into contact 
with the target lexical items. It might sound like a statement of the obvious that if 
the source containing the target lexical items is unknown to speakers, the proba-
bility that speakers will use the target lexical items is approximately zero. As is 
evidenced by Table 2 (p. 94), the reviewed studies either did not focus on lexical 
source knowledge or took target lexical item sources as a starting point. This fails 
to capture the bigger picture: If target lexical item sources are not known, from 
which source do speakers draw their lexical items? In Section 3.4.1, I will argue 
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for an exploration of speakers’ lexical environment, which does not use target lex-
ical item sources as a starting point. 
3.3.2 Previous studies on lexical opinion 
The second step in the three-step implantation process depicted in Section 3.3 
(p. 83) is for a speaker to make the decision to adopt or reject a lexical item. How-
ever, at a higher level, speakers can also decide to adopt or reject a lexical source, 
for instance, choosing not to use a specific dictionary they know. Rejecting a lex-
ical source de facto means limiting access to the lexical items it contains. Accord-
ingly, two aspects seem important to me here: speakers’ opinions about lexical 
items proper and speakers’ opinions about lexical sources.119 
Here, I use opinion or lexical opinion as an umbrella term to aggregate a large 
range of concepts: attitudes, sentiments, feelings, emotions, preferences, and so 
on. I feel the need for a generic term and concept because researchers have ap-
proached the issue under different perspectives, which I am presenting in this sec-
tion. 
The concepts linguists have used in their research were oftentimes borrowed 
from psychology and behavioral sciences. Gervais and Fessler (2017), for instance, 
provided the following definitions: 
 attitudes: “enduring affective valuations that represent relational value” 
 emotions: “occurrent affective reactions that mobilize relational behavior” 
 sentiments: “higher-level functional networks of attitudes and emo-
tions that serve critical bookkeeping … and commitment.” (p. 3)120 
Applied linguists have been interested inter alia in the attitude construct because 
there is a potential relationship between attitude and behavior: The attitudes of 
speakers might be an indicator of the lexical items they (will) use. A good review 
of the relationship between attitude and behavior in language planning can be 
................................................................ 
119  Opinion cannot be completely separated from knowledge, as opinions are influenced 
by the acquisition of new knowledge. 
120  Bookkeeping here is to be understood, in my comprehension, as a term in psychology, 
refering to Rothbart’s cognitive model that proposes “a gradual modification of stereo-
types by the additive influence of each piece of disconfirming information” (Johnston 
& Hewstone, 1992, p. 361).  
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found in the work of Triano López (2007, pp. 15–37). However, as Vandermeeren 
(2008) underlined, measuring attitudes is not unproblematic:  
It was made clear that to date, both social psychologists and sociolinguists 
must face the fact that quantifying attitudes still entail conceptual and 
methodological problems. The attitude concept itself and especially the atti-
tude-behaviour-relation are indeed controversial issues. (pp. 13–26) 
Below, I review methods used to approach lexical opinion. Several researchers that 
I do not mention here (e.g., Daoust, 1995; Karabacak, 2009) also tried to grasp the 
bigger picture in a specific domain, for instance, speakers’ general attitudes to-
ward francization. However, in my view, such an approach neglects the fact that 
speakers are often unaware of the sources from which the lexical items they use 
originally come.121 In what follows, I start by explaining what researchers did in 
relation to lexical opinion, then provide a summary table of methods for compar-
ison purposes, and finally, I comment on the methodological problems posed by 
existing studies. 
In her study on parts of the car, Allony-Fainberg (1974) investigated the atti-
tudes of speakers toward Hebrew target lexical items. In this paper, “attitude”  
refers to whether a speaker finds a lexical item semantically appropriate and  
convenient for use. The questions thus concern both the lexical item itself and 
potential use of the lexical item. It would be hard to draw any conclusion from her 
findings because results for both questions are mixed in a single table (Allony-
Fainberg, 1974, p. 500), and, as she herself noted, “the results yielded by this re-
search can hardly provide any final attitudinal conclusions for all types of words 
as there were not enough questions asked concerning the words studied in this 
connection” (pp. 500–501). 
In the third part of their study, Gaudin and Guespin (1993) collected opinions 
on target lexical items (p. 12). Their qualitative approach using metalinguistic 
statements during interviews seems particularly interesting to better understand 
why target lexical items might be accepted or rejected by the target speech com-
munity. The authors did not seem to define “opinion,” so it is not clear exactly 
what kind of statements they were trying to obtain from the interviewees. Never-
theless, they were able to uncover why some target lexical items were not accepted 
................................................................ 
121  If a speaker generally has a positive attitude toward francization, for instance, it does 
not necessarily mean that they will prefer a French term over an Anglicism, for in-
stance. Thus the studies I reviewed concentrate on the level of (target) lexical items. 
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by target speakers: The French abbreviation ACP, for instance, was rejected be-
cause it is homonymous with acid carrier protein. 
In a long survey, Gouadec et al. (1993) asked respondents (question 7) to pro-
vide examples of lexical items with specific characteristics (e.g., terms that are ex-
pressive, correct [precise], surprising, complicated, ridiculous, etc.; p. 240). They 
were able to collect some examples of lexical items that fit into those predefined 
categories, but it should be noted that the nonresponse rate here was above 50% 
(27 respondents out of 50). 
Thoiron et al.’s (1993) primary goal was not to study speakers’ lexical opin-
ions. Nonetheless, in the first part of their semistructured interviews, through two 
questions, they tried to capture the interviewees’ preferences for English lexical 
items (borrowings) versus French ones (the target lexical items).122 They asked 
speakers, for cases in which they knew both an English and a French term for a 
given concept, which one they preferred and why; they further asked if interview-
ees would replace the English term with its French equivalent if they were given 
the French equivalent, and why. From my understanding, these questions were 
general and did not concern specific terms. 
Triano López (2007) investigated, at the lexical level, “how speakers’ attitudes 
and language planning can interact in shaping the course of language develop-
ment” (p. 1). His study provides insights on the use of Castilianisms in Catalonia 
(borrowing) versus indigenous Catalan lexical items (here, the target lexical 
items). Interestingly, he sought not only to assess speakers’ attitudes but also to 
establish whether there was a relationship between these attitudes and speakers’ 
actual lexical behavior.123 The author developed four indexes in relation to speak-
ers’ attitudes: a language loyalty index, a lexical loyalty index, a corpus planning 
index, and a status planning index. Some of the questions related to his lexical 
loyalty index are relevant for lexical opinions (e.g., he asked respondents to assess 
whether Castilianisms that replace a Valencian word that already exists are ac-
ceptable). 
In their study of implantation for climbing sport in Catalan, Nogué and 
Vila (2007a) asked respondents directly what they thought about the target lexical 
item proposed by the standardizing body (TERMCAT). In this way, they partly 
collected positive, negative, or neutral opinions on the target lexical item (e.g., 
“I do not like it”), as well as metalinguistic statements of the type “strange word,” 
................................................................ 
122  This is comparable to Triano-López’s construct of ‘lexical loyalty’ (2007, p. 1). 
123  Generally, research on language attitudes focuses mainly on the search of a causal  
relationship between (language) attitudes and language behavior (Lenz, 2003, p. 264). 
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“good sonority,” “more correct,” “too long,” “complicated,” “inadequate,” or “it 
does not correspond to the concept.” In several cases, the researchers noted that 
for the same item, the answers varied from one respondent to the other. 
Nogué Pich and Vila i Moreno (2007b) conducted another study on field 
hockey in Catalonia. One of the aims of their semistructured interview was to 
“capture opinions about the [lexical items] and standardization efforts in the field 
of sports in general” (Nogué Pich & Vila i Moreno, 2007b, p. 177, my transla-
tion).xl Based on their interview guide, it seems that the sole question they used to 
collect these opinions was “Do you think it [the target lexical item] could end up 
spreading?” (Nogué Pich & Vila i Moreno, 2007b, p. 232, my translation).xli They 
were able to collect isolated opinions (e.g., target lexical items were sometimes 
said to be confusing or not adequate for the concept in question). They used a 
mixed-method approach, in which lexical filtering remained only a peripheral as-
pect. 
Leblanc and Bilodeau (2009) examined the adoption in spoken communica-
tion of a sample of target lexical items in the IT domain (p. 167). The authors held 
semistructured interviews with individuals in Quebec and New Brunswick, rang-
ing from the occasional IT user to the professional. The authors announced that 
the data would be collected using interviewees’ epiterminological discourses.xlii 
They used predefined questions to collect statements. In the introduction and the 
conclusion (2009), they mentioned that the type of epiterminological discourse 
they are considering are evaluative in nature and they speak of linguistic judge-
ments (p. 168, 178). However, in their analysis, they distinguished three types of 
epiterminological discourse (Leblanc & Bilodeau, 2009, pp. 171–172), none of 
which appears to be of evaluative nature: explicative discourse (definitions, para-
phrases, etc.), discourse that shows traces of the English language, and silent dis-
course (hesitations, etc.). I fully agree that metalinguistic statements can be of 
evaluative nature and that it would be worth collecting such statements, but there 
exist other types of metalinguistic statements as well,124 which are not of evaluative 
nature, and from reading the paper results, I have the impression that this is what 
the authors collected most in their study. 
In his doctoral dissertation, Remysen (2009) analyzed “how language column-
ists identify certain usages as French Canadian [and] look[ed] at the ways these 
columnists describe the usages they comment on. It also examine[d] the value 
judgments they make about them as well as the arguments they put forward to 
................................................................ 
124  This will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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justify these judgements” (p. ii). Remysen (2009) classified the results into argu-
ments to support the acceptance or condemnation of lexical items: 
Arguments to support acceptance 
(Remysen, 2009) 















Compliance with morphological rules 
2.a) 20


















Cultural or identity-related significance 
– 
1.b) 30 
Gallo-Roman or French origin 
2.b) 10 




Absence of Frenchness 
1.b) 40 
Clear or expressive 
2.b) 70 
Imprecision or ambiguity 






Established in Canadian language use 
2.b) 20
Established in France or in the Francophonie 
– 2.b) 50 Unacceptability due to diachronic, 
diatopic, diastratic or stylistic variation 
Table 3. Translated and adapted from Remysen (2009). 
Ní Ghearáin (2011) investigated “the hypothesis that official terminology plan-
ning is not well received by the Irish language speech community in the Gael-
tacht” (p. 306). Throughout her semistructured interviews, she gathered 
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metalinguistic statements concerning target lexical items.125 This qualitative study 
was explorative in nature rather than systematic about lexical opinion. 
Saint (2016) collected 330 Twitter messages mentioning a specific target lexi-
cal item in the months following its publication by the language managers con-
cerned. She found metalinguistic statements expressing a personal preference in 
about two thirds of them (polarized opinion about the target lexical item itself or 
the language managers concerned).  
As I write these lines, Nissilä and Pilke (2017) are studying the correspond-
ence between subject experts and language managers in Sweden between 1941 and 
1983. In the letters exchanged between the two parties, aspects such as infor-
mation on the “right” lexical items for specific technical concepts are discussed. 
One of the aims of the authors’ research is to characterize the content of experts’ 
opinions and to review their position and arguments regarding proposed target 
lexical items and their definitions. Final conclusions cannot be drawn here be-
cause Nissilä and Pilke’s (2017) project is still a work in progress, and the 3000+ 
letters have yet to undergo a more in-depth analysis (p. 253). However, because 
their preliminary observations suggest that the most common type of question 
language managers asked experts was about term acceptability (Nissilä & Pilke, 
2017, p. 247), this project seems to be a promising future source of data for the 
study of lexical opinion. 
................................................................ 
125  E.g. “I don’t like it… it’s too… prissy or something,” “strange new terms that no one 
understands,” “it’s not very professional,” “it’s easier to just use the English word,” “If 
you used […] a brand new word … maybe the other person wouldn’t understand that 
word.” 
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(Allony-Fainberg, 1974) Ask speaker about semantic 
appropriateness of lexical items and 
convenience of use of lexical items 
Survey 
(Gaudin & Guespin, 
1993) 
Collect metalinguistic statements of 
speakers about lexical items 
Interviews 
(Gouadec et al., 1993) Ask speakers for examples of lexical items 
with specific characteristics 
Survey 
(Thoiron et al., 1993) Ask speakers general questions about their 
preferences between Anglicisms vs. French 
lexical items 
Interviews 
(Triano López, 2007) Attitudes of speakers (various dimensions, 
indexes) 
Survey 
(Nogué Pich & Vila i 
Moreno, 2007a) 
Ask respondents directly about lexical items 
and collect metalinguistic statements about 
lexical items 
Interviews 
(Nogué Pich & Vila i 
Moreno, 2007b) 
Ask respondents about the use of lexical 
items 
Interviews 
(Leblanc & Bilodeau, 
2009, p. 167) 
Ask predefined questions to make 
interviewees utter terms and metalinguistic 
statements 
Interviews 
(Remysen, 2009) Collect metalinguistic statements in 





(Ní Ghearáin, 2011, 
p. 306) 
Collect metalinguistic statements by 
investigating interviewees’ practices and 
attitudes 
Interviews 
(Saint, 2016) Collect metalinguistic statements in 




(Nissilä & Pilke, 2017) Collect metalinguistic statements in 
naturally occurring data 
Written 
corpus (letters) 
Table 4. Summary of methods used to investigate lexical opinions. 
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As illustrated in Table 4, up until recently, speakers were asked questions directly 
(observational bias) or statements were collected in the presence of the researcher 
through surveys or interviews. This again poses the problem of the observer’s para-
dox and the fact that data are elicited for the lexical item level (for details, see pre-
vious section). 
Of the authors reviewed above, Triano López (2007) is the only one who pro-
vided a convincing definition of the attitude construct he was examining and  
a sound theoretical framework for his concepts. Thus, there is again an issue  
regarding the constructs researchers are trying to measure, especially that of atti-
tudes. As Broermann (2008) noted (and it is not different here), with but few  
exceptions,126 researchers in linguistics have directly borrowed and adapted the 
attitude definitions and models from social psychology and have not developed 
constructs that are specific to linguistics (p. 26). Several scholars agree that, de-
spite a large range of studies on language attitudes, sound research approaches are 
still missing or incomplete (Arendt, 2010, p. 10; Casper, 2002, p. 95). Generally, 
Neuland (1993) noted that the experimental methods used in attitude research 
lead to artificial test situations for which the validity of the results is questionable 
(p. 729). 
The last two studies reviewed (Nissilä & Pilke, 2017; Saint, 2016) and that of 
Remysen (2009) are interesting because they are based on real language data. The 
former two are rather limited in scope (Saint’s [2016] study, for instance, concerns 
only one lexical item), and that of Remysen (2009) analyzes the opinions of lan-
guage columnists, not of folk speakers, but they open promising perspectives to 
work with naturally occurring data and allow the researcher to escape the problem 
of the attitude construct. Using corpora indeed turns the problem around: Instead 
of starting off with a problematic theoretical construct, here, the idea is to collect 
and observe naturally occurring data and to determine whether these data can be 
useful for language managers. This eliminates the problem of defining a construct 
a priori and that of the observer’s paradox. Thus, this is the approach I want to 
develop in the present thesis and for which I will further argue in Section 3.4.2. 
................................................................ 
126  Vandermeeren’s attitude-manifestation-model is one of these exceptions (2008, 
p. 1320), combining theories and variables from different disciplines. As Casper notes 
however (2002, p. 114), there is no systematic relationship between the components 
of the model. 
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3.3.3 Previous studies on lexical replication 
In the three-step implantation process described in Section 3.3, the last step is lex-
ical replication. Unlike the previous two steps, this one will not be part of my pro-
posal (see Part 3 of the investigation). This is because, as I am about to explain, an 
operational monitoring tool that could be used by language managers has already 
been developed. 
Previous researchers, such as Allony-Fainberg (1974), in the 1970s were al-
ready interested in this aspect.127 From the 1980s on, studies flourished, especially 
under the French term études d’implantation (implantation studies; see the review 
in Quirion, 2003, pp. 51–66). A measurement protocol was developed by Quirion 
(2003a) to evaluate to which degree the target lexical items are used in effect by 
the target speech community. As he himself explained, Quirion (2003) was not 
the first researcher to work on the challenging issue of implantation, and one of 
the drawbacks of previous proposals is the fact that they were not reproducible 
(pp. 56–58). Quirion’s (2003) protocol, in contrast, is operational, has been reused 
by other scholars (e.g., Saint, 2013), and could very well be used by language man-
agers. It is based on naturally occurring data (corpora) and reflects how speakers 
behave in real life, whether they utter the target lexical item in actual interactions. 
The metric used in this protocol is the implantation coefficient, defined as the 
ratio between (a) the number of times the target lexical item is used for a given 
concept and (b) the number of times this concept is mentioned (Quirion, 2014a, 
p. 288).128  
The metric as developed by Quirion (2003) has become the standard for eval-
uation during the step of lexical replication. I will not discuss its details,129 but I 
would like on a parenthetical note to make a short comment on the wording used 
by some scholars. Some researchers (not Quirion) claimed in their work that they 
used the implantation coefficient to measure the impact of deliberate lexical in-
terventions: 
The objective of the article is to measure the influence of the linguistic rec-
ommendations produced and circulated by the Office québécois de la 
langue française. For this study, I … measured the degree of implantation 
................................................................ 
127  She, for instance, asked respondent to self-report whether they used specific terms. 
128  Such a metric had already been semi-explicitly mentioned by Wüster (he speaks of a 
certain measure, see 1931, p. 177), who compared the 1913 state of language usage for 
designational paradigms in the aviation domain with that of 1929. 
129  I invite the reader to refer to Quirion’s work directly, in English see (Quirion, 2003b). 
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of officialized terms for computer peripherals and that of other French and 
English equivalents. (Saint, 2013b, p. 167, my emphasis) 
To approach the study of terminological implantation, that is, of the im-
pact that the diffusion of certain terminological standardization proposals 
has had. (Gresa Barbero, 2016, p. 21, my translation and emphasis)xliii 
I would like to underline that the implantation coefficient metric measures a state 
of language usage. Evidently, this state of language usage might, to a greater or 
lesser extent, be related to deliberate lexical interventions, to the interventions of 
language managers. However, the implantation coefficient is at best only an indi-
rect indicator of an intervention’s effectiveness because environmental factors 
also influence language actualization. The implantation coefficient thus measures 
the “post-intervention outcome” or “post-intervention state of language use,” not 
the “impact of a deliberate lexical intervention.” 
3.4 Proposals for language managers 
In the present investigation, I focus on using listening strategies for contend-
ing (see Section 3.2). I do this to help language managers overcome low levels of 
lexical knowledge on the one hand and negative lexical opinions on the other. To 
this end, I do not adopt an approach centered on the target lexical item but rather 
a comprehensive one. As Peter and Olson (2010) underlined, “[M]arketers have 
to analyze and understand not only consumers of their products and brands but 
also consumers of competitive offerings and the reasons they purchase competi-
tive products” (p. 13, my emphasis). Previous studies regarding lexical knowledge 
and lexical opinion have often preimposed their sets of questions upon speakers 
and concentrated on target lexical items, failing to observe how individuals actu-
ally “buy their products,” (i.e., how speakers select the lexical items they would 
like to use and why they may sometimes opt for rival items instead of target lexical 
items). 
This thesis makes two proposals: (a) explore speakers’ lexical environment to 
better identify the sources from which speakers actually might draw their lexical 
material and why (see Section 3.4.1), and (b) explore speakers’ lexical opinions in 
context and develop a proof of concept showing this can be done using natural 
language processing and why the types of data observed in a corpus might be use-
ful for language managers (see Section 3.4.2). 
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3.4.1 Exploring speakers’ lexical environment 
In Section 3.3.1, I explained that language managers face low levels of lexical item 
knowledge. Therefore, it seems essential to gain a basic understanding of where 
speakers learn new lexical material and through which channels they acquire new 
lexical items. Depecker (1997) called for a study of speakers’ linguistic environ-
ments (pp. XXXIV–XXXV), and Heller (1978) mentioned that 
efforts should be made to find out where terms are learned, where they come 
from, and how they spread within a generation. (p. 39, my translation)xliv 
Vila i Moreno (2007) mentioned the potential value of knowing where speakers 
learn new lexical items: 
Thus, for example, knowing a priori the real diffusion channels for 
innovations provides a very valuable perspective when it comes to proposing 
innovative forms. (p. 247, my translation)xlv 
Also, Drame (2009) underlined that the “marketing” of the lexicon should by no 
means be limited to traditional channels: 
Traditional methods like disseminating wordlists—which sometimes are the 
only channel used by terminologists in South Africa—are still useful tools; 
however, they must be regarded as one in many distribution channels. Em-
bedding the information into local stories and topics that are relevant to the 
target group is crucial. (p. 18, my emphasis) 
Evidently, lexical knowledge can be acquired passively or actively by speakers: It 
can happen by chance but also as a result of a speaker’s expectations or needs 
(Martin, 1994, p. 34). In the present investigation, I propose to concentrate on 
cases where speakers actively search for lexical knowledge in a situation of per-
ceived need (more will be said about the context in Chapter 6). Do speakers search 
for external information at all? If so, where? Online or offline? From traditional 
or alternative resources? Little is known. 
Sociolinguistics is not particularly helpful for investigating this question be-
cause its theoretical considerations almost never explain where the variants come 
from in the first place (Croft, 2000, p. 55). The study of neology, which has be-
come a well-established research area (Mejri & Sablayrolles, 2011, p. 3), also does 
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not seem to provide much help as to where new lexical items come from in the 
speech community. It has largely focused on the description of neological for-
mation processes. 
The most valuable and comprehensive approach so far to tackle this question 
is perhaps that of socioterminology:130 
Socioterminology is a convenient term that can be used to describe the rela-
tionship between society and terminology and especially the actual social 
use, whether by specialists or by ordinary people, of the terms coined by ter-
minologists. (Maurais, 1993, p. 121) 
Socioterminology is particularly concerned with the circulation of knowledge 
and the movement of terms. It is, above all, a theoretical interrogation, a 
scientific proposition in which variation is seen as central to negotiations, 
including, of course, terminological negotiations. Socioterminology is en-
gaged in areas where standard usage is disrupted, where meaning has to be 
crafted in order to re-establish mutual understanding. (Delavigne, 2017, 
p. 33) 
According to an ISO (2007) technical recommendation,131 one of the tasks of so-
cioterminology is to identify the networks for disseminating target lexical items: 
In identifying networks for disseminating terms, there are two types of work 
to be carried out: on the one hand, to describe the factors, the situations that 
favor or not circulation and implantation (how terminologies are infused or 
diffused into the professional environment), on the other hand, to list the 
methods, supports for terminology creation, for transmission (oral dis-
course, texts, databases, etc.), by using the possible logic of mediatization. 
(p. 9) 
However, Depecker (2013) mentioned that so far, socioterminology has not taken 
the motivations of speakers into account (p. 18). To him, one needs a more de-
tailed approach that would consider sociological, cultural, psychological, and eth-
nological dimensions. Depecker (2013) has pleaded for an ethnoterminology, 
................................................................ 
130  I am quoting contributions in English here, but the interested reader should refer to 
Gaudin’s founding works (1993a, 1993b, 2003, 2005, 2007). 
131  This 2007 recommendation has been withdrawn. 
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which he defines as the “area of terminology that studies terminologies from an 
ethnographical (field study) and an ethnological (generalization of observed facts, 
comparisons of human groups) perspective” (p. 27, my translation).
xlvii
xlvi Hermans 
(1994) had also previously suggested using ethnographical methods and men-
tioned that lexicology could be seen as a sociological discipline because “using 
such or such language or such or such lexical unit is a speech (or language) act 
composed by the interaction of several components, language being just one of 
them” (p. 41, my translation).  The valuable component here is the considera-
tion of the extratextual context in a comprehensive manner. 
Pointing out the weaknesses of classical terminology and socioterminology, 
de Vecchi (2016) has argued for a pragmatic approach to terminology that takes 
into account differences in language use between companies (sociolects of corpo-
rate companies) or between communities within one and the same domain as well 
as the internal dynamics of lexical units that are actually in use (p. 132). According 
to de Vecchi (2004), four dimensions can be used for approaching language  
in corporate environments: (a) a terminological dimension, (b) a sociotermino-
logical dimension, (c) a pragmaterminological dimension, and (d) a temporal  
dimension (pp. 79–80). De Vecchi (2004) evidently contributed the pragmater-
minological dimension to terminology approaches. The pragmaterminological 
dimension that he introduced must highlight the purposes and the usefulness of 
lexical items (terms) in accordance with actions to be undertaken and practices in 
a specialized domain as well as with the environment in which these actions occur. 
The foundation of the pragmaterminological approach is the description of lexical 
units within a company’s sociolect, including, for example, information on where 
it is used in the company and by whom (de Vecchi, 2016, pp. 132–133). Similar 
approaches have also been adopted by other researchers under the term “corpo-
rate lexicography” (Leroyer & Møller, 2006, p. 99). Two additional perspectives 
from seemingly unrelated fields (marketing and lexicography) also seem helpful 
for approaching the question of lexical environments: studies on information 
searches in marketing132 on the one hand and Tarp’s (2009) concept of “extralexi-
cographical situations” on the other. I believe the following assumption from Tarp 
(2009) is essential: 
................................................................ 
132  “Because consumer information search behavior, in one fashion or another, precedes 
all purchasing and choice behavior, it has been a perennial topic of research. Conse-
quently, the literature on consumer information search behavior is voluminous and 
possesses a long and rich history.” (Peterson & Merino, 2003, p. 101) 
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A person may, in an extralexicographical situation, have a lexicographically 
relevant need which he/she does not recognize and therefore does not try to 
solve consulting a dictionary, although dictionaries designed for this specific 
type of need may already exist. (p. 281) 
This implies that if we want to understand where speakers actively search for lex-
ical items, we must not start with specific lexicographical products (language 
managers’ dictionaries, for instance, as was done in several studies reviewed 
above), but rather from speakers’ extralexicographical situations. As previously 
stated, in our current sociolinguistic era, speakers tend not to get their infor-
mation from traditional, institutional sources, but rather from alternative sources, 
such as websites, search engines, and their peers. This means that a speaker may 
have a lexicographically relevant need that he or she recognizes but does not try 
to solve using a dictionary (let alone using the dictionary of language managers). 
Here, marketing again can provide us with insights and methods, because it 
has considered consumers’ environments and in particular the way consumers 
search for information: 
Nearly every introductory marketing and consumer behavior textbook de-
picts the consumer purchase decision process as a series of steps progressing 
from problem recognition, to information search, to evaluation of alter- 
natives, to purchase decision, and finally to postpurchase behavior. In the 
information search stage, consumers actively collect information to make 
potentially better purchase decisions. (Schmidt & Spreng, 1996, p. 246, my 
emphasis) 
In marketing studies, it is generally accepted that individuals can search for infor-
mation in one of two ways: Either they conduct an internal search, extracting in-
formation stored in their memory, or they carry out an external search, seeking 
information from their environment (Schmidt & Spreng, 1996, p. 246). These two 
concepts are distinct but related: External search behavior is dependent on 
memory, and the overall search process can be iterative (Peterson & Merino, 2003, 
p. 101). The choices individuals make are constrained by the sources they consult: 
The study of external search for information is critical in understanding the 
decision-making process of consumers, to avoid the otherwise necessary, 
though oftentimes unrealistic, assumption that choices are made under full 
information conditions. (Srinivasan, 2012, p. 153) 
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During external search, individuals may use various types of sources, some of 
which are controlled by marketers, but also third-party information (e.g., a mag-
azine article), interpersonal sources (e.g., friends; Olshavsky & Wymer, 1995, 
p. 20; Schmidt & Spreng, 1996, p. 247), and in our digital era, online sources such 
as websites, online word-of-mouth, and online bulletin boards and fo-
rums (Bickart & Schindler, 2001; Klein & Ford, 2003). 
Information search behavior studies have been conducted in various fields: for 
instance, in health care for understanding where cancer patients seek information 
about their condition (Finney Rutten, Arora, Bakos, Aziz, & Rowland, 2005) or in 
tourism research to understand how tourists search for information about poten-
tial travel destinations (Sparks & Pan, 2009). In these studies, the official source of 
information (the health care professional or the travel agent) is far from being the 
only source consulted, and often it is not the most influential.133 I believe we can 
draw a parallel here because language managers and their official resources today 
clearly are not the only source of lexical information that speakers use. 
As reported above, several scholars have investigated lexical source knowledge 
(Gresa Barbero, 2016; Martin, 1998; Ní Ghearáin, 2011; Nogué Pich & Vila i 
Moreno, 2007b), but they have only or mostly focused on lexical sources contain-
ing the target lexical items of language managers, failing to see the bigger picture, 
to question whether speakers consulted resources at all, and, if such is the case, 
which ones. As mentioned above, it is, however, essential to be aware of compet-
itive products on the market. 
The paths individuals take in their search for information can be diverse and 
complex. In marketing studies, various models have been developed to illustrate 
the information search behavior of customers (see, for example, Ratchford,  
Talukdar, & Myung-So, 2001; Schmidt & Spreng, 1996).134 In the present investi-
................................................................ 
133  In the two studies mentioned, the identified sources were respectively for cancer  
patient “health professionals, printed materials, media, interpersonal, organization/ 
scientific” and for Chinese outbound tourists “television programs, friends, fashion 
magazines, travels books, newspapers, tourist brochures, chinese websites, television 
advertising, travel agent, family members, australian tourism websites, exhibitions/ 
travel shows, radio, online chat with Chinese in Australia or have visited Australia, 
other personal channels (wom), previous personal experience, online chat with local 
Australians, other”. 
134  According to Srinivasan, there have been three theoretical foundations to explain the 
variation in external search for information: “(1) the economics approach using the 
cost-benefit framework, (2) the psychological approach of motivation and per-
son/product/situation related variables, and (3) the consumer information-processing 
approach which stresses the role of memory and human information processing limi-
tations.” (Srinivasan, 2012, pp. 153–154) 
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gation, I will not design a model but rather try to gain first qualitative insights 
about sources of lexical knowledge and the various search strategies employed by 
speakers, mainly through focus groups (see Chapter 6), although I will also show 
in Chapter 9 (see Section 9.2) that information on lexical-source recall and on lex-
ical-source opinion can be found in naturally occurring data, in contexts contain-
ing opinionated autonyms. 
3.4.2 Exploring speakers’ lexical opinions in context 
Let me start this section with a definition of naturally occurring data. By naturally 
occurring data, I mean here that the recording of the data is “situated as far as 
possible in the ordinary unfolding of people’s lives, as opposed to being prear-
ranged, set up in laboratories, or otherwise experimentally designed” (Hutchby & 
Wooffitt, 2008, p. 12). In Section 3.3.2, I mentioned that previous studies often 
used elicited information about lexical opinions. But this type of information can 
also be obtained from naturally occurring data: 
This discourse about languages can be explicitly elicited, using surveys that 
place speakers in a situation in which they react to utterances and produce 
judgments on spoken or written languages in a given speech community. But 
this discourse can also be identified in various discursive productions which 
are spontaneous or not (political speeches, unions’ discourses, various texts 
such as newspaper articles, literary texts, pedagogic texts…), written or spo-
ken, in particular in conflict situations in which languages are a factor of 
power. (Morsly, 1990, p. 80, my translation)xlviii 
As already stated, one of the obstacles language managers face during their delib-
erate lexical intervention is the negative lexical opinions of speakers. But naturally 
occurring data can provide information about how ordinary speakers chose the 
lexical items they use and how they filter lexical items. 
Clearly, in most cases, speakers’ choices are automatically made, with no con-
scious deliberation. Individuals do not reflect on each and every lexical item they 
use. Communication would be greatly impeded by such a process. As Selten 
(2002) underlined, to a great extent, individuals follow automatized patterns of 
behavior: 
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Much of human behavior is automatized in the sense that it is not connected 
to any conscious deliberation. In the process of walking, one does not decide 
after each step which leg to move next and by how much. Such automatized 
routines can be interrupted and modified by decisions, but while they are 
executed they do not require any decision-making. They may be genetically 
preprogrammed (e.g., involuntary body activities) or they may be the result 
of learning. (p. 16) 
In the present investigation, however, I explore two special cases where lexical 
choices are made with a certain degree of metalinguistic awareness on the part of 
speakers: 
 Lexical choices in collaborative groups where individuals work together 
on producing a lexical resource, and 
 Lexical choices when an individual’s lexical knowledge is insufficient 
and they thus seek information from a group of fellow speakers. 
By metalinguistic awareness, I mean “the general level as the ability to think 
about and reflect upon the nature and functions of language” (Tunmer, Pratt, & 
Herriman, 1984, p. 2).135 The groups, which are Internet-based, will be presented 
in more detail in Chapter 5 (p. 149). 
I propose to take advantage of the fact that in the current Web 2.0 era, con-
sumers are “leaving clues about their opinions, positive or negative” (Li & Bernoff, 
2011, p. 81). As Saint (2016) showed in her recent paper, the Internet is replete 
with comments of speakers about lexical items. Individuals and language profes-
sionals (linguists, teachers, etc.) but also ordinary speakers, use metalanguage (i.e., 
they talk about language; see, for example, Jakobson, 1980; Rodríguez Penagos, 
2004b, pp. II–26). Here, I use metalanguage as language about language.136 In a 
natural language, one can say there is a common language or object language 
describing the world: tangible elements (a chair, a house, a school) as well as ab-
stract thoughts (democracy, freedom, war). There is also a metalanguage, which 
speakers use to talk about language. A linguistic metalanguage can be anything on 
a wide range from a purposefully designed, formalized language to a completely 
natural, unaware language. Rey-Debove (1978) suggested the dichotomy of 
................................................................ 
135  Speakers have varying degrees of metalinguistic awareness (Mertz & Yovel, 2003). 




scientific-educational use on the one hand and common use on the other (p. 22). 
The scientific-educational use is the use linguists, language learners, language 
teachers, or any specialist of language makes of formal metalanguage. In the  
scientific-educational use, metalanguage can be natural or partly or wholly for-
malized. The common use is the use ordinary speakers make of a more natural 
metalanguage. 
Speakers may or may not have metalingual awareness137 when they use meta-
language (see Mertz & Yovel, 2003). In fact, speakers may talk about the norm or 
about correctness without even knowing the term metalinguistic (Houdebine-
Gravaud, 2004a, p. 12).138 
Metalanguage can be used as a starting point for observing speakers’ repre-
sentation of language. As Marcellesi (1971) noted, the metalinguistic activity of 
speakers regarding lexical items can be observed in their speech (both written and 
spoken): 
The corpus study demonstrates to me that, as we will see, subjective factors 
or metalinguistic considerations intervene in the choice and use of cer-
tain lexical items. Metalinguistic considerations, in that vocabulary users 
to some extent distance themselves from this vocabulary and do not fully 
assume responsibility for it yet; also in that they take certain precautions 
when employing English vocabulary, which they mark from the correspond-
ing French term, or when they comment on the validity of the use of the 
terms. And subjective factors, which involve certain underlying connota-
tions in the choice of terms. (p. 66, my translation and my emphasis)xlix 
................................................................ 
137  In the present investigation, following Berry I use the adjective ‘metalinguistic’ to refer 
to awareness of language and the adjective ‘metalingual’ to refer to the awareness of 
metalanguage (2009, p. 12). 
138  Some scholars are interested in the distinction between conscious and unconscious 
metalinguistic activity and coin distinct terms for each of them. Culioli, for instance, 
makes a distinction between metalinguistic (conscious) and epilinguistic (uncon-
scious) (see Beaulieu-Marianni, 2012, p. 113). Some scholars, before all in the fran-
cophone world, reject this distinction and use the term epiliguistic or epilinguistic 
discourse to refer to speakers’ judgements and evaluative statements about lan-
guage (Canut, 1998, p. 70). For a discussion of metalinguistic versus epilinguistic see 
for instance Beaulieu-Marianni (2012, pp. 113–116). Lucy in addition discusses con-
sciousness in relation to reflexive language (1993, pp. 21–29). In my investigation, this 
distinction does not appear to be relevant since my starting point is what is visible in 
corpora, regardless of the degree of metalinguistic awareness of speakers. Therefore, I 
only use the term ‘metalinguistic’. 
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Here, I call these “sentences where discourse reflects upon itself, where language 
itself is the subject, where language is creating and manipulating the elements and 
rules that make it possible” explicit metalinguistic statements, borrowing the no-
tion and its definition from Rodríguez Penagos (2004b, pp. I-4–I-5).139  
For language managers, the fact that a target lexical item that is neological for 
speakers can be expected to generate explicit metalinguistic statements in speak-
ers’ discourse is interesting.140 This is because at the level of a speaker, a norm is 
not merely a convention, a set of regularities. A norm implies an expectation of 
regularity (Bartsch, 1987, p. 157) on the part of a speaker’s interlocutors. Innova-
tions in language and thus most target lexical item of language managers are by 
definition infractions to existing norms (objective norms). If a target lexical item 
is neological for a specific speaker, it violates the status quo—neologisms are ab-
normal with reference to their objective lexical norms. A new lexical item is always 
an infraction to the speaker’s expected norm, at first a mismatch compared to the 
norm that must be positively sanctioned by the speech community to enter the 
actual lexicon (Juhász, 1970, pp. 33–34). 
Far beyond the linguist’s constructs of norm, speakers have their own subjec-
tive norm, their own representation of language, and their own expectations of 
how language should ideally be. Because language(s) are part of human life and 
they shape social life, it is common for speakers of a language to have personal 
views about language, in a similar way that they have opinions about other aspects 
of life (Wilton & Stegu, 2011, p. 4).  
Value judgements on language form part of every competent speaker’s lin-
guistic repertoire. One of the things that people know how to do with words 
is to evaluate them. (Cameron, 1995, p. xi) 
Using speakers’ metalanguage, it becomes possible to observe speakers’ opinions 
about lexical items. I already mentioned the necessity to gather data directly from 
the “marketplace,” from the speech community, not only about the target lexical 
item but also about rival lexical items. The decisive advantage in my investigation 
is the use of naturally occurring data, visible on the Internet, which can be gath-
ered in the form of a corpus. As Arendt and Kiesendahl (2015) mentioned, 
................................................................ 
139  But not the exact term: Rodríguez Penagos speaks of ‘Explicit Metalinguistic Opera-
tions (EMOS)’. 
140  Explicit metalinguistic statements, as their name indicates, are explicit, i.e. they are 
visible manifestations found in language, but they are not necessarily conscious. 
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Via forum communication, it is possible to access a large spectrum of com-
ments which fall under language criticism. In these comments, ordinary 
speakers’ norms become visible. (p. 165, my translation)l 
Rey-Debove (1979) pointed out that natural metalanguage can be treated as a kind 
of language data (p. 15). As Paveau (2011) stated, 
Folk propositions are not necessarily false beliefs that must be eliminated 
from the sphere of science, but constitute perceptive, subjective and incom-
plete forms of knowledge that need to be incorporated into the scientific data 
of linguistics. (p. 41) 
Today, this may appear to be a truism, but for years, linguistics ignored data from 
ordinary speakers. Modern linguistics long considered exclusively speech acts of 
informants as objective data and ignored informants’ statements about language 
because, as these statements were subjective, they were seen as subjective 
data (Neuland, 1993, p. 723). Although the interest for what is said by nonlin-
guists about language is not new,141 for a long period of time it was not the object 
of study of a specific scientific field. The interest in what ordinary speakers say 
about language is usually dated to the early 1960s in relation to the UCLA Socio-
linguistics Conference and Hoenigswald’s talk entitled “A Proposal for the Study 
of Folk-Linguistics” (as cited in Niedzielski & Preston, 1999, p. 2). Back then his 
proposal had very limited impact at first (Achard-Bayle & Paveau, 2008, p. 6). The 
field developed mainly in the Anglo-Saxon142 world and later in Germany143 but 
remained nearly absent in other areas, for instance in the francophone world144 
(Achard-Bayle & Paveau, 2008, p. 4). Today, there is an increasing interest for folk 
data. 
Explicit metalinguistic statements have been studied from several perspec-
tives, for instance: 
................................................................ 
141  According to Niedzielski and Preston, from a linguistic viewpoint it is at least as old 
as the 19th century German-language publication about the people’s opinion of lan-
guage (see Polle, 1889). 
142  According to Coupland and Jaworski (1993), most of the sociolinguistic research into 
metalanguage was done under the headings “language attitudes”, “folk linguistics” or 
“language awareness”. 
143  Mostly under the headings Volklinguistik and Laienlinguistik. 
144  Where it is found under the terms linguistique populaire, linguistique ordinaire, lin-
guistique profane, linguistique des profanes… (Achard-Bayle & Paveau, 2008, p. 5) 
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 by Rodríguez Penagos for mining knowledge from texts (e.g. 2004b, 
2004a, 2005) 
 by folk linguistics studies (e.g. Achard-Bayle & Paveau, 2008; Antos, 
1996; Niedzielski & Preston, 1999; Paveau, 2011; Paveau & Rosier, 2008; 
Preston, 2004, 2011; Stegu, 2008; Wilton & Stegu, 2011) 
 by language criticism145 studies (e.g. Arendt & Kiesendahl, 2015; 
Griesbach, 2006; Heringer & Wimmer, 2015; Kilian, Niehr, & Schiewe, 
2010; Meier, 2015; Schütte, 2015) 
 by linguistic imaginary studies (e.g. Canut, 2000; Houdebine & Fodor, 
2013; Houdebine-Gravaud, 2004; Obreja, 2012, 2012; Remysen, 2009, 
2011; Rheault, 2004, 2010; Tsekos, 1996), and 
 by studies concerned with lexical interventions (e.g. Gaudin & Guespin, 
1993; Leblanc & Bilodeau, 2009; Ní Ghearáin, 2011; Nogué Pich & Vila 
i Moreno, 2007a; Saint, 2016) 
In the present investigation, I will adapt Rodríguez Penagos’ methods (2004b) to 
fit the objectives of language managers (see Chapter 7 for methods, p. 210). I will 
use, as an entry point to the lexical marketplace, autonyms (i.e., elements of  
language that are used to refer to themselves; see Carnap, 1934, p. 109).146 Lexical 
autonyms (underlined in the examples below) are an interesting entry point for 
gathering lexical market data because they are surrounded with information 
(highlighted in grey below) on both the lexical item standing in autonymical con-
dition147 
“Selektiva” is a bad word, although it’s probably tempting for some users, 
and all inhib-words (inhibi, inhibicio, inhibitoro) are completely unnec-
essary and only blur the matter.  
[excerpt from my corpus] 
my translationli 
................................................................ 
145  German ‘Sprachkritik’. 
146  Any sign of language (phoneme, syllable, quotes…) can stand in autonymical condi-
tion (see Authier-Revuz, 2003, p. 76), but here, the scope is restricted to lexical items 
(lexical autonyms) since I am concerned with lexical interventions. Thus I will not 
deal with other types of autonymical forms, such as reported speech, as in “Mary said 
to me yesterday at the station, ‘I will meet you here tomorrow’” (Lee, 1993, p. 369). 
147  As we will see, explicit metalinguistc statements containing a lexical autonym can be 
of different natures, such as descriptive, prescriptive, evaluative, or authoritative (see 




… as well as on the source where a lexical item was found: 
How do you say “walkie-talkie” or “CB radio” 
I only found the words portebla radiotelefono in relation to walkie-talkie 
in the bilingual (French-Esperanto) dictionary published by SAT-Amikaro 
in 2000. 
For walkie-talkie, I found the word promenradio (Minnaja). 
 [excerpt from my corpus] 
my translationlii 
The information on the sources of lexical items will allow me, in Chapter 9 (see 
Section 9.2), to complete the data obtained through the focus group study (see 
Chapter 6). The data on lexical autonyms themselves will allow me to monitor 
what speakers are saying about lexical items and specifically to offer a comprehen-
sive panorama of the aspects speakers discuss when choosing lexical items (see 
results in Chapter 8). Instead of starting from a theoretical construct (language 
representation, language attitudes, linguistic imaginaries, etc.), which varies from 
theory to theory and has been shown to be difficult to measure in practice for 
language-related data, I will “let the data tell the story” (Schwartz & Ungar, 2015, 
p. 79), adopting a data-driven approach. 
Before moving to the empirical part of the investigation, comprising the focus 
group study (see Chapter 6) and the corpus study (see Chapter 8), in the next two 
chapters I will present the speech community in which the empirical investigation 
has been conducted (see Chapter 4) and the electronic networks of practice con-
sidered for the investigation (see Chapter 5).

Part 2 




4 Using the Esperanto speech community  
to study lexical phenomena 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I follow a dual objective: (a) presenting the main characteristics of 
the Esperanto speech community and (b) showing why some of these character-
istics make the Esperanto speech community a particularly relevant object of 
study for the present investigation. 
The first section (see Section 4.2) briefly recounts the history of the language, 
explaining how a fully functional decentralized speech community emerged from 
the plan of a single individual. It presents the main features of the speech commu-
nity. The second section (see Section 4.3) explains in more detail how the original 
plan has been and is being completed from the perspective of the lexicon. It shows 
that Esperanto speakers, to a great extent, present a high level of metalinguistic 
awareness and explains why this trait makes the speech community especially in-
teresting for the study of lexical opinions. 
4.2 The emergence of a decentralized speech community 
4.2.1 From a plan … 
It all started with a plan. This plan was the Unua Libro, published in 1887: 
In July 1887 the first publication was printed, the Russian fundamental 
learning book, which had received permission the previous month by the 
Russian censor.…The same year Dr. Zamenhof also published Polish, 
French and German translations of this first booklet, always according to 
the same plan. (Privat, 1912, p. 18, my translation)liii 
Esperanto is a planned language, a “system which has been consciously created 
according to certain criteria by an individual or a group of individuals for the pur-
pose of making international communication easier” (Fiedler, 2006, p. 67). The 
term planned languageliv refers to the origin of the language. It can be opposed to 
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ethnic languages148 (e.g., English, Russian, or Korean), because a planned lan-
guage is not the creation of an ethnic group (Fiedler, 1999a, p. 25). Esperanto dif-
fers from ethnic languages in its history of origin, but nowadays it functions like 
other natural languages (Duin, 2006).149 Because the language is still being used, 
language changes can be observed (see Philippe, 1991, pp. 136–264; Wood, 1979, 
p. 444). 
As far as the lexicon is concerned, Esperanto—like other natural languages—
has, for instance, developed idiomatic expressions over time (Fiedler, 1999a, 
pp. 28–30). Though with different frequencies, idioms occur both in specialized 
and general language texts (Dasgupta, 1993, p. 370; Fiedler, 1999a, p. 261), and 
the language has an evolving phraseology (Fiedler, 1999b, p. 51).150 As in ethnic 
languages, identifying where changes originate in the Esperanto speech commu-
nity remains difficult: 
Just like in ethnic languages, dating new language phenomena in Esperanto 
is an issue that is usually difficult to solve. Every innovation is propagated 
only in successive steps and starts with a speech act of a given individual or 
in the case of a primary interference with the language habits of a specific 
group of speakers sharing the same first language.…Only exceptionally is it 
possible to deduce especially at what point in time and from which speakers 
the innovation originates. This is because the innovation can usually only 
be noticed once it has already been universally adopted. (Philippe, 1991, 
p. 100, my translation)lv 
Esperanto is only one of many languages that have been consciously planned. 
There have been hundreds of them: According to Sakaguchi (1998, p. 271),151 
Duličenko (1990) listed more than 900 of them. The total number of planned 
................................................................ 
148  Ethnic languages can be considered the languages of the nations, nationalities and 
tribes (see  
A. D. Duličenko, 1989). 
149  I consider Esperanto to be a natural language (a language for human communication 
that has evolved naturally). See my note above (62, p. 56). 
150  Phraseologims in Esperanto have historically been developed both consciouscly and 
spontaneously (Fiedler, 1999a, pp. 333–334): consciously in order to give the planned 
language more expressive power and cultural wealth, and spontaneously based on the 
inner structure of the language and reflecting the culture of the speech community. 
151  I prefer to rely on Sakaguchi’s German monography rather than quoting Duličenko’s 




languages evidently depends on the definition chosen for the concept of a planned 
language. Back (1996, p. 884), for instance, proposed a more restrictive number 
of about 300 planned languages, excluding items such as mere mentions of 
planned languages, outlines, revised versions, and pasigraphies listed by 
Duličenko (1990). 
There also exists a great variety of planning strategies and resulting plans for 
a language. This variety can be classified based on several criteria. One of the most 
widely cited classifications of planned languages is the etymological classifica-
tion,152 comprising the following: 
 a priori planned languages, where lexical items bear no similarities to 
the lexical items of ethnic languages, 
 a posteriori planned languages, where lexical items have been bor-
rowed from ethnic languages and adapted, and 
 mixed systems (see also Fiedler, 1999a, p. 26) 
As Liu (2001) pointed out, “The creator of a planned language has the right to 
select source languages for his project. He can also construct some new elements 
which do not exist in any ethnic languages” (p. 126).153 Esperanto belongs to the 
second category above, that of a posteriori planned languages: When the language 
plan was devised, morphemes were borrowed from the main European lan-
guages (D. Blanke, 2006, p. 203). Gledhill (2000) estimated that Esperanto com-
prises Latinate words (70%), Esperanto words (12%), Germanic words (10%), 
Indo-European words (5%), Greek words (< 2%), and Balto-Slavic words (< 1%; 
p. 122–126). 
In Moch’s classification, a posteriori planned languages are further placed on 
a scale from naturalness to schematicity. Naturalistic planned languages pursue a 
receptive ease of use (direct understandability of the lexicon for its target users) 
and schematic ones a productive ease of use (explicit mechanisms of lexical for-
mation; as cited in Schubert, 2015, pp. 2214–2215). Esperanto is typically a 
planned language of the schematic type. Its schematicity is characterized by the 
following: 
................................................................ 
152  This classification is often attributed to Couturat/Leau (1903) and/or Moch (1897) by 
scholars, although, as Schubert recently noted (2018), they are not the originators of 
this classification. 
153  As Liu also points out, a planned language may also find its lexical sources in a single 
language, such as Latino sine flexione (Latin) or Basic English (English) (2001, p. 144). 
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 its uniform structurelvi (Fiedler, 1999a, p. 26; Janton, 1977, p. 12) 
 its regularity in word formation (Schubert, 2015; Tauli, 1968, p. 168) 
 its active or productive ease of use (Schubert, 2015)154 
 the immediate recognizability of parts of speech in its lexical items 
(Monnerot-Dumaine, 1960, pp. 48–49) 
 its autonomy from ethnic languages (Tauli, 1968, p. 168)155 
These characteristics make Esperanto considerably different from naturalistic 
projects such as Otto Jespersen’s Novial or the Interlingua project, to which lin-
guists of renown like Jespersen and Edward Sapir contributed. 
4.2.2 … to a fully functioning language … 
In a similar way, language managers’ target lexical item remain in vitro lexical 
items as long as they are not used by the target speech community, and a language 
plan on paper is not a language; it is only a project. 
Esperanto was made public in 1887 but initially was used only in writing. The 
first conversation in Esperanto took place between Ludwik Lejzer Zamenhof, the 
medical doctor who initiated the language, and Antoni Grabowski, a chemical en-
gineer. It was later followed first by club meetings at the local level and eventually 
an international congress in France in 1905 (Wood, 1979, p. 440). Progressively, 
a speech community developed. 
Other projects for languages were not as successful. Of all the languages that 
have been planned, very few have become functional.156 According to the scale 
developed by D. Blanke (2006) to classify planned languages according to their 
degree of practical use or realization, planned languages can range from a planned 
language project (a planned language with no practical application) to a planned 
semilanguage (a planned language with limited practical application) and finally 
to a planned language proper (a planned language with well-developed commu-
nicative functions; pp. 49–72). The scale comprise 28 criteria or steps, starting 
................................................................ 
154  Word formation in Esperanto is based predominantly on compositionality. Basic ele-
ments (roots) can combined to form units that are more complex. 
155  Although it may borrow lexical material in the form of roots from ethnic languages, 
Esperanto possesses an autonomous derivation system based on a regular scheme 
which does not depend on an existing ethnic language (Monnerot-Dumaine, 1960, 
p. 51. 71–72). 
156  Although at a completly different linguistic level, it is somewhat reminiscent of many 
target lexical items planned by language managers. 
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with the elaboration of a planned language manuscript, its publication, and the 
development of teaching materials up to the use of a family language, the devel-
opment of a separate culture, and language change phenomena (D. Blanke, 2006). 
According to Liu (2001), “Less than 10 planned languages can be considered and 
studied like a real language sociolinguistically” (p. 130).157 
Esperanto is used in various spheres of activity, as a family language (Lind-
stedt, 2010) but also in specialized communication (D. Blanke & W. Blanke, 2012, 
2015; Maradan & Mueller, 2012) and in professional settings (Chrdle, 2013). Al-
though relatively European (Parkvall, 2010),158 Esperanto has grown to be spoken 
on every continent of the globe, including Africa (see Goes, 2007). It has been used 
uninterruptedly for more than a century now by a stable community and has be-
come a natural language from a linguistic viewpoint (Duin, 2006). Esperanto has 
shown that a planned language project can become a fully functioning language, 
and it has outlived all of its competitors (D. Blanke, 2009, p. 252). In the classifi-
cation by D. Blanke & W. Blanke (2015), Esperanto is the only planned language 
that has become a planned language proper (i.e., a fully planned language with 
well-developed and various communicative functions; p. 219). Thus, it is the only 
planned language that can be used to examine processes of a sociolinguistic nature 
such as the ones considered in the present investigation. 
4.2.3 … spoken mainly by a decentralized community 
Today, the Esperanto speech community is increasingly decentralized and 
grounded in informal Web-based communication (Tonkin, 2015, p. 182). It exists 
similarly to a diaspora (Fiedler, 1998, p. 27) and lacks a politico-geographical 
................................................................ 
157  It is possible (and, I think, interesting) to study e.g. the manuscript of a planned lan-
guage project, but if the language has not been used (e.g. because the manuscript has 
not been published), aspects such as language change or variation are inexistent and 
thus cannot be studied. 
158  The Europeanness of Esperanto concerns especially the lexical roots it borrows from 
other languages (until now borrowings have occurred mostly from European lan-
guages, see the figures given by Gledhill above), but not such much lexical grammar, 
which is often said to be of agglutinative nature, a characteristic largely absent in  
Europe (with a few exceptions such as Uralic languages). 
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base (Wood, 1979, p. 436). Some Esperanto speakers live in remote areas and do 
not regularly participate in congresses or get-togethers.159  
As Zamenhof published the Unua Libro in 1887, Esperanto has become much 
more than a language with a speech community. It has also become a social move-
ment with a history (e.g., Drezen, 1930; Forster, 1982; Gobbo, 1997, pp. 184–246; 
MGA, 2011; Privat, 1927; Sikosek, 2006) linked to several—sometimes contradic-
tory—ideologies. As Wood (1979) noted, 
The decision to acquire a knowledge of Esperanto and thereby to obtain 
membership in the Esperanto-using sociolinguistic community is not solely, 
and for most speakers not chiefly, a purely linguistic decision. As has been 
pointed out, the Esperanto speech community is a social movement. (p. 435) 
Because Esperanto speakers are found in all corners of the world, a fair share of 
their communication occurs online in written form. This applies in particular to 
volunteer or collaborative activities on wiki-like platforms or e-mail discussion 
lists. This generates a large collection of written speech acts that can be studied 
with the constructs of corpus linguistics and appropriate computer tools, making 
Esperanto particularly suited to explore speakers’ lexical opinions in context. 
4.2.4 Defining the Esperanto speaker 
From a communicative perspective, there are two characteristics that make Espe-
ranto different from ethnic languages (Waringhien, 1980, p. 253): It is mostly a 
second language, and it is an international language used by individuals with dis-
similar linguistic and cultural backgrounds. The Esperanto speech community is 
thus mainly a community of second language, or L2, speakers (Fiedler, 2012, 
p. 76), of individuals who have acquired Esperanto as a foreign language, although 
there is a small minority of speakers who grew up with the language from birth.160 
Individuals speaking Esperanto from birth are called denaskuloj (persons from 
................................................................ 
159  Żadziłko showed it empirically through a survey on the use of the Web 2.0 by Espe-
ranto speakers (2011, p. 88), in which about 28% of respondents answered they do not 
go to Esperanto events, i.e. 66 respondents out of 239. 
160  Sometimes as a result of marriages between people of different languages or national-
ities (Sherwood, 1982, p. 184), but according to Corsetti in a majority of cases Espe-




birth), and have been recorded since the beginning of the 20th century (Lindstedt, 
2010, p. 2).161 
Speaking of denaskuloj is a good opportunity to illustrate that Esperanto studies 
often require specific methodologies that are not common in traditional linguistic 
research literature.162 Because Esperanto has no native speakers in the traditional 
sense (D. Blanke, 1998a, p. 61) but only a minority of denaskuloj, the traditional 
methodologies of descriptive synchronic linguistics that are based on the extralin-
guistic concept of native speaker (e.g., for discovering the sentence-grammar of a 
language) cannot be employed in Esperanto studies (Miner, 2011). This can be 
seen both as an obstacle and as an opportunity: an obstacle if studies are aban-
doned because of the nonapplicability of existing methods or, in fact, a consider-
able advantage if the challenge is taken up, because it allows for new, creative 
methodologies to develop. For solving the lack of native speakers proper, Cramer 
(2016, see also 2018), for instance, proposed a recursive fact-finding approach to 
help find which Esperanto speakers can serve as reliable sources for determining 
the grammaticality of the language. His suggestion is innovative from a methodo-
logical viewpoint. Thus, the Esperanto speech community is an interesting chal-
lenge for linguistics that, as a special case, can open the door to new, as yet  
unexplored territories. Esperanto is “a unique model for monitoring and explor-
ing many ideas in general linguistics” (Duličenko, 1997, p. 67).163 
Every Esperanto speaker is at least bilingual: There is no known instance of 
children speaking Esperanto as their sole language (Versteegh, 1993, p. 541). Un-
like native speakers of ethnic languages, denaskuloj do not have a special status in 
the community. It “is not intuition or linguistic imitation, but knowledge of lin-
guistic rules that forms the criterion of language use, which makes productive and 
creative use possible and gives speakers of Esperanto a high degree of security and 
self-confidence” (Fiedler, 2012, p. 74).  
................................................................ 
161  For more details on denaskuloj see Fiedler (2012). 
162  The phenomenon of denaskuloj is also relevant for theories about language acquisi-
tion (Versteegh, 1993, p. 540). Futhermore, as Blanke notes (1998a, pp. 59–60), 
there are in fact a legion of reasons to be interested in planned languages, among 
which: 1. an ideal-based motivation: the elaboration of an ideal of a neutral, univer-
sal planned language, 2. a pragmatic motivation: the use of an existing functioning 
planned language in practice, and 3. a scientific motivation: the study of an existing 
functioning planned language as a sociolinguistic experiment in laboratory condi-
tions. 
163  In particular, Duličenko suggests that the socialization of Esperanto is a model for 
linguistic creation through collective action (1997, p. 68). 
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As mentioned above, both a speech community and a movement have devel-
oped from the planned language Esperanto. Historically, the term Esperantist was 
meant to be used to mean Esperanto speaker. In the “Declaration About the Es-
sence of Esperantism” or “Declaration of Boulogne,” which was endorsed by the 
participants of the first Esperanto World Congress, the concept of Esperantisto 
(Esperantist) was agreed upon: 
An Esperantist is a person who knows and uses the language Esperanto with 
complete exactness, for whatever aim he uses it for. Membership in an active 
Esperantist social circle or organization is recommended for all Esperantists, 
but is not obligatory. (“Declaration About the Essence of Esperantism,” 
1905, as translated in “Declaration of Boulogne,” 2014) 
The term Esperantist was consciously chosen in widespread agreement to mean 
exclusively Esperanto speaker, independent of one’s degree of involvement in the 
Esperanto movement. Nowadays, however, Esperantist can refer to numerous 
concepts, both in the mind of Esperanto speakers and individuals who are not 
familiar with the Esperanto speech community. Puškar (2015)164 empirically 
demonstrated that Esperanto speakers associate the term Esperantist with a large 
variety of possible definitions: an Esperanto speaker, an Esperanto speaker with 
the ideology of a world language, an Esperanto speaker connected to the Espe-
ranto movement, an Esperanto speaker who actually uses the language, a cosmo-
politan, an Esperanto speaker embracing the ideal of fair communication, a  
language freak, an Esperanto speaker with multicultural traits, or an Esperanto 
speaker adhering to the movement and its ideology. 
Evidently, the term Esperantist in people’s minds may mean much more than 
just a speaker of the language. Furthermore, what is particularly apparent in 
Puškar’s (2015) categories are the two distinct components: a language compo-
nent (Esperanto speaker, language freak, etc.) and an ideological component 
(a cosmopolitan, someone embracing the ideal of fair communication, etc.). In 
line with these two aspects, Gobbo (1997) proposed a two-dimensional scale of 
Esperantism: on the one hand an individual’s ideological involvement and on the 
other, the individual’s linguistic competence for Esperanto (pp. 53–55).  
................................................................ 
164  Puškar (2015) conducted a questionnaire (n=108) among Croatian Esperantists. He 
asked respondents the following open question: “Who would be an Esperantist ac-
cording to your definition?” 
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ideological involvement 











e A. Beginner + + + + 
B. Skillful {} + + + 
C. Fluent {} {} + + 
D. From birth {} + + + 
Table 5. General typology of Esperantism adapted from Gobbo (1997, pp. 53–55: 
the sign “{}” stands here for combinations that do not exist). 
The first dimension, ideological involvement, is a continuum from the mere sym-
pathizer to the activist.lvii Sympathizers are not Esperantists per se because they 
are not involved with the language or with its ideology. They simply personally 
know one or more Esperantists. At the other end of the scale, activists are person-
ally involved in organizations of the Esperanto movement and usually edit publi-
cations or organize congresses (Gobbo, 1997). 
The second dimension, linguistic competence, comprises the following stages: 
the beginner, the skillful, the fluent one, and the speaker from birth (denasku-
loj).lviii The beginners can read and write simple texts but have difficulties speak-
ing. The skillful ones have decent reading and writing abilities and can make 
themselves understood when speaking, but they always think in the native lan-
guage before speaking. The fluent ones can read any texts and think directly in 
Esperanto before speaking. Their style is largely independent of the mother 
tongue. 
Finally, the native speakers have learned the language in their family and are 
at least bilingual (knowledge of at least one ethnic language; Gobbo, 1997).  
What is of interest here is that the degree of activism is not a direct function 
of the degree of proficiency in the language. Although Esperanto would probably 
have disappeared if it did not have a social movement to promote it, that does not 
mean that the community and the movement are not distinct notions (Lindstedt, 
2010, p. 5). For instance, Hungarian students who chose Esperanto as a third op-
tion (university minor) do not feel a special relation to the language or to its com-
munity (Fiedler, 1998, p. 28). There are probably numerous Esperanto speakers 
who do not take part in the Esperanto movement: 
The number of Esperanto organizations is only the “tip of the iceberg”: There 
are many more speakers of Esperanto who are outside the movement. That 
some such speakers will exist cannot be denied. Not all or even most of those 
who take Esperanto courses or teach themselves Esperanto through generally 
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available textbooks end up joining the movement. There are also many com-
petent speakers who lapse in their membership. (Forster, 1982, p. 17) 
If this was true in 1982, it should be all the more true in our current era of online 
technologies, with large online learning platforms and applications offering Espe-
ranto courses and learning materials (Duolingo, Drops, etc.). Thus, it seems es-
sential to distinguish the two concepts from a terminological point of view. Fol-
lowing Gobbo (2009a, p. 107), in the present investigation I use Esperanto 
speakerlix to refer to an individual’s language proficiency per se (someone capable, 
to a certain degree, of speaking the Esperanto language) and Esperantistlx if I wish 
to say something about the degree of involvement of this individual in the com-
munity or in support of the language (someone involved, to a certain degree, in 
the activities linked to the Esperanto movement). 
4.2.5 Counting Esperanto speakers 
The Esperanto speech community presents several of the typical features of hard-
to-reach populations (as presented in Marpsat & Razafindratsima, 2010, p. 4): 
The population has relatively low numbers (compared to the total world popula-
tion), members of the population are hard to locate because they blend with the 
rest of the local population given that the community is by nature nonterritorial 
(Wood, 1979, p. 434), and there is no adequate sampling frame. Existing qualita-
tive and quantitative studies on the matter should be taken with a grain of salt. 
Piron (1989) suggested, for instance, that some aspects of the community are un-
derlooked by traditional research methods (p. 171). He mentioned that it “is not 
impossible, for instance, that housewives and gainfully employed women fre-
quently using Esperanto are more numerous than the sources suggest” (Piron, 
1989, p. 171). Gledhill (2000) also stated that “the figures do not take into account 
local activists who are not members of national associations” (p. 10). This suggests 
that some studies might have restrictively been counting Esperanto-speaking  
Esperantists rather than Esperanto speakers.165 
Quantitative estimates of Esperanto speakers range from a few thousand to 
several million. Lindstedt (2010) estimated that there are some 10,000 fluent 
speakers and some 100,000 active users of the language (p. 2), Vendelbo Nielsen 
(2016) estimated that some 63,000 individuals around the world would “answer 
................................................................ 
165  I.e. counting individuals in categories A3 through D4 in Gobbo’s typology (see Table 
5, p. 131), failing to capture individuals in the categories A1, A2, B2 and D2. 
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Esperanto when asked about spoken languages by the authorities”, and Pool and 
Grofman (1989) mentioned the figure of 500,000 speakers (p. 146), Wandel 
(2015) 2,000,000, and Piron (1989) 3,500,000 (p. 157). Unfortunately, I think we 
must conclude with other authors that there exist no reliable statistics on Espe-
ranto speakers, that the number of speakers may largely depend on the degree of 
proficiency chosen as a criterion (Lindstedt, 2010, p. 2), and that estimates have 
often been arbitrary (Sherwood, 1982, p. 183). Actually, counting Esperanto 
speakers is not much different than giving figures of L2 speakers of English, for 
example: 
So, if you are highly conscious of international standards, or wish to keep 
the figures for world English down, you will opt for a total of around 
700 million, in the mid-1980s. If you go to the opposite extreme, and allow 
in any systematic awareness, whether in speaking, listening, reading or writ-
ing, you could easily persuade yourself of the reasonableness of 2 billion. 
(Crystal, 1985, p. 9, as cited in 2008, p. 3) 
In the figures mentioned by Crystal, L2 speakers of English range from 
700,000,000 to 2,000,000,000, an increase of about 186% from one figure to the 
other. Needless to say, this constitutes a substantial difference. 
There are palpable language data from censuses in some geographical areas, 
both for English (e.g., in the United States; Shin & Rosalind, 2000) and for Espe-
ranto (e.g., in Hungary; Hungarian Central Statistical Office, 2011), but censuses 
take place in isolated regions of the world, not on the scale of the planet. For an 
international L2, furthermore, the problem also comes down to defining the con-
cept of an L2 speaker. This methodological difficulty is not specific to Esperanto 
but applies to any language used as an L2 (English as a foreign language, etc.). 
Existing estimates seem to mostly fail to provide the necessary theoretical frame-
work. 
How much language must someone have in order to be recognized as a 
speaker of that language? For Esperanto and its worldwide community there 
are no censuses, no school systems; there is no geography. And as a second 
language for virtually all its speakers, it is spoken imperfectly by many, less 
imperfectly by a few. (Tonkin, 2015, p. 184) 
In addition to language census data, some certain figures can be cited, such as the 
number of individuals using the Esperanto language on Facebook (320,000 in 
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2014; see Wandel, 2015, p. 319) or the number of individuals currently learning 
the language on an online platform like Duolinguo (more than 1,200,000 as I write 
these lines; see von Ahn & Hacker, 2017), but they neither are directly related to 
the actual L2 competence of the individuals nor constitute a significant represen-
tation of the total number of speakers throughout the world. 
4.2.6 The status of Esperanto in society and science 
Esperanto is not recognized as an official language by any state, but large interna-
tional organizations such as the former League of Nations, the United Nations, 
and UNESCO have acknowledged its existence (see Fettes, 1997).  
Often, Esperanto does not have a good reputation among people who are nei-
ther Esperanto speakers nor Esperantists. Piron (1994) noted that Esperanto trig-
gers psychological reactions that are illogical but typical of human behavior and 
that misinformation about the language has been reproducing itself for decades. 
The mass media might be reinforcing this trend. Through a corpus study of se-
lected newspapers, Gubbins (1997) showed that a fair share of references to the 
language in the press carry a negative connotation. 
But the Esperanto movement has to take some responsibility for its somewhat 
negative image among the general public. Zaki (2015) suggested that the internal 
divisions within the movement have a considerable impact on Esperanto’s image 
and urges Esperanto organizations to work on a common communication policy 
(p. 94). Von Wunsch-Rolshoven (2013) noted that the Esperanto movement has 
rarely applied marketing methods and professional advertising methods to sup-
port the diffusion of the language (p. 88). 
Esperanto has also been largely disregarded by scholars. Kimura (2012) sug-
gested that Esperanto shares characteristics with some minority languages,166 and 
like other minority languages, it might be subject to prejudices. He mentioned, for 
instance, Edwards and his view that minority languages like Esperanto have been 
neglected by sociolinguistics: 
The relatively short history of Esperanto itself should not deceive us into 
thinking that constructed languages per se are a recent phenomenon. On the 
contrary, they too have a very lengthy historical pedigree and so, like Irish 
and Gaelic, Esperanto—the study of which has been unjustifiably neglected 
................................................................ 
166  Minority languages: “languages dominated by larger languages in a given context, 
usually a state” (Kimura, 2012, p. 168). 
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by sociologists of language—can also tell us something of the forces bearing 
upon maintenance and shift, revival and loss. (Edwards, 2010, p. 3) 
Liu (2001) shared a similar point of view: 
Planned languages are often ignored by orthodox linguists because of their 
plannedness (artificiality) and unnaturalness; in the same way, pidgin and 
creole languages also have a similar fate in the eyes of linguists due to their 
imperfections and incompleteness. (p. 161) 
But the limited presence of Esperanto studies in mainstream linguistics might also 
be attributable to several methodological difficulties rather than prejudice.167 The 
scholarly literature on Esperanto is not easily accessible. Library collections on the 
topic are poor (Tonkin & Fettes, 1996, p. 5), but scholars also do not necessarily 
have the language knowledge to explore the field. According to D. Blanke (2004), 
60–70% of the literature about planned languages has been written in planned 
languages. More recently, Fiedler (2015) also noted that out of the 210 Esperanto 
and interlinguistics studies referenced by Tonkin for the year 2006, 72.9% were 
published in Esperanto, 10% in German, 5.7% in Russian, 5.2% in English, 2.9% in 
French, and 3.3% in other languages (p. 99). About two thirds of the literature 
about the Esperanto language can be expected to be published in Esperanto, which 
ironically poses another problem: The profound knowledge of the Esperanto lan-
guage and membership in its speech community may disqualify the re-
searcher (Fiedler, 2015, p. 99), which Lindstedt (2010) called a “special kind of 
‘observer’s paradox’” (p. 5). This seems true especially if the Esperanto speaker 
actively takes part in the Esperanto movement. 
From a purely rational viewpoint, the potential advantages of the Esperanto 
language have been noted (see also Fiedler, 2015): for instance, Grin (2005) men-
tioned Esperanto as the best-case scenario for Europe from an economic perspec-
tive (yearly net savings of some 25,000,000,000 euros; p. 7), and several studies 
have underlined the potential of Esperanto for facilitating the learning of foreign 
languages other than Esperanto and for increasing students’ metalinguistic aware-
ness about their own language (see Commissione Sulla Lingua Internazionale 
[Detta Esperanto], 1995). 
To summarize, the study of Esperanto has a long history but only recently has 
it entered mainstream research (Tonkin, 2007, p. 169). Esperantology, or 
................................................................ 
167  There are also other (political) reasons that I will not mention here. 
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Esperanto studies, is the branch of interlinguistics that studies the sources, con-
struction principles, development, functions, domains of use, communicative as-
pects, speech community, and history of the language Esperanto founded in 1887 
by Zamenhof (D. Blanke, 2006, p. 34). It comprises both descriptive and prescrip-
tive components (D. Blanke, 1998b, p. 21). Tonkin and Fettes (1996) and more 
recently Fiedler (2015) gave an overview of Esperanto studies. 
4.3 Lexical change in Esperanto  
4.3.1 Democratically completing the plan 
The Esperanto language belongs to its speakers: 
But it is not Zamenhof [the initiator of Esperanto] who further develops  
Esperanto, and as long as we rely on Zamenhof’s writing, we will not be 
equipped to study the development of Esperanto (Lo Jacomo, 1981, p. 341, 
my translation)lxi 
Dasgupta (1993) said that the Esperanto speech community is an “experiment in 
communitarian, nonauthoritarian language planning” (p. 369). Esperanto speak-
ers have a tradition of lexical collaboration. As previously mentioned, for Espe-
ranto, it all started from an incomplete plan, the Unua Libro (First Book). As 
Welger (1999; see also Schubert, 2010) pointed out, Esperanto is only “partly 
planned.” What was planned in the language was especially its initial state and 
basic rules for development. It follows that the formal norms of Esperanto allow 
for need or completion; many of them are not strict rules but rather pieces of ad-
vice, and specific organs are entitled to add to the original language norms. 
This makes Esperanto particularly relevant for lexical research because the 
language can be studied from its very birth; the language situation is particularly 
interesting for any scholar interested in phenomena of diachronic linguistics. A 
picture of time zero is available, and later variations of the language can thus be 
compared to a relatively sharp snapshot of the language plan as it was launched 
in 1887. The first moments of the language have been captured by various au-
thors (Privat, 1912; Waringhien, 1980). Esperanto can be seen as an 
extraordinary linguistic laboratory, because a lot of the fundamental varia-
bles of the language—its birth date, the basic vocabulary, the number of 
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speakers at a certain point in time—may not be certain but can at least be 
better approached in comparison to other historically natural languages. 
(Gobbo, 2009b, p. 85, my translation)lxii 
The fact that the language project was open to further development was one of the 
factors that led to the relative success of Esperanto (D. Blanke, 2009, p. 256). From 
the start, it was clear that Esperanto would belong to its speakers and its speech 
community (Fettes, 2013). Its initiator, Zamenhof, never considered the Espe-
ranto language his property and tried to set the language free (Gobbo, 2017, p. 3). 
He did not present a full grammar guide but rather a general framework, and he 
invited the general public to contribute and turn the parts into a living lan-
guage (Manders, 1976, pp. 236–237). Schubert noted that “Zamenhof’s general 
principle [was] to give information about the [language] system, not about its 
use” (2010, p. 360, my translation).lxiii This, however, does not mean that language 
change was necessarily expected to be random: 
Was Zamenhof only the builder of the language system, did he leave lan-
guage usage to chance? He did not. He put in his language system the poten-
tial for evolution and established a set direction for its ability to develop. This 
direction is implicitly hidden in the agglutinative word formation mecha-
nisms and in the unprecise relation with ethnolinguistic models. (Schubert, 
2010, p. 361, my translation)lxiv 
Zamenhof’s original language plan was collectively deployed and expanded by 
himself and his followers: 
Once the scheme was published, the language had to go through a further 
period of development, during which it was learnt by a few early followers 
and then advertised to the wider community (corresponding to Haugen’s 
process of “acceptance”) at the time as being used for increasingly diverse 
forms of communication (the process of “elaboration”). (Gledhill, 2014, 
p. 326) 
Lexical structures were not clearly defined in the early stages of the language. 
Grammar was first described by René de Saussure168 in response to criticisms 
about Esperanto about 20 years after Zamenhof’s language was made 
................................................................ 
168  The brother of the linguist Ferninand de Saussure. 
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public (R. de Saussure, 1908, 1910, 1985). Throughout the history of the language, 
several theories describing Esperanto’s grammar and formation processes were 
formulated (e.g., Kalocsay & Waringhien, 1980; Kiselman, 1991; Malovec, 1999; 
Miner, 2006; Schubert, 1989, 2015). Unfortunately, some aspects of Esperanto 
grammar are not easily accessible for linguists who are not Esperantologists  
because grammar authors did not always follow the main tendencies of modern 
linguistics for structuring and presenting their work, and Esperanto grammar in 
languages other than Esperanto is partly lacking (Brosch, 2008, p. 5). There are 
noticeable exceptions, such as Willkommen’s grammar (2007) or Gledhill corpus-
based grammar (2000).169 
The neologismo is a straightforward example of a false friend to traditional 
linguistics. Although Esperanto’s lexical formation processes can be described us-
ing widely accepted terms from the field of linguistics (Brosch, 2008, p. 38), in the 
Esperanto speech community, a neologismo (neologism) is most commonly un-
derstood exclusively as a new lexical item created under the influence of another 
language170 (i.e., by borrowing on the basis of a foreign model or loan creation). 
In comparison, traditionally in linguistics and in the discipline of terminology, a 
neologism is a new form, a new meaning that has arisen recently in the language 
171 and may or may not be a borrowing. An example to illustrate the difference 
between these two concepts: When blog technologies appeared a few years ago, 
several synonyms developed in Esperanto, including “blogo” and “retĵurnalo.” To 
Esperanto speakers, only “blogo” is a neologismo because it is formed from the 
root “blog-” using lexical material from a foreign language. “Retĵurnalo” is not 
considered a neologismo because it is formed from existing Esperanto roots: ret- 
(online), ĵurnal- (journal) and the ending -o for nouns. To mainstream linguists, 
both “blogo” and “retĵurnalo” are neologisms, as they are both new forms in the 
language. This is perhaps best clarified with an illustration; in Figure 7, I have 
adapted a Munske’s classification. “Blogo” and “retĵurnalo” would both belong to 
formal neology in this figure, the former being created based on loan rendition 
and the latter on indigenous word formation. 
................................................................ 
169  And studies on particular aspects of grammar, concerning the lexicon e.g. Blanke’s 
description of word formation from a comparative perspective German-Esperanto 
(1981, pp. 60–72) and more recently Werneck Dias’ thesis (2007) on lexical formation 
mechanisms in Esperanto. 
170  See Sablayrolle et al’s French article about “création ‘sous influence’” (2011). 
171  This is a broad simplification with two main categories, but it is largely accepted. On 




Figure 7. Typology of lexical change adapted from Munske (2015, p. 26). 
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The Esperanto lexicon might have been the least complete part of the plan. Ac-
cording to Lapenna (1974), historically, the most prominent change in the history 
of the Esperanto language was the growth of word roots (p. 42).172,173 The first Es-
peranto dictionary, elaborated by Zamenhof himself, contained only 904 lem-
mas (Gobbo, 2017, p. 2; Werneck Dias, 2007, p. 20). Just a few years later, in 1894, 
the dictionary Universala Vortaro was published, containing twice as many lem-
mas (Gobbo, 2017, p. 3). 
1905 was an important year for Esperanto speakers; the foundations of the 
language, the Fundamento (Zamenhof, 1905),174 were published, and an official 
language body, the Lingva Komitato, was founded (Gobbo, 2009b, p. 86). Accord-
ing to Brosch (2008, pp. 21–22), four word formation principles appeared implic-
itly in the Fundamento: 
1. Lexical items must be transparent (encentreco). 
2. Lexical items must fill a lexical gap (plenumo de vortfarada sfero). 
3. Lexical items can have only one categorical ending (kategorieco). 
4. Complex lexical items must be reversible (principo de renverseblo). 
The missing but needed vocabulary was developed by members of the speech 
community through interpretations of the basic rules of the language and occa-
sional collective discussions with other speakers and Zamenhof himself. At first, 
the community was relatively small, and the first magazine—La Esperantisto—
was used for discussions about the language somewhat similarly to the way a  
forum or wiki would be used today (Gobbo, 2009b, p. 85). 
Esperanto speakers have been cultivating their language since its early days. 
This is probably due to sociological motives; the members of the speech commu-
nity know that the overall social, psychological, and axiological structure of the 
community would be endangered if language abilities were not fostered (Rašić, 
1994, p. 165). Esperanto speakers tend to show significant metalinguistic 
................................................................ 
172  Esperanto being a schematic language (see Section 4.2.1), lexical items can be created 
by combining roots. The total number of lexical items in the language, therefore, is 
considerably bigger than the number of roots. 
173  In selected dictionaries, from around 931 elements in 1887, to 2600 in 1893, 7866 in 
1954, 16,000 in 1970 and 17,000 in 2002 (Fiedler, 2006, p. 81; Lapenna, 1974, p. 42). 
Needless to say the count depends on the dictionaries’ editorial policy, but it seems 
safe to state that there is a clear tendency of lexical expansion. 
174  For a detailed description of the Fundamento, see e.g. Pabst (2014). 
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awareness and often have clear opinions on language matters.175 Moreover, Espe-
ranto speakers often explicitly express their opinions regarding the lexicon. The 
neologisma diskuto (debate on neologismoj),176 for instance, is as old as the lan-
guage (Schweder, 1999, p. 45).177 A century after the language was launched, pub-
lications discussing neologismoj continue to appear regularly (Camacho, 1999; 
Kadoja, 2013; Mayer, 1987). 
For almost the entire ninety-year lifetime of the language, there has been a 
public debate, often acrimonious, about control of growth of the lexicon. 
Roughly speaking, the disagreements result from a desire on the one hand to 
keep the number of roots small to benefit the new learners and on the other 
a need felt by writers, especially poets, to enrich the vocabulary for literary 
purposes. While the debate has typically been conducted along the dimen-
sion utilitarian/literary, the arguments are often reminiscent of the question 
of purism in many national languages, which in Esperanto usually takes the 
form of contrasting “homey” compounds created from the internal, autono-
mous resources of the language. (Sherwood, 1982, p. 185) 
The neologisma diskuto is not only a question of purism or understandability of 
lexical items. In fact, it questions the very autonomy of the lexical formation sys-
tem of Esperanto (Lindstedt, 1983).178 The fact that Esperanto speakers are meta-
................................................................ 
175  A sociological study conducted in the 1990’s (Rašić, 1994, p. 97–185) can serve to 
clearly illustrate this point. Within the framework of this study, around 170 individu-
als responded to a questionnaire that comprised four questions related to the language 
norm (opinion on the use of diacritics, the rules for spelling proper nouns, the crea-
tion of new words and the eurocentrality of the vocabulary). The interesting point 
here is not the actual answers given to the questions, but rather the low percentage of 
respondents that chose the answer “I did not think about this” (respectively 3,85%, 
3,85%, 7,69% and 10,26%). This seems to imply a very low percentage of Esperanto 
speakers—perhaps less than 10%—do not hold a personal opinion on specific lan-
guage matters. 
176  I.e. mostly on roots borrowed from other languages, see the definition of neologismo 
above. 
177  Many Esperanto speakers try and resist neologismoj. Waringhien summarized them in 
three categories (1980, p. 287): 1. old Esperanto speakers who feel offended if they en-
counter a new lexical item, 2. promoters of the language and language teachers, who 
advocate for a simple grammar and a restricted vocabulary, and 3. individuals who do 
not agree that an international language should be used for literature and claim Espe-
ranto should remain some kind of Basic English. 
178  Political arguments are also at stake here: some Esperanto speakers try to show that 
Esperanto can develop its lexicon on the basis of its internal resources in order to 
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linguistically aware and that they express their opinions on language matters is a 
great opportunity for linguists interested in better understanding lexical criteria: 
Esperanto speakers often discuss neologismoj, and more generally lexical items at 
large, and as mentioned, they often do so online, offering researchers a large sam-
ple of text materials that can be studied covertly. 
Some Esperanto speakers are very active (folk) lexicographers through private 
initiatives or group work. Early on, Esperanto speakers began actively tracking 
Zamenhof neologisms that had not been included in the official dictionaries. Dur-
ing the 1907 World Congress, a commission led by Wackrill was given the task of 
compiling a corpus of the lexical items Zamenhof had been using that were not in 
the Universala Vortaro, and in parallel, Boulet (as an isolated researcher) com-
piled a similar list (Waringhien, 1980, p. 166). The Lingva Komitato then demo-
cratically decided which of the listed neologisms would be added to the official 
dictionary. Leading the Lingva Komitato’s section on the common lexicon, Cart 
sent the two lists of Zamenhof neologisms to the members of his section and had 
them cross out all the roots that were not justified by language usage or that went 
against the principles of the Fundamento (Waringhien, 1980, p. 167). Eventually, 
the amendment to the official dictionary contained only those roots that had been 
unanimously accepted by all members of the Lingva Komitato’s section (War-
inghien, 1980, pp. 166–168).179 
The Lingva Komitato, which later became the Akademio, continued publish-
ing amendments to the Universala Vortaro and remained relatively conservative. 
From a quantitative perspective, its additions to the official dictionary were not 
particularly numerous over the years.180 The Akademio itself does not create new 
lexical items (Bormann, 1999, p. 38). In fact, the Akademio sometimes used its 
................................................................ 
prove it is a fully functioning, independent language, and simply because secondary 
neologisms are needed if one wishes to discuss scientific topics in Esperanto. Along 
with literary language, often arguments have thus been given that neologismoj are 
needed in languages for special purposes because scientific terminology is in essence 
mostly international and to the domain specialist it would be the indigenous lexical 
item that would seem ‘foreign’. This opinion was expressed for example by the Danish 
agronomist Paul Neergaard (1955). 
179  Although the original lists of Zamenhof neologisms contained respectively 843 and 
2021 new lexical items, after the review round the addition to the official dictionary 
comprised only 864 new roots. 
180  Based on the data in Wennergren’s article (2008), a mere 2159 roots were officially 
added between 1909 and 2007. 
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resources to fight the intuitive solutions of Esperanto speakers (Corsetti, 1999, 
p. 57). In some cases, it capitulated after fierce combat.181 
There is an Academy of Esperanto, but it has historically played a very  
minor role in the development of the language. Even in lexical matters the 
Academy has limited itself to occasional listings of words which have been 
around for enough decades to seem “official.” Major growth in the lexicon 
has occurred through decentralized individual suggestions and use.  
(Sherwood, 1982, p. 187) 
Despite its marginal role in lexical development, the Akademio should not be ne-
glected today because it remains an absolute lexical reference for some Esperanto 
speakers, a prestigious source that must be obeyed without question, as the fol-
lowing anonymized speaker illustrates:182 
I accept the decision of the Akademio, which with the BRO [official basic 
set of roots] changed the category of trondr-. Personally, I doubt that they 
did it by means of a formal decision about each one of the modified roots, 
but we must accept the result. [Translated example from my corpus]lxv 
However, the Akademio followed too conservative a path and failed to respond to 
all of Esperanto speakers’ needs, often losing its leading role as regards the lexicon 
in favor of other resources (see Gobbo, 2009b, p. 88). From the early years of the 
language, unofficial lexical resources were published in parallel to official ones: in 
general language, for instance, the Plena Vortaro Rusa-Internacia in 1889 (see 
Lapenna, 1974, p. 42), Boirac’s dictionary in 1909, and Kabe’s in 1911 (see Gobbo, 
2017, p. 4). Later, the 1930 monolingual dictionary Plena Vortaro de Espe-
ranto (Grosjean-Maupin, Esselin, Grenkamp-Kornfeld, & Waringhien, 1930) in 
particular stole the lexical limelight.183 Although published by an unofficial source 
................................................................ 
181  Fiedler gives the example of verbalization of adjectives, which was first rejected by the 
Akademio but later made official, when it became ever more popular among Esperanto 
speakers (2006, p. 80). 
182  Generally, Philippe states that an overwhelming majority of Esperanto speakers show 
a strong spirit of resistance against any kind of change in the language (see 1991, 
pp. 90–91), which partly explains why the conservative position of the Akademio still 
finds its share of supporters. 
183  Today it is the ‘Plena Ilustrita Vortaro de Esperanto’ and is also available online 
(www.vortaro.net). It is a monolingual, comprehensive dictionary of Esperanto. It is 
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(the World Anational Association), it “became the de facto monolingual standard 
dictionary of Esperanto for decades” (Gobbo, 2017, p. 5). Lexical resources can 
also emerge from private initiatives; for instance, Cherpillod listed lexical items 
that were absent from the Plena Vortaro de Esperanto (1988). 
For the first few years, Esperanto was used not only for general language but 
also for specialized communication. Thus, it needed scientific terms in addition 
to general language expressions. In 1904, the journal Internacia Scienca Revuo (In-
ternational Scientific Journal) began “creating and fixing terms” through the edi-
tion of texts, discussions among a large specialized public, and selection and ac-
ceptance by a competent commission (W. Blanke, 2013, p. 37). Over the years, 
principles such as clarity, stability, regularity, and internationality for the coining 
of new lexical items have been published and disseminated among Esperan-
tists (W. Blanke, 1997, 2013, pp. 99–149; Eichholz, 1995; Neergaard, 1955;  
Suonuuti, 1998; Verax, 1911; Werner, 1986, 2004). In the first half of the 20th cen-
tury, there were very close links between the development of Esperanto and that 
of the discipline of terminology (W. Blanke, 2008a, pp. 62–84; Slodzian, 2005).184 
Many Esperanto speakers are well aware of principles for coining new lexical 
items and have a consistent record of discussing and negotiating lexical items: 
Due to the manifold influences of speakers’ ethnic languages and cultures as 
well as the ambition to respect all people’s interests and feelings, permanent 
negotiation regarding meanings and uses of lexical items seems necessary in 
Esperanto … similar negotiations can also be observed for everyday objects. 
................................................................ 
a desk dictionary that aims to give a broad picture of the lexical items which are in 
general use. It is rather prescriptive in nature and tends to consider exclusively items 
that are deemed to be part of the standard. PIV is chiefly synchronic. It does not in 
any manner portray the historical development of the lexical items of Esperanto, nei-
ther does it describe the morphological or semantic changes these units have under-
gone since the creation of the planned language. It contains many terms which have 
been coined and/or defined by domain specialists. It is, however, not a specialized 
dictionary per se since these terms have been defined and presented like any other 
unit of the language—apart from a domain label. 
184  There is also an article from Samain on the relationships between Wüster, Esperanto 
and the development of terminology (2010), which I would recommend reading with 
a critical eye. I express some reservations about it, because of the appalling spelling 
mistakes the author makes, e.g. (p. 281) Enciclopedia Vortaro instead of Enciklopedia 
Vortaro, Maŝinfaka Esperanta Vortaro instead of Maŝinfaka Esperanto-Vortaro, lin-
gua boneco (p. 286) instead of lingva boneco. Also, Samain mentions (p. 282) that a 




Here, Esperanto speakers constantly seem to fear that names are chosen 
which are too close to their own language. (Fiedler, 2002, pp. 69–70) 
The speech community has been consciously and collectively completing the orig-
inal implicit principles for lexical development. Esperanto speakers are usually  
accustomed to creating new lexical items according to a plan and probably hold a 
much stronger metalinguistic awareness than speakers of other languages: 
Those who need terminology for their professional work, and who deal with 
it in technical committees, are mainly technicians, engineers. It can happen 
that they know one, two or even several foreign languages and understand 
each other without difficulties. But on the meta-level, concerning theoretical 
problems of linguistics or even interlinguistics, they are generally not com-
petent. They are accustomed to accept words as they are. The idea that 
word-building can happen according to a plan, consciously, following pre-
viously established rules, is mainly foreign to them and (as history shows) 
only after ten or twenty years of unsatisfying work did they feel the need for 
“codified principles.” 
For users of planned languages, contrary to what can be said about engi-
neers using national languages, this idea is quite natural. Esperantists (at 
least, those who have seriously concerned themselves for some years with the 
language, its properties and rules, who fluently speak and think in the inter-
national idiom) are fully accustomed to “word-building” as one means of 
expressing one’s thoughts. For them it is self-evident that this free word-
building requires guiding principles, to guarantee successful communica-
tion. (W. Blanke, 2008a, pp. 32–33) 
A great part of activities carried out in the Esperanto speech community are vol-
untary (and, for the most part, unprofessional), which has an influence on the 
lexicography of the language (D. Blanke, 2006, p. 225). Due to the lack of govern-
mental support, speech community members can only rely on themselves 
(Sakaguchi, 1998, p. 296). Among the many voluntary activities that Esperanto 
speakers undertake, there are several networks of practice concerned with the lex-
icon. Many language resources have been produced through a large-scale collab-
oration (Schweder, 1999) and thus are the result of folk lexicography (i.e., the 
creation of dictionaries by ordinary speakers; Šumarina, 2014, p. 293). Esperanto 
speakers tend to engage voluntarily to address lexical needs and solve one  
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another’s lexical issues. Esperanto networks concerning the lexicon thus usually 
engage a fair number of speakers who collaborate as equals.185  
Again, this is an opportunity for the researcher to study, in a covert way, how 
speakers discuss and select lexical items to retain (lexical criteria), because Espe-
ranto speakers tend to use explicit metalanguage to express their opinions of lex-
ical items. Speakers of Esperanto took advantage of the development of the Web 
and the collaboration possibilities offered by the Web 2.0 (Żadziłko, 2011). Over 
the past 20 years, several groups of Esperanto speakers have been using Internet 
technologies to carry out lexicographical tasks, particularly to discuss lexico-
graphical contents and lexical items. These lexical collaboration activities, partic-
ularly the online networks discussing lexical questions, are extremely rich material 
for researchers interested in speakers’ lexical criteria, because in group settings, 
members often explicitly explain their lexical choices to their peers. 
Teamwork and democracy are generally important in the community. To pre-
vent the influence of one’s native language and personal subjective views, it is 
commonly accepted that the development of (specialized) vocabularies must be a 
collective action: 
It is important to find a solution for the composition of the collective. Its 
leader should be a person with domain and linguistic knowledge, and their 
character should be compatible with the precondition of democratic treat-
ment within the collective. Members would belong to various ethnic com-
munities with distinct languages. (Werner, 2004, p. 57, my translation)lxvi 
There exist several active groups in the Esperanto speech community that are  
concerned with lexicographical projects. In the history of the language and the 
community, these principles of collective action and democratic language devel-
opment have been put into practice on a large international scale. An eloquent 
example is the Esperanta Bildvortaro, an Esperanto “translation” of the 1958 edi-
tion of the illustrated Duden dictionary of the German language. This 880-page 
dictionary was compiled through the collaboration of around 144 domain special-
ists from 25 countries between 1974 and 1988. The leader of the project, Rüdiger 
Eichholz, prepared the basis and gradually sent his proposals to other contributors 
for a free, world-scale discussion. The exchanges took place in writing, using index 
cards displaying lexical items in English, German, French, and Esperanto with 
................................................................ 
185  Unlike for instance FranceTerme’s wiki, in which the official language body makes 
decisions while ordinary speakers can only make proposals. 
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definitions, sources, and often illustrations. Corrections were made on the cards, 
which were exchanged between the project leader and contributors. A total of 
1440 index cards were exchanged in the preparation of the dictionary (see 
W. Blanke, 2008a, pp. 124–126; Schweder, 1999, pp. 57–58). 
Esperanto speakers have also contributed to multilingual lexicographical pro-
jects outside of the Esperanto speech community; for instance, in the development 
of railway terminology (W. Blanke, 2008a, pp. 127–128; Hoffmann, 2001; 
Schweder, 1999, p. 52). A terminological newsletter is regularly published by the 
Esperanto Railway Association (IFEF) in which Esperanto equivalents are pro-
posed (see Internacia Fervojista Esperanto-Federacio [IFEF], 2015, 2016). Pro-
posals are discussed via this magazine or during congresses. As a result of this 
collaborative group effort, the RailLexic CD-ROM with 16,000 specialized lexical 
items is available in 22 languages, including Esperanto. 
The current version of the Plena Ilustrita Vortaro (PIV), often seen as a refer-
ence dictionary by Esperanto speakers, is also the result of collective action: 
PIV2002, followed by PIV2005, are collaborative revisions of the 1970 edition, in 
which even ordinary speakers participated, as Duc Goninaz mentioned in the 
foreword to PIV2002: 
The echo around the revision work encouraged numerous specialists and 
ordinary users of the dictionary to spontaneously send contributions, sug-
gestions and remarks. (Waringhien, 2005, p. 21, my translation)lxvii 
In 1987, the World Esperanto Association (UEA) officially founded a terminology 
center (TEC) during the world congress in Warsaw. The TEC was intended to 
coordinate discussions about new lexical items in language for specialized pur-
poses.186 As in other speech communities (and much like the FranceTerm wiki 
example), the engagement of ordinary speakers (specialists in technical or scien-
tific domains, but not in linguistics) was an important unresolved issue for the 
TEC: 
The three organizers of TEC were and remained alone with their oversized 
plans: A leader who would coordinate was always missing and missing were 
................................................................ 
186  The main aims of this center were (W. Blanke, 2008a, pp. 59–60): the study of the 
international terminology standardization, the organization of international discus-
sions about terminology proposals, the organization of a procedure of standardiza-
tion, the publication of terminological standards and the representation of Esperanto 
in bodies concerned with terminology. 
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especially a large crowd of specialists who would be willing to collaborate 
and not only take care of their own specific domains, who would agree to 
take on co-organization within the framework of the planned structures. 
(W. Blanke, 2013, p. 213, my translation)lxviii 
Unfortunately, the TEC office in Zagreb was definitively closed in 1992, mainly 
because of the Yugoslav wars (W. Blanke, 2008b, pp. 212–214). 
With the advances of new technologies, part of the collaborative activities con-
cerned with the lexicon are conducted online in private and public spaces. This is 
where the researcher can observe Esperanto speakers speak about lexical items 
and collect their opinions and preferences about the lexicon to gain a better un-
derstanding of the lexical processes occurring within the speech community. 
4.3.2 Lexical norms in Esperanto 
Today, the creation of new lexical items in the Esperanto speech community is 
generally not guided by official bodies; the community does not depend on a func-
tioning standardizing body or normative dictionaries (Schweder, 1999, p. 69). 
The Akademio does not create new lexical items,187 and the UEA’s TEC has closed.  
Zamenhof’s Fundamento has not always been followed by speakers (Philippe, 
1991, p. 75),188 but despite the geographical repartition of Esperanto speakers und 
unguided changes, there are no dialects in Esperanto:189 
It is often claimed that under widespread use Esperanto would break up into 
mutually incomprehensible dialects. This may be an invalid conclusion, 
since it is based on the way languages developed before there existed rich 
................................................................ 
187  According to Golden it is not at all the task of the Akademio to develop the lexi-
con (1990, p. 197), and Olganov suggests the Akademio is not supposed to obstruct 
the natural evolution of the language, but should rather ascertain the supremacy of 
one variant over the other that have developed through natural evolution (1985, 
p. 91). 
188  Mattos for instance regrets ‘major accidents’ (gravaj akcidentoj) which took place in 
the history of the language (1999, p. 33), one of which is the Esperanto grammar Plena 
Analiza Gramatiko de Esperanto (Kalocsay & Waringhien, 1980), which in his view 
did not apply the Fundamento to the letter. However, as Fiedler points out, the “aim 
of the Fundamento was not to prevent any development but rather to protect the lan-
guage against arbitrariness.” (2006, p. 78). 
189  The risk that a language will be dialectized exists only if a group of individuals use that 
language exclusively within a closed group (Lo Jacomo, 1981, p. 345). 
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modes of global communication. A language breaks up into dialects when 
there is isolation, and under present conditions of mass literacy, global elec-
tronic communication, and mass global travel, isolation is increasingly un-
common. (Sherwood, 1982, p. 192) 
Because in Esperanto, communication takes place almost exclusively between in-
dividuals with various native languages, the interference of one’s mother tongue 
is counterbalanced by the need to be understood by someone from another lin-
guistic and cultural community (Leyk, 1980, p. 463). Fiedler (2006) explained the 
stability of Esperanto by a set of “self-regulation techniques” or “stabilizing fac-
tors” (pp. 82–83).190 
Phillipe (1991) proposed three categories of factors (p. 80–99) impacting lan-
guage change in Esperanto: 
 Factors favoring language change: bilingualism, geographic and temporal 
discontinuity, tendency towards wordplay and innovation (German: 
“Spieltrieb”), need for complexity, literature 
 Factors impeding language change: need to be understood by discus-
sion partner, use of written language, explicit knowledge of the lan-
guage system, ideological objectives 
 Linguistic economy and redundancy 
Other scholars have attempted to define norm components affecting usage. Sum-
marizing Jansen’s (2007, pp. 43–48)191 and Gledhill’s (2014, pp. 322–323) recent 
work and adapting it to the lexicon, the following lexical norm-giving compo-
nents can be suggested: 
 An authoritative component: The Fundamento and Akademio de Espe-
ranto, as well as authoritative grammars, textbooks, and dictionaries 
may be perceived as lexical references by speakers (see also the example 
above). 
 A democratic component: The correct lexicon is that used by the ma-
jority of the speech community. 
................................................................ 
190  For the diachronic perspective, the interested reader may also refer to the factors af-
fecting Esperanto language change as discussed by Philippe (1991, pp. 80–99), Sakaguchi 
(1998, pp. 253–261) and Detlev Blanke (D. Blanke, 2006, pp. 236–238). 
191  Jansen builds his norm concepts on Manders’ work  (1976) and St. Clair’s addi-
tion (1978). 
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 A usage component: The lexicon as used in existing written gen-
res (books, magazines, novels, creative texts, etc.), spoken genres (both 
formal and informal) and hybrid genres (blogs, Wikipedia, etc.) may be 
norm-giving. 
 A geographical component: Lexical development is influenced by Espe-
ranto speakers’ mother tongues, which for the most part are European 
languages. 
 A clarity component: The correct lexicon is expected to be clear and 
transparent. 
 An aesthetic component: correctness equates to beauty. 
In Chapter 8, regarding lexical criteria, I will describe these language changes and 
normative components at work in Esperanto speakers’ explicit metalinguistic 
statements based on naturally occurring data (through a corpus), and I will pro-
pose a more nuanced classification of speakers’ lexical criteria. It will be clear that 
Esperanto, like other natural languages, is subject to variation and that speakers 
often disagree on which criteria should have priority. 
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5 Electronic networks  
discussing Esperanto lexical items 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 set the stage on which I have conducted investigations (i.e., the Espe-
ranto speech community). In Chapter 5, I introduce the specific groups on which 
the research was conducted within the Esperanto speech community: five elec-
tronic networks of practice. These networks are not run by official entities but by 
dedicated self-administered individuals discussing language-related matters. In 
Section 5.2, I present these networks in detail. In Section 5.3, I present the results 
of a survey conducted among a subgroup of contributors to understand the general 
profile of contributors and, more specifically, their actual linguistic knowledge and 
language proficiency. 
5.2 Five online networks under the microscope 
The empirical investigation (starting from Chapter 6) is centered on what I call 
electronic networks of practice, “a self-organizing, open activity system focused 
on a shared practice that exists through computer-mediated communica-
tion” (Landqvist & Teigland, 2005, p. 360). The networks I am exploring in the 
present work are self-organized groups of speakers that help each other and share 
perspectives on specific issues (here: language issues) on the web; for instance, 
through a discussion list or a web interface. Due to the geographic repartition of 
Esperanto speakers throughout the world and thus the lack of physical proximity, 
members of these networks are not expected to discuss topics face-to-face. Once 
a communication topic is set, therefore, all comments can be expected to take 
place on the web. This is a clear advantage for my research, because the discussion 
can be observed in its entirety. 
In the present investigation, five networks came under the microscope. The 
choice of the networks was guided by a heterogeneous purposive sampling strat-
egy, meaning that each network was “selected according to predetermined criteria 
relevant to [my] particular research objective” (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006, 
p. 61). Here, these criteria are: 
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 The network must be concerned, in whole or in part, with the lexicon 
 Each of the networks selected must pursue a different objective (hetero-
geneous sampling) 
 The network must be open for participation to any interested individual 
and participants all have the same participation possibilities192 
 The network data must be accessible for covert observation (avoidance 
of the researcher effect) and allow for anonymization (research ethics) 
For comparison purposes, to avoid presenting Esperanto research using Espe-
ranto-specific terms or classifications (although general references are available), 
I present the five networks based on existing scholarly typologies. Table 6 is a 
combination of a typology of user contributions (Abel & Meyer, 2013, 2016); one 
concerning the lexical process (Klosa & Tiberius, 2016) and one dealing with Web 
collaboration systems (Doan, Ramakrishnan, & Halevy, 2011). 
Two networks work on solving one-off language-related problems. The other 
three networks collectively work on producing (or updating) lexical resources. 
Thus, I will further present these three according to existing lexical resource (dic-
tionary) typologies. Wiegand (2010) and his colleagues distinguished between 
four types of dictionary typologies (pp. 82–93): 
 Typologies based on users (function, situations of use, etc.) 
 Typologies based on the subject of the dictionary (e.g., pronunciation 
dictionary) 
 Typologies based on the form of the dictionary (alphabetical sorting, 
onomasiological dictionary, etc.)  
 Typologies concerning characteristics of the storage and publication 
medium (digital storage, computer-based data model, presentation of 
entries on digital media, etc.) 
However, these existing typologies do not seem best suited to describe (a) the 
characteristics of lexicographical products on the Web 2.0 as a relatively recent 
media, (b) the collaborative aspects of lexicographical products developed in a 
group or a network, and (c) the specificities of lexicographical processes in Web 
dictionaries. 
................................................................ 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A few remarks are in order here. Some scholars claim that lexicographical work 
in collaborative settings or the participation of ordinary speakers in lexicograph-
ical activities is a completely new phenomenon. Murano (2014), for instance, 
suggested that thanks to the revolution brought about by IT technologies, non-
lexicographers can henceforth elaborate dictionaries in collaborative settings 
(p. 148). Meyer and Gurevych (2012) stated that “collaborative lexicography is a 
fundamentally new paradigm for compiling lexicons” (p. 259). This does not hold 
true for the Esperanto speech community; collaborative lexicography existed long 
before computers, as clearly illustrated in the previous chapter.193 Another fallacy 
in the scientific literature is that the rise of collaborative dictionaries has recently 
started to drive language change (Creese, 2013, p. 392). In the Esperanto speech 
community, this is also a long-known phenomenon, at least in specialized do-
mains: 
Because of the way in which specialized lexical items are created in Espe-
ranto (see Chapter 5.1), in most cases one cannot unequivocally tell whether 
the use of specialized lexical items follows dictionaries or, conversely, 
whether dictionaries record the use of these lexical items in specialized texts. 
Both probably play a role, but one can recognize certain influences of dic-
tionaries on language use in specialized texts. (Schweder, 1999, p. 169, my 
translation)lxix 
What is relatively new is not the collaborative lexicography phenomenon but ra-
ther its current prevalence on the Internet and the growing interest of researchers 
in collaborative lexicography. Also fairly recent is the fact that media changes have 
altered the way of contributing contents (Cristea, Forăscu, Răschip, & Zock, 
2008). 
One has been speaking of “cooperative terminology work” only since the end 
of the 1990s. But the concept is not new, because terminology work has al-
ways required a collaboration between domain specialists and language spe-
cialists, i.e. terminologists. What is new in this regard is the fact that new 
technologies have allowed teams that are geographically dispersed to work 
................................................................ 
193  Furthermore, this assumption is false for the English language as well. The Oxford 
English Dictionary has collaborated with the public at large since the 19th century and 
the OED dictionary is partly based on the contributions of a large number of occa-
sional unpaid volunteers (Thier, 2014). 
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on the same terminology, and go on working with the results of others in 
“real time,” so to say. (Massion, 2009, p. 15, my translation)lxx 
Taking into account lexicographical products on the web, Engelberg and Storrer 
(2016) completed the typologies listed by Wiegand with a typology specifically 
oriented toward web dictionaries and dictionary portals. This is the typology I am 
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Yes Yes Yes 
NUMBER OF 
LANGUAGES 
Multilingual Multilingual Multilingual 
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Concepts and specialized 






No No Yes 
Table 7. Type of internet dictionary for electronic networks of practice linked  
to a dictionary, based on (Engelberg & Storrer, 2016). 
In the following sections, I present each one of the networks in more detail and 
give sample discussion excerpts to illustrate the networks’ activities in relation to 
the lexicon. 
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5.2.1 Astronomia Terminaro 
The first network selected was Astronomia Terminaro (specialized dictionary of 
astronomy). It is a Yahoo group of around 40 members194 that was active during 
the years 2000–2012.195 The aim of the network was to conduct detailed discus-
sions about the contents and technical aspects of the resource Astronomia Termi-
naro (Astronomia Esperanto-Klubo [AEKO], 2000). The Astronomia Terminaro, 
or terminological resource for astronomy, was meant to be the first version of a 
specialized dictionary that would collect every astronomical and astronomy- 
related lexical items in Esperanto and suggest lexical items missing from the inter-
national language (Astronomia Esperanto-Klubo [AEKO] & Rocha-Pinto, n. d.). 
The Astronomia Terminaro is a multilingual specialized dictionary. Esperanto 
is the main language, and equivalent terms are proposed for 7 other languages, 
namely Czech, English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, and Russian. The 
Astronomia Terminaro is a restricted dictionary focused on terms related to  
astronomy and astrophysics. It is exclusively synchronic. At the time of prepara-
tion of the dictionary (predominantly 2000–2002), contributors considered only 
those lexical items that were in actual use or created new units that did not exist 
in the planned language.  
From the end user’s perspective, the Astronomia Terminaro is mainly an ac-
tive dictionary for domain specialists who wish to look up an Esperanto equivalent 
of a term in their preferred language.196 The dictionary serves to establish the 
meaning of this notion in the international planned language and set the term to 
be used between domain specialists. 
Each dictionary article in the Astronomia Terminaro contains at least a term 
(if there are several terms for the same notion, the preferred term is used), its 
source (either existing dictionaries or the author of the new proposal), the defini-
tion of the corresponding notion, and one or more foreign language equivalents. 
Articles may also contain orthographic variants or synonyms of the term, cross-
references to related terms, and notions, usage examples, and usage notes. 
................................................................ 
194  Figure from the year 2017. 
195  The network was especially active during the first three years of the project. The cen-
tral activity linked to the project took place between the years 2000–2002, but the net-
work remained active and a few messages were sent in the following years. 
196  By “active” use, I mean that the speaker is in a situation of production of the language 
(e.g. text production), as opposed to “passive” use, in which the speaker would be in a 
situation of reception of the language (e.g. reading). See also the communicative situ-




The second network is Esperanto-tradukistoj (Esperanto translators). It is also a 
Yahoo group with about 280 members.197 It is not linked to a particular lexical 
resource and its activity does not lead to the creation of any lexicographical re-
source or entries but rather serves to address punctual problems. Its conversation 
list contains more than 9,000 email contributions covering 1600 topics. The aim 
of the network is threefold (Esperanto-tradukistoj, 2003): 
 Publish calls for translation (of documents, web pages, brochures, arti-
cles, songs, stories, etc.) 
 Discuss terminological and other linguistic problems encountered in 
translation projects 
 Ask other questions linked to translation (translation prices, Esperanto 
characters, online specialized dictionaries, machine translation, etc.) 
In the present investigation, the second aspect—the discussion of lexical items—
is of particular interest. In discussions, network members often suggest several 
solutions and, although they do not necessarily agree on the lexical items to retain, 
they discuss their choices and deploy lexical opinions and arguments to justify 
their views. 
5.2.3 Lingva Konsultejo 
The third network is Lingva Konsultejo (place for language consultations).198 This 
Facebook group has been active since September 2011 and has more than 
2,000 members. According to the group’s own description, 
Lingva Konsultejo is a forum to discuss and give advice on the structure and 
use of Esperanto. Its objective is to deal with rare, unusual, complicated and 
unclear aspects of the language, for which answers might be difficult to find. 
Moreover, it aims to provide information and answers from individuals who 
have a good knowledge of Esperanto and have various experiences of the 
language (writing, teaching, reading, etc.). The goal is not to clarify simple 
................................................................ 
197  Figure from the year 2017. 
198  Although it does have administrators, it was included in the investigation because it 
is a public group in which anyone can post content. 
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questions, like in a textbook or a basic course, nor to define words that are 
in a dictionary. 
Thus we ask: 
1. That you do not ask about things you will easily find in a dictionary, such 
as vortaro.net or reta-vortaro.de 
2. That you do not post something in the group if you do not have questions 
related to language 
(Lingva Konsultejo, n. d., my translation)lxxi 
Like Esperanto-tradukistoj, it is not linked to a particular lexical resource but aims 
to address punctual problems. Many of the group’s discussions concern the lexi-
con.  
5.2.4 Retposhta rondo por redaktantoj 
The fourth network is the retposhta rondo por redaktantoj199 (e-mail circle for 
editors). It is also a Yahoo group, which has been active since 1999 and comprises 
around 300 members.200 The network is linked to the Reta Vortaro (ReVo; online 
dictionary), an Esperanto language dictionary that records lexical items in use 
along with their definition and ethnic language equivalents (Lingva manlibro pri 
verkado de Revo-artikoloj, n. d.).  
ReVo, which is of the open-collaborative type, covers general naming needs 
for the Esperanto language. It comprises general language expressions and lexical 
items in specialized domains. At the dawn of the project, one of the major sources 
for the ReVo was the Plena Vortaro de Esperanto, a print dictionary; the current 
work of the network falls under what lexicographical studies have called an “ex-
pansion of a retrodigitized paper dictionary”lxxii (Klosa & Tiberius, 2016, p. 77). 
Tasks completed by voluntary editors of the ReVo are, for instance, (Informoj por 
redaktantoj kaj redaktontoj, n. d.): 
 Reading new or updated entries and commenting on potential mistakes 
 Correcting typos 
 Adding equivalents in ethnic language, 
................................................................ 
199  “retposhta” is spelled with ‘sh’ rather than ‘ŝ’ supposedly because Yahoo Groups did 
not the full range of Unicode characters when the group was created. Since this can be 
considered a proper name, the spelling is maintained. 
200  Figure from the year 2017. 
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 Indicating whether a lexical item is official 
 Checking lexical items that belong to specialized domains (adding  
domain indication and correct definition) 
 Drawing or taking a picture for an entry in a specialized domain 
The objective of the network is for interested individuals (especially dictionary 
editors) to share information and discuss topics related to the dictionary (In-
formoj por redaktantoj kaj redaktontoj, n. d.). 
As far as dictionary usage is concerned, ReVo is both a passive and an active 
dictionary. Users can look up the definition of a particular lexical item (passive 
use) or find an Esperanto equivalent and usage examples from an ethnic language 
word (active use). Anyone who is interested in participating can join the project 
and contribute new entries, modify existing ones, or make comments through the 
discussion list, Revuloj. 
The dictionary includes equivalents in more than 60 languages, but many of 
them are incomplete. Equivalents are offered in 16 languages for at least 10% of 
the dictionary entries. In decreasing order of completeness, these languages are 
French (88%), Russian (76%), German (69%), Hungarian (69%), Dutch (63%), 
Belarusian (56%), English (56%), Polish (48%), Portuguese (40%), Spanish (38%), 
Catalan (34%), Italian (25%), Bulgarian (14%), Swedish (14%), Breton (11%), and 
Persian (10%). Furthermore, 50 additional languages have been added to the dic-
tionary interface, but the number of entries they cover has not reached 10%.  
In ReVo, each article rests upon a base root and its grammatical ending. Lex-
ical items that are based on a root are listed under the base root. An entry is  
divided into three main sections: lexical items (lemmas), equivalents in other lan-
guages, and sources. The lexical items section comprises compounds and lemmata 
derived from the base root. Lexical items that belong to a domain of knowledge 
are assigned a domain label. A definition (usually starting with a hyperonym) and 
example sentences are provided. Compounds and derivations that are considered 
to be self-explanatory are not included as lexical items. The equivalents section 
displays all the foreign language equivalents added by contributors. The sources 
section lists all the sources used in the dictionary article. The sources can be orig-
inal or translated literature as well as existing dictionaries. 
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5.2.5 Vivo-Vikio 
The fifth and last network is ViVo-vikio (ViVo-wiki, a wiki for words that live). 
With around 30 members, the ViVo-vikio is a place for discussion and prepara-
tion of new lexical items before their addition to other dictionaries (Demeyere, 
2010, n. d.). The activities of the wiki correspond to what Lemnitzer (2010) has 
called “lexicography of current neologisms”lxxiii (pp. 69–70), a type of lexicograph-
ical practice that can provide speakers with useful information about lexical items 
that have not yet entered a dictionary proper. As stated on the dictionary website, 
it does not seek to offer a comprehensive description of the Esperanto language: 
ViVo is meant for words that “live;” that is, words that can still “die” or 
disappear. Many of them will deserve eternal life and will enter the heaven 
of words, which is the Reta Vortaro de Esperanto. 
The ViVo-vikio is a place for discussion, where one can anticipate the work 
needed for other general language and specialized dictionaries such as ReVo, 
Vikivortaro, and the dictionaries of Lernu. (my translation)lxxiv 
ViVo-vikio is both descriptive and prescriptive. It is descriptive insofar as its con-
tributors aim to list all the lexical items found for a given meaning. It can be said 
to be prescriptive as well, as it offers the possibility of adding pragmatic parame-
ters: Contributors can give their opinions on the status of each lexical item by 
tagging it with one of four usage labels: rekomendita, uzebla, mapli bona, or mal-
rekomendita.201 From the users’ point of view, ViVo-vikio can be considered 
mainly an active dictionary, as it is intended to find or create new lexical items for 
expressing notions that, for the most part, exist in another language (secondary 
neologisms).  
Each dictionary article mainly consists of a definition, one or more foreign 
language equivalents, and proposed lexical items in Esperanto, which are regularly 
subject to comments in a discussion field. The source of the proposed lexical items 
is not systematically indicated, but contributors often mention in the discussion 
field whether they created the unit themselves or in what real situation they ob-
served it being used. 
................................................................ 
201  Literaly recommended, may be used, less good, and not recommended. 
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5.3 Linguistic knowledge and language proficiency  
of network contributors 
Who are the contributors to such networks of practice? Are they professional lex-
icographers in their respective speech communities or ordinary speakers inter-
ested in language matters? What are their competencies in relation to the lexicon? 
To try to answer these questions, I conducted a survey to determine the degree of 
linguistic knowledge and language proficiency of network contributors.  
5.3.1 Objective of the survey 
The survey was designed to help answer the following questions: 
 What linguistic knowledge do the individuals who contribute to Espe-
ranto electronic networks of practice have? Can they be considered lin-
guists, or rather folk linguists (“common” speakers)? 
 What language proficiency do these individuals have; how competent 
are they in the language to which they contribute? 
5.3.2 Methods 
A survey-based methodology was chosen because it is well suited for group ad-
ministration. Surveys allow confidentiality and an appropriate number of partic-
ipants.202 The general design principles applied during the creation of the survey 
instrument were based on best practices as described in reference works (De 
Ketele & Roegiers, 2009; de Singly, 2012). Most of the questions were close-ended 
questions. 
The survey items were developed considering the results of previous sociolog-
ical studies in the Esperanto speech community (Fiedler, 1998; Forster, 1982;  
Piron, 1989; Rašić, 1994; Stocker, 1996). As mentioned, two dimensions were ex-
plored: respondents’ linguistic knowledge and their language proficiency. For 
the purposes of the survey, these two concepts had to be translated into a 
................................................................ 
202  In hindsight, I would consider personal interviews, because it proved difficult to reach 
a satisfying number of responses. I suppose this is because many contributors partic-
ipate only momentarily, and only a few contributors actively participate  (on this as-
pect, see Abel & Meyer, 2016, p. 262). See the issues mentionned around Table 10 
below (p. 168). 
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measurable form (de Vaus, 2014, p. 41), and indicators were developed. These in-
dicators were spread throughout the survey: 4 indicators for linguistic knowledge 
(ling) and 4 indicators for language proficiency (lang). See Table 8 for details. 
Dimensions  
(latent variables) 
Indicator description Indicator 
reference 
Linguistic knowledge 
Reading works on Esperanto grammar or terminology 2:1 ling 
Formal or informal training in fields related to linguistics 4:1 ling 
Linguistic knowledge (self-assessment) 4:2 ling 
Main occupation over the past 30 days 6:6 ling 
Language 
proficiency 
Esperanto language competence (self-assessment) 2:2 lang 
Esperanto language competence (diploma) 2:3 lang 
Frequency of use of the Esperanto language 
in the last three months (speaking and writing) 
2:4 lang 
Language knowledge (self-assessment) 4:2 lang 
Table 8. The eight indicators used in the survey for assessing 
the two dimensions linguistic knowledge and language proficiency. 
Although well-established measures were used to assess language proficiency, in-
dicators were developed ad hoc for linguistic knowledge. Reliability was evaluated 
during the pilot phase. Several questions served as measurement variables for each 
one of these eight indicators. The next section succinctly describes the survey 
structure and its questions. The full survey can be found in the appendices. 
5.3.2.1 Survey design 
After a welcome message and a brief explanation about the research, the survey 
instrument was divided into six main sections: 
Section 1 addressed respondents’ contributions to online language-related 
activities in the Esperanto speech community. It aimed to explore how actively 
respondents participate in the electronic networks of practice considered in the 
thesis, how long they have been participating, and how much they contribute. 
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Section 2 concerned respondents’ knowledge and frequency of use of the Es-
peranto language. For the first item (indicator 2:1 ling),203 respondents were asked 
to mark, on a list of Esperanto works related to Esperanto grammar or terminol-
ogy, which ones they had read partly or entirely. Among these works were the 
Fundamento (the foundation of Esperanto, usually considered the obligatory au-
thority over the language), three grammar works, and six other publications on 
terminology in Esperanto. This item was used as an indicator of linguistic 
knowledge. The two subsequent items were indicators of language proficiency. 
The Esperanto language competence of respondents was measured through sub-
jective and objective questions. The subjective question (indicator 2:2 lang) was 
based on the European Language Portfolio’s self-assessment grid developed by the 
Council of Europe (Language Policy Unit, Council of Europe, n. d.) and con-
cerned reading comprehension and writing skills.204 The objective question 
(item 2:3 lang) consisted of asking respondents whether they held a language di-
ploma. Although this question may be a more objective and therefore more relia-
ble indicator, it cannot be applied to all respondents, as one can have an excellent 
command of a language without having passed an examination. Finally, speakers 
were questioned about the frequency with which they had used Esperanto in 
speaking and writing during the past three months (indicator 2:4 lang). 
Section 3 contained three questions concerning respondents’ knowledge and 
use of languages in general. Firstly, respondents were asked to indicate their 
mother tongue(s). Secondly, they were asked to list any other language(s) they 
spoke well enough to have a smooth conversation. Lastly, a question based on a 
European Commission survey (TNS Opinion & Social, 2012, p. 49) investigated 
what activities respondents carried out using the languages they know. 
Section 4 was composed of questions intended to explore respondents’ lan-
guage and linguistic-related competences. The first question (indicator 4:1 ling) 
was a closed yes/no question about whether participants had received formal 
(school, university) or informal (private seminars, self-teaching) training in fields 
................................................................ 
203  The indicators are coded, either ling (for linguistic knowledge) or lang (for language 
proficiency) and a number. See Figure 35 in the appendices for details (p. 379). 
204  The self assessment grid presents 30 scales for evaluating listening, reading, spoken 
interaction, spoken production and writing activities. It was officially translated in 
Esperanto in 2007 (Konsilio de Eŭropo, 2007). The present survey focused on reading 
comprehension and writing skills. Listening, spoken interaction and spoken produc-
tion were not assessed. 
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related to linguistics.205 The second question in this section was a mixed self- 
assessment question about respondents’ language and linguistic knowledge (indi-
cators 4:2 ling, lang). The six aspects covered were largely inspired by the 
RaDT’s206 professional profile for terminologists, which lists prerequisites for ter-
minology professionals (Rat für Deutschsprachige Terminologie, 2004, p. 3). The 
six aspects covered by the question were (a) language competence, (b) feel for the 
language and linguistic creativity, (c) competence in several languages, 
(d) knowledge of Esperanto word formation processes, (e) knowledge of lexico-
graphical and terminological principles, and (f) knowledge of language change 
phenomena. This question was a self-assessment. 
Section 5 comprised subjective and objective questions on the same topic: 
participants’ specialized knowledge in a wide range of fields. The subjective ques-
tion was a self-assessment,207 whereas the objective question was a closed yes-no 
question about actual work or formal learning experiences in the range of fields. 
Section 6 was intended to gather baseline demographical data: age, country of 
birth, current country of residence, time spent in the current country of residence, 
highest level of education, main occupation over the past 30 days (indicator 6:6 
ling), and employment status.208 The main goal was to portray the respondents 
and confirm the international character of language-related activities of the Espe-
ranto speech community. It was also designed with a comparative purpose to be 
juxtaposed with other surveys in the Esperanto speech community. 
5.3.2.2 Survey implementation 
The survey was hosted on the University of Geneva’s LimeSurvey server and  
potential participants were invited to take part online in the fall of 2015. The Lime-
Survey application was chosen because it is free, open source,209 and offers nu-
merous export and import options compatible with other free and open source 
................................................................ 
205  Theoretical or prescriptive/applied linguistics, translation and interpreting, foreign 
languages, lexicology lexicography terminology terminography, and interlinguistics 
or Esperanto studies. 
206  The RaDT is the Council for German-Language Terminology. 
207  On the scale: not competent at all, somewhat competent, competent, very competent. 
208  Employee, director, self-employed, unemployed (students, unemployed, jobseeker or 
retired individual, or other). 
209  In my own experience, Esperanto speakers are fond of open source solutions. 
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software.210 Working on university servers was a plus for data security. Lime- 
Survey was also a wise choice from a practical point of view, as it is hosted by the 
University of Geneva and suggested to the institution’s research staff. Conse-
quently, it was a turnkey solution that did not require any server installation. 
As far as the selection of respondents is concerned, my first intention was to 
make a census—to obtain responses from all contributors of the electronic net-
works of ReVo (about 300 contributors), Esperanto-tradukistoj (about 280), and 
ViVo-vikio (about 30).211 Sampling was not an option because contact infor-
mation such as names and e-mail addresses of contributors were not fully acces-
sible; although the contents of ReVo and Esperanto-tradukistoj messages are  
publicly available on the web, no member list is available. Only group administra-
tors can fully access members’ email addresses. Administrators of ReVo, Espe-
ranto-tradukistoj, and ViVo-vikio were contacted and asked whether the member 
lists could be made available for research purposes. They declined my requests, as 
this might violate data protection principles and/or the groups’ terms and condi-
tions, but they suggested that I (have them) send general messages to the entire 
group of contributors. 
As an initial step, the survey was pilot tested on a small group of 7 contribu-
tors to ascertain the usefulness and clarity of the questions and reveal any weak-
nesses in its design (see Table 9). Browsing through individual messages I had 
collected in my mailbox for ReVo,212 I was able to identify a small sample of active 
contributors. I looked for contributors who had participated for several years (at 
least two) and appeared to be relatively active (at least 40 contributions in total213). 
I identified 12 such contributors and sent invitations to participate directly to their 
................................................................ 
210  E.g. csv export option for further statistical analysis in the free and open source envi-
ronment RStudio. 
211  Data are from 2013. AEKO was excluded because the project is no longer active and 
Lingva Konsultejo was not included because data for this network were gathered at a 
later point in time (project constraints). 
212  E-mail addresses are not visible in the groups’ interface online, but when receiving  
e-mail notifications from the group one can see the original sender’s address. Since I 
had been a member of the ReVo group since 2013 (the year when I collected the corpus 
data), I could see some other members’ e-mail addresses in my mail client when I ran 
the survey in 2015. 
213  The number of contributions for a particular individual cannot be assessed with absolute 
certainty as contributors can use several aliases in one and the same group. For instance, 
a contributor was identified that had been using a different e-mail address for every cal-
endar year: username2005@xx.xx, username2006@xx.xx, username2007@xx.xx, etc. 
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individual e-mail addresses. The message sent to them can be found in the appen-
dices.  
After the pilot phase, a slight adaptation was required. A typo was corrected, 
and the question “Kiom kompetenta vi mem taksas vin por la sekvaj fakoj” (How 
competent do you think you are in the following domains) was changed to an 
array question with a dual scale instead of an array question by column so that 
people could differentiate between training and work experience in a specific field. 
Subsequently, invitation messages and reminders were sent to all members of the 
three groups (ReVo, Esperanto-tradukistoj, and ViVo) by myself or their admin-
istrators. Potential participants were not offered any incentive. As individuals tak-
ing part in online collaborative dictionaries donate their time on a regular basis, I 
supposed they would be willing to take part in the survey with no direct reward. 
The invitation message can be found in the appendices. 





to the pilot phase 
560 2003–2007 Yes 
1500+ Unknown Yes 
513 2000–2011 Yes 
468 2006–2012 Yes 
106 2005–ongoing Yes 
74 2001–ongoing Yes 
41 2009–ongoing Yes 
677 2001–2004 No214 
170 2009–2010 No 
646 2003–2011 No 
551 2005–ongoing No 
284 2003–ongoing No 
Table 9. Profile of ReVo contributors selected to pilot test the survey. 
Several issues were encountered during the implementation of the survey. As 
mentioned, a major problem was the impossibility of accessing member lists. A 
general invitation had to be sent from a list member—either the administrator or 
myself. Furthermore, members of Yahoo groups215 are not automatically notified 
when a message is posted. They can choose to receive individual, daily digest, or 
special delivery e-mails, or to read group posts on the group’s website. Members 
................................................................ 
214  The e-mail address of this contributor was no longer valid. 
215  Astronomia Terminaro, ReVo and tradukado use a Yahoo group. 
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that read posts on the group’s website may only occasionally contribute and would 
not have seen the survey invitation in their mailboxes. For example, as of Octo-
ber 2015, only about half of the members of Esperanto-tradukistoj had received 
individual messages: 
Type of notification chosen Number of members 
Individual messages 146 
Daily digest 45 
Special delivery e-mails 20 
Read posts on the group’s website 72 
TOTAL MEMBERS 283 
Table 10. Types of notification chosen by the members of the Yahoo group tradukado.  
The figures are for October 2015 and were received by e-mail from the administrator. 
A further technical complication in the case of Yahoo groups is the fact that an 
individual may use several e-mail addresses in the group, meaning the groups 
might be smaller than they seem and statistical analyses may be flawed. Finally, 
some contributors are no longer active in the groups. This is a severe practical 
difficulty for conducting research on contributors to mass collaboration systems. 
It is not rare that an individual’s participation is temporary and limited to a few 
contributions. As a researcher, I did not have access to the detailed statistics of 
members joining and leaving the groups, thus I cannot draw any objective con-
clusions about participation. Although the research was dampened by these tech-
nical limitations, insightful results were obtained, as presented in the next section. 
5.3.3 Results 
In this section, I present the data gathered from our respondents. Forty-one full 
responses were received; 26 respondents indicated having already contributed to 
ReVo, 19 to Esperanto-tradukistoj, and 11 to ViVo-vikio (some respondents con-
tributed to several groups). These results should be interpreted as illustrative ra-
ther than representative;216 as mentioned, ReVo has about 300 contributors, 
................................................................ 
216  Surveys are usually designed for representativeness, but as mentioned above, in retro-
spect I would choose others methods if I were to do this research again. 
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Esperanto-tradukistoj about 280, and ViVo-vikio about 30. Thus, 41 full  
responses are not sufficient to draw definitive conclusions but provide initial  
insights. 
The results are presented in two main blocks, demographic profile and lan-
guage knowledge.217 The two blocks give a summary of the information gathered 
through the survey and a descriptive analysis of the data. When appropriate, com-
parable results from other studies are discussed. A detail analysis of indicators and 
conclusions concerning the two dimensions (linguistic knowledge and language 
proficiency) are presented in Section 5.3.5. 
5.3.3.1 Demographic profile 
Respondents reported high levels of formal education. The majority of them (35) 
had either a diploma from a higher education institution, such as a university, (24) 
or a research diploma from such an institution (11). The rest (6) of them had fin-
ished high school or another school above middle school. These results seem to 
be in agreement with Fiedler’s statement that Esperanto speakers usually have 
higher education levels than the average population (1998, p. 24). 
In terms of age distribution, most of the respondents were 40 or older (36), 
and almost half of the respondents (17) were 54 or older. According to Fiedler 
(1998, p. 24), these results are not particularly surprising, as Esperanto is learned 
mostly by young people on one hand and people in the so-called third age (during 
retirement) on the other, and several previous studies have shown an overrepre-
sentation of older persons. 
When asked about their work status, most respondents reported working  
actively (27) as an employee, a director, or a freelancer. Concerning their main 
occupations (indicator 6:6 ling), about a third of them (13) declared a main  
occupation related to IT, and only very few of them (3) clearly mentioned a main 
occupation directly linked to language (text or book revising and/or editing and 
translation).218 This constitutes an interesting result: most of the respondents (38) 
did not indicate a main occupation related to language. As far as the country of 
................................................................ 
217  Results on the frequency of contributions were not used, because they were group-
dependent. The corresponding question was changed for the last group to which the 
survey was sent, to cover contributions to all groups. Results therefore cannot be com-
pared. 
218  Here I must mention, however, that some main occupations mentioned by respond-
ents did not exclude that the respondent had been a language professional in the past 
(sample answer: retired), or were too imprecise to determine if the main occupation 
was related to language (sample answer: teacher). 
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residence is concerned, respondents lived in 16 different countries,219 mostly in 
Europe. Nine respondents did not live in the country in which they were born. 
5.3.3.2 Language knowledge 
Respondents’ respective mother tongues220 included Russian (8), Dutch (7), Eng-
lish (6), German (6), French (5), Portuguese (2), Polish (2), Hungarian (2), Ital-
ian (1), Serbian (1), Czech (1), and Catalan (1). Further languages fluently spoken 
but not mentioned as mother tongues were Spanish, Ukrainian, and Belarusian. 
Except for the two Hungarian native speakers, respondents therefore all had Indo-
European language backgrounds, predominantly from the Germanic, Romance, 
or Slavic branches. Respondents were multilingual; the number of languages spo-
ken fluently varied from two to seven individually. Participants showed a high 
level of multilingualism in comparison with the average European: in a study pub-
lished in 2012, just over half of Europeans (54%) were able to hold a conversation 
in at least one language in addition to their mother tongue (TNS Opinion &  
Social, 2012, p. 5). Respondents of the present survey spoke an average 1.58 lan-
guages fluently in addition to their mother tongue and Esperanto. This value is 
similar to that obtained by Fiedler when asking her respondents what language 
they spoke221 in her survey of readers of the magazine Esperanto. A large majority 
of respondents reported being fluent in English (see Figure 8). 
................................................................ 
219  The countries represented were, in alphabetical order: Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Czech 
Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Luxembourg, Moldova, Netherlands, Polland, 
Russia, Serbia, Switzerland, UK, USA. 
220  One respondent indicated two mother tongues. 
221  Fiedler asked “What other languages do you speak?” (“Kiujn aliajn lingvojn vi paro-
las”). She obtained a value of 1.6 foreign languages in addition to Esperanto. 
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Figure 8. Languages in which the 41 respondents from electronic networks of practice  
considerer the can have a smooth conversation (Esperanto is not included here). 
In terms of situations of language use, most respondents222 indicated they used 
Esperanto for reading books, newspapers, magazines, and communicating with 
friends and on the Internet; some223 responded that they used the language to 
communicate with family members, for watching movies, listening to the radio, 
studying languages, or during travel; finally, only a few224 indicated they use it in 
professional settings, such as workplace communication (e-mails, phone calls, 
etc.), reading professional literature, studying something other than languages, or 
during business trips.  
As for their Esperanto language level (indicators 2:2 lang, 2:3 lang), almost 
all respondents self-assessed their reading and writing skills to be of C1 or C2 lev-
els. Over half of respondents (26) claimed to hold at least one language diploma, 
whether UEA-KER for level B1, B2, or C1 (13); UEA-ILEI (3); or a national ex-
amination (17). Hence, most respondents showed high Esperanto language 
................................................................ 
222  More than 25 respondents out of 41. 
223  Between 10–25 respondents. 
224  Less than 10 respondents. 
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qualifications from a subjective (self-assessment) and, for those with diplomas, 
from a more objective (examination) point of view. 
Concerning the frequency of use of the Esperanto language (indica-
tor 2:4 lang), about a third of respondents (12) had been very active speaking and 
writing the language over the past three months,225 and another group of respond-
ents (10) had been very active in writing but less in speaking.226 The rest had been 
moderately active. Finally, two outliers indicated they had not spoken the lan-
guage over the past three months and only used it somewhat227 in writing. Only 
about half of the respondents (12+10), therefore, can be considered to have used 
the language actively over the previous three months. In comparison, Fiedler 
 obtained a figure of 23.6% of respondents indicating they used Esperanto on a 
daily basis (Fiedler, 1998, p. 24). Such figures are not particularly surprising if one 
assumes that Esperanto shares many characteristics of diasporas (Piron, 1989, 
p. 171) and that it is spoken mainly as a second language (Fiedler, 1998, p. 27).  
When asked to mark on a list which Esperanto works on Esperanto gram-
mar or terminology they had read partly or entirely (indicator 2:1 ling), each re-
spondent but one responded positively (with a mark) for at least one of the works 
listed. Everyone but this person had consulted at least one of the three reference 
grammar works listed. The Fundamento had been consulted by almost all re-
spondents (37). Works on Esperanto terminology achieved much less popularity; 
the majority of respondents (25) had not read any of the works listed related to 
terminology. 
................................................................ 
225  They used the language on more than 60 days both in speaking and writing. 
226  They used the language on more than 60 days in writing and at least once in speaking. 
227  On 11 to 30 days. 
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Figure 9. Number of respondents from electronic networks of practice who indicated  
to have read works on Esperanto grammar or terminology partly or entirely. 
When asked to give a subjective assesment of their language and linguistic 
knowledge (indicators 4:2 lang, 4:2 ling; see Table 11), a vast majority of respond-
ents228 responded positively; they indicated a high degree of competence in Espe-
ranto (29+11) founded in a well-developed feel for the language, great language 
creativity (26+13), and extensive knowledge about word creation processes of  
Esperanto (22+16). Interestingly, although almost all respondents agreed they had 
good knowledge of word creation processes, about half of them229 responded  
negatively regarding the last two elements: they indicated they did not have  
comprehensive knowledge of language evolution phenomena (16+4) nor about 
lexicographical or terminological principles (13+8). In respondents’ minds, there-
fore, it seems clear that incompetence in lexicography, terminology, or knowledge 
about language change does not constitute a barrier for contributing to language-
related electronic networks of practice. 
When asked to indicate formal or informal training in fields related to lin-
guistics (indicator 4:1 ling, see Table 12), all respondents reported having formal 
training (school or university) or informal training (private seminars or self-
teaching) for at least one of the five topics. If the field “foreign language” is not 
considered, however, the figures fall to about half of the respondents. As the sur-
vey question comprised both formal and informal training, these results must be 
................................................................ 
228  Those who responded “Extremely well” or “Somewhat” (“Extremely well” + “Some-
what”). 
229  Those who responded “Not very well” or “Not at all” (“Not very well” + “Not at all”). 
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compared with the actual occupations of respondents, which give an indication of 
whether the individual was a professional working in the field or a layperson  
interested in the field but having another main occupation. This comparison will 
be drawn in the discussion section. 
Table 11. Respondents’ self-assessment about their language and linguistic knowledge. 
Table 12. Domains for which respondents reported having formal training  
(school or university) or informal training (private seminars, self-study). 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
How well do these statements apply to you?
I have a high degree of competence
in the language Esperanto
I have a well developed feel for the language
Esperanto and a high degree of
linguistic creativity
I have a high degree of competence
in several languages
I have perfect knowledge of
the word formation processes of Esperanto
I have extensive knowledge of
lexicographical and terminological principles
I have comprehensive knowledge of
language change phenomena
Extremely well Somewhat Not very well Not at all
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5.3.4 Discussion 
In this section, I present a discussion of the results in light of the survey’s twofold 
objectives: determining respondents’ (a) linguistic knowledge and (b) language 
proficiency. 
5.3.4.1 Analysis of results 
As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, linguistic knowledge was assessed using four in-
dicators: (a) reading works on Esperanto grammar or terminology, (b) formal or 
informal training in fields related to linguistics, (c) self-assessment of linguistic 
knowledge (several criteria), and (d) main occupation over the past 30 days. Lan-
guage proficiency was evaluated through four indicators: (a) self-assessment of 
Esperanto language competence, (b) diplomas for the Esperanto language (objec-
tive competence), (c) frequency of use of the Esperanto language in the last three 
months, and (d) self-assessment of language knowledge (several criteria). For bet-
ter comprehension on the respondent level, a tentative metric was developed to 
assess each respondent’s relative position in the two dimensions of linguistic 
knowledge and language proficiency (see the detailed metric in the appendices, 
p. 378). In the domain of folk linguistics, Preston uses the term “folk” to refer to 
all persons except academic linguists (2011, p. 15). In his definition, therefore, al-
most all respondents can be expected to be folk linguists, as they did not indicate 
a main occupation related to language in the survey. Instead of adopting a dichot-
omous approach to folkness, I suggest it might be a question of degree and thus 
developed a tentative scale. The indicators were given specific weights. One’s main 
occupation had the greatest weight (1 point out of 3) for determining the degree 
of linguistic knowledge; however, other indicators, such as reading specific lan-
guage-related works or receiving training, were also taken into account because 
an individual may become competent in some aspects of linguistics without being 
a linguist per se. A similar approach was adopted for language proficiency (lan-
guage proficiency). In this model, respondents gained in language proficiency if, 










Figure 10. Respondents’ relative position on the two dimensions of linguistic knowledge  
and language proficiency, according to my tentative metric for representing  
the two dimensions of linguistic knowledge and language proficiency. 
The two-dimensional graphic representation of results data based on this metric 
shows that although most respondents would be folk linguists in Preston’s defini-
tion, they did have some degree of linguistic knowledge in the model. Two re-
spondents, in fact, received all the points for linguistic knowledge except those for 
having a language-related profession.230 
Commenting further on linguistic knowledge, many respondents reported 
having had formal training (school or university) or informal training (private 
seminars, self-teaching) in domains related to languages, especially in foreign lan-
guages. Also, every respondent but one had consulted at least one of the three 
Esperanto works on grammar listed. Respondents, therefore, could be expected to 
have at least some basic knowledge of linguistic-related notions. However, more 
than half of them indicated not having had training in theoretical or prescrip-
tive/applied linguistics nor in lexicology, lexicography, terminology, or termino-
................................................................ 
230  In fact neither of them was profesionally employed (one was a student and the other 
one was jobless and but active in the areas of IT and website development). 
Respondents who could be expected to be 
folk linguists in Preston’s definition. 
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graphy, not even on an informal basis. In addition, most respondents had not read 
the six suggested works on terminology. Finally, about half of the respondents 
indicated having no comprehensive knowledge of language change phenomena 
regarding lexicographical or terminological principles. It is doubtful, therefore, 
that respondents would be competent in terminology/lexicography, neological 
creation, or language planning; but this does not prevent them from contributing 
to electronic networks of practice. 
As for language proficiency, almost all respondents self-assessed their read-
ing and writing skills to be of C1 or C2 levels, and this high self-assessment was 
often supported with an actual language diploma (though not necessarily at 
C1/C2 levels). The data thus speak for high Esperanto language qualifications for 
most respondents. Only half of respondents had been using the language relatively 
actively over the past months, but this may be explained by the characteristics of 
the speech community (diaspora, second language). Finally, all respondents sub-
jectively indicated having a high degree of competence in Esperanto, and almost 
all of them declared they had a well-developed feel for the language, great language 
creativity, and extensive knowledge about the word formation processes of the 
language. According to our results, respondents appeared to be mostly nonlin-
guists with strong interests in language. 
5.3.4.2 Summary 
As reported, restricted access to contributors was a challenge, thus censing con-
tributors revealed a difficult task. This is because member lists were not available 
to the researcher for data protection reasons. Due to the limited dataset,231 results 
could only be analyzed qualitatively and not quantitatively.  
Indicators for measuring the degree of linguistic knowledge in particular 
would merit further consideration. The validity of the survey item concerning the 
current main occupation is particularly questionable. The pilot test did not reveal 
any problem, but later in the survey, responses were given that were hard to inter-
pret (“retired” or “teacher”). In the future, the question linked to this indicator 
could be reworded or combined with another indicator. 
In addition, some common problems of survey design were encountered, 
such as ambiguity of interpretation from respondents’ perspectives. Although the 
questionnaire had been piloted, a few respondents indicated in their comments 
that (a) some questions were not clear or specific enough, (b) the possible answers 
................................................................ 
231  For instance for ReVo only 26 out of about 300 expected group members partici-
pated (about 9%). 
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for some questions did not cover every situation, and (c) sometimes choosing an 
answer seemed like an arbitrary decision. These issues are typical of the research 
methodology chosen. Opting for another methodology—for instance, conducting 
interviews with some of the respondents—may help to circumvent this issue and 
better understand contributors’ profiles. 
To conclude, this survey could be complemented by further studies also relat-
ing to newer collaborative groups in more recent technologies; for instance, the 
public page Lingva Konsultejo on Facebook. A qualitative approach may be better 
suited if contributors cannot be contacted easily and the sampling is nonrandom, 
or alternatively, an approach developed specifically for hard-to-reach populations 
by which the sampling frame is unknown (e.g., Marpsat & Razafindratsima, 
2010). 
The survey was designed to explore the two dimensions of linguistic 
knowledge and language proficiency of contributors in three electronic networks 
of practice examined in the present thesis (ReVo, ViVo-vikio, and Esperanto-
tradukistoj). To my knowledge, no research to date has questioned the actual  
language-related competencies of speakers contributing to language-related elec-
tronic networks of practice. 
Respondents to the survey mostly appeared to be folk linguists in Preston’s 
definition. The statement that the majority of respondents are folk linguists is 
strongly supported by the fact that more than half of them indicated not having 
had training in theoretical or prescriptive/applied linguistics nor in lexicology, 
lexicography, terminology, or terminography, not even on an informal basis, and 
further by the clear indication that a great majority declared a main occupation 
that was not related to linguistics (in fact, about a third of them reported having a 
main occupation in the IT sector). 
In contrast, respondents seemed to have an excellent command of the Espe-
ranto language, both from objective and subjective points of view. They felt con-
fident with the language and indicated having great language creativity and 
knowledge of word formation processes. These results lead to the conclusion that, 
at least for the speech community under the microscope, some individuals who 
are active on the Internet are highly competent in their language and choose to 
spend time engaging in language-related activities, although they are not language 
professionals. This seems to be a first step in empirically confirming Quirion’s 
ideas that on the Internet a wealth of individuals are ready to invest time and  
energy for projects for which they care and that folk speakers could engage in  
neological creation activities (Quirion, 2012, p. 137). 
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Having presented the theoretical background (Chapters 2 and 3) and the  
context of my investigation (Chapters 4 and 5), in Part 3, I will continue with the 
empirical investigation and my proposal for language managers. In Chapter 6, I 
will explore speakers’ lexical environments. In Chapter 7, I will explain how I  
extracted metalinguistic statements with an opinionated autonym for analysis  
before I present the results on this analysis in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9, I discuss 
the results obtained in Chapters 6 through 8 and highlight the types of data that 
are particularly relevant for language managers. 
Part 3 




6 Speakers’ lexical environments:  
insights from focus-groups 
6.1 Introduction 
In Section 3.3.1, we saw that the lack of lexical knowledge is one of the major  
issues language managers encounter in their endeavors to implant their target lex-
ical items. In lexicography, scholars long took for granted that individuals who 
need lexical information consult a dictionary (Bergenholtz, Nielsen, & Tarp, 
2009). This might be one of the reasons language managers have repeatedly tried 
to disseminate their target lexical items using dictionaries. For instance, the paper 
dictionary about fencing, Diccionari d’esgrima, was offered to individuals working 
for the Olympic Games in Barcelona in 1992 (see Vila i Moreno & Vila i Moreno, 
2007). 
In both studies cited here, the dissemination of target lexical items through a 
dictionary seems to have been largely unsuccessful. In the first study (Vila i 
Moreno & Vila i Moreno, 2007, p. 76), only 36% of surveyed individuals even 
knew that the dictionary existed and less than 10% owned a copy. The second 
study fared even worse; the target group members interviewed were unaware of 
the existence of the dictionary, nor did they know that Catalan terms existed for 
the notions considered (Gresa Barbero, 2016, p. 40). 
Using a dictionary to disseminate target lexical items among target speakers 
amounts to assuming that the subsequent concepts are true: (a) Target speakers 
conduct external searches for lexical information, (b) they do so by using a dic-
tionary, (c) among all dictionaries available, they use those of language managers, 
and (d) they actually use the lexical items found in this dictionary. Such issues call 
for a better understanding of the lexical environment in which target speakers find 
themselves, but studies investigating target speakers in their environments (e.g., 
Ballarin, 2009; Ní Ghearáin, 2011) are rather the exception. Let us examine the 
four assumptions. 
(a) Do speakers conduct external searches for lexical information at all? In-
vestigating lexical sources that speakers use could have fallen into the scope of 
lexicographical research, but to date, lexicography has mostly focused on specific 
dictionaries, usually institutional or otherwise prestigious ones (e.g., Nesi, 2012b), 
and has largely ignored the extralexicographical situations in which speakers find 
themselves. According to Tarp (2009), “No known user research has produced 
real information on the objective user needs, i.e. the needs that may occur in the 
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extra-lexicographical situation preceding the dictionary consultation” (pp. 292–
293).  
(b) Do speakers undertake external searches for lexical information using dic-
tionaries? Lexicography scholars now claim that it is evident that individuals can 
satisfy their need for lexical information from sources other than traditional ones 
(dictionaries), such as newspapers, books, and online texts (Fuertes-Olivera & 
Tarp, 2008, p. 77; García Llamas, 2015, p. 63). A new, specific research area named 
accessology has been developing (see Bergenholtz & Gouws, 2010), focusing spe-
cifically on access to lexical information.232 Only very recently (e.g., Kunkel, 2015) 
have scholars started to ask ordinary speakers to find language-related infor-
mation.233 
(c) Among all dictionaries available, would speakers choose those of language 
managers? Quirion (2012, p. 137) suggested using an online collaborative diction-
ary in which language managers would encourage Internet users to write their 
lexical ideas and comments on a lexical platform (website). Language managers 
would validate a certain number of the proposals, and the users themselves would 
choose the lexical item to be retained among all the proposals. Quirion suggested 
that such a dictionary platform might be better accepted by speakers than a tradi-
tional target lexical item dictionary. Whether speakers might prefer such a plat-
form has, to my knowledge, not been investigated. 
(d) Finally, do speakers actually use the lexical items they find in dictionaries? 
Being in possession of or consulting a dictionary does not necessarily equate to 
actively using these dictionary contents in speech. 
To approach these fundamental questions not from language managers’ but 
directly from speakers’ perspectives, I explored speakers’ lexical environments 
through a focus group study. In Section 6.2, I present the methodology applied: 
why focus groups were chosen as a methodology, how participants were recruited, 
how groups were implemented, and what analytical framework was used for analy-
sis. In Section 6.3, I report and discuss the findings in detail. I provide a summary 
of the main findings in Section 6.4. 
................................................................ 
232  In a sense, lexicography has always dealt with access (Bergenholtz, Bothma, & Gouws, 
2015), but now some studies are taking lexical information access as their core re-
search question. 
233  Translation studies have been interested in the way language professional search for 





6.2.1 Focus group rationale 
In this chapter, I opted for a focus group methodology. A focus group is “a group 
interview—centred on a specific topic (‘focus’) and facilitated and coordinated by 
a moderator or facilitator—which seeks to generate primarily qualitative data, by 
capitalising on the interaction that occurs within the group setting” (Sim, 1998, 
p. 346; on focus groups, see also Liamputtong, 2011; Morgan, 1998b; Reid & Reid, 
2005; Stewart et al., 2007). 
Traditionally, focus groups have been conducted face-to-face. With the ad-
vance of new technologies, however, they have increasingly shifted to taking place 
online.234 In the present investigation, the focus group interviews were conducted 
online for three main reasons. First, it has been demonstrated that more ideas are 
generated through computer-mediated communication (Reid & Reid, 2005, 
p. 131). Second, but not less importantly, online focus groups represent a viable 
solution for hard-to-include populations (Tates et al., 2009), of which the Espe-
ranto speech community can be considered an instance (see Section 4.2.5).  
Finally, online focus groups are likely to be a more appropriate method for  
researching a topic involving online issues (Hughes & Lang, 2004, p. 107). As lex-
icographical resources (e.g., e-dictionaries) and other resources used by ordinary 
speakers (e.g., search engines) are increasingly shifting from paper to online-only, 
it seemed relevant to use an online research method. 
In contrast to surveys,235 this methodological design allowed me to gain a wide 
view and gather profound information, as I could ask respondents to explain their 
thoughts. As Flick (1998) mentioned, “opinions which are presented to the inter-
viewer in interviews and surveys are detached from everyday forms of communi-
cation and relations. Group discussions on the other hand correspond to the way 
in which opinions are produced, expressed and exchanged in everyday life” 
(p. 116). Focus groups are “particularly useful for exploratory research when ra-
ther little is known about the phenomenon of interest” (D. W. Stewart et al., 2007, 
................................................................ 
234  Focus groups conducted online are typically called online focus groups, computer-
mediated focus groups, Internet-based focus groups, electronic focus groups, chat-
based focus groups or virtual panel discussions (Tates et al., 2009, p. 2). 
235  Lexicographical research has been keen on using survey methodologies. According to 
Flinz (2014, p. 214), surveys are the most frequent methodology used for research on 
dictionary usage situations (both for second language and native speakers), on spe-
cialized dictionaries and on online dictionaries. 
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p. 41). This is because focus group settings allow participants to stimulate one  
another and clarify their points of view. Focus groups emphasize discovering un-
anticipated findings and are indispensable for assessing a range of opinions about 
an issue (Chambliss & Schutt, 2013, p. 199). 
In this investigation, I opted for synchronous focus groups236 in which partic-
ipants all took part simultaneously in a prearranged live session using a chat room 
or an online conferencing tool. They immediately reacted to each other’s re-
sponses.237 I had three primary reasons for choosing this variant. First, I wanted to 
be able to clearly limit participation time and reassure participants that they would 
spend, at the most, 1.5 hr. on my study. This seemed important because participa-
tion was voluntary and not compensated by any incentive. Second, conducting a 
synchronous group helped me make sure every participant would spend roughly 
the same amount of time on the study.238 Third and finally, I was interested in the 
immediacy of responses because I did not want participants to look up any infor-
mation or discuss the issues with other speakers outside the groups. In synchronous 
groups, any thought is posted immediately (Hughes & Lang, 2004, p. 101). 
6.2.2 Discussion guideline 
Following established methodological practices, I developed a questioning route—
a sequence of questions in complete, conversational sentences (Krueger, 1998b, 
p. 9). This allowed me to ensure comparability across groups and therefore the 
quality of the subsequent analysis (Krueger, 1998b, p. 12). The discussion guide-
line consisted of an introduction, opening, transition, and questions.239 The com-
plete guideline can be found in the appendices.  
................................................................ 
236  Online focus groups can be conducted either synchronously or asynchronously 
(Rezabek, 2000). 
237  Asynchronous focus groups use email, a listserve or mailing lists and participants can 
read each other’s contributions and post comments at any time over a set period, 
whenever it is convenient for them. 
238  Asynchronous groups, for their part, encourage behaviors of dominant talkers (Krueger, 
1998c, p. 58), that is individuals who consider themselves to be experts and dominate 
the talk and also behaviors such as monologuing (Hughes & Lang, 2004, p. 99), i.e. 
typing a series of comments on a solitary thread. 
239  An essential feature of focus groups is that not all questions are equal (Krueger, 1998b, 
p. 21): some questions—opening, introductory, and transition questions—are phrased 
with the sole purpose of preparing the participants for the pertinent, key questions. 
My guide hence comprised four types of questions: opening, introductory, transition 
and key questions. 
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The guideline was divided into two main sections.240 The first section was built 
around situations in which speakers were missing lexical items in Esperanto. It 
served to investigate whether speakers would report conducting external searches 
for information in such situations and, if applicable, where they conducted such 
searches (traditional sources, Web, etc.). 
The second section concentrated on Quirion’s idea of a collaborative diction-
ary. Quirion (2012) suggested implanting new lexical items by a collaborative pro-
cess; language managers should work together with the masses, with ordinary 
speakers who would give lexical input and vote on the final lexical item to be  
retained for a specific notion. This approach could fall into what is called “collabo-
rative lexicography,” or “a bottom-up approach (Carr, 1997) which encourages 
lexicon readers to contribute to the writing of lexicon entries” (Meyer & 
Gurevych, 2012, p. 259), or more precisely, semicollaborative lexicography, a plat-
form on which “users can collaborate by proposing something, but they don’t 
have access to the backend databases of the project, which therefore cannot be 
modified by them” (Melchior, 2012, p. 337). 
Typologies of collaborative dictionaries can vary from one scholar to the 
other, as they vary between dictionaries at large. As presented in Section 5.2 
(p. 149), Wiegand et al. (2010), for instance, distinguish between four types of dic-
tionary typologies (pp. 82–93). However, in a focus group where ordinary speak-
ers are present, the question cannot be asked in a linguist’s terms. Therefore, I 
chose to approach the question of collaborative dictionaries with participants 
without using a specific term but rather a paraphrase, speaking of dictionaries 
“compiled partly or completely by non-specialists” and letting participants tell the 
story. As Krueger (1998a) mentioned, in qualitative research, “We seek to tell 
someone else’s story … we must listen before we can understand.” (p. 3) 
6.2.3 Choice and recruitment of participants 
Careful recruitment of participants is a key for the success of focus groups (Morgan, 
1998a, p. 85). The goal of such groups is to hear from participants in depth, which 
implies a purposeful selection for generating the most productive discussions 
(Morgan, 1998a, p. 56). Therefore, purposive sampling is the method I chose to ap-
ply for recruitment. It is a nonrandom sampling technique by which a smaller 
................................................................ 
240  To avoid the common mistake of cramming the interview guide with too many ques-
tions and not having time to ask the participants about the reasons of their re-
sponses (D. W. Stewart et al., 2007, p. 115). 
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group of key individuals are targeted to represent the views and attitudes of a larger 
group. In purposive sampling, a specific population is identified, and only its mem-
bers are included in the research (Kelley, Clark, Brown, & Sitzia, 2003, p. 264). 
My purposive sampling strategy served two objectives: (a) to avoid over- 
representation of language professionals or language aficionados241 and (b) to  
recruit participants with various backgrounds: ordinary speakers, language pro-
fessionals, and individuals who contribute to what I henceforth will call alterna-
tive resources,242 or any nontraditional resource a speaker uses for responding to 
a lexicographically relevant need. Such resources include not only online collabo-
rative dictionaries but also online discussion groups or lexicon-related collabora-
tive platforms that are not dictionaries (e.g., Tatoeba). Although the language 
competence of my participants was meant to be fairly homogeneous, their linguis-
tic background was purposely heterogeneous.243 I brought together people with 
training/experience in language-related domains and ordinary speakers, and  
involved a few speakers who actively contribute to alternative resources. The  
advantage of heterogeneous linguistic knowledge was that participants would 
elicit a wide range of opinions and attitudes and would need to explain their views 
to each other. Additional minor criteria were: 
 Age and country of residence: Because Esperanto is an international 
L2 language, I wanted to have participants from several countries and 
continents; I also wanted opinions from both younger and older people  
 Linguistic knowledge: The objective was to include both speakers who had 
training or work experience in at least one language-related domain, ordi-
nary speakers, and individuals who contributed to alternative resources 
 Content creation on the Web: I chose participants that were active on 
the Web to ensure a minimal computer literacy and Internet access 
(a prerequisite for online focus groups) 
 Sufficient command of the language: I wanted to recruit fluent partici-
pants in order for the focus groups to run smoothly 
................................................................ 
241  This would be likely to happen if I made an open call to take part in a language-related 
study. 
242  The term ‘alternative resources’ here is inspired by Nesi’s concept of ‘alternative  
e-dictionaries’. Since speakers use sources other than dictionaries for responding to 
lexicographically relevant needs, I prefer to speak of ‘alternative resources’. (2012b) 
243  Researchers have suggested in some situations it is desirable to have focus groups that 
are made up of a particular mix of people such as users and nonusers of a product or 
service (D. W. Stewart et al., 2007, p. 54). 
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To recruit participants, I relied on individual canvassing for listing participants with 
a good command of the language without necessarily being language professionals 
and on existing online groups for contacting groups of individuals who contribute 
to alternative resources. My canvassing strategy consisted of contacting individuals 
who owned blogs and/or websites in Esperanto.244 Existing group recruitment was 
based on individuals contacted in a previous survey I conducted on alternative re-
source contributors who had explicitly agreed to be contacted again. 
6.2.3.1 Blog authors sample 
Contacting blog authors was not as easy as I expected, as many Esperanto-speak-
ing bloggers used a platform such as Ipernity, which requires signing up and does 
not allow one to contact a large quantity of fellow bloggers. Also, some blogs did 
not allow contact other than posting public comments. In such cases, for ethical 
reasons I chose not to contact these authors, as posting a public comment about a 
research project may have been seen as intrusive. 
The blog authors sample comprises two subsamples. My first sample was created 
on the basis of a list of 2753 Esperanto blogs245 compiled by an Esperanto speaker in 
Japan. I suspect that Japanese blogs were over-represented. All blogs were manually 
consulted, and only a very modest share could be included in the final sample: 
 In 55% of cases, blogs were excluded because their author could not be 
contacted 
 14% of cases were excluded because the blog URL was a duplicate, either 
within this sample itself or because it already appeared in another one 
of my samples 
 About 6% of further cases were excluded because the URL link to the 
blog was dead or the blog had disappeared and content from the pro-
vider was displayed 
................................................................ 
244  Contacting blog and website authors presented a large range of advantages: Firstly, I could 
conclude from their posts or webpages that they had a sufficient level of the language to 
take part in an in-depth group interview. Secondly, contacting them would not raise eth-
ical issues because if their e-mail address was visible on the blog or website or if first con-
tact was enabled through a form, the individuals to whom I was about to write would 
expect to be contacted and should not perceive my message as an intrusion. Thirdly, since 
they authored blogs and/or websites, one could suppose that they use the language ac-
tively, at least in writing. Finally, I knew they were computer-literate and could participate 
in an online chat, a stringent criterion since I opted for an online methodology. 
245  See http://www.eonet.ne.jp/~skrg/esperantajblogoj.html (last accessed 2016-02-01). 
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 About 20% of other blogs were considered irrelevant for my investiga-
tion (and therefore excluded): blogs that displayed (almost) no contents 
(about 6%); blogs that were mainly or exclusively in another language246 
(about 6%); blogs created not by an individual but rather by an Espe-
ranto group for a specific event or project (about 6%); blogs whose  
author I knew personally (about 2%)247; and blogs authored by children 
or containing adult content (only isolated cases) 
Thus, from the original list of 2753 blogs, there remained a total of 126 blogs that 
could be listed for my research (about 5%). Noticing that the first sample of blog 
authors was rather small, I tried adopting another approach and created a second 
subsample. Using search engines,248 I was able to add additional relevant bloggers 
to my list, thus the blog sample consists of 132 units. 
6.2.3.2 Website authors sample 
My second sample was based on a list of 129 personal websites compiled by the 
Esperanto speaker Frank Merla, and available on his website.249 As the website is 
hosted in Germany, I suspect that European and especially German websites were 
over-represented. This was welcome, as it could counterbalance the large quantity 
of Japanese blogs sampled. I visited all 129 websites and found that 54 of them 
(about 45%) were relevant250 and offered a contact possibility (either e-mail or 
contact form). 
................................................................ 
246  These languages were English (44), Japanese (41), Portuguese (21), Spanish (20), Rus-
sian (15), Chinese (11), French (7) Indonesian (6), Hungarian (5), Korean (5), Polish 
(4), Catalan (3), Italian (3), Farsi (2), Greek (2), Norwegian (2), Swedish (2), Arabic 
(1), Czech (1), Finnish (1), German (1), Glosa (1), Hindi (1), Interlingua (1), Irish (1), 
Romanian (1), Sjal (1) and Urdu (1). 
247  I feared the fact that we knew each other would have an impact on the research results. 
248  I used Google search engine from my Mozilla Firefox browser with Geneva’s univer-
sity IP address in Switzerland, on February 2, 2016. I launched a search using the key 
words “esperanto blogo” and search criteria ‘Past year’ and ‘verbatim’. I listed the first 
100 results. This approach was not particularly useful, as about a third of the search 
results did not lead to a blog per se. Also, in many cases there was no contact possibil-
ity, the contents were that of a group rather than an individual or were duplicates from 
my previous sample. Ultimately, this second sample contained 6 additional bloggers. 
249  http://maklerejo.de/?Ligiloj___Personaj_retejoj, last accessed 2016-02-17. 
250  Since in the past I personally have participated actively in events of the Esperanto-
speaking community in Germany, I knew quite a few of these website authors (39), 
which I excluded from the sample. 
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6.2.3.3 E-network contributors sample 
Finally, I included individuals who had contributed to at least one of the five elec-
tronic networks presented in Chapter 5. I sampled contributors who had partici-
pated in an earlier research survey and had agreed to be contacted again. This 
sample amounts to 21 Esperanto speakers.251 
As illustrated in Table 13, the final frame population comprised 207 individ-
uals, 186 of whom were blog or website authors and 21 of whom were previous 
survey respondents. 
Samples: Blog1 Blog2 Web E-net. Total 
CONSIDERED FOR SAMPLE 2753 100 129 26 3008 
EXCLUDED FROM SAMPLE 2627 94 75 5 2801 
No contact possibility 1563 11 14 0 1588 
Dead link or empty page 361 2 2 0 365 
Group content 205 16 6 0 227 
Other languages 204 1 4 0 209 
(Almost) no contents 180 6 2 0 188 
Known author 72 8 39 5 124 
Duplicate 40 15 7 0 62 
Not a blog or personal webpage 0 35 1 0 36 
Child or adult content 2 0 0 0 2 
SAMPLE 126 6 54 21 207 
Table 13. Summary of items respectively considered for the samples,  
excluded from the samples and included into the final samples. 
................................................................ 
251  I excluded speakers whom I knew personally (5 out of 26). 
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6.2.4 From samples to focus groups 
The 207 individuals of my frame population were all contacted using a compara-
ble contact script (see under Contact scripts in the appendices, starting on p. 387). 
This script informed participants of the broad goal of the study and led to an 
online prescreening survey. 
6.2.4.1 Prescreening survey 
Of the 207 individuals who were contacted, 48 (23%) filled out the prescreening 
survey (see Table 14). 
Samples: Blog1 Blog2 Web E-net Total 
Individuals in the sample 126 6 54 21 207 
Individuals who completed 
the prescreening survey 
18 16 14 48 
Table 14. Number of individuals who completed the prescreening survey vs.  
number of individuals in the four subsamples. 
This survey, which is fully reproduced in the appendices, was initially designed 
specifically for filtering out unwanted participants. Because the focus groups con-
cerned a language-related topic, I supposed language specialists would be eager to 
participate. I wanted their contribution to be kept to a reasonable figure because 
linguists probably only represent a tiny proportion of the Esperanto-speaking 
population.252 I further wanted to avoid imbalance of domain knowledge, for I 
feared the focus group could turn into an agonal dialogue if a large number of 
language specialists were conversing with a small number of ordinary speakers. 
As observed by the sociologist Amey (1996, p. 79), it may occur that in a debate 
on a specific topic, experts on the matter take advantage of their higher status to 
disqualify less informed speakers who do not share their views. Hence, previous 
training or work experience in a field related to linguistics253 was assessed through 
................................................................ 
252  In a survey-based study conducted by Rašić (1994, p. 105), only 5 out of 156 respond-
ents (i.e. about 3%) indicated “lingvisto ks.” (linguist or similar) as their profession 
(There were in total 19 categories of occupation). Also from personal experience there 
are many Esperantists who are not at all involved with linguistics. 
253  Linguistics or applied linguistics, translation and interpreting, foreign languages, lex-
icography or terminology, esperantology or interlinguistics. 
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the prescreening survey, as illustrated by Figure 11. Further objectives of the 
screening were to ensure potential participants agreed with participation condi-
tions (informed consent) and to collect their different time zones and availabilities 
(practical information). 
Figure 11. Domains for which focus group participants (there were 31 participants,  
see Section 6.2.42) reported having a diploma or work experience.  
Data were gathered through the prescreening survey. 
At this stage, I took steps to help recruited participants understand why and how 
data was collected and for what purpose it would be used (Convery, 2012, p. 53). 
Invited participants had the right to opt out at any time of the data collection pro-
cess and were informed about this possibility. They also had the opportunity to 
contact me as a researcher at any time of the process. Once potential participants 
had fulfilled the prescreening, they were invited to a group based on the time avail-
abilities they had listed in the survey and on the group composition rationale ex-
plained in the following section.  
6.2.4.2 Group composition 
I chose to construct heterogeneous groups, as participants with different back-
grounds lead to intensified dynamics in discussion, which reveal more aspects and 
perspectives of the phenomenon under study. Heterogeneous groups are more suit-
able to investigate a diverse range of responses and can prove useful when assessing 
the attitudes and beliefs of a community (Liamputtong, 2011, p. 35). Furthermore, 
as Stewart et al. mentioned (2007), “if a group of technical specialists is brought 
together to discuss a complex problem, it is likely that the discussion will take on a 
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very different character than if the group were composed of a few technical people, 
a few nontechnical but knowledgeable lay persons, and a few novices” (p. 51). Also, 
I made sure to mix participants from various age groups and geographic locations. 
Although it may seem evident to proceed so for the international language of Espe-
ranto, this posed some practical difficulties due to participants’ disparate time zones 
and personal availabilities.254 Although several participants showed considerable 
flexibility, this practical aspect was a decisive factor. 
No participant was excluded from the focus groups based on answers to the 
prescreening survey. However, out of the 48 individuals who showed interested 
and agreement in participating, only 31 were eventually part of a group.255 The 
17 other either explicitly dropped out, did not further respond, or did not have 
schedules compatible with those of other participants. 
I chose to begin with relatively small groups and formed groups of about 
6 participants.256 According to Morgan (1998a), the adequate size for focus groups 
lies between 6 and 10 people.257 Online groups cannot be as large as face-to-face 
ones, the maximum number of participants probably lying between 6 and 8, and 
even in smaller groups with only 5 participants, some elements might be missed 
if participants are multi-threading and all posting in parallel, making the chat 
screen scroll too quickly (Hughes & Lang, 2004, p. 107). Selected participants  
received an invitation to a specific group (see under Confirmation scripts in the 
appendices, p. 401). 
In Figure 12, an overview of group participants is provided in the form of a 
Venn diagram. The appendices contain additional data about the participants 
(country of residence, formal education, age, and use of Esperanto). 
................................................................ 
254  15 time zones were represented. See Stewart & Williams (2005, p. 406) on practical 
issues of international online focus groups. 
255  n1 = 8, n2 = 5, n3 = 5, n4 = 6, n5 = 7. 
256  Participants were over-invited at first in order to compensate for an expected no-show 
rate. It is indeed advisable to recruit more individuals than required and to assume 
that at least 2 participants will cancel, sometimes at the last minute (D. W. Stewart et 
al., 2007, p. 58). 
257  Sometimes, however, smaller groups (3–5 participants) have been reported to run 
more smoothly than larger ones (Peek & Fothergill, 2009, p. 37) and in the literature 
opinions vary concerning the most effective size for a group. Moreover, according to 
Krueger “[…] there is greater benefit in conducting two groups of six participants 
instead of one group of twelve, This gives the researcher the power to compare the 
results of the two groups.” (Krueger, 1998a, p. 18). 
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6.2.4.3 Online implementation 
The 5 focus groups were conducted in an anonymized environment. Participants 
each received a pseudonym and a password to access an online chat interface (see 
under Technical script in the appendices, p. 403).258 Several reminders were sent 
to participants before the group took place. 
For the chat interface, I chose AJAX Chat.259 It is a free, open source, fully 
customizable web-based chat implemented in Javascript, PhP, and MySQL. The 
standalone instance (release 0.8.7) was installed on a private web server. The lan-
guage files were localized into Esperanto. Data from all focus group conversations 
were saved as separate MySQL tables on a private server and then downloaded to 
a local hard drive immediately after each focus group session. More information 
about the choice of this interface can be found in the appendices. 
Figure 12. Distribution, represented as a Venn diagram, of focus group participants  
according to the following criteria: professional language training and/or experience,  
known contributors to electronic networks of practice, current country of residence  
(ISO Alpha-2 country codes), and year of birth. The names are pseudonyms. 
................................................................  
258  They were asked to test the chat interface before the group interview in order to avoid 
any technical problems during the real interview. 
259  It was developed by Sebastian Tschan and is maintained by Philip Nicolcev. 
https://frug.github.io/AJAX-Chat/ (last accessed 2016-01-20). 

















































































































Figure 13. AJAX Chat (Esperanto localization) in a Web browser with sample conversation 
involving one moderator (Melanie, light font) and two participants  
(Ludovikito and Klara, dark font). 
During the focus group interviews, the discussion guideline was systematically 
chronologically followed. As a moderator, I adopted a conversational approach, 
and tried to let participants speak as much as possible. Sometimes intervention on 
my part was necessary for the discussion to remain focused or to avoid that a par-
ticular individual dominate the discussion. Sometimes questions triggered off im-
mediate reactions whereas at times no answer could be offered by participants 
before I as a moderator gave guidelines about what was being asked.260 Question 8 
was asked only in the first group and then abandoned because time was scarce and 
I decided to make sure I kept enough time for both key questions. A figure in the 
appendices shows how time was divided between the questions. 
Participants all contributed actively, each sending an average of about 30 mes-
sages to the group. Across focus groups, individual participation was therefore 
relatively balanced, with the exception of a few dominant talkers. Not only did 
................................................................ 
260  Focus group 5, for instance, seemed to find question 6 too vague and could barely give 
replies other than “It depends on the context”. 
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some speakers seem to have more stories to share, but some seemed to type faster, 
which gave them more room in an online setting. Age was perhaps a factor as well; 
for instance, Ulriko was a fairly young participant who may have had better typing 
skills than participants of an older generation. A figure in the appendices contains 
an overview of the contribution distribution across participants. 
6.2.5 Analytical framework 
The way focus group data should be analyzed is subject to debate (Liamputtong, 
2011, p. 172). In the present investigation, I used thematic analysis, a method used 
to identify, analyze and report patterns within a data set (Liamputtong, 2011, 
pp. 173–174).261 From the thematic perspective, my analysis was guided by Flick’s 
basic open coding questions (1998, p. 183). My analytical framework consisted of 
5 subsequent steps. 
As the focus groups took place online, all contributions were 
instantly recorded. The database tables were downloaded 
from the server and converted into a LibreOffice Base data-
base for offline observation and coding. The subsequent analy-













261  Other approaches are e.g. an impressionistic summary, assertions analysis, pragmati-






The coding was guided by three predefined families of 
codes: 
1. Lexical resource 
2. Lexical search behavior 
3. Lexical resource criteria 
For each family, open codes were inductively identified in the 
data and affixed to sets of notes. This interpretation process 
was iterative, as I went several times over the data, completed 
my notes and revised my coding scheme as I progressed.  
Mutually exclusive and exhaustive codes were abstracted to 






Once coded, the categorized data were examined again. In 









Finally, in Section 6.3, results are presented in continuous 
text, using direct quotes where appropriate. They are dis-







6.3.1 Is lexical information needed? 
The focus groups showed, first and foremost, the absence of an external search for 
lexical information in a host of reported cases in which speakers were missing 
lexical items in Esperanto. Instead of looking for external information, partici-
pants reported using what translation studies might call functional equiva-
lences (e.g., Nida, 2001). Several of them mentioned that at times they, quite 
simply, circumvent the lack of a lexical item in Esperanto. They do so using  
another word, a metaphor, a paraphrase, by defining the notion, by quoting the 
word in a foreign language, or even by switching languages altogether if the con-
versation partner speaks another language. These circumventing strategies were 
reported to be used both in spoken and written situations. In some reported cases, 
no external search was conducted because the situation did not allow for it: 
Situations of spoken language remain a problem, because then it’s not 
possible to simply consult Wikipedia, encyclopedia, the Internet, etc. 
Gunnar (my translation)lxxv 
However, not conducting external searches was at times also a deliberate choice 
in situations where speakers could have had the opportunity to consult lexico-
graphically relevant sources: 
In my experience, sometimes with people I correspond with, we do not know 
the appropriate expression in a situation, so we simply write the meaning of 
this expression and the word in our language, or in another language. 
Jorge (my translation)lxxvi 
Another commonly reported behavior that does not involve external searches for 
information on the part of speakers is lexical creation. Participants recounted cre-
ating missing lexical items. According to several of them, it is even easier to create 
new lexical items in Esperanto than it is in other languages. This is not a particularly 
surprising statement, as Esperanto was designed for active ease of use with an ex-
plicit mechanism of word formation (see Schubert, 2015). The observed phenome-
non that speaking several languages can trigger word formation processes may also 
play a role. As Pruvost and Sablayrolles (2003) pointed out regarding French, “One 
noticed that natives of a language other than French who were learning French … 
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do not hesitate to create new designations in French by applying word formation 
rules they have assimilated. Mastering more than one language probably has an  
influence on the intellectual mechanisms that come into play in language-related 
activities, and the mental gymnastics underlying the transfer from one lexicon to 
the other is likely to facilitate word formation processes in any language” (p. 78, my 
translation).lxxvii According to their descriptions, participants use standard designa-
tion formation processes (i.e., the combination of existing Esperanto roots), as well 
as structural calques or false loans, (i.e., loans with graphic/phonetic and morpho-
logical change; following Humbley’s terminology, 2015, p. 38). The ever-lasting  
debate of the Esperanto speech community regarding the two main possibilities for 
lexical creation in Esperanto, (i.e., using internal resources of the language versus 
borrowing roots from other languages)262 was very perceptible during the focus 
group interviews. It is often said that Esperanto speakers tend to prefer using inter-
nal resources of the language by combining existing Esperanto roots (e.g., Gobbo, 
2017, pp. 6–7), and this was reflected in participants’ comments: 
You should think twice about inventing new roots. But new compounds 
are always fun and easy to understand. 
Adriano (my translation)lxxviii 
Adriano was by far not an isolated case: Several participants reported, as a first 
step, checking for existing items in some sources of their choice and, as a second 
step—if they had not found anything appropriate—creating new lexical items. 
Nikolao, for instance, also reported that he creates compounds whenever he can, 
but he uses foreign roots if he cannot do otherwise. Karlo reported calquing for-
eign lexical items if he did not find anything in his external sources: 
Yes, sometimes [modern designations for new types of clothing] are 
missing, but in the Esperanto Wikipedia or in the dictionary Hejma 
Vortaro or even in the PIV dictionary, you can find interesting versions. If 
I don’t find anything, I search in other European languages and, possibly, 
I caulk the expression I liked. Sorry, “caulk” is not the right word. I calque 
the expression. 
Karlo (my translation)lxxix 
................................................................ 
262  With a few exception for proper names (e.g. Facebook), Esperanto ‘domesticates’ the lex-
ical material it takes from other languages: foreign roots are combined with an Esperanto 
ending. Thus, complete borrowings rarely occur, but calques and hybrids are frequent. 
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This once again underlines the need for language managers to act quickly—as 
soon as a new concept is forming—as several participants mentioned that they 
create new lexical items if they do not have one at hand. Language managers are 
expected to face much more resistance from target speakers if they try to modify 
the existing lexicon than if they offer to fill a lexical gap. 
The point is even stronger as, for several participants, lexical creation seemed 
to be the last-resort strategy, to be used only if no lexical items exist. A conversa-
tion excerpt between Emilio and Vito clearly illustrates this attitude: 
Until now I searched examples in Esperanto related to art (a very limited 
set, from my own experience) and in case I did not find anything I created 
my own term and added an explanation at the end of the article. 
Alfredo (my translation)lxxx 
Alfredo, it’s better to use good existing words than creating new ones and 
make the dictionary even bigger. 
Vito (my translation)lxxxi 
You’re right. We should not introduce new words if some already exist 
and are appropriate. But when they don’t exist or when they’re not 
appropriate? 
Emilio (my translation)lxxxii 
This short conversation between three participants illustrates two focal points: 
1) the need to uncover whether a lexical item already exists in the language for a 
specific concept and 2) the need to know whether this existing item is “appropri-
ate.” To this end, participants reported conducting external searches for infor-
mation, as I show in the next section. 
6.3.2 External search for information: Diversity on the rise 
Adapting Wiegand’s (1998) work, three types of situations in which Esperanto 
speakers look for external information can be considered (pp. 551–552): 
1. Speakers look for a lexical item that does not exist in Esperanto 
2. Speakers look for a lexical item that exists in Esperanto but which they 
do not know 
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3. Speakers know the lexical item in Esperanto but are missing one of its 
characteristics in their individual lexicon or grammar 
I am speaking of external search for information, borrowing a concept from mar-
keting: 
Nearly every introductory marketing and consumer behavior textbook de-
picts the consumer purchase decision process as a series of steps progressing 
from problem recognition, to information search, to evaluation of alterna-
tives, to purchase decision, and finally to postpurchase behavior. In the  
information search stage, consumers actively collect information to make 
potentially better purchase decisions. (Schmidt & Spreng, 1996, p. 246) 
By external search for information, I mean the situation in which a speaker  
decides to start a lexicographical consultation because they are experiencing a lex-
icographically relevant need (see Bergenholtz, Bothma, & Gouws, 2015, p. 4, on 
the extralexicographical preconsultation phase).  
As previous empirical studies have shown,263 the focus groups revealed that 
every individual uses their own set of external resources, and they do so in a 
unique way, thus presenting further empirical evidence of Bergenholtz et al.’s 
statement regarding access to lexicographically relevant material: 
It is … evident that access routes and the different steps followed by an in-
dividual will be unique and that there is not only one possible route or set of 
steps. (Bergenholtz et al., 2015) 
Here, the primary aim is to gather insights about the sources participants report 
using. 
6.3.2.1 Dictionaries 
Participants did report employing dictionaries. As Jan notes, 
When I come across this problem, I can look up in a paper dictionary or 
simply on an online dictionary. 
Jan (my translation)lxxxiii 
................................................................ 




Types of dictionaries cited included first and foremost general dictionaries (mono-
lingual or multilingual)264 but also specialized dictionaries covering specific 
spheres of human activity (e.g., Hejma Vortaro for use at home, or Komputada 
Leksikono or other terminological dictionaries) and to a lesser extent, encyclope-
dic dictionaries. 
It is essential for language managers to know if speakers among the target 
speech community use a dictionary and who are the ones to do so: If target group 
speakers generally do not use dictionaries or use them only very rarely, any efforts 
on the part of language managers to disseminate their target lexical items using 
dictionaries are condemned to remain fruitless. In the focus groups, there was ab-
solutely no agreement on whether to use dictionaries. Participants who did not 
have training or experience in language-related domains (Roberto, Georgo) re-
ported that they rarely used a dictionary at all. 
As several scholars have pointed out, individuals can satisfy their need for in-
formation from sources other than a dictionary, such as newspapers, books, and 
online texts (Fuertes-Olivera & Tarp, 2008, p. 77; García Llamas, 2015, p. 63). In 
a street poll of German native speakers, Ripfel (1990) found, first, that a majority 
of respondents did not possess a German monolingual dictionary, and second, 
that a large part of this majority did have lexically relevant needs to which they 
responded using other sources of information. From what was revealed during 
the focus group interviews, speakers who reported rarely using a dictionary also 
had lexical needs, which they often solved by means other than a dictionary. Every 
individual and every case is different, but this still constitutes an urgent appeal for 
language managers to segment their targets and tailor their dissemination strate-
gies according to the actual lexical environment of their target group segments (in 
which dictionaries are not necessarily present). As Drame mentioned regarding 
the implementation of terminology policies: 
Constant campaigning using diverse channels, methods, and media may  
be necessary. It will serve to address the diversity of the users with their 
different learning styles, physical abilities and other preferences, and the re-
inforcement of the information through repetition. (Drame, 2009, p. 126, 
my emphasis) 
................................................................ 




For those who did report using one or more dictionaries, there was no agreement 
as to precisely which types of dictionaries or which specific dictionaries. This is 
not surprising, as the groups were intended to be homogeneous and participants 
were expected to have different needs and reported behaviors, but interestingly 
sometimes answers regarding types of dictionaries were even complete opposites, 
for instance regarding the use of paper versus electronic dictionaries:265 
I never use an online dictionary. But why not? 
Emilio (my translation)lxxxiv 
I admit that I only use online dictionaries. 
Ulriko (my translation)lxxxv 
This further highlights the diversity of speakers’ environments and thus the ne-
cessity for language managers to reflect on disseminating strategies: target lexical 
items cannot be disseminated by online means for target speakers that live offline, 
and vice-versa. This may sound like a truism, but the case studied by Gresa  
Barbero (2016) is an eloquent example of language managers largely missing their 
target. 
6.3.2.2 Alternative resources 
When speakers conduct an external search for information, they may use tradi-
tional lexical resources such as dictionaries, as mentioned. However, external  
information can also include other types of sources that are not intrinsically lexi-
cographical: fellow speakers (see Section 6.3.2.3) or what I call alternative  
resources (i.e., any nontraditional resource a speaker uses for responding to a lex-
icographically relevant need). Alternative resources can be websites, online ency-
clopedia (Wikipedia), search engines, etc. 
If speakers do search for external information, do they do so using dictionar-
ies? According to Lew and De Schryver (2014), “General internet search engines 
[are] encroaching on the grounds traditionally reserved for lexicographic 
................................................................ 
265  Here, I suspect that age might be the decisive factor, the younger generation being 
more prone to the use of electronic resources. At the time of the group interview, 
Emilio was over 60 and Ulriko under 30 years old. Fabio, also from the younger gen-
eration, mentioned that he specifically uses the ReVo dictionary simply because it has 
a mobile application. He implied that if the Akademio launched a mobile application, 
he might be enclined to use it. 
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queries” (p. 341), a statement that was confirmed by several participants in my 
focus groups. Speakers can find what they need on the Internet, as Roberto men-
tioned: 
For modern or strange words, or strange usage, I go to Google search. 
Usually I find what I’m looking for on the first page. 
Roberto (my translation)lxxxvi 
In Roberto’s case, he uses a search engine for reasons of speed—he can find what 
he needs quickly, but the Internet (e.g., Google or Wikipedia) is also a useful 
source because it can provide lexical information that cannot be found in diction-
aries: 
I often talk about computers, cars, etc. For example, I did not find a trans-
lation of “smartphone” in the PIV dictionary … If I look for modern 
words I do it first in the German or English Wikipedia, and then I switch 
to the Esperanto Wikipedia to see texts on the same topic—I often found 
words that were not present in the PIV dictionary. 
Adriano (my translation)lxxxvii 
It is not surprising that speakers look for modern words in places other than dic-
tionaries, for traditional linguistic resources that follow theoretical models are 
quickly outdated, whereas other resources are frequently updated (e.g., Zesch, 
Müller, & Gurevych, 2008). 
Wikipedia in particular was repeatedly mentioned as a useful tool to find  
Esperanto equivalents and was even elevated to the status of a dictionary: 
Paradoxically, Wikipedia is a relatively good multilingual dictionary and 
a relatively bad encyclopedia in my opinion. In other words, it offers rela-
tively satisfactory lemmas (except for proper nouns, which it doesn’t 
translate much) even though article contents are limping along. 
Marteno (my translation)lxxxviii 
Participants reported using the Internet not only to find lexical items but to find 
information about lexical items. One piece of information for which they used the 
Internet as opposed to dictionaries was language usage: 
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On the Internet, you can find examples of real usage, not only those 
quoted in PIV. 
Karlo (my translation)lxxxix 
They searched examples but also wanted some statistics (e.g., what lexical items 
are most used by fellow speakers). Several of them (Jan, Pablo, Bernardo), both 
with and without experience in language-related domains, reported using Google 
as a concordancer to see whether and how often a specific lexical item they have 
in mind was being used by other speakers. Some participants (Alfredo, Joel, Jan), 
also both with and without experience in language-related domains, used a con-
cordancer proper as well, the online Tekstaro.266  
Some external search behaviors would not necessarily come to the mind of a 
linguist but were mentioned relatively often by participants, such as the “Google 
method,” which consists of coining a new designation or finding a new designa-
tion in a resource the speaker does not consider to be fully reliable and searching 
it in Google to see whether it is the “right” one (the frequency of use often being 
the criterion for validating the new designation). This once again underlines the 
influence of current language usage on future language usage and further suggests 
that it may prove difficult for language managers to modify the existing lexicon if 
a lexical item other than the target lexical item is already in use. 
6.3.2.3 Fellow speakers 
Finally, participants reported using the Internet to find lexical sources and to get 
in touch with fellow speakers, whom they ask for advice. As mentioned in Section 
2.4.3, nowadays people use technologies to get what they need from each other. 
This is well illustrated by a quotation from Joel: 
Generally you shouldn’t hesitate to ask other speakers. With the Internet 
this is really easy! 
Joel (my translation)xc 
Mailing lists and social networks (specific Facebook groups or blogging plat-
forms) were mentioned as technical means to reach other speakers for solving lex-
ical issues, and from what participants reported, it seems that some speakers do 
get the help they need from each other: 
................................................................ 
266  http://tekstaro.com. 
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Sometimes I actively search on the Internet and on the chat and sometimes 
I receive very good help. 
Georgo (my translation)xci 
6.3.3 Collaborative dictionaries: Not trustworthy but useful 
We have seen that participants reported resorting to traditional dictionary sources 
and to fellow speakers and alternative resources to respond to their lexicograph-
ically relevant needs. Would they be inclined to use dictionaries compiled partly 
or entirely by nonspecialists? In the heterogeneous focus groups, opinions ex-
pressed on this matter ranged from completely pessimistic to partly optimistic.  
6.3.3.1 Caution with collaborative dictionaries 
There were negative spontaneous reactions regarding collaborative dictionar-
ies.267 The idea that professional dictionaries were generally of better quality than 
dictionaries that nonspecialists edited in part or in whole met the approval of sev-
eral participants across groups. For instance, the idea of such a dictionary was met 
with strong opposition from Aleksandro, according to whom dictionaries that 
nonspecialists make either partly or entirely are inept (fuŝaj) and contain errors 
(erarigaj). According to Aleksandro, because nonspecialists edit entries—and  
despite their good intentions—the resulting dictionary product is full of mistakes 
(plenerara). Roberto confirmed he had seen a large number of inappropriate lan-
guage equivalents (tradukaĵoj) in such multilingual dictionaries because “lots of 
things in the Esperanto community are made by volunteers who have better will 
than abilities.” Ulriko explained that the lack of domain knowledge could repre-
sent a major issue for specialized topics. Daniel explained that some dictionaries 
are faulty with regard to what a linguist would expect of them. An example he gave 
is that folk speakers could include words they had themselves coined in the dic-
tionary and that these words would represent only their personal views. In this 
sense, the dictionary would be linguistically biased because the domain would not 
be approached objectively but rather from a specific person’s standpoint.  
................................................................ 
267  As appears in the discussion guideline in the appendices, I did not use the word “col-
laborative dictionary” with participants, but rather a vague paraphrase: “dictionaries 
compiled partly or completely by non-specialists”. In some groups, the concept had 
to be set out in detail.  
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I think that collaboration between a lot of professionals and a few ignorant 
people can be a mess. A dictionary is good only if it’s reliable. 
Adriano (my translation)xcii 
6.3.3.2 The (un)importance of dictionary authors 
The idea that dictionary making should remain a task that professionals undertake 
is something that both a language professional and another participant with  
no language-related training or work experience mentioned, and it gained the  
approval of additional participants. However, during the focus group interviews, 
it became clear that participants often had not thought about dictionary editors’ 
competence or that they did not know who actually write the dictionaries they 
use. This is in accordance with Jackson’s (2013) remark that participants in sur-
veys and interviews are often unable to provide precise information about the 
publishers and titles of their dictionaries (p. 68). 
You do not know that the editor is a layperson. But you can find that out 
if there’s a word you understand better than the editor does. That is if you 
can be sure it’s not a typo or a misprint. 
Georgo (my translation)xciii 
In fact we do not know how knowledgeable volunteers who contribute to 
these online dictionaries really are: maybe they are very competent and 
well informed. 
Bruno (my translation)xciv 
But, in fact, I use only two dictionaries … I never thought about it! Now 
that I am starting to think about it, maybe the dictionary in Esperanto, my 
native language, would be more professional because it’s a paper 
dictionary. But I never thought about the abilities of the person(s) who 
wrote it. 
Grigorij (my translation)xcv 
6.3.3.3 Use of resources that meet lexical needs 
Not knowing the editor, or knowing that the editor is not a professional did not 
refrain some participants from using a collaborative dictionary. Some participants 
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even reported that this piece of information was not important to them as long as 
the dictionary met their needs.268 Reactions included the following: 
I admit that I do not pay attention to this either: I check whether a 
particular word is appropriate for me. 
Ulriko (my translation)xcvi 
When I choose a dictionary, I am more concerned about seeing whether 
the dictionary can meet my needs … But not every dictionary can meet 
my needs, which is why I own several dictionaries. 
Jan (my translation)xcvii 
It thus seems that some of the participants use such dictionaries exclusively for a 
practical purpose and not as a reference. This is in line with the evolution that Lew 
and De Schryver described: 
For many centuries, dictionaries were viewed with authority, often admired 
and revered with awe, and the status of ‘the dictionary’ in some countries 
could be likened to that of the lay Bible … As dictionaries moved from the 
bookshelves gradually onto floppy disks, optical disks, internet servers, and 
now mobile devices, they found themselves as it were in the same league as 
utility and productivity software, which in turn encouraged a more prag-
matic and less ideological or dogmatic view of dictionaries. This trend was 
only strengthened as users themselves started getting involved in bottom-up 
dictionary-making. As a result of these developments, dictionaries—which 
have always been inherently practical—have now come to be recognized as 
even more practical. (Lew & De Schryver, 2014, pp. 341–342, my empha-
sis) 
Some participants mentioned that they would not be reluctant to use such a dic-
tionary if, for instance, professionals checked nonspecialist contributions and/or 
if their contributions were clearly indicated as such. Several participants reported 
that a dictionary does not necessarily have to be completely reliable. In addition, 
it was mentioned that reliability may depend on how the dictionary editing pro-
cess is organized: for instance, if nonspecialists make contributions that more 
................................................................ 
268  There was no agreement on this aspect and other participants mentioned they would 
ideally like to know who edits their dictionaries. 
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experienced people check, dictionaries could be reliable. Opinions ranged from 
the need for a dictionary to be reliable, to the more moderate view that a diction-
ary can be read with a critical eye and used as a reservoir of ideas rather than as a 
resource that one should trust beyond doubt: 
One needs to approach these dictionaries with a particularly critical mind 
(or assuming that they cannot be trusted, like someone just said). It is 
important to know the language well so that you don’t to pick up a mistake 
from the dictionary. “To ask a good question, one needs to know most of 
the answer.” 
Joel (my translation)xcviii 
The Wiktionary can be a good thing; I often use it (for languages other 
than Esperanto), but, of course, it must be used with a critical mind. 
Pablo (my translation)xcix 
For several speakers, it seemed possible to use collaborative dictionaries in some 
given situations, and they mentioned that a collaborative dictionary can even 
prove to be useful in restricted contexts. It can be used, for instance, if the topic is 
not controversial, if one needs only a general idea about something, or if it is not 
about a (highly) specialized topic. Moreover, again, several participants were  
expecting to find in such nontraditional resources useful information that they 
would not have found in a traditional dictionary: 
The plus with such “dictionaries” (or searching a word with Google) is the 
modernity and timeliness of the words. 
Oskaro (my translation)c 
6.3.4 When speakers turn their filters on 
As discussed earlier, participants did report using, at times, external sources.  
Several of them mentioned that they adopt comparison strategies (especially in 
the context of written communication). Some also reported a hierarchized search 
behavior; for instance, Alfredo mentioned first trying to check resources and cre-
ating a new lexical item only if he does not find anything relevant, and Adriano 




More importantly, not only did participants mention that they cross-compare 
external resources but also several of them reported that once they have gained 
information from sources, they want to decide for themselves which lexical item 
is “the best one” or “the right one.” Thus, the sources that the participants reported 
using are not necessarily used as reference resources. Some speakers use their dic-
tionaries as reservoirs of ideas, and they judge whether the contents are good 
enough to be used. If they feel that the dictionary is mistaken or that it does not 
propose an adequate solution (a solution they like or approve of), they feel entitled 
not to use what they have found in the resource.  
Sometimes you notice that an Esperanto translation in a dictionary is just 
something contrived from the editor. In such cases, I feel that I have the 
right to think whether another solution would be more appropriate; that 
is a solution that I myself think up. 
Bernardo (my translation)ci 
Bernardo was not alone. A host of participants reported filtering the external  
information they find, even in major dictionaries, such as the PIV dictionary: 
PIV is not an absolute dogma. You should use it to check, but also consider 
other sources (not only dictionaries but also real usage). 
Damjan (my translation)cii 
I don’t hesitate not to use a word from the dictionary if I think it’s not 
appropriate … So, I don’t “trust” dictionaries at all. 
Ulriko (my translation)ciii 
Speakers reported a large range of behaviors for coping with situations in which 
they need lexical items in Esperanto. Consulting a dictionary is only one of many 
solutions, and it is by far not always the solution chosen. The path taken seems to 
largely depend on the speaker and on the communicative context, but more  
importantly, many speakers reported that they keep filtering the external infor-
mation they gain, whatever the source. This suggests that even if language man-
agers succeed in disseminating their target lexical items to target speakers 
(through a dictionary or another resource), the target speakers might still filter 
them. How does this filtering happen? This is what Chapter 8 investigates, after I 




In summary, the focus groups showed the following: 
 In a host of cases, an external search for lexical information does not 
occur, which leads to such strategies as the use of paraphrases or lexical 
creation on the part of speakers. 
 Participants may check for existing lexical items before they coin new 
ones (last-resort strategy), but they may create new ones if they feel the 
need for lexical items. 
 Each participant has his or her own approach to the use of external re-
sources (unique access routes): approaches may be contradictory (e.g., 
a participant who never uses an online dictionary versus a participant 
who uses only online dictionaries), and they are organized according to 
a specific hierarchy. 
 Participants use both print and online dictionaries, although two par-
ticipants who do not have training or experience in a language-related 
domain mentioned that they rarely use a dictionary. 
 Participants who do not use dictionaries use other strategies for re-
sponding to their lexical needs. 
 Participants use alternative resources: for example, search engines or 
Wikipedia, for reasons of speed but also because traditional resources, 
such as dictionaries, may not contain the types of information they are 
looking for (for example, neologisms, language usage, frequency of use). 
 Some participants use the “Google method” to validate lexical items: if 
the frequency of the item is deemed satisfactory, the lexical item is 
thought to be the correct one. 
 Some participants do not hesitate to ask fellow speakers for information 
or opinions. 
 The range of opinions among participants about collaborative diction-
aries was from completely pessimistic to partly optimistic. 
 Participants had not systematically thought about who had authored 
their dictionaries, but they were critical of the content. 
 The dictionary does not necessarily need to be reliable: for some partic-
ipants, the only criteria that seem relevant when they are deciding to 
use a dictionary or another lexical resource is whether this resource 
meets their needs. 
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 Some participants use lexical resources as reservoirs of ideas rather than 
as reference resources. 
Chapter 6 was devoted to speakers’ lexical environments. The next two chapters 
explore speakers’ lexical opinions. Chapter 7 is a methodological chapter that de-
scribes a proof of concept for observing speakers’ lexical opinions in context. It 
explains the aspects related to corpus compilation, the detection of metalanguage 
and autonymy, the filtering of relevant units, and the analysis of metalinguistic 
and autonymical units. Thereafter, Chapter 8 presents the actual results obtained 




7 Methods: A proof of concept  
for detecting opinionated autonyms 
7.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3 (Section 3.4.2), I explained that language managers could take ad-
vantage of the clues that individuals leave in speech about their lexical opinions, 
especially on the Web. Just as marketers and clinicians use sentiment analysis 
(opinion mining) to systematically extract and study subjective information from 
individuals, I suggest that it should be possible to systematically monitor ordinary 
speakers’ subjective opinions regarding lexical items. The present chapter is a 
proof of concept for validating this idea. 
In my review of previous studies on lexical opinions in Section 3.3.2, I men-
tioned that very few scholars have collected real language data concerning lexical 
criteria but that such data could prove useful in better planning lexical interven-
tions. Thus, the goal of my proof of concept is to lay the foundation for and 
demonstrate the feasibility of monitoring lexical criteria in context based on  
natural language processing, combining the two dimensions of opinion and  
autonymy. Because the present investigation is a first step in this direction, some 
of its tasks are performed manually, but with the quick evolution of technologies, 
they could be partly or fully automated in the future. 
In this chapter, I present the proof of concept and apply it to a corpus collected 
within five networks of practice (Chapter 5) of the Esperanto speech community 
(for information on the community, see Chapter 4) to extract opinionated auto-
nym candidates for a qualitative analysis conducted in Chapter 8. I start by  
exploring the existing theoretical foundations for the detection of opinions and 
autonyms in the corpora (7.2). I then explain the choices made in corpus compi-
lation (7.3). Next, I observe (7.4) contexts containing lexical criteria in my corpus 
to determine which features represent opinion and autonymy in Esperanto. Based 
on the features identified, I suggest and evaluate indicators (Section 7.5) for  
detecting opinionated autonyms in Esperanto. Subsequently (Section 7.6), I com-
bine indicators for extracting opinionated autonym candidates from the corpus, 
extracting from the entire corpus (69,792 contributions) a set of 4,090 opinion-
ated autonym candidates that can be used for qualitative analysis in the next chap-
ter. Because this is a first try for such a framework, I present in the last section (7.7) 
the limitations of my approach as well as ideas for improving the detection results. 
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7.2 Theoretical foundations for the detection of opinions  
and autonyms based on natural language processing 
7.2.1 Opinionated autonyms in corpora 
In Section 3.4, I called explicit metalinguistic statements “sentences where dis-
course reflects upon itself, where language itself is the subject, and where language 
is creating and manipulating the elements and rules that make it possible,” bor-
rowing the notion and its definition from Penagos (2004b, p. I-4–I-5). 
Both a terminological clarification and a conceptual restriction are needed 
here, as explicit metalinguistic statements can serve multiple functions in lan-
guage. They can, for instance, serve to agree on the code, fulfilling an explanatory 
function “whenever the addresser and/or the addressee need to check up whether 
they use the same code” (Jakobson, 1980, p. 86) as illustrated here: 
The characteristic syndrome associated with lumbar stenosis is termed neu-
rogenic intermittent claudication. (Rodríguez Penagos, 2004b, p. V–138) 
Here we report that activation of Rap by forskolin and cAMP occurs inde-
pendently of protein kinase A (also known as cAMP-activated protein  
kinase). (Rodríguez Penagos, 2004b, p. 137) 
Explicit metalinguistic statements can also serve to teach the code (let us think, for 
instance, of our foreign language teachers in school), or to negotiate the code, 
serving a didactic purpose269 in Delavigne’s terms (2000). 
In Section 3.4, I also talked about the idea that speakers have views about the 
lexicon and that they may, under certain conditions, express these views using 
metalanguage. In this situation, the views become observable for the linguist in 
real-language data. Among their explicit metalinguistic statements, speakers may 
notably express judgements about the adequacy of given lexical items in the auto-
nymical condition (Sitri, 2003, p. 205). In this context, their explicit metalinguistic 
statements serve to evaluate the code, as was illustrated in Saint’s paper (2016) 
based on Twitter data: 
................................................................ 
269  French: visée didactique. 
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Heard on Radio-Canada as a replacement for “cuisinomane”: “gastro-
naute.” It’s a bit long, but it’s an interesting option! #foodie [my translation, 
the bold emphasis is mine]civ 
Here, the speaker expresses his or her views on the lexical item “gastronaute.” In 
the present investigation, I call such evaluative explicit metalinguistic statements 
metalinguistic statements with an opinionated autonym. 
The opinion270 in an metalinguistic statement with an opinionated autonym 
can be directed toward a general trait of (a) language or how a speaker uses (a) 
language. In the present investigation, I am particularly interested in a metalin-
guistic statement in which the opinion is directed toward a lexical item in the au-
tonymical condition, as is the case in the example presented earlier. I call such 
statements metalinguistic statements with an opinionated autonym, and the 
autonym about which an opinion is being expressed is an opinionated autonym. 
This is necessary to mark the distinction among the types of metalinguistic state-
ments—those containing or not containing opinions, and those containing or not 
containing autonyms—as illustrated via sample contexts of my corpus in  
Table 15. 
Metalinguistic statements with an opinionated autonym are characterized by 
the presence of both an opinion and a lexical item in the autonymical condition. 
It follows that detecting contexts with opinionated autonyms can be decomposed 
into a two-step binary classification task—for example, assessing (a) whether a 
given context contains an opinion and (b) whether this same context contains an 
autonym. As Schapire and Singer mentioned, such a decomposition is common 
in natural language processing classification tasks: 
While numerous categorization algorithms […] can be adapted to multi-
label categorization problems, when machine-learning and other ap-
proaches are applied to text-categorization problems, a common technique 
has been to decompose the multi-class, multi-label problem into multiple, 
independent binary classification problems (one per category). (Schapire & 
Singer, 2000, p. 136) 
This is the approach adopted here. Indicators are constructed and evaluated sep-
arately for opinion and autonymy (Section 7.5), and then, they are recom-
bined (Section 7.6) for extracting opinionated autonym candidates. 
................................................................ 
270  An operational definition of opinion is proposed in Section 6.4.1. 
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By classification, I mean the “action of arranging a whole set into … existing 





















y Sample contexts 




a. yes no no I really regret this useless 
discussion proposed by Mr. 
[Name]…cv 
- (not an MS) 
b. yes yes no I don’t like roots with double 
vowels, either, and I think they 
shouldn’t exist in Esperanto.cvi 
Opinionated MS 
without autonym 
c. yes yes yes I never used the word 
“brodkasti” because, to me, it 
sounds like an Anglicism that 
should be avoided.cvii 
Opinionated MS 
with autonym 
d. no yes no In Russian and in Mongolian 




e. no yes yes In Portuguese there are no 




f. no no no [Name], who lived a long time 
in Tashkent, could most likely 
get a close look of less exotic 
varans there.cx 
- (not an MS) 
Table 15. Sample contexts from the corpus illustrating types of 
metalinguistic statements in relation to opinion and autonymy and delimiting the notion  




Figure 14. Classification of contexts with opinions and autonyms using a two-step  
binary classification for identifying opinionated autonym candidates (OAC). 
A classification can be done manually or automatically. Here, the goal is to auto-
mate, to the extent possible, the classification of contexts using natural language 
processing. 
To evaluate the performance of a natural language processing method of clas-
sification, one “measur[es] the difference between result and requirement” 
(Nakache et al., 2005, p. 418). To represent requirement in the present investiga-
tion, a test set (Section 7.3.3) was built with manually annotated contexts. No met-
ric is intrinsically associated with evaluation, but several standard measures  
exist (Nakache et al., 2005, p. 418). Sokolova and Lapalme (2009) mentioned that 
The correctness of a classification can be evaluated by computing the num-
ber of correctly recognized class examples (true positives), the number of cor-
rectly recognized examples that do not belong to the class (true negatives), 
and examples that either were incorrectly assigned to the class (false posi-
tives) or that were not recognized as class examples (false negatives). (p. 429) 
The performance of binary classification tasks is typically evaluated using a table 




 YES is correct NO is correct 
YES was assigned (a) true positive (b) false positive 
NO was assigned (c) false negative (d) true negative 
Table 16. Contingency table for evaluating the performance of binary classification tasks. 
From such a table, several evaluation measures can be calculated, notably: 
■  The proportion of correctly classified objects, called accuracy  
(Manning & Schütze, 1999, p. 577): 
𝑎𝑎 + 𝑑𝑑
𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐 + 𝑑𝑑 
■  The proportion of relevant items within the positive set, called preci-
sion (Manning & Schütze, 1999, p. 534): 
𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 
■  The proportion of all relevant contexts in the entire corpus that has 
been included in the positive set, called recall (Manning & Schütze, 
1999, p. 534): 
𝑎𝑎
𝑎𝑎 + 𝑐𝑐 
■  The harmonic mean of precision (P) and recall (R), called F-measure 
or F1-measure:271 
2𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝑃 + 𝑃𝑃 
From these fundamental evaluation measures, in Section 6.5, I used 
specifically precision and recall for evaluating indicators and classification 
tasks. 
................................................................ 
271  The F-measure is a standard measure for capturing both precision and recall in one 
figure only (Castillo, Donato, Gionis, Murdock, & Silvestri, 2007). 
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7.2.2 Building and manually annotating a test set 
To evaluate the performance of indicators and classification tasks, I constructed a 
test set representing the requirement. This test set was built from all five sub- 
corpora with 1566 randomly selected contexts.272 These contexts were manually 
classified according to the types of metalinguistic statements presented above in 
Section 7.2.1 (p. 211).273 The following figures resulted from the manual classifi-
cation task: 





































































a. (not MS) yes no no 6 21 42 20 0 89 
b. Opinionated MS 
without autonym 
yes yes no 11 38 27 47 0 123 
c. Opinionated MS 
with autonym 
yes yes yes 51 142 83 129 45 450 
e. MS 
without autonym 
no yes no 9 41 49 20 12 131 
d. MS 
with autonym 
no yes yes 30 96 83 57 16 282 
f. (not MS) no no no 147 31 97 105 11 491 
TOTAL 254 369 381 378 184 1566 
Table 17. Results of manual classification for the test set. 
In the test set, about a third of contexts (450 out of 1566) are metalinguistic state-
ments with an opinionated autonym. The goal here is to correctly identify con-
texts fitting into this category using natural language processing.274 
................................................................ 
272  Where n, the number of contributions selected, is the required sample size for binary 
data with a 5% margin of error (z-score of 5%) and a 95% confidence interval. Ran-
domness was obtained using the random function, or RAND, in Microsoft Excel. 
273  This task was undertaken by myself using Knowtator. 
274  Needless to say it is unrealistic to fully achieve it in the present investigation: this 




7.2.3 Adapting the Metalinguistic Operation Processor 
To automate the classification of contexts, I adapted an existing program: 
the metalinguistic operation processor developed by Penagos (2004b).275 The 
metalinguistic operation processor is an application programmed in Python for 
extracting metalinguistic information from natural language corpora. It identifies 
explicit metalinguistic statements in English-language scientific papers and tech-
nical documents. I used its extraction module (extract.py): 
The candidate extraction module performs a search and filtering process to 
locate and select from the normalized file the metalinguistic sentences that 
will merit further processing. (Rodríguez Penagos, 2004b, p. IV–97) 
This module uses a pattern list for extracting candidate sentences. The patterns 
can be formulated using regular expressions, which is a definite advantage for an 
agglutinative language, such as Esperanto (see example in the appendices). The 
pattern list can also contain multi-word expressions. 
Two major adaptations were made to Penagos’s candidate extraction module. 
First, the pattern lists were adapted to my context; for example, patterns were de-
veloped for Esperanto starting from zero and were elaborated with a new type of 
text in mind (folk language on the Internet rather than scientific and technical 
documents). Penagos “selected lexical patterns that could be indicators of meta-
linguistic activity in text, and expanded the list to 116 different patterns using 
other plausible verbal forms, as well as lexical items and nominal modifiers, such 
as term, word, phrase, vocabulary, terminology, etc., that could indicate that the 
sentence was metalinguistic in nature” (Penagos, 2004, pp. I–17). Comparable 
patterns had to be found for Esperanto (Section 7.5). In addition, folk speakers 
may use metalinguistic language that would not be necessarily expected in gram-
mar works; for instance, a dictionary’s name (in the following example, PIV) can 
be turned into an adjective describing an autonym in folk language:276 
Se oni kontentas pri la PIV-a "volano" kaj "volanludo", tiam la nomo estu 
"badmintono", kiu estas internacia. 
................................................................ 
275  The author kindly provided us with the full program he wrote in Python. 
276  Here and in other parts of the investigation, I quote the Esperanto original corpus, to 
which I add my English translation. Sometimes, the original corpus contains mistakes 
(e.g. typos), which are repeated here to accurately reflect the original corpus. 
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If you’re satisfied with the “volano” and “volanludo” in PIV, then the inter-
national name must be “badmintono”. 
Second, programmatic modifications were made: the module was adapted for 
classification rather than extraction. The resulting classification module takes sin-
gle contexts as inputs and operates a binary classification based on a given pattern 
list. It generates a list of positively and negatively classified contexts (see Figure 47 
in the appendices for an illustration of this process). In addition, a short evalua-
tion module was written in Python to assess the performance of classification 
tasks. It takes as inputs the list of positively and negatively classified contexts from 
the automated classification as well as a similar list elaborated during manual clas-
sification (for an illustration, see Figure 48 in the appendices). 
With such tools, it becomes possible to use indicators in the form of regular 
expressions to automatically classify a context into one of the two categories, for 
example, “autonym yes” or “autonym no” (and “opinion yes” or “opinion no”). 
An example is provided in the appendices. In running the classification module 
on the test set and the subsequent evaluation module, one can determine the per-
centage of relevant contexts that a particular indicator obtains (see the appendices 
for an example). 
7.3 Corpus compilation 
7.3.1 Guiding principles 
A corpus is a collection of text data that are “empirical, analyzing the actual pat-
terns of use in natural texts” (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, 1998a, p. 4). In his seminal 
monograph, Biber explained that compiling a state-of-the-art corpus implies that 
various aspects have been reflected on beforehand: 
Some of the first considerations in constructing a corpus concern the overall 
design: for example, the kinds of texts included, the number of texts, the se-
lection of particular texts, the selection of text samples from within texts, 
and the length of text samples. (Biber, 1993, p. 242) 
In effect, no single way of compiling and using corpora exists, and the design of a 
corpus must be guided by the research direction: 
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Corpus linguistics is not a monolithic, consensually agreed set of methods 
and procedures for the exploration of language. […] The importance of our 
findings from a corpus, whether quantitative or qualitative, depends on an-
other general factor which applies to all types of corpus linguistics: the corpus 
data we select to explore a research question must be well matched to that 
research question. (Macenery & Hardie, 2012, pp. 1–2) 
Here, I examine a typical applied research problem: finding the (most efficient) 
way for language managers to reach (partial) implantation under the condition of 
structural uncertainty, in which they must make decisions quickly (see problem 
statement in Section 3.2). In this context, the corpus must be designed to serve as 
a tool for supporting swift decision-making, wherefore speed is a major design 
factor.277 The first choice I made in this investigation was to restrict it to data 
available on the Internet, as these data can be quickly and automatically retrieved. 
Currently, collecting offline language data (conversations, written data in print or 
PDF format, etc.) is time consuming and does not meet the design priority of 
speed.278 In addition, my corpus is intended to be a monitor corpus. A monitor 
corpus is not a static collection of language data but rather is a dynamic, open-
ended entity (McEnery & Wilson, 1997, p. 22). Monitor corpora have been used, 
for instance, among lexicographers for trawling streams of new texts in search of 
neologisms (McEnery & Wilson, 1997, p. 22), and they follow the evolution of 
specific language phenomena (Habert, 2000, p. 13). I adopted the idea of moni-
toring the opinions of individuals on specific lexical items in the autonymical con-
dition with the aim of allowing for faster feedback on (new) lexical items. Thus, 
the number of texts is not intended to be limited: for the present investigation, 
corpus collection started from the first contribution available in each network and 
lasted until the date of data collection. 
As far as the selection of texts is concerned, Biber (1998b) and his colleagues 
further told us that 
................................................................ 
277  In a comparable approach, opinion mining applications (e.g. Hu & Liu, 2004), for in-
stance, often focus on online data that can be quickly obtained in large quantities. 
278  To a certain extent, this constitutes a bias, because off-line language data (such as eve-




a corpus is not simply a collection of texts. Rather, a corpus seeks to represent 
a language or some part of a language. The appropriate design for a corpus 
therefore depends upon what it is meant to represent. (p. 246) 
In the present investigation, the aim of the corpus is to shed light on the large 
variety of explicit metalinguistic statements279 that speakers may make about lex-
ical items. The types of texts included are therefore ones that can be expected to 
have a high density of metalinguistic statements with an opinionated autonym, 
with the general aim of seeking to represent the spectrum of possible cases from a 
qualitative perspective. As highlighted in Chapter 4, the Esperanto speech com-
munity and its electronic networks of practice constitute a useful starting point. 
Five online networks were selected (for details, see Chapter 5). 
7.3.2 Corpus collection 
First and foremost, a remark regarding confidentiality and ethical principles  
is necessary when it comes to the processing of information obtained from the 
Internet. Generally, the boundaries between public and private spaces in Inter-
net-based research are hard to define. For this investigation, one of the main 
difficulties lies in the fact that members of electronic networks of practice usually 
consider their contributions to be private, although almost anyone connected to 
the Internet can access them.280 As a consequence, these individuals do not  
expect to be objects of study and are not aware that their comments are being 
analyzed. The present investigation circumvents this issue by being exclusively 
centered on lexical items and by anonymizing all of the data used or quoted, as 
has been done in comparable research (Saint, 2016). To protect the privacy of 
contributors, I do not construct any individual profiles, and I do not link to any 
of their contributions. 
Although the corpus de facto discards offline data, it does seek to be repre-
sentative of the metalinguistic statements with an opinionated autonym that Es-
peranto speakers make online.281 According to Biber (1993), representativeness 
................................................................ 
279  Refer to 3.4 for a definition (p. 114). 
280  Three of the networks in the present investigation require registration and can thus 
be considered to be semi-private rather than public. 
281  One should investigate whether statements made online are generally representative 
of statements made in the target speech community (i.e. in offline interactions), but 
this is out of the scope of the present investigation. 
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“refers to the extent to which a sample includes the full range of variability in a 
population” (p. 242). The corpus addresses this variability by combining subcor-
pora from groups concerned directly with dictionary compilation (both for gen-
eral and specialized languages) and more general, punctual problem-solving 
groups. Five subcorpora were built from data collected from the five electronic 
networks of practice presented in Chapter 4. The sizes of the corpora varied 
























PGOffline 4 webmaster 
Time frame 2000–2012282 2003–2013 2011–2017 1999–2013 2010–2013 
Format db3 db3 txt db3 xml 
Contributions283 747 9043 37,019284 22,110 873 
Tokens ~332,000 ~832,000 ~897,000 ~167,000 ~12,000 
Table 18. Figures for the five subcorpora Astronomia Terminaro,  
Esperanto-tradukistoj, Lingva konsultejo, Retpoŝta rondo … and ViVo-Vikio. 
Because they came from different sources, the five subcorpora had three formats 
(db3 database entries, xml file, and text files), which were all converted to raw text 
format (.txt) for processing. This was and will remain a challenge for language 
managers: the online technologies that people use to connect with one another are 
ever shifting and ever growing. What is today a dominant trend could be outdated 
tomorrow: 
Online, people can switch behaviors as soon as they see something better. It’s 
the force of these millions of people, combined with the rapid evolution of 
new technologies by trial and error, that makes the groundswell so protean 
................................................................ 
282  The discussion list was active mainly within the timeframe 2000–2002, although a few 
messages were sent up to the year 2012. 
283  The figures provided are here for informative purposes only, as the study is qualitative 
in nature. 




in form and so tough for traditional businesses to deal with. (Li & Bernoff, 
2011, p. 12) 
This is clearly visible in our subcorpora. For instance, the Yahoo group Esperanto-
tradukistoj had as many as 1426 contributions in 2008 but became less active over 
the years. In 2016, it gathered only 145 contributions in total. Conversely, the  
Facebook group Lingva Konsultejo, which was completely inexistent in 2008, is 
booming at the moment, with 6000 contributions per year on average. For moni-
toring purposes, language managers must therefore be ready to quickly shift from 
one technology/format to another and follow speakers where they are active. 
Here, I employed a free client for downloading messages from Yahoo groups 
(PGOffline 4), I used a Python module for connecting to Facebook’s graph API, 
and I also worked directly with a webmaster for one of the subcorpora. 
7.3.3 Corpus cleaning 
As Habert et al. (1997) mentioned, for a monitor corpus, it would be ideal to de-
velop filters that easily clean any new text (p. 162). In the present investigation, 
these cleaning “filters” were partly automated. The initial corpus cleaning phase 
is crucial, although it is often underestimated (Habert et al., 1997, p. 161). Here, 
accented characters and redundant passages especially required my attention. 
Over the years, Esperanto has used various writing systems for accented let-
ters (for a detailed description, see Haszpra, 2001). Although Esperanto has been 
included from the start in the Unicode standard,285 the use of accented characters 
was and still is not systematic. Typing such characters may have been difficult be-
cause a standard keyboard layout was long missing. Moreover, despite Unicode 
standards, the Yahoo groups from which three of the subcorpora originated did 
not allow for the use of accented Esperanto characters. Speakers employed various 
strategies for replacing accented characters. Although the popular variant of using 
an “x” after the letter that needs a diacritic could easily be handled programmati-
cally,286 the official use of “h,” which is ambiguous, and a variety of other strategies 
................................................................ 
285  The 5 circumflex small and capital characters ĉ, ĝ, ĥ, ĵ and ŝ (U+0108, U+0109, 
U+011C, U+011D, U+0124, U+0125, U+0134, U+0135, U+015C, U+015D) and the 
breve one ŭ (U+016C, U+016D) were included in the very first Unicode 1.0.0 ver-
sion (see The Unicode Consortium, n. d.). 
286  Because ‘x’ is not part of the Esperanto alphabet, a straightforward search and replace 
function can be programmed. Other techniques suffer ambiguity and are therefore 
more difficult to programmatically deal with. 
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that speakers employed (e.g., apostrophe, circumflex, asterisk, the letter “w” [both 
before and after the character that needed to be accented], or another accent on 
the letter)287 required some manual work, not to mention that speakers at times 
simply used a nonaccented character instead of the accented one.288 Fortunately, 
with advances in technology, Esperanto keyboards are becoming paramount (on 
computers, smartphones, etc.). This difficulty can be expected to significantly de-
crease if not disappear in the future. The corpus was consequently pre-edited to 
be Unicode compliant and to display the appropriate accented characters. This is 
crucial for the subsequent extraction of opinionated autonym candidates based 
on lexical patterns (Section 7.6). 
Another issue was the removal of redundant passages. In electronic networks 
of practice based on email technology, speakers often quoted chunks of previous 
emails, for example, for responding to a specific idea or comment, or they used 
the email reply function that included the messages from the senders. Fortunately, 
because quoted passages were marked with a specific html tag in the subcorpora 
collected for the present investigation, a programmatic filter could be applied  
using regular expressions. This problem could also be expected to disappear over 
time thanks to the use of new technologies: on Facebook, for instance, speakers 
write short messages (24 lexical items on average in the Lingva Konsultejo subcor-
pus) and generally do not quote previous contributions verbatim.289 
7.3.4 Morphological tagging and pre-editing 
Once cleaned, the corpus was analyzed morphologically, tagged with morpheme 
boundaries, and pre-edited. This was useful given the nature of the Esperanto lan-
guage and the tasks I wished to accomplish with my corpus. To this end, I used 
ESPSOF, an application that Witkam (2010) programmed in Visual Basic, which 
is open source and freely available. 
Despite the unchangeability of Esperanto morphemes, morphological analysis 
raises ambiguity issues. I do not discuss the details here,290 but I mention that due 
to these ambiguities, some manual work was needed after the automated morpho-
logical analysis. The following manual editing was done on the corpus: 
................................................................ 
287  E.g. ‘law mi’, ‘laù mi’ ‘anta*u’, ‘dan*gera’, ‘^gentila’, ‘amba^u’. 
288  E.g. ‘antau’ for ‘antaŭ’, ‘pseuda’ for ‘pseŭda’, ‘tauga’ for ‘taŭga’, etc. 
289  Rather, they use Facebook’s reply function. 
290  E.g. Witkam (2007), Bick (2016, p. 1075–1076) and Guinard (2016) discuss these am-
biguities and suggest solutions. 
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 Tag correction: Incorrectly tagged lexical items were manually assigned 
the correct tags; for example, “korelativo” was tagged “kor·e·lat·iv·o” 
(five morphemes) via the ESPSOF analyzer but was manually corrected 
to “korelativ·o” (two morphemes). 
 Additional tagging: Lexical items that the ESPSOF analyzer could not 
handle were tagged manually; for example, “zamenhofajn” as an adjec-
tive based on a proper noun was not recognized and thus was tagged 
manually as “zamenhof·ajn.” 
 Error editing: Obvious typos that the analyzer identified were cor-
rected—for instance, “publigikita” instead of “publikigita,” “atntigi”  
instead of “atentigi,” etc. 
7.3.5 Choosing units of analysis 
The analysis of electronic networks poses two main methodological challenges 
(Akrich, 2012, p. 4). The first is the great size of the data collected. This was solved 
in the present investigation by filtering relevant contexts using a semiautomated 
methodology as presented later (Section 7.6). Second, a message in an electronic 
network can be seen as one of two things: either a whole of contents, or a unit in 
relation to other units. In other words, one can study either the contents of  
messages or the networks of relationships that result from these messages. In the 
present investigation, I considered the electronic networks to be a medium of 
communication and adopted a discourse-centered approach. My analysis focused 
on the exchanged contents within the networks, not on the networks themselves, 
nor on their functions, their characteristics or processes, or the relations between 
members or sent messages. This is because I was not specifically interested in the 
dynamics of the exchanges but rather in their contents. Therefore, contributions 
were the units of analysis in my investigation. By contribution, I mean an email 
in a group mailing list, a post in a social network, or a comment on an interface: 
in concrete terms, a single post, whether an original post or a reply to a post, in 
Lingva konsultejo (Facebook), a comment in the discussion section of ViVo-Vikio, 




7.4 Grammatical features of opinionated autonyms  
in Esperanto 
The present investigation concentrates on the contexts of Type c., that is metalin-
guistic statements with an opinionated autonym (Section 7.2.1). Previous works291 
have shown that both opinions and lexical autonyms may be flagged in speech. 
The next two sections, respectively, deal with the flagging of opinion (Section 
7.4.1) and that of autonymy (Section 7.4.2) in written language. 
7.4.1 Opinion indicators in written language 
First and foremost, it is appropriate to provide an operational definition of opin-
ion. In Section 3.3.2, I defined opinion as an umbrella term used to aggregate  
attitudes, sentiments, feelings, emotions, and preferences. Here, I am interested 
in opinions that are explicitly expressed in language. 
Speakers use language for various purposes, including for expressing emo-
tions,292 opinions, sentiments, evaluations, and attitudes, for example, toward 
“products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics” (Liu, 2012, 
p. 6). Natural language processing (under various terms, including opinion mining 
and sentiment analysis) has shown interest in opinionated text contents in corpora 
for more than a decade:293 
Sophisticated language processing in recent years has made possible increas-
ingly complex challenges for text analysis. One such challenge is recognizing, 
classifying, and understanding opinionated text. (Kim & Hovy, 2004, p. 61) 
The main tasks of opinion mining are “(1) to find product features that have been 
commented upon by reviewers and (2) to decide whether the comments are pos-
itive or negative” (Ding, Liu, & Yu, 2008, p. 231). The goal in particular is to dis-
cover all opinion quintuples (entity or object, opinionated aspect of this entity, 
................................................................ 
291  Appropriate bibliographical references are indicated in the following sections, respec-
tively for opinion and autonymy. 
292  See e.g. Jakobson’s emotive function: “The so-called EMOTIVE or “expressive” func-
tion, focused on the ADDRESSER, aims a direct expression of the speaker’s attitude 
toward what he is speaking about.” (Jakobson, 1960, p. 354) 
293  The growth of the opinion mining field is linked with the rapid growth of social media 
and networks on the web (B. Liu, 2012, p. 5). 
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orientation of the opinion, opinion holder, and time of opinion) in a given text 
document (Liu & Zhang, 2012, p. 418). In my framework, I simplify this quintuple 
and propose detecting contexts in which an opinion is expressed, regardless of the 
opinion orientation. 
According to Liu (2012; see also Liu & Zhang, 2012, p. 424), the most im-
portant indicators of sentiments are opinion-bearing lexical items, for example, 
lexical items “that are commonly used to express positive or negative sentiments” 
(p. 12). 
For example, beautiful, wonderful, good, and amazing are positive opinion 
words, and bad, poor, and terrible are negative opinion words. […] Apart 
from individual words, there are also opinion phrases and idioms, e.g. cost 
someone an arm and a leg. (Liu & Zhang, 2012, p. 423) 
From a grammatical viewpoint, research has shown that in particular, adjectives 
are central indicators of opinions (Liu & Zhang, 2012, p. 423). However, “verbs 
and noun can be used to express opinions as well, e.g., verbs such as ‘like’ and 
‘hate,’ and nouns such as ‘junk’ and ‘rubbish’” (Ding et al., 2008, p. 234). Articles 
on opinion mining and sentiment lexicons abound for English, less so for other 
languages,294 and to the best of my knowledge, no one has worked so far on opin-
ion-bearing lexical elements in Esperanto. Consequently, I propose providing an 
overview of types of lexical elements that are flagging opinions, based on observa-
tions from my corpus.295 
7.4.1.1 Opinion-bearing content morphemes 
To begin with, I must mention that Esperanto should take an approach largely 
different from that of English, as the language is completely agglutinative in na-
ture (Schubert, 2015, p. 2216), and its content lexical items are generally complex. 
In Schubert’s classification (1993, p. 222), Esperanto has seven types of mor-
phemes:296 roots, prefixes, prefixoids, suffixes, suffixoids, endings, and declension 
................................................................ 
294  See e.g. the challenge of creating a sentiment lexicon for Portuguese (Souza, Vieira, 
Busetti, Chishman, & Alves, 2011). 
295  Within the framework of the present investigation, opinion indicators are restricted 
to lexical elements, although I observed other indicators in my corpus, e.g. the use of 
the subjunctive mood to express an opinion. 
296 I will use Schubert’s classification here, although other classifications are possible. 
Blanke (1981, p. 27), for instance, proposed the three main categories basic  
morphemes (German: Grundmorpheme), word formation morphemes (German: 
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morphemes. In Esperanto, content lexical items must end with an end-
ing (Wüster, 1931, p. 296). The direct consequence is that all Esperanto content 
lexical items are complex (Schubert, 1989, p. 259).297,298 A lexical item as short as 
“domo” (house), for instance, is complex: it is made up of the content morpheme 
“dom” (a root meaning “house”) and the function morpheme “o,” indicating a 
noun. Lexical items composed of more than two morphemes are not uncommon 
in Esperanto (see frequency distributions in Bick, 2016, pp. 1076–1077). 
Using Schubert’s classification, for the purposes of this investigation, I pro-
pose distinguishing between two types of Esperanto morphemes: 
 Content morphemes, for example, morphemes that express concrete
meanings: roots, prefixes, prefixoids, suffixes, and suffixoids299
 Function morphemes, for example, morphemes that play grammatical
roles without carrying concrete meanings: endings and declension mor-
phemes300
In Esperanto, not only roots but also any content morphemes may carry opinions 
from speakers, and through mechanisms of word formation, one content mor-
pheme may result in various lexical items belonging to distinct categories of parts 
of speech. The table below (Table 19) provides characteristic examples of this phe-
nomenon for two types of content morphemes: a root (taŭg) and a suffix (ind). 
................................................................ 
Wortbildungsmorpheme) and grammatical inflectional morphemes (German: gram-
matische Flexionsmorpheme).  
297    A limited set of function morphemes are, on their part, unbound (la, unu, du tri, etc.). 
298    Readers particularly interested in the details of Esperanto grammar can refer e.g. to (D. 
Blanke, 1981; Schubert, 1989, 2015). 
299  Affixoids are distinguished from affixes by Schubert because they behave differently 
in word formation processes (Schubert, 1989, p. 260–261, 2015, p. 2218) 
300  In my view, there are a few borderline cases: for instance in “O-finaĵo” (noun ending), 
the first ‘O’ could perhaps be considered to be a content morpheme, although it is 
usually a function morpheme. At the very least, such an occurrence seems to stand in 
direct contradiction with some existing classifications such as that of Brosch (2009), 
who in my comprehension mentions that the endings -o, -a, -e cannot be used in word 




Examples from the corpus with 
lexical items constructed from the 
opinion-bearing root taŭg301 
Examples from the corpus with 
lexical items constructed from the 
opinion-bearing suffix ind 
adjective Sed eble proporcio estas pli taŭga 
vorto, kaj mi konsentas kun vi, ke 
“ĥemia konsisto” temas pri pro-
procioj inter ĥemielementoj. 
But maybe proporcio is a more 
appropriate word, and I agree 
with you that ĥemia konsisto is 
about proportions between chemi-
cal elements. 
“Tagnokto” estas uzinda sinonimo 
de “diurno”. 
Tagnokto is a synonym of diurno 
that is worth using. 
noun Tial mi pensis pri KLANO kaj 
POPOLO. Sed eble estas pli ĝustaj 
vortoj. Aŭ eble iu konvinkos min pri la 
taŭgeco de POPULACIO… 
This is why I thought about klano and 
popolo, but maybe there are words that 
are more correct. Or maybe someone 
will convince me about the 
appropriateness of populacio. 
La radiko “agr/” ja estas neoficiala, kaj 
ĝia uzindeco apud la oficialaj “kamp/” 
kaj “agrikultur/” ŝajnas al mi dubinda. 
The root agr/ is certainly not official 
and it looks doubtful to me that it 
would be worth using in addition to the 
official kamp/ and agrikultur/. 
adverb En la tavolo literatura, oni libere uzu, 
ekz-e, la vorton “trista”; sed estas 
maltaŭge uzi tian vorton en la parolo 
kaj la skribo ĉiutagaj. 
Se estas vortoj inter la mova ĉefverbo 
kaj la cela I-verbo, estas inde uzi “por”. 
................................................................ 
301  ■ taŭga in “taŭga vorto” is an adjective constructed from the root taŭg- (content mor-
pheme meaning appropriate) and the ending -a (adjective function morpheme), and 
the excerpt can be translated as “appropriate word” 
■ taŭgeco in “taŭgeco de POPULATION” is a noun constructed from the root taŭg-
(content morpheme meaning appropriate), the suffix -ec (showing a quality or a char-
acteristic) and the ending -o (noun function morpheme), and the excerpt can be trans-
lated as “appropriateness of [the word] POPULATION” 
■ maltaŭge in “estas maltaŭge uzi tian vorton” is an adverb constructed from the
prefix mal- (turning an associated or associated morpheme(s) to their opposite), the
root taŭg- (content morpheme meaning appropriate) and the ending -e (adverb func-
tion morpheme), and the excerpt can be translated as “it is inappropriate to use such
a word” 
■ taŭgas in “‘povigi’ ofte taŭgas” is a conjugated verb constructed from the root taŭg-
(content morpheme meaning appropriate) and the ending -as (function morpheme
indicating a verb in present tense), and the excerpt can be translated as “[the word]




Examples from the corpus with 
lexical items constructed from the 
opinion-bearing root taŭg301 
Examples from the corpus with 
lexical items constructed from the 
opinion-bearing suffix ind 
In the literary register, you can freely 
use for instance the word trista, but it’s 
inappropriate to use such a word in all 
speech and writing. 
If there are words between the main 
movement verb and the target I-verb, 
it’s worth using por. 
verb Des pli, ĉar por la verbo ‘empower’, 
‘povigi’ ofte taŭgas. 
Even more so, because for the verb 
empower, [the verb] povigi is often 
appropriate. 
Tio estas tino, kaj tute uzindas la vorto 
“tino” por ĝi. 
This is a tino [a tub], and it’s really 
worth using the word tino for it. 
Table 19. Examples of opinion-bearing lexical items for various parts of speech (POS) 
respectively formed from two opinion-bearing morphemes: the root taŭg- and the suffix -ind. 
Esperanto is very productive in terms of word formation.302 The examples pre-
sented above are only but a few possibilities among all of the lexical items found 
in my corpus based on the root morpheme taŭg303 and the suffix ind, and this is 
true for most opinion-bearing morphemes observed in my corpus. 
Because Esperanto morphemes remain unchanged throughout the language, 
in some cases, it seems more appropriate to choose a morpheme-based approach 
to the language, as the morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning that is visible in 
writing. The elements carrying opinions (or any semantic contents) do not start 
at the level of lexical items but rather at the smaller level of content morphemes. 
Using morphemes instead of lexical items as basic units allows one to reduce the 
proportion of out-of-vocabulary units. 
For simplification purposes, I therefore propose generally assuming that if a 
lexical item comprises among its morphemes at least one304 content morpheme 
carrying an opinion, the resulting lexical item is likely to carry an opinion as well. 
................................................................ 
302  Due to its schematic design, see again Schubert for word formation details (2015). 
303  Other possibilities are e.g. maltaŭga (adjective), maltaŭgas (verb), maltaŭgeco (noun), 
netaŭga (adjective), netaŭgeco (noun)… 
304  A lexical item can obviously contain more than one opinion-bearing content mor-
pheme. This is e.g. the case for the adjective prefer-ind-a in a sentence such as: 
“Matenruĝo” estas eble preferinda. ([The word] Matenruĝo is maybe preferable.) 
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This should be true regardless of whether the morpheme in question is the head 
morpheme, as the following examples illustrate:305 
Nome mi jam renkontis la fuŝformon *ĥoruso*! 
I’ve namely encountered the awful form *ĥoruso*! 
Intertempe vi ĉiuj rajtas jam redakti, aldonante tradukojn, korigante taj-
pfuŝojn, kaj pri ĉio ajn. 
In the meantime, you may all start editing, adding translations, correcting 
typos, and whatever else. 
Evidently, this generalization remains an approximation: the semantics of  
complex Esperanto lexical items306 is not as straightforward as summing up the 
meanings of each morpheme (Schubert, 2015, p. 2216), and many morphemes are  
polysemous. Furthermore, in a limited number of cases, it seems more appropri-
ate to reason at a higher level than the morpheme: 
 When a complex lexical item allows for the disambiguation of a mor-
pheme 
 When a complex lexical item (or a larger unit) has a noncompositional 
meaning307 
In my corpus, I identified three types of opinion-bearing content morphemes: 
(a) opinion-bearing roots proper, (b) opinion-bearing affixes, and (c) opinion-
bearing roots behaving as affixes. 
The number of opinion-bearing roots is open ended and theoretically  
unlimited. In the present context, it seems important to distinguish between mono-
semous roots and polysemous roots. Monosemous roots identified as opinion-
bearing can be expected to carry opinions regardless of the context. This is, for 
................................................................ 
305  Here, in the first example fuŝformo (erroneous form), the morpheme fuŝ is not the 
head, while in the second example tajpfuŝojn (typos) this same morpheme fuŝ is the 
head morpheme of the lexical item. In both cases, the morpheme is opinion-bearing. 
306  That is, again, almost all Esperanto lexical items, and all content Esperanto lexical 
items. 
307  Some Esperanto complex lexical items are not transparent, but they are rather the ex-
ception. Complex lexical items show a tendency towards idiomatization, but generally 
complex lexical items in Esperanto are compositional to a very high degree (Dasgupta, 
1993, p. 367). 
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example, the case for the root taŭg introduced earlier, as it is for several other roots 
observed in my corpus (ĉagren, elegant, kompetent, ted, etc.). Polysemous roots, 
on the other hand, will point to opinion only in a restricted set of cases. “signif” is 
one of these roots. Especially in the form of an adjective, it means “significant” or 
“meaningful” and is opinion-bearing, but specifically as a verb, it almost always 
carries the meaning of “to signify,” “to mean,” and “to imply,” in which case it is 
not opinion-bearing. 
Opinion-bearing? Example from my corpus 
YES La diferenco tamen estas sensignifa, kaj mi apenaŭ farus tian gramatikan ana-
lizon legante la frazon. 
However, the difference is insignificant, and I would barely make such a 
grammatical analysis while reading the sentence. 
YES La fina dokumento estas konsiderata tre signifa dokumento. 
The final document is considered to be very important. 
NO Ĉu eble ekzistas konfuzo kion signifas ‘propra nomo’? 
Is there maybe confusion about what “proper noun” means? 
NO Tial necesas distingi, ĉu oni priskribas la signifaron de vorto […] 
Therefore, it is important to determine whether we describe all of the meanings 
of a word. 
Table 20. Examples of lexical items (both opinion-bearing and nonopinion-bearing)  
from the corpus based on the polysemous root “signif.” 
The number of opinion-bearing affixes and affixoids is finite. In my corpus, I 
identified five cases that led to the formation of opinion-bearing lexical items (see 
Table 36 in the appendices). 
Along typical Esperanto affixes, I also identified five “pseudo-affixes,” for ex-
ample, five roots that tend to behave as affixes in word formation and potentially 
carry opinions (see Table 37 in the appendices). 
7.4.1.2 Larger opinion-bearing expressions 
Opinion-bearing lexical items (or in the present case, morphemes) are insufficient 
for identifying opinionated contexts: “There are restrictions imposed to such 
methods since multi-word expressions, slang and social attributed connotations 
not contemplated in the thesaurus or dictionary are not accessible” (Souza, Vieira, 
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Busetti, Chishman, & Alves, 2011, p. 60). Therefore, I also identified in my corpus 
larger expressions: (a) expressions indicating opinions (see Table 38 in the appen-
dices), (b) expressions indicating attitude308 (see Table 39 in the appendices) and 
(c) expressions indicating consent (see Table 40 in the appendices). 
7.4.1.3 Conclusions for an opinion lexicon in Esperanto 
From the observations made in my corpus and presented earlier, an opinion lexi-
con for Esperanto should include at least the following types of lexical elements: 
 Monosemous content morphemes—both roots and affixes (aĉ, fuŝ, mis, 
taŭg) 
 Polysemous content morphemes (signif) 
 Larger expressions (laŭ mia opinio) 
These categories should be distinguished for facilitating natural language pro-
cessing tasks. 
7.4.2 Autonymy indicators in written language 
In her doctoral dissertation concerning the French language, Delavigne (2001) 
concluded that a “grammar” of autonymy indicators remains to be estab-
lished (p. 498). This applies to Esperanto as well and is even truer in the present 
context given the large diversity of writing styles and thus the indicators that 
speakers use in electronic networks.  
For clarification purposes, I’ll start by introducing the concept of “autonym.” 
From a linguistic viewpoint, it is necessary to distinguish between a sign in use or 
an ordinary sign on the one hand, and an autonym or a metalinguistic sign on 
the other.309 The sign in use points to a referent that is a real-world concept (an 
................................................................ 
308  Statements in which speakers express their opinion in the form of a conative attitude 
statement regarding language, i.e. they state their readiness for example for using a 
specific lexical item. The conative component of attitude as defined by Baker (1992, 
p. 13), that is “a behavioural intention or plan of action under defined contexts and 
circumstances.” 
309  Rey-Debove in French uses respectively “signe ordinaire” and “signe métalinguis-
tique”. 
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object, a thought, etc.), whereas the sign being mentioned refers to another sign 
as illustrated in the table below. 















Here the sign is divided into two 
components: the signified (concept) 
and the signifier (sound-image). 
Here, the signified of the sign is itself 
a sign, composed of a signified and a 
signifier. 
Examples 
Kaj la virino venis antaŭ la mateniĝo, 
kaj falis antaŭ la pordo de la domo de 
tiu homo, kie estis ŝia sinjoro; kaj ŝi 
kuŝis, ĝis fariĝis lume. 
Then came the woman in the dawn-
ing of the day, and fell down at the 
door of the man’s house where her 
lord was, till it was light. 
[King James Bible, 1987] 
Mi tamen havis la ideon, ke ĝuste en 
Esperanto oni nuntempe uzas la  
vorton “aŭroro” kiel sinonimon por 
“mateniĝo”. 
But I had this idea that precisely in 
Esperanto nowadays the word 
“aŭroro” is used as a synonym of 
“mateniĝo”. 
[my translation] 
Table 21. Ordinary signs and metalinguistic signs. 
Any linguistic sign, and even units smaller than phonemes, graphemes, syllables, 
etc., or bigger than linguistic signs (e.g., a long quote) can stand in the autonymical 
condition (Authier-Revuz, 2003, p. 76; see also Rey-Debove, 1971, p. 48), as the 
following example from my corpus illustrates with the single letter “x” as an auto-
nym: 
Litero “x” ekzistas en pola alfabeto, sed nuntempe ne estas uzata en vortoj. 
[my translation]cxi 
Language uses several operations to mark a distinction between ordinary signs 
and autonyms in written speech. However, no convention exists for marking 
autonymy in speech (Tamba, 2003, p. 64). In the example above, for instance, the 
autonym is clearly flagged with quotation marks, but in other cases, it may appear 
in the same way that an ordinary sign would: 
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mi preferas vertikalon, ĉar bone kongruas kun horizontalocxii 
There is a series of indicators that point towards the presence of autonyms in 
speech, which have already been discussed in the scholarly literature:310 
 Syntactic features (e.g. Authier-Revuz, 2003; Bosredon & Tamba, 1998; 
Rodríguez Penagos, 2004b, p. II–71; Sitri, 2003, p. 212) 
 Lexical features (e.g. Delavigne, 2001, pp. 491–498; Rodríguez 
Penagos, 2004, pp. II–71; Sitri, 2003, p. 212) 
 Paralinguistic features (e.g. Rodríguez Penagos, 2004, pp. II–71; see 
also Delavigne, 2001, p. 520) 
I introduce these three types of indicators in the following sections, using exam-
ples from my corpus. 
7.4.2.1 Autonymical speech: Breaking the rules of a regular language 
Autonyms are signs being mentioned. When inserted into a sentence, they do not 
behave as they would if they were ordinary signs, from a grammatical viewpoint. 
When used as such, an autonym tends to lose the grammatical properties it has as 
an ordinary sign and takes on the grammatical role of a noun in a sen-
tence (Authier-Revuz, 2003, p. 76; Bosredon & Tamba, 1998, p. 180), even if it 
belongs to another grammatical category. In French, for instance, an autonym 
that would be a feminine noun when used as an ordinary sign could behave as  
a masculine noun in the autonymical condition (see Tamba, 2003, p. 64), or an 
autonym that would be plural as an ordinary sign could behave as a singular noun 
in a sentence (Bosredon & Tamba, 1998, p. 180):311 
ce “journaux” est bien écrit 
A sentence containing an autonym may thus appear to be “agramatical”  
(Rey-Debove, 1971, p. 46), if analyzed in terms of ordinary signs. 
The grammatical features flagging autonymy are evidently language depend-
ent. To the best of my knowledge, the existing scientific literature has not dealt 
................................................................ 
310  Rodríguez Penagos also mentions a pragmatic dimension (2004b, p. II–41). 
311  The verb in this example sentence is in the singular although the noun “journaux” is 
in the plural. 
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with autonymy in Esperanto. Thus, I provide an overview here of the phenomena 
I observed in my corpus. 
At the sentence level, it becomes clear that lexical items may shift their parts 
of speech when inserted as autonyms into a sentence, as the following example 
illustrates. “egala” and “ekvivalenta” are both adjectives when used as ordinary 
signs, but here, they shift their parts of speech and occupy a noun function, serv-
ing as the object of the transitive verb “uzi” (“uzus” in the conditional): 
Eble mi uzus “egala” anstataŭ “ekvivalenta” 
[adverb]+[pronoun]+[transitive verb]+[noun]+[adverb]+[noun] 
If analyzed in terms of ordinary signs, the sentence would appear to be grammat-
ically incorrect, with a transitive verb with no noun-object: 
[adverb]+[pronoun]+[transitive verb]+[*adjective]+[adverb]+[*adjective] 
In my Esperanto corpus, I observed four types of “broken” rules: (a) the absence 
or separation of the accusative, (b) the absence of noun-adjective agreement (sin-
gular-plural), (c) the absence of agreement with determiners, and (d) letters losing 
their case. Descriptions and examples of these cases are provided in the appen-
dices. 
7.3.2.2 A limited set of metalanguistic indicators 
Lexical items may stand alone in the autonymical condition within a sentence, 
but they may also be accompanied by an anaphoric determiner or a metalinguis-
tic lexical item serving as a metalinguistic operator (Tamba, 2003, p. 64). A meta-
linguistic lexical item is, by definition, a lexical item that encloses the concept of 
metalanguage without being an autonym (Rey-Debove, 1978, p. 32). Following 
Rey-Debove (1978, p. 27), a language’s lexicon contains lexical items of the  
object-language, neutral lexical items (high-frequency nonthematical lexical 
items, grammatical lexical items, etc.), and metalinguistic lexical items. Any lex-





Figure 15. Representation of a language’s lexicon, containing three sets of lexical items: lexical 
items of the object-language, neutral lexical items, and metalinguistic lexical items. Metalan-
guage is formed by metalinguistic lexical items and by lexical items from any one of the three 
lexical sets standing in autonymical condition. Adapted from Rey-Debove (1978). 
Thus, from a purely lexical point of view, metalanguage has two components:  
metalinguistic lexical items and autonyms (Rey-Debove, 1985, p. 27). Here, I am 
interested only in metalinguistic lexical items flagging autonyms, which I call  
metalinguistic indicators. 
As Delavigne noted for the French language (2000), autonymy is flagged dif-
ferently among different speakers and can be marked by lexical items of various 
parts of speech, including verbs (appeler, signifier, designer, etc.), connectives 
(c’est-à-dire), nouns (nom, mot), adjectives (fameux, dit), and adverbs (plus ex-
actement). Similar grammatical categories can be found in my Esperanto corpus: 
verbs (tradukeblas, rimiĝas, parafrazeblas, etc.), connectives (nome, tiel nomata, 
t.n.), nouns (prepozicio, neologismo, lingvouzo, etc.), adjectives (litova, tipografiaj, 
netransitiva, etc.), and adverbs (laŭvorte, anglalingve, plursence, etc.) 
However, as explained for opinion-bearing lexical elements, for Esperanto, it 
seems reasonable to adopt a morpheme-based approach in most cases and to limit 
the larger approach to a restricted set of lexical items or larger expressions (e.g., 
for the connective tiel nomata or t.n.). 
In my corpus, I observed three types of metalinguistic indicators: (a) metalin-
guistic roots, (b) proper nouns pointing to metalinguistic contents, and (c) meta-
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7.3.2.3 (Dis)ambiguation? A creative set of paralinguistic indicators 
In the existing literature concerning autonymy, quotes are often cited as paralin-
guistic disambiguators of autonyms (e.g., Delavigne, 2001, p. 491; Rey-Debove, 
1985, p. 28). However, what is striking from our corpus is the considerable diver-
sity of autonym indicators to which speakers resort, with quotes being the only 
one in many indicators used. 
In my corpus, I identified eight paralinguistic indicators flagging autonymy: 
(a) quotes, (b) underscores, (c) hyphens, (d) asterisks, (e) colons, (f) capitaliza-
tion, (g) parentheses, and (h) line breaks. In addition, these indicators may be 
combined. Examples for each category are presented in the appendices. 
7.3.2.4 Degree of explicitness of autonyms 
Indicators of autonymy are largely ambiguous in isolation (e.g., Rodríguez Pena-
gos, 2004, pp. II–72). For instance, capitalization may be used to mark emphasis 
rather than autonymy in a sentence: 
La dua senco de “sankcio” estas tute MALA kaj KONTRAŬA al la unua 
senco, kio ja estas sennecese konfuza 
The second meaning of “sankcio” is completely the OPPOSITE and the 
CONTRARY to the first meaning, which is unnecessarily confusing 
Therefore, it is the combination of indicators that points toward the presence of 
an autonym. Counting the number of contexts that respectively present at least 
one metalinguistic and one paralinguistic indicator in the metalinguistic state-
ment with autonym contexts of the test set (see Section 6.3.2), it seems that most 
of these contexts contain both types of indicators (325 out of 425 or about 76%).  
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Rather explicit yes yes yes 38 103 44 102 38 325 
yes no yes 3 18 26 10 2 59 
yes yes no 5 2 9 9 3 28 
Rather implicit yes no no 1 5 4 1 2 13 
TOTAL 47 128 83 122 45 425 
Table 22. Degrees of explicitness of a metalinguistic statement with an opinionated  
autonym according to the presence or absence indicators (opinion, metalanguage, and  
autonymy) in a metalinguistic statement with an opinionated autonym. The figures result 
from a manual classification of the training set. 
However, what also becomes apparent in the above table is that the proportion 
might be dependent on the type of medium. For instance, for the Facebook group 
Lingva Konsultejo, this proportion falls to about 53% of metalinguistic statements 
with an opinionated autonym contributions presenting both a metalinguistic and 
a paralinguistic indicator. My intuition suggests that the number of indicators de-
crease depending on the length of contributions (Facebook contributions being 
on average shorter than those based on the medium e-mail), but a quantitative 
study would be needed to confirm this impression.312 
Be that as it may, what is certain is that the explicitness of autonyms varies in 
corpora. Depending on the number of visible indicators in the corpus, I propose 
to speak of degrees of explicitness for autonyms from relatively explicit metalin-
guistic statements with an opinionated autonym contexts that contain the three 
types of indicators (metalanguage and autonymy indicators as well as opinion in-
dicators) … 
Min iom nervozigas la vorto “dubiĝo”. 
The word “dubiĝo” makes me a bit nervous. 
................................................................ 
312  There could also be other reasons: for instance, the profile of participants. 
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… to contexts containing none of these indicators, but that are still metalinguistic 
statements with an opinionated autonym contexts: 
mi preferas vertikalon, ĉar bone kongruas kun horizontalo 
I prefer vertikalo[accusative], because it fits well with horizontalo 
7.3.2.5 Conclusions regarding autonymy indicators in Esperanto 
From the observations made in my corpus and presented above, autonym indica-
tors for Esperanto should include, at least, the following types of elements: 
 A set of syntactic norm deviation phenomena; that is, syntactic phe-
nomena that would not be expected in nonmetalinguistic sentences 
(e.g., absence of the accusative, absence of noun-adjective agreement) 
 A set of metalinguistic lexical elements 
o monosemous roots with a metalinguistic meaning (e.g., transitiv) 
o polysemous roots with at least one metalinguistic meaning  
(e.g., pasiv) 
o proper nouns that can have a metalinguistic function (e.g., PIV) 
o metalinguistic lexical items 
 metalinguistic lexical items disambiguating polysemous roots 
(e.g., supersigno) 
 abbreviations (e.g., t.n. for tiel nomata) 
 Information on paralinguistic indicators 
o A set of indicators (e.g., quotes, asterisks) 
o Information about their insertion into sentences (e.g., before, after, 
within the autonym, combinations) 
These pieces of information and this categorical division should aid natural lan-
guage processing tasks, which I will discuss in the next two sections. 
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7.5 Building and evaluating indicators  
for opinionated autonyms in Esperanto 
7.5.1 Developing sentiment and metalinguistic lexicons for Esperanto 
In the previous sections, I presented grammatical features of metalinguistic state-
ments with an opinionated autonym. I now propose to operationalize these cate-
gories for detecting opinionated autonym candidates in Esperanto by means of 
natural language processing methods. Lexical elements (opinion-bearing mor-
phemes, metalinguistic indicators, etc.) are of paramount importance313 for  
detecting the presence of opinionated autonyms in speech. To my knowledge,  
extensive lexicons exist in Esperanto neither for opinion nor for metalanguage. 
Therefore, in the following sections, I explain how I constructed such lexicons, 
starting from seeds and then specializing the vocabularies according to the needs 
of my research. 
7.5.1.1 Seeds for a sentiment lexicon 
Lexical elements are one of the indicators of sentiment in Esperanto speech (see 
Privat, 2001 [1930]). The elaboration of my sentiment lexicon for Esperanto was 
largely influenced by techniques of opinion mining (on opinion mining, see B. Liu 
& Zhang, 2012). The main tasks of opinion mining or sentiment analysis are 
“(1) to find product features that have been commented upon by reviewers and 
(2) to decide whether the comments are positive or negative” (Ding et al., 2008, 
p. 231). In the present chapter, I was only interested in the first task (i.e., detecting 
in which contexts speakers express an opinion). It is evident that this approach 
does not mean that I am not interested in the opinion contents; rather, it suggests 
that these contents will be the object of a nonautomated qualitative content analysis 
in the next chapter. Automatically detecting the orientation of an opinion in Es-
peranto would be a challenge in itself314 and falls outside of the scope of the pre-
sent investigation. 
................................................................ 
313  According to Liu (2012, p. 12), the most important indicators of opinions are opinion-
bearing lexical items (“sentiment words” in Liu’s terms). 
314  For instance because opinion-bearing words may be context-dependent, e.g. “long” in 
“The battery of this camera lasts very long” is positive while it is negative in “This 




Dictionaries for lexicon-based opinion mining can be created manually or au-
tomatically (Taboada, Brooke, Tailskid, Voll, & Stede, 2011, p. 268). There already 
exists a large range of freely available lexical resources,315 but most of them are in 
English. Some authors developed methods for obtaining lexicons in other lan-
guages from English lexicons, such as for machine translation, cross-language 
projections or bootstrapping (details see Balahur Dobrescu, 2011, p. 26). In the 
present investigation, I opted for such an approach based on an existing English 
lexicon: I used Liu’s lexicon entries (see Hu & Liu, 2004) as seeds (6789 seeds), 
semiautomatically searching for equivalents in English-Esperanto dictionaries. I 
obtained a “seed list” of opinion-bearing lexical items. 
7.5.1.2 Seeds for a metalinguistic lexicon 
A metalinguistic lexical item is a word that, to a certain degree, comprises the 
concept of language without being an autonym (Rey-Debove, 1978, p. 32). The 
metalinguistic lexicon is a restricted, small, and relatively closed set of units 
(Authier-Revuz, 2003, p. 75; Delavigne, 2001, p. 489; Harris, 1991, p. 275). Meta-
linguistic lexical items are mostly grammatical indicators (e.g., “adjective” and 
“declension” for talking about the language, as well as other words referring to 
linguistic aspects of a language, such as “illegible”). Unlike for sentiments, there 
exist several metalinguistic lexicons in Esperanto in the form of glossaries in 
grammar or language teaching materials. 
The seeds for my metalinguistic lexicon were obtained from two types of 
sources: (a) reference works and (b) corpora. The reference works were: 
A1. The Esperanto grammar PMEG (Wennergren, 2005), which contains 
a “gramatika vortareto” (small grammar dictionary). This work was cho-
sen because it is often considered to be the current reference grammar for 
Esperanto. 
A2. Brosch’s (2008) interlinguistics diploma thesis, which contains a  
“malgranda terminaro vortfarada” (short-term list of word formation in 
German-Esperanto). This work was chosen because it tries to reconcile the 
terminologies of general linguistics with that of interlinguistics. 
................................................................ 
or because opinion shifters (negation, sarcasm, etc.) can change the valence of an 
opinion (B. Liu & Zhang, 2012, p. 433). 




The corpora used were: 
B1. Zamenhof’s Lingvaj Respondoj. Keywords were generated316 using 
other Zamenhof works as a reference corpus (texts available on  
tekstaro.com, see Esperantic Studies Foundation, n. d.). These texts were 
chosen because they were written by the initiator of the language, often 
considered as the ultimate language reference by Esperanto speakers. 
B2. Speakers’ comments on the language blog Lingva Kritiko (Wennergren, 
n. d.). A word list was generated,317 from which metalinguistic lexical 
items were manually extracted. This blog was chosen because the style and 
the format are less formal than standard grammar works or dictionaries 
and therefore can be expected to come closer to the way folk speakers ex-
press their views in electronic networks. 
7.5.1.3 Extending and specializing the lexicons 
The two seed lexicons constitute a good starting point, but are not sufficient. In 
sentiment analysis, “it has been argued that the usage of domain-independent lex-
icons is unsatisfactory and domain-specific lexicons should be constructed” 
(Souza et al., 2011, p. 61). Furthermore, as far as my metalinguistic lexicon is  
concerned, the four sources used for establishing a list of metalinguistic seeds pre-
dominantly originated from reference authors. However, given the context of my 
investigation, this lexicon must also include a larger spectrum (i.e., elements and 
synonyms folk speakers would use in informal communication, such as in net-
works where anyone can participate). 
As the overall aim of my approach is to continuously “monitor ordinary 
speakers’ subjective opinions about lexical items” (see Section 7.1), I wanted to 
opt for a technique that allows for the quick addition of new entries to the lexicons 
when new data are added to the monitor corpora. Thus, I chose to rely on a tech-
nique that allows for learning from unstructured text data (i.e., an unsupervised 
learning technique). As Firth (1957) once stated, one can “know a word by the 
company it keeps” (p. 11). Based on this latter idea, a statistical model of language 
can indicate the conditional probability of a word, given all the previous 
ones (Bengio, Ducharme, Vincent, & Jauvin, 2003, p. 1138). In the present inves-
tigation, I used Google’s Word2Vec model, a skip gram neural network 
................................................................ 
316  For this task, I used AntConc, a freeware concordancer software program developed 
by Laurence Anthony. 
317  I also used AntConc for this task. 
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architecture (see Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013; Mikolov, Sutskever, 
Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013).318 Representing lexical items as vectors319 allows 
for the identification of similar lexical items within a corpus. For instance, from 
the vectors for “king,” “man,” and “woman,” it becomes possible to automatically 
find the close vector for “queen” (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013, p. 2). 
Used on my Esperanto corpus, Word2Vec produced results that could be used 
for lexicon extension.320 From a seed such as “absurda” (absurd), for example, the 
algorithm generated the output “ampleksa” (extensive), “amuza” (entertaining), 
“belega” (magnificent), “eleganta” (elegant), and so on. Additional examples are 
provided in the appendices. 
For extending and specializing the opinion lexicon, Word2Vec was used ex-
clusively on my corpus because, to my knowledge, there is no corpus or readily 
available sources of texts specifically containing opinion-related contents in Espe-
ranto (such as a collection of customer reviews). In fact, most Esperanto corpora 
are limited in size and representativeness (Normantas, 2013). 
For extending the metalinguistic lexicon, I used the Esperanto version of Wiki-
pedia, a large body of texts that includes articles on a wide range of topics (e.g., 
linguistics). Using the Word2Vec algorithm on the Esperanto Wikipedia pro-
duced relevant results. For instance, from the seed “mallongigo” (abbreviation), 
the algorithm retrieved “akronimo” (acronym), “alemana” (alemannic), “araba” 
(arabic), “bretona” (breton), “cirila” (cyrillic), “dialekto” (dialect), “esperant-
lingva” (in Esperanto language), “fonetika” (phonetic), “hebrea” (Hebrew), and so 
on. To specialize the metalinguistic lexicon, I used the Word2Vec algorithm on 
my own corpus. A few examples of results are provided in the table below. Exam-
ples for extension and specialization are provided in the appendices. 
Equipped with the grammatical observations from Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, as 
well as the two extended Esperanto lexicons for opinion and metalanguage here 
presented, I built indicators in the form of regular expressions that I tested on the 
test set. The results are provided in the two following sections. 
................................................................ 
318  I used the Gensim implementation of Word2Vec in Python. 
319  Each lexical item is represented as a vector of floating point numbers, and semantically 
similar lexical items find themselves close to each other in space. 
320  The list of results also comprised irrelevant elements that had to be filtered out man-
ually (where “irrelevant” relies on my subjective evaluation of whether or not the ele-
ment is likely to point towards an opinion). Also, the results are neither quantified 
nor compared with other unsupervised learning techniques. This would fall outside of 
the scope of the present thesis. Further investigations could, however, serve to identify 
the most efficient technique to extend the lexicons and thus optimize the process. 
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7.5.2 Indicators for detecting opinions in Esperanto corpora 
In the previous sections, I concluded that an opinion lexicon for Esperanto should 
contain at least monosemous content morphemes (both root and affixes), polyse-
mous content morphemes, and larger expressions. Accordingly, the indicators are 
divided into these three categories and monosemous and polysemous content 
morphemes are evaluated separately. 
I divided the opinion lexicon obtained in the previous section into mono-
semous and polysemous opinion-bearing roots.321 The list of monosemous roots 
is comprised of 345 items and that of polysemous roots includes 305 items (see 
under Opinion indicators in the appendices, starting on p. 433). During the test, 
the indicators allowed for the roots to be used anywhere within a lexical item 
(i.e., also in combination with other content morphemes). The results and exam-
ples are provided in the appendices. 
For assessing indicators, I proceeded as follows: On the test set (see Sec-
tion 7.3.3), I compared, for each context, the results obtained by the indicators 
(automated classification) with the results obtained through a manual classifica-
tion. If a context was classified as containing an opinion (at least one), then the 
test was considered successful. This evaluation is a rough approximation, as it 
does not consider whether the opinion identified by an indicator is identical to 
the one identified through manual classification. 
The limits—especially of polysemous roots as indicators—were clearly visible 
in the results: A root such as “klar,” for instance, allowed for the retrieval of rele-
vant cases in which “klara” meant “clear” in the sense of easily intelligible. Such 
roots also created noticeable noise, especially in the astronomy group, in which 
one of the members liked to end their messages with the sentence “Klaran ĉielon!” 
to wish a clear sky for observation to fellow group members. Another example  
is the root “pez” (heavy), which was sometimes relevant when used to mean  
“burdensome” or “cumbersome,” but also at times irrelevant (e.g., when used in 
relation to weight). Further methods would thus be required to disambiguate poly-
semy.  
The five opinion-bearing affixes observed in the previous section were tested 
on the test set (position of the affix anywhere within a lexical item). Detailed  
results are provided in the appendices (p. 437). 
................................................................ 
321  I automated this task using Python to compare the list of items against the number of 
meanings registered in the ReVo dictionary. 
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The results for ind and end were generally satisfactory. Aĉ was absent of the 
test set and could therefore not be tested. Mis and especially ebl obtained relatively 
unsatisfactory results: 
 Mis resulted in 10 false positives. Some verbs and nouns constructed 
with this affix (e.g., “mistraktado de bestoj”, “miskompreni”) had not 
been manually classified as opinion-bearing. 
 Ebl generated 155 false positives. The adverb “eble” and the verb “ebli” 
(eblas, eblus…) were the most problematic. 
For mis, as the figures are relatively small, no action was taken. For ebl, however, 
I adapted the indicator to exclusively include adjectives formed with the root ebl, 
which improved the results (less items identified but increased precision). 
The five opinion-bearing roots behaving as identified affixes were also evalu-
ated on the test set. The results for fuŝ were relatively satisfactory. Pseŭdo could 
not be tested as there were no occurrences in the test set. The three remaining 
roots, ŝajn, pov, and kapabl, obtained relatively poor results: 
 Ŝajn yielded 37 false positives. The adverbs “ŝajne” and “verŝajne,” the 
verb “ŝajni” (ŝajnus, ŝajnas…), and the adjective “ŝajna” were problematic. 
 Pov resulted in 106 false positives. The verb “povi” (povus, povas…) was 
primarily problematic. Some nonopinion-bearing nouns were also ob-
served (disigpovo, distingpovo). 
 Kapabl generated 13 false positives. The verb “kapabli” (kapablas, kapa-
blos…) and a few nouns (tenkapablo, mensa kapablo…) were problematic. 
In my observations, these three roots had been typically noted in combination 
with a metalinguistic root within a lexical item (e.g., ŝajn-anglismo, esprimpova, 
rimkapabla), but such combinations were not present in the test set. I subse-
quently tested these three indicators with adjective endings only, but these indi-
cators yielded a very small recall for a relatively moderate precision. 
Larger opinion-bearing expressions that were observed were tested on the test 
set and obtained better precision than most other opinion indicators. 
Each indicator in isolation can only classify a limited amount of contexts into 
the opinion category (limited recall). A solution to enhance recall is to add up 
several indicators.322 However, as each indicator tended to produce a different 
................................................................ 
322  In mathematical terms, this is a union of sets here (and not an intersection). 
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type of noise, precision may be negatively affected by a union. Table 23 (p. 246) 
illustrates this issue with the indicators that fared best on the test set. For example, 
the combined precision of monosemous and polysemous opinion-bearing roots 
appeared to be smaller than that of each indicator when used separately. 
Unsurprisingly, recall seemed to be generally inversely proportional to preci-
sion. For instance, in isolation the affix “end” reaches a relatively high precision 
(88% of contexts classified as belonging into the opinion category have been cor-
rectly classified as such), but a minor recall of only 3% (i.e., 97% of contexts that 
contain an opinion have not been classified into the opinion category by this in-
dicator). In contrast, the opinion-bearing affix “mis” has a much higher recall 
of about 40%, but about a fourth (26%) of the contexts classified into the opinion 
category were not manually classified as containing an opinion. 
Indicator Precision Recall 
Monosemous opinion-bearing roots 0.76 0.29 
Polysemous opinion-bearing roots 
(without long and grand) 
0.73 0.53 
SUBTOTAL Opinion-bearing roots 0.71 0.55 
Opinion-bearing affix mis 0.73 0.4 
Opinion-bearing affix aĉ – – 
Opinion-bearing affix end 0.88 0.03 
Opinion-bearing affix ind 0.8 0.13 
Opinion-bearing pseudo affix fuŝ 0.81 0.20 
Opinion-bearing combination ebl·aj?n?\b 0.75 0.16 
SUBTOTAL Opinion-bearing (pseudo) affixes 0.74 0.33 
Larger opinion-bearing expressions 0.83 0.29 
SUBTOTAL Opinion-bearing (pseudo)affixes  
and larger opinion-bearing expressions 
0.77 0.43 
TOTAL All opinion indicators 0.69 0.76 
Table 23. Results (precision and recall) for opinion indicators on the test set,  
in isolation (by type of indicator) and in combination (union of indicators). 
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7.5.3 Indicators for detecting autonyms in Esperanto corpora 
Based on my observations, I constructed nine indicators in the form of regular 
expressions for detecting syntactic norm deviation phenomena. Details and re-
sults are provided in the appendices, but I give an example again here to explain 
the principle: 
Mi ankaŭ ne ŝatas viskeco-n. Tial ĝi estas variaĵo. 
I don’t like viskeco[accusative] either. This is why it’s a variant. 
If the above sentence was nonmetalinguistic, one would expect the accusative case 
to be marked with the -n ending: 
Mi ankaŭ ne ŝatas viskecon. 
However, here the speaker used a hyphen to clearly separate the accusative case 
from the noun: 
Mi ankaŭ ne ŝatas viskeco-n. 
This indicates that the noun “viskeco” stands in autonymical condition (see Sec-
tion 7.4.2.1, for examples of syntactic patterns that would not be expected in non-
metalinguistic language). Rodríguez Penagos (2004) also used syntactic markers 
(he mentions, for example, apposition and copulative clauses (p. II–71): Here my 
contribution is to work with syntactic patterns that are specific to Esperanto 
(needless to say, there is no accusative in English, for instance). 
For assessing indicators, I proceeded as I did with opinion indicators: On the 
test set (see Section 7.3.3), I compared, for each context, the results obtained by 
the indicators (automated classification) with the results obtained through a man-
ual classification. If a context was classified as containing an autonym (at least 
one), the test was considered successful. This evaluation is a rough approximation, 
as it does not consider whether the autonym identified by an indicator is identical 
to the one identified through manual classification. 
The majority of indicators (SA1, SA3, SA4, SA6, SA7, SA9)323 obtained rela-
tively good results.324 Two indicators (SA5, SA8) did not yield any results on the 
................................................................ 
323  Here, I am using personal codes to refer to groups of indicators (see e.g. Table 24). 
324  No definitive conclusions should be drawn, however, as the number of detected cases 
was extremely limited. 
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test set. The indicator SA2 was problematic because of the noise it generated: It not 
only detected autonyms, but also proper noun (see example in the appendices). 
In addition to the norm deviation phenomena, I used a metalinguistic lexicon 
that included the following elements (see lists, examples and results in the appen-
dices): 
 105 proper metalinguistic roots and 281 root combinations 
 Two sets of metalinguistic lexical items formed on the basis of 373 lan-
guage roots 
The precision of proper metalinguistic roots was relatively poor. Apart from false 
positives, this can be explained by the fact that metalanguage does not equate to 
autonymy. For instance, in the test set of 986 metalinguistic statements, 732 (74%) 
are metalinguistic statements with autonyms and 254 (26%) are metalinguistic 
statements without autonyms. Metalinguistic lexical elements alone may point to-
ward autonymy, but are not sufficient to detect contexts with autonyms. This find-
ing was highlighted by Rodríguez Penagos (2004b), who suggested that “in general 
the autonymical nature of terms [lexical items] is done redundantly by two or 
more markers/operators” (p. II–70). An effective way to circumvent the issue is 
thus to combine metalinguistic roots with another type of indicator. On the test 
set, this strategy that combines metalinguistic roots with a paralinguistic indicator 
(here quotes) proved to be a success, increasing precision by 26%. 
Apart from metalinguistic roots, I also tested two sets of metalinguistic lexical 
items formed on the basis of language roots. The first set includes two types of 
lexical items: substantive items formed on the basis of a language root and the root 
“ism”—francismoj” Gallicisms, “anglismoj” Anglicisms, “germanismoj” German-
isms, and so on—and verbal items formed on a language root and the suffix ig 
(causing something to be)—“francigi” make French (translate into French), “an-
gligi,” “germanigi,” and so on. This first set reached a fairly high precision for 
classifying autonymy. The second set represents language adjectives—“angla-
lingva” English, “franclingva,” “germanlingva,” and so on—and language speak-
ers—“anglaparolanto” speaker of English, “franclingvano,” “germanparolanto,” 
and so on. It rather poorly classified contexts with regard to autonymy. 
Finally, I tested a set of paralinguistic indicators. The first two indicators (PO1, 
PO2) were designed to detect foreign language items between quotes or parentheses. 
The corpus is morphologically tagged and, as was already mentioned, apart from a 
few exceptions (“ankaŭ,” “mi,” etc.), Esperanto lexical items are all composed of sev-
eral morphemes. Thus, apart from the few monomorphemic Esperanto lexical 
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items, a one-word lexical item that has not been tagged as plurimorphemic and is 
accompanied by a paralinguistic indicator (quotes, parentheses…) can be expected 
to be a foreign-language lexical item standing in autonymical condition. These two 
indicators functioned relatively well, but produced limited recall on the test set. 
PO3 served to identify cases in which speakers propose several lexical solu-
tions, linking them with the conjunction “aŭ” (or). The lexical solutions are 
marked with paralinguistic clues (here quotes). This indicator reached a high pre-
cision on the test set. 
PO4 was designed to recognize multiword lexical items standing in autonym-
ical condition that are separated by the underscore character. This indicator 
proved to be counterproductive because it detected lexical items that are being 
emphasized, but that are not necessarily autonyms and a plethora of links con-
taining the underscore character.325 
Finally, PO6 was elaborated with the aim of detecting cases where speakers 
mention a lexical item that is considered to be incorrect (or unattested in natural 
language) and mark this incorrectness with an asterisk (*), as is common within 
linguistics. This indicator worked on the test set, but was so infrequent that it 
would be unwise to draw any conclusion as to its performance. 
As was the case for opinion indicators, each indicator in isolation can only 
classify a limited number of contexts into the autonymy category (limited recall), 
but here again a solution is to add up the results of several indicators (union), as 
illustrated by Table 24, which presents isolated results and possible unions: 
Indicator Precision Recall 
Syntactic norm deviation phenomena SA1 0.85 0.07 
Syntactic norm deviation phenomena SA3 0.82 0.02 
Syntactic norm deviation phenomena SA4 1 0.01 
Syntactic norm deviation phenomena SA5 – – 
Syntactic norm deviation phenomena SA6 1 0.01 
Syntactic norm deviation phenomena SA7 1 0.00 
Syntactic norm deviation phenomena SA8 – – 
Syntactic norm deviation phenomena SA9 1 0.01 
SUBTOTAL Norm deviation phenomena 0.71 0.10 
................................................................ 
325  For this latter issue, an adapted regular expression or a subsequent filter could be de-
veloped. 
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Indicator Precision Recall 
Metalinguistic roots MLI-LR1 combined with a paralinguistic indicator 0.84 0.20 
Metalinguistic roots MLI-LANG1 0.83 0.03 
SUBTOTAL Metalinguistic indicators 0.83 0.22 
Paralinguistic indicator PO1 0.83 0.01 
Paralinguistic indicator PO3 0.91 0.06 
Paralinguistic indicator PO6 1 0.00 
SUBTOTAL Paralinguistic indicators 0.90 0.07 
SUBTOTAL 
Metalinguistic indicators and 
Paralinguistic indicators 
0.82 0.24 
TOTAL All autonymy indicators 0.77 0.36 
Table 24. Results (precision and recall) for autonymy indicators on the test set,  
in isolation (by type of indicator) and in combination (union of indicators). 
Although these results are promising (e.g., precision of 90% for paralinguistic 
indicators), they also show the limitation of my small test set: Several indicators 
may have obtained good results because the number of cases was limited (and not 
because they were statistically relevant). Much larger corpora would be needed to 
confirm the potential of these indicators, but this is out of the scope of the present 
investigation that I undertook alone. 
7.6 Extracting opinionated autonym candidates 
from the corpus 
At the beginning of this chapter (7.1), I proposed to decompose the task of classi-
fying metalinguistic statements with an opinionated autonym into a two-step 
binary classification task (i.e., determining (a) whether a given context contains 
an opinion and (b) whether this same context contains an autonym). As these two 
tasks have now been undertaken, the results can be combined. Contexts contain-
ing an opinion and an autonym find themselves at the intersection of the opinion 
set (Set A) and the autonymy set (Set C); that is, in Set C (see Figure 16). Combin-
ing both thus means determining which contexts have been identified as positive 




Figure 16. Venn representation of contexts containing 
both opinion and autonymy (intersection, Set C.). 
For evaluation, as for the previous classification tasks, the list of contexts auto-
matically classified into Set C can be compared against the list of contexts manu-
ally classified into Set C. 
The classification results obtained in the previous sections have shown that I 
have obtained a maximal recall of 36% for autonymy and of 76% for opinion. 
Thus, I can, in the best case scenario, hope to extract at the intersection (Set C) a 
maximum of 36% of all contexts containing opinions and autonyms (i.e., about 
162 out of 450 for the test set). This value is almost reached when combining all 
autonymy indicators with all opinion indicators (35%), but the resulting precision 
is relatively low (68%).326 
For applications needing more precision, it seems more reasonable to try to 
combine autonymy and opinion indicators of a higher precision. Two combina-
tions gave more satisfying results: 
................................................................ 
326  This precision is in fact even slightly lower than the respective precisions of all opinion 
indicators (69%) and that of all autonymy indicators (77%). This is because more false 
positives than true positives may add up at the intersection. 
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 Combination 2: Intersection between metalinguistic roots MLI-LR1
combined with a paralinguistic indicator on the one hand and larger
opinion-bearing expressions on the other (precision 0.82, recall 0.09)
 Combination 3: Intersection between metalinguistic indicators and
paralinguistic indicators on the one hand and opinion-bearing pseudo-
(affixes) and larger opinion-bearing expressions on the other (preci-
sion 0.83, recall 0.17)
At the intersection between opinion and autonymy, one can thus automatically 
obtain a set of relatively relevant opinionated autonym candidates by means of 
natural language processing. With a precision above 0.8 (Combinations 2 and 3), 
this means that more than 8 out of 10 contexts are expected to contain both an 
opinion and an autonym. 
7.7 Units of analysis extracted from the corpus 
Now that I have developed a method to extract opinionated autonym candi-
dates (opinionated autonym candidates) from large bodies of text with a precision 
that I deem to be acceptable (> 80%), I can use it on my entire corpus (69,792 con-
tributions) to find relevant contributions (i.e., contributions containing opinion-
ated autonyms). As the recall is higher for Combination 3, the expected number 
of opinionated autonym candidates is also higher, as illustrated in Table 25. As-
suming that the test set is representative of the entire corpus, using Combination 3 
I can expect to extract 3394 opinionated autonym candidates, of which 
about 2817 should be relevant. 






Expected number of relevant 
contexts (RC) 
(RC=OAC*recall) 
Combination 1 6987 4751 
Combination 2 1797 1473 
Combination 3 3394 2817 
Table 25. Expected number of opinionated autonym candidates and expected number  
of relevant contexts for each indicator combinations above assuming the test set  
is representative of the entire corpus. 
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After running Combination 3 on the entire corpus, the actual number was higher 













23 53 134 537 747 
Lingva konsultejo 2,452 1,017 4,947 28,603 37,019 
Retposhta rondo… 1,409 2,200 5,833 12,668 22,110 
Esperanto-
tradukistoj 
860 779 2,205 5,199 9,043 
ViVo-vikio 83 41 151 598 873 
TOTAL 4,827 4,090 13,270 47,605 69,792 
Table 26. Opinionated autonym candidates (OAC) extracted from the corpus. 
Figure 17. Contexts as classified in absolute numbers (table) and percentages (graph).  
The contexts selected for the analysis of this chapter are those containing both autonymy  
and opinion (opinionated autonym candidate contexts or OAC, white on the graph). 






autonym yes, opinion no autonym yes, opinion yes (OAC)
autonym no, opinion yes autonym no, opinion no
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The 4,090 contributions served as units of analysis for the next chapter (qualita-
tive analysis of lexical criteria in context). This analysis was also an opportunity 
to reflect on the indicators’ performance. These indicators obtained far less good 
results on the entire corpus than they did on the test set. From the 4,090 contri-
butions, I manually found that only 1,278 (about 31%) were true metalinguistic 
statements with an opinionated autonym (i.e., about the same proportion of met-
alinguistic statements with autonym expected in the corpus). A further set of 1,163 
contexts (about 28%) were manually classified as a metalinguistic statement with 
autonym (thus nonopinionated): In some cases, these were clearly nonopinion-
ated; in others it was hard to determine whether the speaker was expressing an 
opinion, so I classified them as nonopinionated. The corpus results are mixed and 
do not corroborate the results obtained on the test set. Further analyses would be 
needed to determine the underlying reasons. 
7.8 Summary 
In the present chapter, I offered a working proof of concept: I was able to use the 
lexical, syntactic, and paralinguistic peculiarities observed in my corpus pointing 
toward opinion and autonymy for identifying a small portion of contexts contain-
ing opinions and autonyms using natural language processing on a test set with 
relatively good precision. With all its imperfections, this proof of concept con-
firms my suggestion that it should be possible to systematically monitor speakers’ 
opinions about lexical items using natural language processing. These first results 
pave the way toward further work on indicators of opinionated autonyms and 
toward the development of a largely automated application. The main advantage 
of such a system for language managers would be to have a tool for monitoring 
opinionated autonyms within short time constraints. However, the ideas put for-
ward in the present chapter suffer several important limitations: 
 The precision of indicators is not optimal. This precision could and 
should be improved, for example, using filtering techniques for elimi-
nating noise as done in Rodríguez Penagos’ thesis (2004b). As the type 
of noise may greatly vary from indicator to indicator, a specific filtering 
technique should be developed for each indicator, which would require 
substantial additional work. Also, and perhaps more importantly, 
whereas the indicators obtained relatively good results on the test set, 
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the results on the entire corpus are not satisfactory. Further analyses are 
needed to explain why and to adapt the indicators accordingly. 
 Indicators pointing toward opinion in the present investigation are only 
of a lexical nature. The use of a lexicon is “necessary but not sufficient 
for sentiment analysis” (B. Liu, 2012, p. 12). The potential of other  
indicators could be explored as well; for instance, syntactic clues (e.g. 
sentence arrangement in Esperanto,327 see Privat, 2001, p. 23 [1930]) 
could be investigated. 
 The subcorpora used in the present investigation are expected to con-
tain opinionated autonyms. Once indicators are improved, they should 
also be tested on larger text collections that do not directly concern  
language. For example, one could imagine a web crawler that extracts 
opinionated autonym candidates for language managers. 
 The proposed methodology finds contexts that contain both an opinion 
and an autonym. This is an approximation as the opinion may concern 
a target other than the autonym itself. As Liu stated (2012), “an opinion 
without its target being identified is of limited use” (p. 11). An improve-
ment could be to integrate the work done by opinion mining and  
sentiment analysis on opinion targets to ensure that opinions and auto-
nyms are related in the opinionated autonym candidates. This outcome 
would be particularly relevant for long contributions. 
 Although the results are promising, most figures are not statistically sig-
nificant because the number of identified cases is limited. Ideally, each 
indicator should be tested on larger individual samples with bigger 
manually annotated contexts. 
 
................................................................ 
327  For instance, putting the object at the beginning of a sentence to mark emphasis: “Tiun 
lampon vi aĉetis” (object-subject-verb, instead of “Vi aĉetis tiun lampon.”, subject-




8 Results: Lexical criteria in context 
8.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3, I argued for the monitoring of speakers’ lexical opinions in natural 
settings (i.e., when speakers are not being explicitly observed by researchers or 
language managers. Such monitoring can serve to capture speakers’ reaction to-
ward lexical items (generally, or toward the target lexical item proposed by lan-
guage managers)). 
In the present investigation, I proposed to access speakers’ lexical opinions in 
the corpus using natural language processing methods. To this end, in Chapter 7, 
I laid the foundations for the partly automated detection of what I have called 
metalinguistic statements with an opinionated autonym with an autonym or, 
shortly, opinionated autonyms. 
The present chapter is the analysis of the detected opinionated autonyms 
proper. It starts by presenting the framework of analysis: previous related work in 
Section 8.2 and the analytical framework in Section 8.3. Specifically, the latter sec-
tion explains why qualitative content analysis was chosen as an analytical method 
as well as the choice of the units of analysis. 
Section 8.4 presents the results obtained from the analysis of the 4,090 opin-
ionated autonym candidates—23 categories of lexical criteria speakers used in 
evaluating (accepting or rejecting) lexical items—and discusses them in light of 
existing research. In Chapter 9, I will then explain why these results matter to lan-
guage managers. 
8.2 Analysing opinionated autonyms 
The analysis of opinionated autonym candidates extracted in Chapter 7 (see Sec-
tion 7.7) is performed using a qualitative content analysis approach. I chose to use 
content analysis because it is suited for studying the contents of communication 
(Lichtman, 2013, p. 259). “In content analysis, researchers examine artifacts of 
social communication” (Berg, 2011, p. 240). Furthermore, content analysis should 
be used if the research question is “a descriptive ‘what’ question (such as: What 
are the interviewees saying here…)” (Schreier, 2012, p. 48) Also, content analysis 
is said to be well-suited to analyzing metalanguage: 
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Content-based approaches to discourse analysis have frequently been used 
to analyse directly-expressed language attitudes as they appear within dis-
course, often to lend weight to a quantitative analysis (e.g. Dailey-O’Cain 
1997; Deminger 2000; Hoare 2000; Lammervo 2005). Like all discourse- 
analytic approaches to language attitudes, this approach requires a large 
corpus of data that the researcher must examine for the occurrence of 
stretches of conversation in which language attitudes are expressed. The re-
searcher then analyses the content of the attitudes in each example, looks for 
overall patterns that emerge, and sorts these expressions of attitudes into 
categories according to the arguments he or she wants to make by providing 
examples from each category in the discussion. (Liebscher & Dailey-O’Cain, 
2009, p. 197) 
I opted for qualitative content analysis, rather than quantitative content analysis, 
because the principles I used for building the corpora are only suited for a quali-
tative analysis. As McEnery and Wilson (1997) mentioned, it is important to mon-
itor corpora “because they are constantly changing in size and are less rigorously 
sampled than finite corpora they are not such a reliable source of quantitative (as 
opposed to qualitative) data about a language” (p. 23). The sampling techniques 
required by the two approaches differ: In quantitative content analysis, data must 
be selected using probabilistic approaches to ensure the validity of the statistical 
inference, whereas in qualitative content analysis texts are selected according to a 
purpose and a research question (Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009, p. 2). 
Qualitative content analysis consists of the systematic analysis of text material. 
The material is analyzed step by step on the basis of a system of categories  
(Ramsenthaler, 2013).328 This system of categories is generally called a coding 
scheme or coding frame. It is “a way of structuring … material, a way of differ-
entiating between different meanings vis-à-vis [a] research question. It consists of 
main categories or dimensions and a number of subcategories for each dimension 
that specify the meanings in [the] material with respect to these main categories” 
(Schreier, 2012, p. 61) There exist various approaches to qualitative content 
................................................................ 
328  Zhang and Wildemuth (2009), for instance, suggest an 8-step process: (1) preparation 
of the data, (2) definition of the units of analysis, (3) development of categories and a 
coding scheme, (4) test of the coding scheme on a sample, (5) coding of all the text, 
(6) assessment of the coding consistency, (7) conclusions from the coded data, (8) re-
port of the methods and findings. 
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analysis. As several works have already put lexical criteria under the micro-
scope,329 the content analysis in the present investigation is directed. 
Sometimes, existing theory or prior research exists about a phenomenon 
that is incomplete or would benefit from further description … The goal of 
a directed approach to content analysis is to validate or extend conceptually 
a theoretical framework or theory … Using existing theory or prior research, 
researchers begin by identifying key concepts or variables as initial coding 
categories … code all highlighted passages using the predetermined codes. 
Any text that could not be categorized with the initial coding scheme would 
be given a new code. (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1281) 
Thus, the development of my coding scheme was both driven by theory (catego-
ries from the aforementioned works) and data (new categories from my corpus), 
as illustrated in Figure 18. 
Figure 18. Process for directed content analysis (inspired from Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; 
Mayring, 2015, pp. 62–63; Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009). 
The units were analyzed in terms of lexical criteria categories, but also in terms of 
polarization (positive or negative evaluation). 
Approaching speakers’ subjective statements in the corpora poses a few diffi-
culties because they reveal a complex argumentative structure: Sometimes it is dif-
ficult to determine whether a speaker is stating a fact or expressing an opinion. As 
................................................................ 
329  In her 2016 paper, Saint opted for an open-coding approach stating that to her 
knowledge “terminological opinions” had not been studied in a corpus like hers. I find 
it regrettable, because she proposes only six categories although comparable works 
could, in my opinion, have proved useful in the analysis of her corpus (see previous 
work above). Lexical criteria have been studied from other authors, and their findings 
should be integrated in any new study. 
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several scholars have noted, in “ordinary” speakers’ speech (e.g., descriptive state-
ments), reported speech or exemplifications may also have an argumentative 
value (Doury, 2001; Rheault, 2004, p. 25; Vincent, 1994). 
Therefore, difficulties arise in the interpretation of speakers’ statements about 
language; for instance, that of implicit subjectivity (see Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2009, 
pp. 167–168). In a statement such as “it is not a good word,” a speaker tries to pass 
the evaluation off as an objective statement although it is utterly subjective.330 The 
interpretation is all the more difficult insofar as, in large-scale collaboration sys-
tems or in social networks, the length of some contributions may be extremely 
short.331 
In a sense, any lexical item of a language is of a subjective nature because 
words are nothing but symbols for replacing and interpreting referential objects, 
may they be real or imaginary (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2009, p. 79–80). Every lan-
guage shapes the world in its own manner and every word is specific to a language 
community. Whereas overt objectivity is practically inexistent, subjectivity and 
objectivity in language find themselves on a gradual scale, every lexical item being 
marked by a smaller or larger amount of subjectivity. For instance, one shall agree 
that the sentence This flower is red appears to be more objective than This flower 
is beautiful, implying that some lexical items (e.g., red) may be intrinsically more 
objective than others (e.g., beautiful). 
Following Kerbrat-Orecchioni (2009, p. 65), here I call subjective statements 
those that imply a personal vision and interpretation of the referring expression 
by a speaker. This roughly corresponds to the subjectivity category that Wiebe et 
al. named “evaluation,” which includes “emotions such as hope and hatred as well 
as evaluations, judgements, and opinions” (2001). For instance, the adjective ex-
pensive would not be interpreted in the same way for someone belonging to the 
upper class as it would for someone from the working class. This car was expen-
sive, therefore, would fall into the range of what I call subjective statements. An 
objective statement, on the other hand, would be This car cost $20,000.  
Language mirrors a speaker’s system of subjective values (Zerkina, Lomakina, 
& Kostina, 2015). In a subjective statement, a speaker evaluates a referential object 
(real or imaginary) in a given context. The evaluation is based on the relative norm 
of the speaker. For instance, a mountain is big or small according to the general 
................................................................ 
330  Even if the speaker is completely absent from an utterance: an unpersonal description 
can be greatly subjective (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2009, p. 169). 
331  Balahur Dobrescu et al. summarize some proposals regarding subjectivity and senti-
ment analysis in social media (2014). 
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idea of the size of a mountain for the speaker or based on a comparison with an-
other object (here a mountain) that would constitute the norm for the speaker 
(Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2009, p. 98). 
This evaluation can be 1) axiological or nonaxiological and 2) implicit or ex-
plicit. Axiological statements are those that are accompanied by a value judgment, 
which can be either positive or negative (Kerbrat-Orecchioni, 2009, p. 102). 
Nonaxiological statements, on the other hand, only imply a qualitative or quanti-
tative evaluation of a referential object. The subjective evaluation can be implicit 
or explicit (e.g., compare This flower is beautiful with I think this flower is beauti-
ful). The first sentence, though subjective, could appear to be objective at the first 
glance. In the second one, the evaluation is clearly linked to a specific speaker  
and thus to their opinion. But even when the speaker is completely absent from 
an utterance: An impersonal description can be greatly subjective (Kerbrat- 
Orecchioni, 2009, p. 169). As Finegan (1995) explained, subjectivity is marked in 
subtle ways in language (and is not marked in the same way in all languages), such 
as through morphology, intonation, or word order, and is challenging to expli-
cate (p. 3). 
Scholars have resolved the methodological issue of ordinary speakers’ argu-
mentation in different ways. Rheault, for instance, directly tackled the problem by 
adapting existing models of argumentation to “ordinary” speakers’ utterances 
(2010) with categories of statements (descriptive, prescriptive, evaluative, etc.). 
Remysen (2009) circumvented the challenge by excluding de facto implicit state-
ments332 from his analysis (p. 54), and this is the approach I adopt here. Each unit 
was assigned a polarity indication: positive, neutral, or negative. The units were 
tagged using RQDA, a free333 R package for qualitative data analysis.334 
8.3 Speakers’ lexical criteria 
The results of the qualitative analysis fulfill the second objective of my investiga-
tion, which is to explore speakers’ lexical opinions in context (see Section 1.2.2). 
The analysis yielded three types of information: 
................................................................ 
332  For instance, statements that call upon rhetoric topoi. 
333  BSD license. 
334  I deliberately decided not to use Knowtator because it was not able to handle such a 
large set of data (program crashes). 
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 Which items are being discussed and upon which an opinion is given 
 Overall, what criteria speakers used when expressing opinions on 
lexical items 
 For each item, upon what aspects opinions are being given and the 
polarization of opinions 
The 4,090 opinionated autonym candidates allowed for an observation of 2,233 
opinionated autonyms in context and 3,886 further autonyms that were com-
mented, but not opinionated, upon (see full lists in the appendices). Opinionated 
autonym candidates concerning extended units of meaning and topics that did 
not directly concern specific lexical items335 were intentionally excluded from the 
analysis. The types of opinionated autonym candidates that were excluded con-
sisted of 
 full sentences or sentence parts 
 abbreviations 
 function lexical items (prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, gram-
matical articles …) 
 phraseological units: sayings, binomials, proverbs, stereotyped con-
structions with function verbs, winged words, communicative 
formulas336 
 gender-related pronouns (e.g., ŝi, ŝli, ri, etc.) and affixes (e.g., vir-, ge-,  
-iĉ)337 
 proper nouns (including country names) 
There were also contexts that I intentionally excluded because I did not consider 
them to be relevant for my research: 
 autonyms that were commented upon solely for their pronunciation 
 autonyms that were commented upon in relation to grammar: 
o grammatical collocations (e.g., when speakers commented which 
preposition should be used with a specific verb) 
o transitivity (e.g., when speakers commented whether a verb was 
transitive or intransitive) 
................................................................ 
335  See 2.4.1 for a definition of lexical item (p. 55). 
336  I am using Fiedler’s terminology here (1999a). 
337  On gender-related lexical items in Esperanto, see Fiedler (2014). 
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o use of the accusative (e.g., when speakers commented upon which 
case should be used in a specific situation) 
The types of opinionated lexical items revealed by the analysis varied greatly, from 
items of everyday language (household items, name of holidays, etc.) to special-
ized terminology (evidently vocabulary related to astronomy in the AEKO  
network, but also, for example, legal or IT terms in other electronic networks). 
Discussions about the names of countries or nationalities, an endless debate in the 
Esperanto speech community, were also largely present (but excluded). I classified 
speakers’ lexical criteria into five subcategories: 
1. Properties of the lexical item 
2. Reference to language use 
3. Reference to other items of language 
4. Reference to language instances or resources 
5. Extralinguistic statements 
8.3.1 Properties of the lexical item 
Eleven distinct categories emerged from the results: internationality, clarity, pre-
ciseness, subjective qualities, Esperantic nature, pronunciation, length, grammat-
ical acceptability, neological character, official status, and frequency. 
8.3.1.1 Internationality 
As Esperanto is a planned language created specifically for international commu-
nication, the criteria of internationality are ubiquitous in the results. The search 
for internationality finds its origins in Zamenhof’s “dek-kvina regulo” (the fif-
teenth rule) in the Fundamento (1905): 
The so-called “foreign” words, i.e. words which the greater number of lan-
guages have derived from the same source, undergo no change in the inter-
national language, beyond conforming to its system of orthography. ― Such 
is the rule with regard to primary words, derivatives are better formed (from 
the primary word) according to the rules of the international grammar, e. g. 
teatr’o, “theatre”, but teatr’a, “theatrical”, (not teatrical’a), etc. 
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It must be noted here, as explained in 4.3.1 (p. 134), that Esperanto uses loan cre-
ation (e.g., the language borrows on the basis of a foreign model): It borrows for-
eign morphemes (and not lexical items) that are adapted to Esperanto grammar 
to form new lexical items. 
Interpreted literally, this criterion strictly concerns the form of lexical items 
and its application is evidenced by the corpus. For instance, here an item is eval-
uated positively because its form is thought to be international: 
Plue, la verbo “prezidi” estas bone subtenata de la kognatoj en pluraj 
lingvoj: angla – “to preside” 
itala – “presiedere” 
hispana – “presidir” 
portugala – “presidir” 
franca – “présider” 
greka – “προεδρεύω” (proedrevu) 
rusa – “председательствовать” (predsedatelstvovatj) 
Plus, the verb “prezidi” is well supported by cognates of several languages: 
English – “to preside” 
Italian – “presiedere” 
Spanish – “presidir” 
Portuguese – “presidir” 
French – “présider” 
Greek – “προεδρεύω” (proedrevu) 
Russian – “председательствовать” (predsedatelstvovatj) 
Although the internationality of the form of a lexical item is generally positively 
evaluated, this orthographical rule sometimes reaches its intended function if 
speakers note that the form is identical but the meaning varies from one language 
to another (e.g., the items “pedologio,” “hieroglifo,” and here “kronometro”): 
“Kronometro” estas bela ekzemplo pri vorto (tiaj abundas), kiu estas forme 
internacia, sed sence ne. Ofte oni supozas, ke oni povas doni al tiaj kvazaŭ 
– internaciaĵoj ĉiajn sencojn, kiujn oni trovas en sia propra lingvo.  
La sola sufiĉe internacia signifo de “kronometro” estas “precizega horloĝo”. 
La vorto originas el la 18-a jarcento kaj disvastiĝis tutmonde kiel nomo de 
ŝipa kronometro (ŝipa horloĝo, longituda horloĝo), la horloĝo kiu finfine 
ebligis al navigistoj determini sian longitudon. 
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“Kronometro” is a good example of a word (there are many such cases) of 
which the form is international, but the meaning is not. People often assume 
they can give such international words any one of the meanings that they 
have in their own language. 
The only relatively international meaning of “kronometro” is “very precise 
clock.” The word comes from the 18th century and spread all over the world 
as the name of a marine chronometer (a marine clock; a clock to determine 
longitude), the clock which eventually allowed shipmen to determine their 
longitude. 
Sometimes speakers also extend the meaning of “international form” to lexical 
items whose formation methods are similar to formation methods found in other 
languages: 
Mi dirus “halthorloĝo”, ĉar eblas haltigi ĝin, kaj tiu vorto estas analogo al 
kunmetaĵo uzata en tre multaj lingvoj 
I would say “halthorloĝo” [stop clock] because you can stop it, and this word 
is analogous to a compound used in many languages 
In the Esperanto speech community, the internationality of a lexical item is also 
often associated with its intelligibility for speakers of various languages: 
Konstelacio estas plibone komprenata internacie vorto. 
Konstelacio is a word that is better understood internationally. 
The main argument for preferring international word forms (and meanings) is 
based on the desire to be understood by the greatest number of fellow speakers, 
which leads to the criteria of clarity. 
It should be noted here that some speakers perceived that the criteria of inter-
nationality is problematic because its definition is unclear: 
La vorto “internacia” estas unu el la plej problemaj. Ne nur, ke kvin personoj 
havas kvin malsamajn opiniojn pri ĝia signifo, montriĝas eĉ, ke la sama 
persono komprenas ĝin malsame ĉe malsamaj problemoj. 
The word “internacia” [international] is one of the most problematic ones. 
The problem is not only that five people have five different opinions about 
what it means, but it turns out that even a single person has a different un-
derstanding of it in different contexts. 
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The criterion of internationality is mostly evaluated in an exclusively synchronic 
way by speakers, although lexical change in Esperanto and the languages from 
which it has borrowed lexical material has created semantic false friends; that 
is, words that are graphically and/or phonetically similar in various languages, but 
whose meanings diverge (Domínguez Chamizo & Nerlich, 2002, p. 1836). 
8.3.1.2 Clarity (intelligibility) 
Speakers repeatedly used the adjectives “klara” (clear) and “malklara” (unclear) to 
describe lexical items, for instance: 
Ankaŭ mi pensas, ke ‘sojla maso’ aŭ ‘sokla amaso’ estas la plej klara esprimo 
pri tio. 
I too think that “sojla maso” or “sokla amaso” is the clearest expression 
about this. 
Plej klara estus “dom-invadanto”, aŭ simila, sed eble indus ekuzi novan ver-
bon “skvati”, jam tre internacian. 
The clearest [expression] would be “dom-invadanto,” or something similar, 
but maybe we could start using a new verb “skvati,” which is already rela-
tively international. 
However, the meaning they give to “clear” seems to vary. In the results, at times 
clarity (clear) appears to mean the use of a lexical item that can be understood by 
fellow speakers, and/or avoiding misunderstandings with other speakers. Clarity 
is then to be understood as the intelligibility of a lexical item for fellow speakers: 
Mi uzus la terminon “instruistiĝa lernejo”, ĉar laŭ mi tiu termino estas la 
plej klara. Oni tuj scius pri kia lernejo temas. 
I would use the term “instruistiĝa lernejo” because I think that this term is 
the clearest. You would immediately know what kind of school this is. 
Tamen, mi preferas la vorton “kikerkaĉo”. Ĝi estas komprenebla por tiuj 
kiuj ne konas la pladon. 
However, I prefer the word “kikerkaĉo.” It is intelligible for those who don’t 
know the dish. 
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La esprimon “senmarkaj medikamentoj” mi ne komprenus. “Senpatentaj” 
estas tute klara. 
I would not understand the expression “senmarkaj medikamentoj”. 
“Senpatentaj” would be absolutely clear. 
Other results suggest, however, that the notion of clarity is not systematically 
equivalent to that of intelligibility. For instance, the following speaker distin-
guishes between “klara” (clear) and “vaste komprenata” (largely understood): 
Laŭ mi preferindas la esprimo “sojkazeo”. Ĉi tiu formo estas klara, vaste 
komprenata kaj uzata. 
According to me, the expression “sojkazeo” should be preferred. This form is 
clear, largely understood, and used. 
In some results, the notion of clarity seems to be used by speakers to refer to the 
transparency or motivation of a lexical item, such as in the following example: 
Mi preferas la vorton “puŝlevo”; “kuŝapogo” ŝajnas al mi malklara. 
I prefer the word “puŝlevo;” “kuŝapogo” seems unclear to me. 
Laŭ mi, por iu ajn celo (muelado, elektrogenerado ktp) estas uzebla “ven-
topova maŝino”. Simpla “venta maŝino” aŭ “ventomaŝino” estas dubsenca, 
supozigante ankaŭ maŝinon, kiu produktas venton. 
According to me, for any purpose (milling, generating power, etc.) you can 
use “ventopova maŝino”. The meaning of simple words such as “venta 
maŝino” or “ventomaŝino” is doubtful, leaving the possibility for any ma-
chine producing wind. 
8.3.1.3 Preciseness (transparency and motivation) 
The criterion of transparency or motivation seems to be more often expressed in 
terms of “preciseness” of lexical items: 
Laŭ mi, “Usonfutbala pilko” pli precize priskribas la specon de piedpilko 
uzata por usonfutbalo. 
I think that “Usonfutbala pilko” more precisely describes the type of ball 
used to play American football. 
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“Tensio-protektilo” estas nepreciza esprimo laŭ mi, ĉar protektas ne la ten-
sion, sed nian aparaton kontraŭ trotensio. 
“Tensio-protektilo” [device to protect from tension] is not a precise expres-
sion for me because the protection is not against electric tension, but against 
surge. 
Prefere ni uzu diversajn vortojn por diversaj sencoj. 
La lingvo devas esti preciza. 
We should preferably use different words for different meanings. 
The language must be precise. 
8.3.1.4 Subjective qualities 
Speakers make use of a wide range of positive adjectives to qualify the lexical items 
of which they approve (“rimarkinda” remarkable, “bonega” very good, “eleganta” 
elegant, “normala” normal, and “sprita” witty) … 
mi tre ŝatas la vorton “nemalhavebla” kaj trovas ĝin sufiĉe eleganta :) 
I really like the word “nemalhavebla” and find it to be relatively elegant :) 
… and a wide range of negative adjectives for items of which they do not approve 
(“stranga” strange, “duba” doubtful, “ne tro eleganta” not really elegant,  
“malbona” not good, “malkera” not educated, “nenatura” unnatural, “artefarita” 
artificial, “perforta” violent”, “malbela” ugly, “malglata” harsh, and “pedanta” pe-
dantic). 
Pli stranga ŝajnas al mi la vorto “ĉopero” menciata sampaĝe, sed ŝajne cetere 
neuzata. 
More strange to me is the word “ĉopero,” which is mentioned on the same 
page, but apparently is not used, either. 
Interpretation is difficult in such cases, but the opinions that are expressed are 
clearly polarized. Another subjective aspect observed in the result is discrimina-
tion: A lexical item may be disqualified if a speaker evaluates it as discriminatory: 
pro tio, la propono “hindismo” estas laŭ mi ne apoginda. ĝi _ne_ estas sim-
pliga. ĝi estas diskriminacia. 
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For this reason, I believe that the suggestion “hindismo” should not be  
encouraged. It is NOT symplifying. It is discriminatory. 
8.3.1.5 Esperantic nature 
Remysen had found Frenchness to be an argument that columnists use to evaluate 
lexical items in the Canadian context (2009). In a similar way, the Esperantic  
nature of lexical items play a role for some speakers: 
La termino “praeksplodo” estas bela kaj esperantega vorto por Big Bang. 
The term “praeksplodo” is beautiful and a very esperantic word for Big 
Bang. 
In speakers’ terms, the adjective “esperanta” (esperantic) is usually used to mean a 
lexical item that has been created from indigenous roots rather than lexical items that 
would be created on the basis of foreign roots, as the following example illustrates: 
“condominium” ŝajne jam fariĝis relative internacia termino; ne estas do 
surprize ke iu esperantigis ĝin al “kundominiumo” (1), sed laŭ Google, tiu 
vorto ne populariĝis. Brazila retejo kreis pli esperantecan terminon: “kun-
proprietaĵo” (2) sed ne tuj evidentiĝas, ke temas pri loĝejo. 
“condominium” has apparently become a relatively international term, so 
it is not surprising that someone used “kundominiumo” in Espernanto (1). 
However, according to Google, this word has not become popular. A website 
in Brazil created a more esperantic term: “kunproprietaĵo” (2), but it is not 
self-evident at all that it refers to a place for living. 
8.3.1.6 Pronunciation 
Pronunciation also plays a role as a lexical criterion for speakers. Types of lexical 
items that received negative judgements in the corpus regarding pronunciation 
were foreign words (e.g., names of products, proper nouns): 
Ni povas skribi Iphone ktp, sed kiel prononci ilin? Ĉu aj-fono aŭ i-fono […] 
We can write iPhone, etc., but should we pronounce them [these words]? 
Would it be aj-fono [I-phono] or i-fono [ee-phono]? 
However, lexical items with chains of consonants were also deemed (too) hard to 
pronounce: 
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Mi volas ankaŭ atentigi, ke la vorto “preciZPafisto” estas praktike nepro-
noncebla, ĉar en ĝi estas unu apud la alia voĉa kaj sen[v]oĉa konsonantoj. 
I also want to draw attention to the fact that the word “preciZPafisto” 
[a candidate equivalent for sniper] is practically impossible to pronounce 
because it contains a voiced and an unvoiced consonant one after the other. 
Se oni nepre sentas la bezonon uzi “matĉo” aŭ “maĉo”, mi rekomendus 
“maĉo”, ĉar la malfacilega prononco de “matĉo” laŭ mi estas pli grava pro-
blemo ol la honomieco de “maĉo” […] 
If there is an absolute need to use “matĉo” or “maĉo,” I would recommend 
“maĉo” because the really difficult pronunciation of “matĉo” is a more im-
portant problem than the fact that “maĉo” is a homonym. 
8.3.1.7 Length 
All things being equal, some speakers mention that they prefer more concise lex-
ical items: 
Inter “memplenumiĝanta” kaj “memplenuma”, mi preferas la pli mallon-
gan vorton, simple ĉar ĝi estas pli mallonga, kaj egale klara. 
Between “memplenumiĝanta” and “memplenuma,” I prefer the shortest 
word just because it is shorter yet equally clear. 
“Concise” or “short” is a subjective notion as well, but when listing the lexical 
items that speakers positively evaluated as short, one sees that an item with around 
10 letters is usually in the concise category. 









socia retejo 12 
Table 27. Examples of lexical items that received positive comments  
for their conciseness. 
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In contrast, starting at around 14 characters, lexical items received negative com-
ments in relation to their length. There are exceptions; for instance, the item 
“patrino” (mother), with only seven letters, was deemed to be too long for a word 
to be used in family situations where children would prefer the shorter version 
“panjo.”338 Table 28 offers a few examples from the results: 









perventa aparato 16 
elparolkuracisto 16 
neŭrotranssendilo 17 
senpilota aviadilo 18 
deviga malĉeesto ekstere 24 
ekspansiigita polistireno 25 
ringe bindita studmaterialo 27 
Table 28. Examples of lexical items that were judged to be too long by speakers. 
Above 20 characters, lexical items may receive extremely negatively polarized 
comments: 
Mi konsentas kun la duboj esprimitaj pri “etendi”. “Ekspansiigita  
polistireno” ŝajnas ĝis nun plej trafa, sed kia vortomonstro! 
I agree with the doubts brought up about “etendi.” “Ekspansiigita  
polistireno” now appears to be the most appropriate form, but what a mon-
strous word! 
It should also be noted that, in Esperanto, there are also relationships between the 
length of lexical items and polysemy: short lexical items are, on average, more 
likely to be polysemous (see Kück, 2009, pp. 77–78). 
................................................................ 
338  As in English, a mother is usually called “mom” at home by her children instead of 
“mother.” 
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8.3.1.8 Grammatical acceptability 
Speakers further paid attention to Esperanto grammatical rules (as they under-
stood them). They repeatedly rejected any lexical formations that seemed redun-
dant, for instance: 
Laŭ mi povus esti “kelkope” aŭ “plurope” aŭ “multope,” sed ne “grupope,” 
ĉar la vorto “grupo” jam diras, ke iuj estas almenaŭ kelkaj. 
According to me, it could be “kelkope,” “plurope,” or “multope,” but not 
“grupope,” as the word “grupo” [“group”] already indicates that there are 
several people involved. 
Tables 29 and 30 provide further examples of acceptability (and the lack thereof) 
in terms of grammar. 
Lexical item Criticism 
grupope Redundancy of -op- 
eklumigi Redundancy of ek- 
distordi Pleonasm 
demokrateco 
Unappropriate derivation of the 
root “demokrati-” 
sinmortigi Unappropriate back-formation 
voĉdoni Improper compound 
Table 29. Examples of lexical items whose grammar was deemed  
to be inappropriate by speakers. 
Lexical item Criticism 
gebopatroj Compliant with Esperanto grammar339 
kioi Verb is theoretically possible although inexistant 
subtekstigi Preferred to “subteksti” because “tekst-” is a noun root 
Table 30. Examples of lexical items whose grammar was deemed  
to be appropriate by speakers. 
................................................................ 
339  The discussion was mainly about “gepobatroj” versus “bogepatroj” to mean “parents-
in-law”. Both “ge” (of both sexes, i.e. a man and a woman here) and “bo” (in-law) are 
prefixes in Esperanto, patr- is a root meaning “parent”, -o is the noun ending and -j 




8.3.1.9 Neologic character 
In Esperanto, “neologismo” can have two meanings: both to refer to a new form 
or new meaning of a lexical item (the traditional meaning in linguistics) and to 
refer to a new root introduced into the language. Many speakers prefer to resort 
to existing roots rather than to import foreign lexical material and use so-called 
“neologismoj”: 
Aldone, mi ĉiuokaze preferas eviti la neoficialan novradikon “semolo,” kaj 
uzas esprimojn kun “grio” aanstataŭe. 
In addition, in any case, I prefer to avoid the unofficial new root “semolo,” 
and I use expressions with “grio” instead. 
Instead, many speakers prefer creating a new word (which linguists would call a 
neologism but Esperanto speakers would not) by combining existing Esperanto 
roots and assigning the combination a new meaning: 
Estas kompleksa fenomeno, tio, kion brazilanoj komprenas sub la vorto 
“favelo.” Nemirinde nederlandano tion ne komprenas. Tamen mi ne estas 
entuziasma pri la enkonduko de novaj radikoj. Mi plu uzas “ladkvartalon,” 
ĉar tiu “lad-” elvokas la provizorecon de la kabanoj. 
For Brazilians, the word “favelo” [favela] refers to a complex phenomenon. 
It’s not surprising that a Dutch person would not understand. However, 
I am not in favor of introducing new roots. I prefer using “ladkvartalo” [lit-
erally, “sheet-metal neighborhood”] because the root “lad-”[“sheet metal”] 
evokes the temporary nature of the shacks. 
“Neologismoj” (new roots) are generally viewed negatively, and many Esperanto 
speakers use “neologismoj” only if they believe there is no other option: 
Mi ĝenerale ne estas neologismema, sed mi ja sentas bezonon por nova vorto 
ĉi tie. 
Generally speaking, I am not in favor of neologisms [new roots], but here I 
feel that I need a new word. 
Mi vidis en rusa vortaro la varianton “paflertulo.” Verdire, tio ne tre plaĉas 
al mi. Laŭ mi nun estas kazo, kiam indas provi ekuzi neologismon. El la 
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antaŭaj proponoj ĉi tie mi emas uzi “snajpero.” Aŭ prefere eĉ “snajpisto,” 
ĉar ne temas pri “ero de snajpo.” 
I saw “paflertulo” in a Russian dictionary. To be honest, I don’t really like 
it. This is a case in which it is worth trying to start using a neologismo [new 
root]. Of the previous suggestions, I would use “snajpero” or even “snajpisto” 
rather than “ero de snajpo.” [The root “snajpero” could also be analyzed as 
snajp-er-o, and the suffix “-er” is used to mean “single, individual, or unit,” 
which makes the suggestion ambiguous.] 
Another issue is not directly linked to lexical criteria but is of the utmost interest 
for language managers: Around opinionated autonyms, speakers may indicate 
lexical items with new meanings (neologisms in linguists’ usage). For instance, 
they may apply a lexical item that they have found in use but that is missing from 
dictionaries: 
La vorto “voki” en la senco de “telefoni” estas nek en PIV, nek en ReVo. sed 




The word “voki” [“to call”] in the meaning of “telefoni” [“to make a phone 




Speakers further indicate when existing lexical items shift in meaning: 
La vorto “sabeliko” estas Zamenhof-devena, sed PIV indikas “krispa 
brasiko” kiel difinon. Laŭ mi tute ne gravas, principe, ke la vorto alprenu 
novan signifon, tamen … 
The word “sabeliko” comes from Zamenhof, but PIV indicates “krispa 
brasiko” [crispy cabbage] as a definition. For me, it is okay, in principle, for 
the word to take on a new meaning, but … 
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8.3.1.10 Official status 
Some speakers choose to give preference to an item or a spelling from the Funda-
mento whenever possible: 
Kial en la dua frazo oni uzas la formon “kaoso,” kvankam ReVo per refe-
renco ĉe “kaoso” rekomendas la F-tan vorton “ĥaoso”? 
In the second sentence, why has the form “kaoso” been used when ReVo, in 
its entry on “kaoso,” recommends the word “ĥaoso” from the Fundamento? 
These attitudes are not homogeneous, as others welcome lexical items that are not 
in the Fundamento as official items: 
Jes, laŭ mi “fasado” aŭ ankaŭ la fundamenta “fasono” tute taŭgas. 
Yes, according to me, both “fasado” and “fasono,” which is from the Funda-
mento, are completely appropriate. 
8.3.1.11 Frequency 
Many speakers use online bodies of text to determine the frequency of lexical 
items. This can be done via state-of-the-art corpora (e.g., Tekstaro.com), search 
engines (e.g., Google), or other sources (e.g., Wikipedia). Some speakers seem to 
be aware that such techniques are not representative of the whole language: 
Mi havas la impreson ke “hiperligo” estas iom pedanta kaj efektive malofte 
uzata; ekzemple sur la paĝo http://eo.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helpo:Enhavo 
aperas pluraj “ligiloj,” sed neniu “hiper”-vortoj. 
Mi serĉis “hiperligo” en la tuta vikipedio kaj trovis nur 5 aperojn! “Ligilo” 
aperas pli ol 20000 fojojn. “Ligo” aperas 10000 fojojn. 
I have the impression that “hiperligo” is a bit pedantic and actually not used 
often; for example, the page http://eo.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helpo:Enhavo 
contains several uses of “ligiloj” but no words with “hiper.”  
I searched for “hiperligo” on all of Wikipedia and only found five occur-




However, others do not hesitate to use the frequency argument to make a point in 
a discussion. For instance, some use a simple Google search as evidence to con-
vince fellow speakers (or themselves) of the frequency of lexical material in real 
language use: 
Krome, eta Gugla esploro pruvas, ke en reala lingvouzo, la neologismaj uzoj 
de la radiko “mobil/” jam estas pli oftaj ol la PIV-a. 
In addition, a quick Google search proves that, in real language use, the neo-
logic use of the root “mobil/” is already more frequent than the use given in 
PIV. 
It should be noted that evaluating lexical items based on frequency measures goes 
against the principles of the so-called analytical school (see, for example, Philippe, 
1991, p. 77–78) and stands in clear contradiction to Zamenhof’s 22nd answer340 
from 1907 (Zamenhof, 1990, Respondo 22): 
Sed en Esperanto la “nekutimeco” ne prezentas gravan kaŭzon por neu-
zado …  
However, in Esperanto, the “unusual character” does not represent an im-
portant reason not to use something. 
8.3.2 Reference to language use 
Speakers also sometimes pay attention to which lexical items are being used and 
to who is using them. Here, I apply four categories: general language use, idiosyn-
cratic use of lexical items, specific written language use, and language use by  
famous Esperantists (especially Zamenhof). 
8.3.2.1 Language use in general 
Generally, speakers view those lexical items that they believe the speech commu-
nity uses often in a more positive manner than they view those that are not used 
or that are used only rarely. In the following excerpt, for instance, the speaker 
states that, although the item “artisma traduko” is appropriate, it is not used often, 
so the speaker decides to opt for another item (“arta traduko”): 
................................................................ 
340  Zamenhof answered speakers’ doubts and questions in a series of Lingvaj Respondoj. 
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“Artisma traduko” estas en si mem sufiĉe klara kaj utila koncepto, sed prak-
tike ĝi ne estas uzata en tiu formo. Same pri la ĵus proponita “arteca tra-
duko.” Mi decidis ŝanĝi la terminon al “arta traduko.” Tiu termino estas 
vaste uzata. 
“Artisma traduko” [artistic translation] in itself is a relatively clear and use-
ful concept, but it is not used in practice in this form. The same holds for 
“arteca traduko.” I thus decided to use the term “arta traduko” instead. This 
term is widely used. 
If two items are competing, the criteria of general language use can help speakers 
to decide between them. 
Sed nun ŝajnas temi pri “pipalo” kontraŭ “bodiarbo,” kaj tiam laŭ mi pre-
ferindas “bodiarbo,” ĉar tiu vorto jam estas uzata, kaj jam estas registrita 
en nia plej grava vortaro. 
However, now it seems to be a choice between “pipalo” and “bodiarbo”; in 
that case, I think “bodiarbo” is preferable because this word is commonly 
used and is already registered in our most important dictionary. 
To some speakers, this is one of the most important lexical criteria: 
Se la ĝenerala publiko akceptos alian solvon, mi respektos ĝin (same kiel mi 
respektas venkon de komputilo kvankam mi mem antaŭe preferis kompu-
toro, sed mi pretas akcepti malvenkon:), sed ĝis tiam mi restos ĉe mia  
esprimo. 
If the general public accepts another solution in the future, I will respect that 
(just as I respected the victory of “komputilo” even though I preferred “kom-
putoro,” as I am willing to accept defeat), but until then, I will stick to my 
expression. 
However, language is not always sufficient to convince a speaker: 
Mi ofte aŭdas Esperantistojn uzi la vorton “logotipo,” sed mi ne scias en kiu 
fonto ĝi aperas krom en homa uzado. Eble ĝi ne estas bona Esperanto. 
I often hear Esperanto speakers use the word “logotipo,” but I am not sure 




8.3.2.2 Speakers’ own language use 
Declarations of the speakers’ own usages abound in the results. Often, the speak-
ers simply mention the lexical items that they use without arguing in its favor 
(for instance, when providing a suggestion to a fellow speaker). They only sel-
dom provide explanations regarding the items that they intentionally use or 
avoid using:341 
Cetere mi neniam uzas “ttt-ejo”, sed nur paĝo aŭ paĝaro, ĉar “ttt-ejo” estas 
terure nekomprenebla (por komencantoj) kaj malfacile elparolebla. 
Besides, I never use “ttt-ejo”—only “paĝo” or “paĝaro”—because “ttt-ejo” is 
awfully unintelligible (for beginners) and is hard to pronounce. 
Kiu estas laŭ vi bona traduko por “pen drive”?  
Mi kutime uzas la vorton “stangodatumujo”, Mi scias, ke ĝi estas iom longa 
vorto, sed mi ŝatas ĝin, kaj ŝajnas al mi facile komprenebla. 
What do you think is a good translation of “pen drive”? 
I usually use the word “stangodatumujo” I know that it’s a bit of a long 
word, but I like it, and it looks easily intelligible to me. 
8.3.2.3 Use in written sources 
Some of the excerpts in the results provide direct evidence that specific written 
sources directly influence speakers’ lexical environments. The speakers cite a large 
variety of sources, from vague statements that a source came from “somewhere 




341  Whether their declared language behavior matches their actual language behavior is 
an interesting question that is not addressed in the present investigation. 
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Quote Source mentioned 
Ofte oni legas “EU-Komisiono,” kvankam la oficiala nomo estas “Komisiono 
de la Eŭropa Komunumo,” ĉar nejuristoj ofte ne konas la diferencon inter EU 
kaj EK. 
You often read “EU-Komisiono,” but the official name is “Komisiono de la 
Eŭropa Komunumo”; people who are not jurists often cannot distinguish 
between the EU and this group. 
Somewhere 
En interreto mi trovis po unu ekzemplon de “neŭrotransmisiilo” kaj “neŭro-
transsendilo” (iom pezaj). 
On the Internet, I found examples of the use of “neŭrotransmisiilo” and 
“neŭrotranssendilo” (which are a bit cumbersome). 
The Internet 
Mi neniam antaŭe renkontis miskomprenon de la vorto “koro,” t. e.,  
organo; tamen, en Universalaj Kongresoj mi renkontis afiŝojn pri la  
“Internacia Koruso.” 
Until now, I’ve never encountered a misunderstanding of the word “koro,” 
which means “organ,” but during the World Congresses, I saw posters 
referring to the “Internacia Koruso.” 
Posters seen during 
congresses 
Cetere, Michiel Meeuws uzas “asistant-residento” en sia traduko “Saidjah kaj 
Adinda” (http://meeuw.org/saidjah/), sed mi dubas ĉu tio estas trafa elekto. 
Moreover, Michiel Meeuws uses “asistant-residento” in his translation 
“Saidjah kaj Adinda” (http://meeuw.org/saidjah/), but I doubt this is an 
appropriate choice. 
A translation found 
on the Internet 
En Monato jam kelkfoje estis uzata la vorto “birilo.” 
Monato [a monthly magazine] sometimes uses the word “birilo.” 
A monthly print 
magazine 
Raporto en revuo Esperanto de UEA tradukis la terminon “European Oom-
budsman” per “Eŭropa Mediatoro.” 
A report in UEA’s magazine Esperanto translated the term “European 
ombudsman” as “Eŭropa Mediatoro.” 
A report 
La vorto “nepereebla” aperas en la romano Kastelo de Prelongo. 
The word “nepereebla” appears in the novel Kastelo de Prelongo. 
A novel 
En la almanako, oni legas la terminojn “planedeca nebulozo” kaj “planeda ne-
bulozo.” 
The almanac contains the terms “planedeca nebulozo” and “planeda 
nebulozo.” 
An almanac about 
astronomy 
Table 31. Examples of written sources in which speakers find lexical items. 
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Speakers do not systematically provide opinions about the lexical items that they 
find in such sources, but this type of information is of great interest for language 
managers because it reveals the sources that the speakers consult regarding lexical 
material. These contexts provide additional information for explorations of 
speakers’ lexical environments (which relates to the first objective of this investi-
gation; see Section 1.2.1). 
8.3.2.4 Use by famous authors (Zamenhof) 
The opinions of Zamenhof, the initiator of the language, have a symbolic linguis-
tic power in the Esperanto speech community, and speakers frequently refer to 
his writings (Lo Jacomo, 1981, p. 346), although Zamenhof did not claim author-
ity over the language (see Privat, 1912, p. 21–22). His usages still play a major role 
in some speakers’ lexical environments, and the lexical items that he used enjoy a 
certain amount of credibility: 
Noto pri tiuj du vortoj: Z jam uzis “referaton,” do malgraŭ neoficialeco ĝi 
havas ian validecon 
Regarding these two words, Zamenhof used “referato,” so, despite the fact 
that it is not official, it has some kind of validity. 
Speakers repeatedly referred to the fact that Zamenhof used a lexical item as an 
argument in favor of that item: 
Eble indas aldoni, ke la vorto “fajrilo” estas Zamenhofa. 
It may be worth adding that Zamenhof used the word “fajrilo.” 
However, for this criterion as well, some speakers remain critical and do not  
hesitate to question Zamenhof’s lexical items: 
Sinonimo de “knedujo,” eble iom arkaika, estas “pastujo,” kiun Zamenhof 
uzis en la traduko de la Malnova Testamento. 
Zamenhof used a perhaps-outdated synonym for “knedujo,” “pastujo,” in 
his translation of the Old Testament. 
Other speakers even clearly mention that they would prefer to give up some of 
Zamenhof’s lexical items: 
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Por ĉi tio mi prefere uzus pli klaran “novvorto.” Tia uzo ekzistas ĉe Z, sed ĝi 
estas tre speciala kaj malmulte uzata. 
For this, I would rather use a clearer novvort [“new word”]. Such a usage 
exists in Zamenhof, but it is very specific and rarely used. 
8.3.3 Reference to other language items 
8.3.3.1 Comparison to existing Esperanto lexical items 
If a proposed lexical item is similar to an existing one, speakers usually evaluate it 
positively: 
PIV2 eĉ jam enhavas la vorton “vintrostacio.” Do “plaĝstacio,” “som-
erstacio” kaj simile ŝajnas al mi bonaj solvoj. 
PIV2 already has the word “vintrostacio” [vintr-o-staci-o]. Thus, 
“plaĝstacio” [plaĝ-staci-o], “somerstacio” [somer-staci-o], and similar 
words seem to be good solutions. 
Mi dirus “neseksema,” ĉar ni jam diras “samsek[s]ema,” “aliseksema,” kaj 
“ambaŭseksema.” 
I say “neseksema” [ne-seks-em-a] because we already say “samseksema” 
[sam-seks-em-a], “aliseksema” [ali-seks-em-a], and “ambaŭseksema” [am-
baŭ-seks-em-a]. 
“Superfluido” estas io analogia al “supersolido,” “superlikvo,” “supergaso.” 
“Superfluido” [super-fluid-o] is analogous to “supersolido” [super-solid-o], 
“superlikvo” [super-likv-o], and “supergaso” [super-gas-o]. 
8.3.3.2 Comparison to existing foreign lexical items 
Opinions are divided on the use of allogenisms342 in Esperanto. Some speakers 
seem to be averse to any lexical items that resemble ones from other languages. 
This can be the case, for instance, if the lexical material comes from a dominant 
language such as English: 
................................................................ 
342  Allogenisms: “lexical constructions made in one language using material from another 
language” (Humbley, 2015, p. 35). 
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Mi neniam uzis la vorton “brodkasti,” ankaŭ por mi ĝi sonas kiel evitinda 
anglismo, k nia vivo nun estas troplenigita per kriplaj anglaj vortoj, uzataj 
senbezone. 
I never use the word “brodkasti,” for it sounds like an Anglicism that should 
be avoided, and our lives are already hammered with deficient English 
words that are used in vain. 
Oni kompreble ne diru, aŭ skribu “haloveno” nek “halovino.” Tiuj du vortoj 
estas tro anglosonaj. La ĝusta traduko estas “festo de ĉiuj sanktuloj” aŭ 
“sanktulara antaŭvespero”! 
Of course, you should neither say nor write “haloveno” or “halovino.” These 
two words sound too much like English. The correct translation is “festo de 
ĉiuj sanktuloj” or “sanktulara antaŭvespero”! 
However, because Esperanto is a language targeted toward international commu-
nication, some speakers have the impression that certain lexical items have 
emerged due to the (undesired) influence of someone’s native language: 
Oni emas misuzi la vorton “korekta” sub influo de sia denaska lingvo. 
People like to abuse of the word “korekta” due to the influence of their native 
languages. 
Foreign languages nevertheless remain a source of inspiration for the creation of 
new lexical items, as in these examples: 
Cetere, mi tre ŝatas la japanan manieron diri “vicfinalo” kaj “vicvicfinalo.” 
La kvazaŭkalkula maniero diri “duonfinalo,” “kvaronfinalo” ktp. ŝajnas al 
mi tre faka. “Tridekduonfinalon” jam neniu ordinara homo klare kompre-
nas. 
What’s more, I really like how Japanese speakers say “vicfinalo” and 
“vicvicfinalo.” Using “duonfinalo,” “kvaronfinalo,” and so on in a sort of 
mathematical way looks like jargon to me. When you reach the point of 
“tridekduonfinalo,” no ordinary person would understand you. 
Some speakers are even in favor of Anglicisms: 
Mi ja estas ruso, sed mi preferus, ke novaj vortoj estu prunteprenataj pli ofte 
ne el la rusa, sed el la angla, ĉar, bedaŭrinde (aŭ feliĉe, kiel oni preferas), la 
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lasta multe pli taŭgas por tio … Konklude: oni ne provu blinde kondamni 
la anglan, sed oni utiligu tion pozitivan, kion ĝi enhavas. 
Well, although I’m Russian, I prefer new words that are borrowed not from 
Russian but from English, as unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on 
your preference), English is better suited to this purpose … In conclusion: 
rather than blindly condemn English, you should try to make the most of 
the positive things it has to offer. 
8.3.3.3 Polysemic lexical items 
For speakers, two types of polysemy constitute arguments against lexical items: 
internal and external. Internal polysemy refers to a root or lexical item that has 
more than one meaning in Esperanto. As a speaker explains in the following  
example (with a dash of humor), internal polysemy can be a real barrier within 
the Esperanto speech community: 
Se filologio bakus esperanton, anstataŭ volapukismo, tiu arbara dio fariĝus 
“panoso,” anstataŭ “pajno,” el la genitiva formo (HE πάν, πανός). 
La formo “pano” eĉ pli bonus, sed la maniuloj de la sistemo “unu vorto por 
ĉiu ideo” ne permesas tion. Ili timus manĝi la dion, fari el li sandviĉojn, kaj 
tio por la maniuloj estus hibriso (HE ύβρις) al esperanto. Oni povus esti 
kreinta la vorton “pandio,” sed “ho, ne, ne eblus, ĉar tuj oni pensus, ke temas 
pri dio de la pano.” 
If a philologist had coined Esperanto expressions instead of Volapukisms, 
the god of the forest would be a “panoso” instead of a “pajno,” from the gen-
itive form (Greek: πάν, πανός). 
The form “pano” [which means “bread” in Esperanto] would be even better, 
but the maniacs who apply the “one word for every idea” system don’t allow 
it. They fear eating this god and making sandwiches out of him, as that 
would be a “hibris” (Greek: ύβρις) [an insult] to Esperanto. One could have 
created the word “pandio,” but “oh no, no, this wouldn’t be possible because 
one would immediately think this is the god of bread” [as “pandio” could be 
interpreted as “pan-di-o,” literally “the god of bread”]. 
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Not all Esperanto speakers are “maniacs” about polysemy, and some of them tol-
erate it, especially if they do not see another option: 
Kvankam unu el la celoj de Zamenhof estis, ke ĉiu vorto en Esperanto havu 
nur unu signifon, mi trovas, ke tio ne ĉiam estas ebla. 
Although one of Zamenhof’s goals was for every word in Esperanto to have 
only one meaning, I find that this is not always possible. 
External polysemy, on the other hand, refers to cases in which the lexical item is 
assumed to be polysemous in Esperanto because speakers could interpret it dif-
ferently, depending on their native languages: 
Mi neniam uzas la vorton “brava,” precipe pro la plursenceco. Anglemuloj 
interpretas ĝin en “la brava soldato Ŝve’jk” kiel “kuraĝa,” dum neder-
landanoj kaj germanoj interpretos ĝin kiel “(tro) ribel-malema” 
I never use the word “brava,” mostly because it is polysemous. Anglicized 
people interpret it as meaning “valiant,” as in La Brava Soldato Ŝve’jk [The 
Good Soldier Švejk, a novel written by Jaroslav Hašek and translated into 
Esperanto], whereas Dutch and German people think it means “too subor-
dinate.” 
8.3.4 Reference to language instances or resources 
8.3.4.1 The Akademio de Esperanto 
The speakers rarely mention the Akademio de Esperanto in the results, but some 
speakers remind others of this group’s recommendations: 
Eble indus memorigi, ke “Ukrajn/o” kiel landnomo (kvankam mi konsen-
tas, ke estas evitinda), tamen estas la de la Akademio rekomendita formo. 
Maybe it is worth remembering “Ukrajn/o” as the name of a country 




8.3.4.2 The PIV dictionary 
In the corpus results, the speakers’ attitudes toward the PIV dictionary vary from 
very negative to extremely positive, including speakers who have absolutely no 
trust in PIV, as in these examples: 
Ho, plue: mi neniam rekomendus ke oni uzu la PIV-on. 
Well, regardless: I would never recommend that anyone use PIV. 
Povas esti, mia PIV estas nur malnova, sed PIV ne estas fidinda. Fidu vian 
propran koron kaj inteligentecon, ĉu ne? 
It could be [that the word “gepatro” is in PIV], as my PIV is old, but PIV is 
not reliable. You should trust your own heart and intelligence, don’t you 
think? 
Other speakers think that PIV is useful if used carefully: 
Ĝi [PIV] do estas ekstreme danĝera laborilo, se oni senplie diras al si: “Tio 
enestas en la PIV, do tio estas uzinda.” Sed ĝi estas tre utila laborilo, se ali-
maniere oni rilatas al ĝi. 
It [the PIV dictionary] is an extremely dangerous tool if you simply say to 
yourself, “This is in PIV, so it should be used.” However, it’s a very useful 
tool if you adopt another approach toward it. 
Finally, some speakers think that PIV remains the unconditional language refer-
ence: 
Kaj mi denove asertas, ke mi multe amas vin ambaŭ, [persona nomo] kaj 
[persona nomo], sed mi pli amas Esperanton, kaj konsekvence por mi pli 
gravas PIV 2002 ol iu ajn pli demokratia, pli anonima kaj malpli fidinda 
retvortaro, ne gravas kiel fama ĝi estas por sia “virtuala” publiko. Dum la 
Akademio silentas, PIV (kun individua apogo de 20 akademianoj) restas la 
sola garantio, ke nia lingvo ne dispeciĝos. 
I state once more that I love you both a lot, [personal name] and [personal 
name], but I love Esperanto more than I do you, so, for me, PIV 2002 is 
more important than any of the more democratic, more anonymous, and 
less trustworthy online dictionaries, regardless of how famous those are to 
the “virtual” public. Although the Akademio remains silent, PIV (with the 
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support of 20 members of the Akademio) remains the only guarantee that 
our language won’t fall to pieces. 
From these results, it seems that PIV is predominantly used as a reservoir of  
information rather than as a justification for the acceptance of lexical items. Some 
speakers do use PIV to argue in favor of lexical items, but they seem to be an  
exception in the corpus results: 
Ĝuste tian uzon de “certa” mi (kaj ankaŭ PIV2005) plene aprobas. 
It is precisely this usage of “certa” that I (and PIV2005) completely approve 
of. 
8.3.4.3 Other language resources 
As shown in Chapter 6 (Section 6.4.1), some focus group participants report using 
dictionaries (both general and specialized). This is confirmed in the results of the 
corpus, in which speakers mention the language resources where they found var-
ious autonymical lexical items. Table 32 provides a few illustrative examples of 
such language resources. 
Dictionary referred to Type of source 
Vortaro de Esperanto (Kabe, 1911) Monolingual general-language dictionary 
(print) 
Gran Diccionario Español-Esperanto (Fernando 
de Diego) 
vortaro franca-Esperanto kaj Esperanto-franca 
(André Andrieu, 2000) 
Multilingual general-language dictionary 
(print) 
Dicionário Português-Esperanto (Túlio Flores) 
http://vortaro.brazilo.org/vtf/ 
Multilingual general-language dictionary 
(online) 
Muzika Terminaro (Alfredo Aragon) 
‘La Sporta Lingvo en Esperanto’ (Tibor Ujlaky-
Nagy) 
Monolingual specialized-language dictionary 
Angla-Esperanta Medicina Terminaro de 
(Yamazoe Saburoo) 
Multilingual specialized-language dictionary 
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Nepivaj vortoj (André Cherpillod) 
ESPDIC (Paul Denisowski) 
Lists and glossaries 
Table 32. Examples of language resources in which speakers find lexical items. 
Also in Chapter 6, some focus group members indicate that they use certain types 
of dictionaries as reservoirs of ideas (e.g., “One needs to approach these diction-
aries with a particularly critical mind”). This attitude is also confirmed in the cor-
pus results. Some speakers claim that language resources cannot be trusted: 
Tamen, ni scias ke vortaraj difinoj estas malfidendaj, precipe en vortaroj 
Esperantaj. Aliflanke, mi ĉiam klopodas atenti tiujn difinojn, imagante ke 
ili povus esti la sola indikilo por mi, se mi ne konus aliajn fremdajn lingvojn, 
kaj estus ekz.. komencanto ĉina … aŭ brita. 
However, we know that definitions in dictionaries should not be trusted, 
especially those in Esperanto dictionaries. On the other hand, I try to always 
take these definitions into consideration, as I imagine that they could be the 
only indication—for instance, if I did not know any foreign languages, and 
I was a Chinese or British beginner. 
However, many speakers use language resources because they see them as useful 
reservoirs of ideas: 
La ofte kritikata Vikipedio tamen helpas, se taksi ĝiajn informojn prudente. 
Wikipedia, which is often criticized, still helps if you carefully consider the 
information that it contains. 
................................................................ 
343  Wikipedia is by definition not a dictionary, but it is often used as such by speakers on 
the look for language equivalents. 
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These results indicate that, just like PIV, these language resources are used as 
reservoirs of ideas rather than as prescriptive references. 
8.3.5 Extralinguistic statements 
8.3.5.1 Need 
Quirion listed “response to a need” as a socioterminological factor. The corpus 
results confirm that speakers consider the filling of a lexical gap to be a strong 
argument in favor of a lexical item: 
Lasu min diri la sekvan; min ĝenas, ke mi ĉiufoje devas ĉirkaŭskribi tiun 
“mobbing.” Eĉ, se tio laŭ gramatikaj pripensoj estas normala afero, mi sen-
tas, ke ni ne havas vorton por fenomeno de la socio, kiu estas tre precize 
priskribebla. Do, estas la samo por mi, kvazaŭ ni ne havus la vorton “kafo” 
kiu estas same ĉiutaga kiel “mobbing.” 
Let me tell you the following: I find it annoying that I always have to 
paraphrase the term “mobbing.” Even if paraphrasing is common from a 
grammatical point of view, I feel that I am lacking a word for a social phe-
nomenon that can be described very precisely. For me, this is like not having 
a word for “coffee,” which is a daily concept just like “mobbing.”  
8.3.5.2 Context-specificity (variation) 
In the context-specificity category, I applied units for the observation of opin-
ions on linguistic variation.344 Judgments linked to variations across time (dia-
chronic variation), across social groups (diastratic variation), and across degrees 
of formality (diaphasic variation) all exist in the corpus.345 Table 33 provides 
examples. 
................................................................ 
344  Remysen also observed comments linked to linguistic variation in his corpus (2009). 
345  Esperanto has no dialects (see Chapter 4), thus diatopic variation is not present in the 
results. 
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Context Type of variation and judgement 
Cetere, mi dubas, ke la vorto “universale” estas konvena ĉi 
tie; por mi ĝi aspektas kiel arkaika francaĵo, kiu tradicie res-
tas nur en la vortokombino “Universala Kongreso”—la 
moderna vorto estas “tutmonda,” “tutmonde.” 
Besides, I doubt that the word “universale” is appropriate 
here. To me, it looks like an outdated Gallicism based on 
the traditional word combination “Universala Kongreso”; 
the modern word is “tutmonda” or “tutmonde.” 
Diachronic variation: Negative 
judgment because a lexical item is 
outdated 
Tial fake kredeble “morfemsigno” estas pli trafa. Sed por la 
komuna uzo “morfemsigno”  
kredeble estas tro fakeca. 
Thus, in specialized contexts, “morfemsigno” is probably 
the most appropriate option. However, in common use, 
“morfemsigno” is probably too specialized. 
Diastratic variation: Negative 
judgment because a lexical item is too 
specialized 
Mi pensas ke oni por esprimi la anglan “get high” diru 
“eŭforiiĝi”; la adjektivo “high” do estas “eŭforiiĝinta.” 
Eblas paroli iome pli neformale, kaj diri “altumiĝi” / “estiĝi 
altuma.” 
ITo express the English phrase “get high,” you can say 
“eŭforiiĝi”; thus, the adjective “high” is “eŭforiiĝinta.” 
You can talk a bit less formally by saying “altumiĝi” and 
“estiĝi altuma.” 
Diaphasic variation: Proposal of 
distinct lexical items for formal and 
informal registers 
Table 33. Examples of statements about lexical items  
linked to different types of linguistic variation. 
8.4 Summary 
In this chapter, I revealed 23 categories of lexical criteria that Esperanto speakers 
can apply when accepting or rejecting a lexical item. I have done so using a corpus 
(a set of language naturally occurring data) to observe lexical criteria in context 
and to overcome the flaws of previous studies, which were based mostly on inter-
views and which thus suffered from the observer’s paradox (see Section 3.3.2). 
Lexical criteria seem to have neither internal nor global consistency: Although 
speakers tend to possess their own ideologies, they sometimes use one criterion as 
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both an argument in favor of one lexical item and an argument against another 
item. The corpus results are also filled with conflicting ideologies and opinions—
both interspeaker and intraspeaker. In other words, different speakers may use a 
criterion differently, and each speaker’s usage can vary according to the context 
(see the comment in Section 8.4.1.1). 
In some ways, these lexical criteria raise more questions than they answer. 
How should interspeaker and intraspeaker inconsistencies be interpreted? Are the 
findings about the length of lexical items relevant for all of Esperanto? Is there an 
actual limit to the length of Esperanto lexical items (around 14 characters)? If so, 
can this be explained in terms of linguistic economy or cognitive overload?  
In fact, each of the listed lexical criteria could be the subject of a dissertation 
in itself. However, I have argued throughout this thesis that language managers’ 
goal is applied: not to know but to do; thus, in the next chapter, I explain how 




9 Using naturally occurring data to absorb uncertainty 
in deliberate lexical interventions 
9.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3, I argued for the use of naturally occurring data, which refers to lan-
guage data that is not produced from the explicit observations of researchers or 
language managers. In Section 3.2, I stated the nature of the problem: language 
managers must quickly make choices between mutually exclusive options (lexical 
items), even when they face structural uncertainty. A deliberate lexical interven-
tion is an applied science problem. Language managers have the goal of reaching 
a certain degree of implantation for their target lexical item(s), so they seek to 
uncover the most efficient way to reach this goal. In other words, this goal is not 
to know, but to do. Therefore, the knowledge that language managers produce 
should help them efficiently achieve their goals. By analogy, successful marketers 
and entrepreneurs do not necessarily apply causal logic; rather, they adapt as they 
learn from the marketplace (see Section 3.2): 
Strategies must change to leverage the specific requirements and behaviors 
of different groups along the diffusion curve. Product offerings may have to 
be adjusted over time and different adopter groups have to be told different 
stories about the benefits of the innovation. (Waarts, van Everdingen, & 
van Hillegersberg, 2002, p. 413) 
Quo vadis language managers? The proposed solution is for language managers 
to continuously gather data from the speech community (following Auger, 1986, 
p. 52) by listening to the customers (i.e., speakers) so as to gather feedback and 
monitoring information directly from the marketplace (i.e., the speech commu-
nity) in order to take prompt action if a deliberate lexical intervention seems to be 
ineffective. In Chapters 2 and 3, I mentioned that languages could be seen as com-
plex adaptive systems. According to Eoyang and Berkas (1998), using such a sys-
tem rather than a linear system involves changing the evaluator’s role: 
Complex adaptive dynamics do more than just require new tools and tech-
niques for evaluation. They also transform the evaluator’s role. Rather than 
being concerned with defining and measuring performance against specific 
outcomes, the evaluator takes on the task of designing and implementing 
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transforming feedback loops across the entire system. This role of transform-
ing agent falls into two primary categories: absorbing uncertainty and mak-
ing learning the primary outcome.  
A metalinguistic statement with an opinionated autonym such as the ones ob-
tained in the present investigation can act as a powerful tool for reducing uncer-
tainty by gathering data from the speech community. By reducing uncertainty, 
here I mean increasing the confidence language managers may have in the prob-
ability of different outcomes for specific designational paradigms. In Chapter 8, 
I detailed how speakers’ lexical criteria emerge from the corpus, allowing for a 
better comprehension of the acceptance or rejection of specific lexical items. 
However, other types of data also occurred around opinionated autonyms, which 
were related lexical source knowledge and lexical opinion (see definition of these 
concepts respectively in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). 
The purpose of this chapter is twofold: explain the potential of the data ana-
lyzed in Chapter 8, but also of other types of data observed in the corpus of natu-
rally occurring data. I introduce, one after another, types of data observed around 
opinionated autonyms and suggest how they could be used by language managers. 
 Assess speakers’ lexical-source knowledge (see Section 9.3.1) 
 Understand speakers’ lexical-source opinions (see Section 9.3.2) 
 Assess speakers’ lexical opinions (see Section 9.4) 
 Understand speakers’ lexical opinions (see Chapter 8) 
 Assess speakers’ lexical usage (via implantation studies and existing 
protocols) 
In Section 9.6, I bring these considerations together into a model of action for 
language managers. 
9.2 Assessing and understanding speakers’ lexical knowledge 
9.2.1 Data on lexical-source recall 
The data on lexical-source recall indicate where each speaker found specific lexical 
items. This could be in a dictionary, as in the following example: 
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Kraŭse (2007) havas “dentokrampo,” kaj tiu vorto troviĝas ankaŭ en Espe-
ranta-hungara vortaro en la reto. 
Kraŭse (2007) has “dentokrampo,” and this word can be found in the online 
Esperanto–Hungarian dictionary, too. 
However, it could also be from any of a host of other lexical sources, as shown in 
Section 8.4.2, including a book, as in this example: 
La “Atlaso de la sunospektro” estas respektinda kaj saĝe prilaborita libro. 
Mi konsultis ĝin iomete antaŭ pluraj jaroj, sed nun mi ne havas ekzemple-
ron. La fakto, ke la formo “suntorĉo” aperas en tiu verko, kaj la etimologia 
latina klarigo de M. Minnaert, estas sufiĉe por konvinki min. 
The Atlaso de la Sunospektro [Atlas of the Solar Spectrum] is a respectable 
and wisely written book. I consulted it, to some extent, a few years ago, but 
now, I don’t have a copy. The fact that the form “suntorĉo” appears in this 
work, in addition to M. Minnaert’s etymological explanation, are sufficient 
to convince me. 
The information found here tends to confirm the research-generated focus 
group results from Chapter 6. Here, however, the observations are covert. Such 
information is interesting for language managers because it corresponds to what 
I termed lexical-source recall in Section 3.3.1; scholars have not explored this 
topic, to my knowledge. This type of data indicates to language managers which 
lexical sources are present in speakers’ lexical environments and which (proba-
bly) are not. Language managers can then take action accordingly: For instance, 
if sources other than those that include the target lexical item keep appearing in 
the naturally occurring data, then the language managers know that they must 
better disseminate the lexical source that contains the target lexical item. This 
may sound like an obvious statement, but it is not: In Section 3.3.1, I showed 
that, at the level of lexical-source knowledge, scholars have repeatedly started 
from target lexical item sources instead of considering the extralexicographical 




Figure 19. Using naturally occurring data (NOD) to assess lexical-source recall and better dis-
seminate the lexical source containing target lexical item if the assessment is not satisfactory. 
9.2.2 Data on lexical-source opinion 
Speakers may mention not only the sources where they found specific lexical items 
but also the ways in which they evaluated those sources (i.e., lexical-source opin-
ions). These opinions can be positive, as in the following instances: 
La sporta lingvo en Esperanto (1972) de Tibor Újlaky-Nagy, verko laux mi 
tre rekomendinda, kaj desxutebla cxe www.fw.hu/eventoj/steb/sporta-
lingvo.rtf uzas la esprimojn “egalstato” kaj “sendecida,” laux la oportuno de 
la koncerna kunteksto. 
I would highly recommend Tibor Újlaky-Nagy’s La Sporta Lingvo en Espe-
ranto (1972) [a sports dictionary], which can be downloaded from 
www.fw.hu/eventoj/steb/sportalingvo.rtf. It uses the expressions “egalstato” 
and “sendecida,” depending on what’s appropriate in the given context. 
Ha, tiun vorton “kirko” konas ankaŭ la ReVo (fonto multege pli fidinda ol 
la PIV). Dankon pro la atentigo. 
Ah, this word “kirko” [referring to a Christian church] is also present in 












However, these opinions can also be negative. Here, for instance, a speaker regrets 
that a lexical source has registered a lexical item that is almost never used, such 
that its meaning cannot be determined with certainty: 
“Vorko” estas unu el la multaj monstroj de PIV. La vorto estas tiom mal-
multe uzata, ke oni ne povas diri ion fidindan pri ĝia signifo en la reala 
lingvo. Ĝi mankis ankoraŭ en PIV-1970 kaj enŝteliĝis en PIVon tra la PIV-
Suplemento (1987), kie ĝi ankoraŭ havis duan signifon “parto de fortikaĵo.” 
“Vorko” is one of numerous monsters in PIV. This word is used so rarely 
that you cannot say anything reliable about its meaning in real language 
use. It was absent in the 1970 edition of PIV and intrusively entered the PIV 
through the supplement (1987), where it still had a second meaning: “part 
of a fortification.” 
Why is this type of information interesting for language managers? Well, this may 
again sound like a truism, but if speakers do not positively evaluate the lexical 
sources through which the language managers try to disseminate the target lexical 
item, then the speakers are unlikely to use them, and the target lexical item is un-
likely to be adopted among the target speech community. If the perceived quality 
of a lexical source is high, however, then speakers likely will be loyal to this source 
(i.e., they are likely to use it again). Language managers can leverage this type of 
hint to start evaluating the perceived quality of the lexical sources that they will 
use in the dissemination of the target lexical item. If speakers have negative opin-
ions of a lexical source, language managers can improve one of two aspects: the 
lexical source itself or the speakers’ perceptions of that source. In the above exam-
ple, improving the lexical source could involve removing the lexical item “vorko” 





Figure 20. Using naturally occurring data (NOD) to understand lexical-source opinion  
and improve the perception of lexical sources containing target lexical item in the case  
of negative perception. 
9.3 Assessing speakers’ lexical opinions 
For language managers, it is important to know whether lexical items and their 
products are having positive or negative effects on the market. There are two pos-
sible approaches here: evaluating the opinions for each autonym and summariz-
ing the opinions for an entire designational paradigm (e.g., comparing the target 
lexical item to competing lexical items). 
9.3.1 Data on lexical item polarization at the lexical item level 
An analysis of the contributions of opinionated autonyms is straightforward be-
cause the results of opinionated autonym extraction (see Chapter 7) can be easily 
filtered according to a specific autonym form. 
Based on the data, I identified three categories for autonymical lexical items 
that induce 
 only negative opinions,  
 only positive opinions, or 












Figure 21. Sample opinionated autonymical lexical items grouped in three clusters 
(positive, negative, and mixed opinions). 
Such clusters help language managers identify the trends for each lexical item. For 
instance, in the results, “monturo de la teleskopo” has four negative opinions and 
no positive opinions, so its implantation in the speech community will likely en-
counter barriers from speakers. By contrast, items such as “arĉ-kvarteto” and 
“amamikino” have predominantly favorable preliminary opinions. The method I 
used in my investigation (see Chapter 7) led to qualitative data, but language man-
agers who are interested in quantitative data could adapt their methodology (e.g., 
corpus parameters) accordingly.346  
................................................................ 
346  For a quantitative analysis with statistically significant results, further aspects should 
be taken into account, among which the frequency with which specific individuals 
post. Participation in electronic networks of practice is uneven, generally and also in 
the Esperanto speech community. Derks (2017), for instance, has distinguished five 
types of mailing list participants in the Esperanto speech community according to 
posting frequency: lurkers, single contributors, repeat messengers, prolifics and 
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I suggest the following: If target lexical items generally receive positive opin-
ions, then language managers should take no actions because the goal is to ensure 
that lexical implantation works—not to understand why it works. On the con-
trary, language managers should act if (and only if) a target lexical item receives 
predominantly negative feedback. To identify the activities that they should  
undertake, language managers can seek to understand why speakers’ opinions are 
negative about each specific target lexical item (see Section 9.4) before taking  
action. 
 
Figure 22. Using naturally occurring data (NOD) to assess lexical item polarization  
at the level of the lexical item and, if polarization is negative, move toward understanding 
speakers’ lexical opinion through lexical criteria (9.4). 
9.3.2 Data on lexical item polarization at the designational paradigm level 
Language managers can also choose to analyze an entire designational paradigm. 
This is much less straightforward (and much more time-consuming) than analyz-
ing a single lexical item because the autonyms of a given designational paradigm 
have to be (manually) linked to a specific concept. 
This approach is similar to Quirion’s implantation analysis for designational 
paradigms (2003a), but it occurs at an earlier stage, which I labeled as lexical opin-
ion in Section 3.3.2. For example, in several opinionated autonym contexts, speak-
ers look for an equivalent of “luminosity” (the amount of energy that a star emits). 
Four propositions occur in the results: “lumeco,” “lumpotenco,” “lumintenseco,” 
................................................................ 
specialists. Repeat messengers, for instance, could post similar contents several times 
in order to try and prove their points to other network members. For quantitative 
analyses, thus, each opinion or lexical criteria should be clearly associated with a 












and “lumintenso.” The results indicate that the candidate with the greatest poten-
tial is “lumeco,” as a speaker already uses it and as it is short, clear, and relevant in 
the context of astronomy. The three other candidates all have negative comments. 
This does not guarantee that the candidate “lumeco” will win out in the long run, 
but it does show a clear indication that it is currently the preferred form. 
 
Figure 23. Comparison of statements made about four lexical item candidates competing  
as equivalents of “luminosity” (the amount of energy emitted by a star). “Lumeco”  
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9.4 Understanding speakers’ lexical opinions 
When language managers realize (based on opinionated information) that a target 
lexical item is not achieving good results among the target speech community (see 
Section 9.3), this information can prove useful, as it can help them to conduct a 
more profound analysis before taking action. In Chapter 8, I presented the range 
of lexical criteria that speakers may apply to a lexical item. Consider a specific 
example: In this study’s results, the lexical item “pedologio” receives four nega-
tively polarized statements and one neutral statement: 
 
Figure 24. Summary of statements concerning the autonym “pedologio,”  
which is four negatively polarized opinionated statements and a neutral statement. 
Here, language managers can zoom in on this lexical item and analyze the criteria 
that the speakers use when expressing negative opinions. In this context, speakers 
discuss the potential use of “pedologio” as an equivalent for “soil science.” Lan-
guage managers who want to understand why the opinions about “pedologio” are 
rather negative in this context can retrieve the relevant excerpts from a database, 






Koncerne “pedologio”n: la senco “studoj pri kreskanta homo …” jam estas 
en ReVo—pri kio mi ne kulpas. la senco “grundoscienco” ne estas en ReVo, 
sed mi vidas en interreto ke ĝi estas uzata—pri kio mi ne kulpas. 
As to “pedologio,” the meaning “studies of growing humans” is already in 
ReVo—this is not my fault. The meaning “grundoscienco” [“soil science”] is 




Tamen la okazo de “pedologio” estas ege malsimila. La vorto estas miskvalita 
strukture (ĉar ped- normale temas pri infanoj), ĝi ne estas inter-nacia, por ĝi 
ekzistas pli bona kaj jam bone establita termino. 
However, the case of “pedologio” is quite different. The word is of poor 
quality from a structural point of view (because “ped-” is usually about chil-
dren); it also is not international, and there is already a better, currently used 





“Pedologio” estas bazita sur alia pedo- (sed ankaŭ “pedofilio” 
implicas alispecan “-filio”n, alispecan amon). La rezulto tamen estas egala: la 
vorto misgvidas al tute alia sencokampo, kaj terminologie tio estas granda 
fuŝo. 
“Pedologio” is based on another meaning of “pedo-” (but “pedofiolio” im-
plies another type of “-filio,” or “love”). The result is the same, however: The 
word leads to a completely different semantic field; terminologically speak-
ing, this is a big mess. 
– SPECIAL-
CASE_NA 
Mi tuj registris la vortojn “grundologio” kaj “pedologio” kiel evitindaj en: 
http://www.bonallingvo.it/index.php/Simplaj_samsignifaj_vortoj. 
I immediately registered the words “grundologio” and “pedologio” as not re-
commended, per http://www.bonallingvo.it/index.php/Simplaj_samsignifaj_ 
vortoj. 
Table 34. Summary of statements about the opinionated lexical item “pedologio.” 
In the results, the speakers’ criticisms of “pedologio” concern its lack of interna-
tionality and the grammatical problem posed by the prefix “ped-,” which is pre-
dominantly used to mean “relating to children.” This polysemy of the prefix is 
misleading, and one speaker mentions a resource that identifies the word as one 
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that should be avoided. Finally, another speaker mentions that the lexical item 
with the meaning “soil science” is not in the ReVo dictionary but can be found on 
the Internet. 
With this analytical tool, language managers can understand why a target 
speech community might reject a specific lexical item. They can then review the 
target lexical item accordingly. For a revision, several actions can be envisaged, 
including replacing the target lexical item with another one that better corre-
sponds to speakers’ expectations and working to change speakers’ opinions about 
the target lexical item. Lexical opinions can be learned, just as attitudes can be: 
Although constitutional and physiological factors have to be kept in mind 
(for instance extroversion seems to be hereditary to some extent), attitudes 
are learnt, which is why parents and education become influential factors 
in this respect, their influence being such that the attitudes originated in 
these social milieus happen to be particularly resistant. Other socializing 
factors to consider are friends, peers and the mass media, especially tele- 
vision nowadays. (Lasagabaster, 2008, p. 400) 
 
Figure 25. Using naturally occurring data (NOD) to decide  
whether a given target lexical item needs revision. 
9.5 A model for action based on naturally occurring data 
Regarding these five types of naturally occurring data that language managers can 











As I explained in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2), several scholars have put forth the 
idea that language should be considered a complex, adaptive system, which im-
plies that it is probably impossible to predict the details of lexical changes. I further 
explained that most deliberate lexical interventions are equivalent to a supply-side 
market, wherein the key to effectiveness is not planning but rather having the  
capability to both monitor the process of gathering information from the market-
place and provide quick reactions to unforeseen changes. Here, I repeat what I 
suggested in Chapter 3: language managers should change their tactics as a target 
lexical item progresses from aim to achievement. To this end, they should, follow-
ing the analogy to marketers, process market information and recursively make 
data-based decisions. 
One of the points that I wish to stress is that assessment should be prioritized 
over understanding, as understanding is not essential when speakers have positive 
assessments. The goal of language managers is to do, not to know, and language 
managers must act quickly. Thus, assessment and understanding should be clearly 
separated. The process of understanding can and should be skipped if an assess-
ment provides satisfactory results. Assessments should, however, take place on a 
regular basis, in the form of a monitoring: 
Monitoring provides the feedback loop for learning about the system; learn-
ing is sought not for its own sake but primarily to better achieve manage-
ment objectives. In this case, monitoring should be designed to reduce  
the critical uncertainties in models of the managed system. (Lyons, Runge, 
Laskowski, & Kendall, 2008, p. 1683) 
language managers must acknowledge uncertainty to address it, so they must pro-
cess data from the speech community during the lexical-implantation process. I 
cannot stress enough that scholars and language managers who are pursuing the 
goal of implanting target lexical items should concentrate less on clarifying the 
details of every implantation factor or on trying to predict the results of lexical 
interventions, and more on reacting to changes in the target speech community 
and on monitoring the linguistic situation (especially at the beginning of the lex-
ical intervention). 
Broad features can become knowable, but as speakers explained in the corpus, 
a person can use the same lexical criterion differently depending on the situation. 
Here, I quote this prime example again: 
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La vorto “internacia” estas unu el la plej problemaj. Ne nur, ke kvin personoj 
havas kvin malsamajn opiniojn pri ĝia signifo, montriĝas eĉ, ke la sama 
persono komprenas ĝin malsame ĉe malsamaj problemoj. 
The word “internacia” [international] is one of the most problematic ones. 
The problem is not only that five people have five opinions about what it 
means; it also turns out that even one person can have different understand-
ings of the word in different contexts. 
This is a strong argument for monitoring each specific target lexical item case  
instead of engaging in a general search for knowledge  
Language managers should gather information from the speech community 
not so that they can know but so that they can do. They should do so throughout 
the lexical-implantation process to adapt to the language’s complex, adaptive sys-
tem whenever needed. Figure 26 brings together the data types presented above 
and illustrates how language managers can leverage naturally occurring data. 
 
Figure 26. Model for action for language managers based on naturally occurring data (NOD). 
















































10 Conclusion and future research 
10.1 Objectives and methods 
In this investigation, I proposed language managers to explore, in context, speak-
ers’ lexical environments and lexical opinions using naturally occurring data. This 
proposal was necessary, for although language managers have long tried to con-
duct deliberate lexical interventions with the aim of changing speakers’ lexical  
usages, some have had relatively little success.347 The main contribution of this 
work is the conclusion that the success of a deliberate lexical intervention cannot 
necessarily be known in advance; therefore, I propose a shift in research focus: 
language managers should aim to do, not to know. Accordingly, language manag-
ers should find a way to make decisions quickly when addressing structural  
uncertainty.  
In this investigation, I also proposed to prevent uncertainty by monitoring 
data from the speech community on both lexical environments (mainly so as to 
assess the sources of lexical information that speakers use) and lexical opinions 
(so as to assess, on a case-by-case basis, the criteria that speakers use when evalu-
ating and choosing lexical items). 
In this investigation, I used both a focus group study (so as to better under-
stand speakers’ lexical environments, including extralexicographical situations) 
and naturally occurring data (so as to gain a broader understanding of speakers’ 
lexical criteria in context—thus avoiding the observer’s paradox. 
10.2 Summary of main findings and achievements 
Deliberate lexical interventions 
Based on existing research, I conceptualized the notion of deliberate lexical inter-
ventions and listed the problems that language managers are facing when con-
ducting deliberate lexical interventions; for instance, members of the target speech 
community often do not know the target lexical items, or know them but do not 
use them. I also argued that language should be considered a CAS. One conse-
................................................................ 
347  Needless to say this depends on how success is defined (see discussion under 2.5.1, 
p. 70). However, cases in which the dissemination of target lexical items is zero (see 
example e.g. in Gresa Barbero, 2016) can, in my view, be called failures.  
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quence of this viewpoint is the impossibility of foreseeing lexical change in great 
detail (which leads to the probable impossibility of developing a predictive 
model). I proposed a solution to this problem: minimizing structural uncertainty 
(i.e., finding strategies that are suitable given partial ignorance of the future and 
that are feasible for use with strict time constraints). Uncertainty can also be  
reduced by exploring speakers’ lexical environments and opinions in context. 
Speakers’ lexical environments 
Language managers struggle with low levels of lexical knowledge. I thus examined 
how speakers learn new lexical material and made the following observations: 
 External searches for information are not systematic and may be  
replaced with various other strategies, including lexical creation. 
 Each speaker has unique modes of accessing lexical sources, and these 
modes can vary from speaker to speaker. 
 Lexical sources can be traditional (e.g., dictionaries) or alternative (e.g., 
collaborative dictionaries, Wikipedia, or search engines) and can also 
include fellow speakers. 
 Some speakers are not selective when choosing lexical sources, as long 
as each source meets their lexical needs. 
 Some speakers use lexical sources as reservoirs of ideas and consciously 
choose whether to use or ignore their contents on a case-by-case basis. 
The detection of speakers’ lexical opinions in context 
This investigation is intended to allow language managers to reduce uncertainty 
within strict time constraints and to eliminate the observer’s paradox that weak-
ened many previous studies. To this end, I developed a proof of concept to mon-
itor speakers’ lexical opinions, as found in corpora; I combined lexical, syntactic, 
and paralinguistic peculiarities that pointed toward opinion and autonymy, using 
natural language processing to identify contexts containing opinions and auto-
nyms with relatively good precision (above 0.8 for detecting opinionated autonym 
candidates in the test set). This proof of concept suggests that it is possible to use 
natural language processing to both systematically monitor speakers’ opinions of 
lexical items and further automate the application of natural language processing. 
This method is innovative because it overcomes the observer’s paradox. 
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Speakers’ lexical opinions in context 
Lexical opinions are present throughout the corpus, with 23 categories of lexical 
criteria revealed according to the naturally occurring data. Speakers use these 
lexical criteria to accept or reject lexical items. Interspeaker consistency is  
not the rule, however, as speakers have conflicting ideologies and criteria. In  
addition, intraspeaker inconsistencies exist. Thus, I conducted a case-by-case 
observation and monitored the level of the lexical items during the implantation 
process. 
10.3 Future research 
The focus group study and the observation of the contexts containing opinionated 
autonyms reveal the presence of data types other than lexical criteria, including 
 data on lexical-source recall, regarding the sources that speakers consult 
to find lexical items; 
 lexical-source opinions, regarding what speakers think of the lexical 
sources; and 
 lexical-item polarization, regarding the speakers’ opinions about a 
specific lexical item (or set of items) in a designational paradigm. 
Language managers can and should use such data to address uncertainty. Those 
who wish to undertake deliberate lexical interventions should explicitly 
acknowledge the uncertainty and should design an approach to address it. This 
approach can, as shown in this investigation, involve collecting data from the 
target speech community throughout the lexical-implantation process to enable 
quick reactions to changes, such as adaptations in strategies and deliberate lexi-
cal intervention activities. This is needed because language is a complex, adap-
tive system. 
I propose using two main perspectives when continuing this research: first, 
improving this study’s methods to more quickly collect information from the 
speech community throughout the lexical-implantation process, and second, 
collaborating directly with members (speakers) of the target speech community. 
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Improving the proof of concept 
The proof of concept could be improved by: 
 conducting statistically relevant tests to extract opinionated autonym 
candidates and testing the application on texts with main topics other 
than language; 
 improving the precision of indicators (e.g., by eliminating noise through 
filtering techniques); 
 adding indicators that are not lexical (e.g., syntactic clues) when detec-
ting opinions; 
 automatically detecting Esperanto opinions’ orientations and targets; 
and 
 adapting this study’s tool for use with other languages. 
Collaboration with members (speakers) of the target speech community 
One future area of research involves investigating lexical cocreation (collaborative 
or semicollaborative lexicography)—in other words, determining how best to put 
speakers to work. This is the most challenging goal for any language manager, 
which is why I did not start with it. Because this is a very ambitious goal and be-
cause new proposals are always being made in the Esperanto speech community 
(the most recent one, to my knowledge, is Cramer, 2018), researchers must re-
member that neither collaboration nor consultation is guaranteed. The Esperanto 
speech community knows this well. This challenge may be even greater in the Web 
era than before because, when “online, people can switch behaviors as soon as they 
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i  French: élaboration 
ii  French: élaboration linguistique 
iii  French: pratique dirigée de la néologie 
iv  Original quote in French: “Quel peut être le sens d’une action positive dans le domaine 
de la néologie ? Et, en premier lieu, comment la dénommer ? Le terme de planification 
néologique ne nous paraît conforme ni à l’esprit ni aux démarches qu’il est actuelle-
ment possible de conduire, démunis comme nous le sommes sur le plan linguistique, 
psychologique et sociologique. Nous optons quant à nous pour la notion et le terme 
d’assistance néologique.” 
v  French: néologie d’aménagement, néologie aménagiste / Spanish: neología planificada 
vi  French: innovation lexicale planifiée 
vii  French: changement terminologique planifié 
viii  Spanish: terminologia planificada 
ix  Original quote in French: “Non seulement les typologies sont nombreuses et éta-
blissent des classes et sous-classes plus ou moins nombreuses […], mais encore elles 
sont fondées sur des critères qui ne relèvent pas des mêmes domaines : ils peuvent être 
radicalement hétérogènes, ce qui interdit toute comparaison directe d’une typologie à 
l’autre.” 
x  Original quote in French: “Dans la période de création d’une réalité nouvelle et de 
formation d’un vocabulaire adéquat, c’est une caractéristique de la situation linguis-
tique qu’un certain foisonnement néologique transitoire se produise pour désigner un 
même concept.” 
xi  Original quote in French: “Certains termes sont, d’après nos résultats, connus mais 
non employés. Une telle situation n’a rien de surprenant théoriquement. Elle cor-
respond plus ou moins à l’opposition bien connue des enseignants de langues vivantes 
entre vocabulaire passif et vocabulaire actif.”  
xii  German: Sprachgefühl 
xiii  Original quote in German: “Die genormte technische Sprache, wie sie in den Norm-
veröffentlichungen niedergelegt ist, bedeutet einen großen Fortschritt hinsichtlich der 
Systemgüte. Stehen ihre Neuerungen aber nicht etwa nur auf dem Papier? Wie ist die 
Forderung nach Wirtschaftlichkeit der Sprachentwicklung erfüllt?” 
xiv  Original quote in German: “Über die Erfolge oder Mißerfolge genormter Termino-
logie ist fast gar nichts bekannt. Weder gibt es genügend exakte Untersuchungen 
darüber, ob genormte Terminologie in der wissenschaftlichen, halbwissenschaftlichen 
Literatur und in Werkprospekten tatsächlich wie vorgeschrieben verwandt wird, noch 





xv  Original quote in German: “Den Makrobereich bildet die durch den Mikrobereich 
hervorgebrachte Struktur […]ist die kausale Konsequenz einer Vielzahl individueller 
intentionaler Handlungen, die mindestens partiell ähnlichen Intentionen dienen.” 
xvi  Spanish: cambio de época sociolingüística 
xvii  Original quote in French: “il ne faut être ni linguiste ni Académicien pour juger sur le 
bon usage et les normes. Il suffit de se brancher sur Internet.”  
xviii  Original quote in German: “In Online-Diskussionsforen zu sprachlichen Fragen ist 
immer wieder zu beobachten, wie Teilnehmer das Internet insbesondere über 
kommerzielle Suchmaschinen wie Google auf das Vorkommen bestimmter Wörter, 
Wortverbindungen oder grammatischer Konstruktionen hin überprüfen. Mit Hilfe 
der so generierten Verwendungsbelege und/oder ihrer errechnteten Häufigkeiten 
stellen sie Thesen auf oder überprüfen sie.”  
xix  Original quote in German: “Der erste, bedeutende Filter liegt auf der Ebene der 
Zugriffsmöglichkeit. Er umfaßt – mit nachlassender Wichtigkeit – die Kriterien 
Gebräuchlikeit, Bekanntheit, Einfachheit und Verständlichkeit. Hat ein Neologimus 
diesen ersten Filter passiert, so ist seine “passive Akzeptanz’ sehr wahrscheinlich.”  
xx  Original quote in German: “Der zweite Filter, die Benutzbarkeit, ist vor allem an die 
individuelle Nützlichkeitseinschätzung seitens des Sprachbenutzers hinsichtlich der 
Verwendung eines Neologimus in einer konkreten Kommunikationssituation 
gebunden, mit der das Kriterium der Adäquatheit aufs engste gekoppelt ist. In dieser 
Hinsicht ist auch die Quelle, die den Neologismus hervorgebracht hat, von Bedeutung. 
Auf dieser zweiten Ebene wirken außerdem, mit minderem Einfluß, die Kriterien 
Korrektheit, ästhetische Qualitäten und Normalität” 
xxi  Original quote in French: “Le processus d’implantation des innovations consiste 
essentiellement en une série de choix et d’actions qui conduisent un individu ou une 
organisation à prendre connaissance d’une innovation, à se former des attitudes 
positives ou négatives à son égard, à prendre la décision d’adopter ou de rejeter cette 
innovation, à donner suite à cette décision de façon concrète et, finalement, à 
maintenir ou à modifier cette décision.” 
xxii  Original quote in German: “Eine Sprachlenkungsmaßnahme ist genau dann 
erfolgreich, wenn eine kollektive nachhaltige Veränderung des Sprachgebrauchs 
sowohl das Ziel als auch das Ergebnis darstellt.” 
xxiii  Original quote in German: “Es erhebt sich auch die Frage, in welchen Maße sich die 
Entwicklung der Sprache spontan vollzieht und inwieweit sie vom Menschen 
zielgerichtet, also bewußt oder “künstlich”, gesteuert werden kann.”  
xxiv  Original quote in French: “[…] il n’est pas possible d’isoler les effets d’une action 
politique des autres facteurs, linguistiques et extralinguistiques, qui jouent sur l’évo-
lution de la langue.” 
xxv  Original quote in French: “Malgré l’utilisation de grilles de critères d’implantation lors 
du travail terminologique, nul ne saurait prédire quel sera l’usage ou les usages réels.” 
xxvi  Original quote in Catalan: “ja que si coneixem les variables que influencien l’ús dels 






xxvii  Original quote in French: “[…] un terminogramme devrait aider à situer les raisons 
d’une situation linguistique à un moment du temps (en synchronie), et d’expliquer et 
de prévoir les évolutions terminologiques sur une longue durée (en diachronie)” 
xxviii  Original quote in French: “Il est important que tout au long du processus, une 
évaluation des résultats obtenus soit effectuée. Est-ce que les termes adoptés « passent » 
auprès des utilisateurs? Quel est le sentiment des personnes visées par le changement? 
Le standard terminologique correspond-il aux attentes des futurs utilisateurs?” 
xxix  Original quote in French: “Comme le temps est un facteur crucial dans l’implantation 
de terminologies, l’évaluation ne peut prendre place que longtemps après la diffusion 
de celles-ci.” 
xxx  Original quote in Catalan: “Considerem que una denominació és coneguda espontà-
niament quand és produïda per l’informant en situació d’enquesta.” 
xxxi  Original quote in French: “Dans l’ensemble, comme nous l’avons déjà indiqué, les 
officialismes sont inégalement et peu connus des rédacteurs. La majorité des répon-
dants (50 % et plus) ne peut reconnaître que 20 % des formes officialisées.”  
xxxii  Original quote in Catalan: “Les entrevistes fetes als amos o responsables dels establi-
ments a propòsit de la difusió de les denominacions catalanes proposades pel TERM-
CAT ens permeten confirmar la nostra primera hipòtesi : la difusiò de les denominacions 
catalanes proposades pel TERMCAT ha estat nul·la, ja que cap d’ells coneixia les formes 
proposades ni els recursos terminològics disponibles per consultar-les.” 
xxxiii  Original quote in French: “Beaucoup d’entrevues ont commencé par une hésitation de la 
part du sujet, qui se disait ignorant des termes français, des termes ‘correctes’ [sic] […]” 
xxxiv  Original quote in French: “Pour la connaissance du terme, il faut envisager plusieurs 
niveaux. Il est simpliste de dire qu’un terme est connu ou non, même d’un spécialiste. 
Il existe des degrés et nous avons cherché ici à mettre en oeuvre diverses stratégies 
d’accès permettant d’appréhender le niveau de familiarité avec le terme.” 
xxxv  Original questions in Catalan: respectively “Com anomenes això?”, “Coneixes alguna 
altra denominació per a aquest concepte?”, “Coneixes aquesta denominació?” 
xxxvi  Original questions in Catalan:  
“Coneixes el diccionari d’hoquei? 
Has vist algun cop un cartell com aquest [ensenyar cartell]? 
Has vist alguna vegada un fullet com aquest [ensenyar fullet]? 
Saps què és el TERMCAT?” 
xxxvii  Original quote in French: “Par exemple, lorsque j’ai ouvert la porte d’un garage j’ai 
entendu quelqu’un dire ‘Va chercher les tires!’. Par la suite j’ai fait une entrevue avec 
cette personne (c’était le propriétaire), et il m’a dit qu’il n’utilisait que pneu.” 
xxxviii  Original quote in French: “[a]nalyse des degrés de connaissance des termes officiels et 
de leurs significations […]” 
xxxix  Original quote in French: “estimer le degré de connaissance des termes recommandés” 
xl  Original quote in Catalan: “[…] copsar les opinions entorn de les denominacions i els 
esforços de normalització en l’àmbit de l’esport en general” 
xli  Original quote in Catalan: “Creus que es podria acabar estenent?” 





xliii  Original quote in Catalan: “A l’hora d’abordar un estudi d’implantació terminològica, 
és a dir, de l’impacte que ha tingut la difusió d’une determinades propostes de 
normalització terminològica […]” 
xliv  Original quote in French: “[…] il s’agirait de découvrir où les termes sont appris, d’où 
ils viennent, et comment ils se diffusent à l’intérieur d’une génération” 
xlv  Original quote in Catalan: “Així, per exemple, el fet de conèixer a priori les vies de 
difusió reals per a les innovacions proporciona una perspectiva molt valuosa a l’hora 
de proposar formes innovadores […]” 
xlvi  Original French quote: “[…] la branche de la terminologie qui étudie les terminologies 
selon un point de vue ethnographique (étude de terrain) et ethnologique (générali-
sation des faits observés et comparaison des groupes humains).” 
xlvii  Original French quote: “Utiliser telle ou telle langue ou tel ou mot est un événement 
linguistique (ou langagier) constitué par l’interaction de plusieurs composantes, dont 
la langue n’en est qu’une.” 
xlviii  Original quote in French: “Ce discours sur les langues peut être explicitement sollicité, 
à partir de questionnaires qui placent les locuteurs en situation de réagir à des 
productions, de produire des jugements sur les langues parlées ou écrites dans une 
communauté déterminée. Mais il peut être repéré dans de nombreuses productions 
discursives spontanées ou non (discours politiques, syndicaux, textes divers, 
journalistiques, littéraires, pédagogiques…), écrites ou orales, en particulier dans les 
situations conflictuelles où les langues constituent un enjeu de pouvoir.” 
xlix  Original quote in French: “L’étude du corpus nous fait cependant constater, comme 
nous le verrons, que des facteurs subjectifs ou des considérations d’ordre métalinguis-
tique interviennent dans le choix et l’emploi de certains vocables. Considérations 
métalinguistiques, dans la mesure où les utilisateurs du vocabulaire prennent une 
certaine distance avec celui-ci et où ils ne l’assument pas encore complètement; dans 
la mesure aussi où ils prennent certaines précautions lorsqu’ils emploient le vocabu-
laire anglo-saxon, qu’ils prennent soint de marquer par rapport au terme français 
correspondant, ou lorsqu’ils commentent la validité de l’emploi de certains termes. Et 
facteurs subjectifs,qui font intervenir dans le choix des termes certains connotations 
sous-jacentes.” 
l  Original quote in German: “Ein Zugang zu einem breiten Spektrum and sprach-
kritischen Kommentaren von Laien ist über Forenkommunikation möglich. In den 
sprachkritischen Kommentaren werden Normen der linguistischen Laien sichtbar.” 
li  Original quote in Esperanto: “‘Selektiva’ estas malbona vorto, kvankam gxi certe 
altentas iujn uzantojn, kaj cxiuj inhib-vortoj (inhibi, inhibicio, inhibitoro) estas tute 
nenecesaj kaj nur malklarigas la aferon.” 
lii  Original quotes in Esperanto: 
“Kiel oni diras ‘Walkie-talkie’ aŭ ‘CB Radio’ 
[…] Mi nur trovis la vorton ‘portebla radiotelefono’ rilate al ‘talkie-walkie’ en dulingva 
(Franca-Esperanto) vortaro eldonita de SAT-Amikaro en 2000. 
Pri walkie-talkie mi eltrovis ankaŭ la vorton ‘promenradio’ (Minnaja).[…]” 
liii  Original quote in Esperanto: “En julio 1887 eliris el presejo la unua eldonaĵo, la rusa 





monaton […] Saman jaron D-ro Zamenhof ankaŭ eldonis polan, francan kaj 
germanan tradukon de tiu unua broŝuro, ĉiam laŭ la sama plano […]” 
liv  German: Plansprache 
lv  Original quote in German: “Die Frage nach der Datierung von neuen Sprach-
erscheinungen ist im Esperanto wie in den Ethnosprachen meistens schwer zu 
beantworten. Jede Neuerung setzt sich nur sukzessiv durch und beginnt mit dem 
Sprechakt eines einzelnen Individuums oder, im Falle einer ursprünglichen Inter-
ferenz, mit dem spezifischen Sprachgebrauch einer bestimmten Sprechergruppe 
gleicher Primärsprache. […] Bei welchen Sprechern und vor allem zu welchem 
Zeitpunkt die Neuerung ihren Ursprung hat, läßt sich nur ganz selten erschließen, 
denn sie läßt sich gewöhnlich erst dann feststellen, wenn sie bereits allgemein 
übernommen worden ist.” 
lvi  German: einheitliches Schema 
French: schéma préalable. 
lvii  In Italian and Esperanto respectively: simpatizzante/simpatianto and attivista/aktivulo. 
lviii  In Italian and Esperanto respectively: il principiante/komencanto, l’abile/lertulo, il 
fluente/fluulo and il denaska/denaskulo. 
lix  Italian: esperantofono 
lx  Italian: respectively esperantofono and esperantista 
lxi  Original quote in French: “Mais ce n’est pas Zamenhof qui fait évoluer l’espéranto, et 
tant qu’on s’appuiera sur des écrits de Zamenhof, on ne sera pas armé pour étudier 
l’évolution de l’espéranto.” 
lxii  Original quote in Italian: “L’esperanto può essere visto come un laboratorio linguistico 
veramente straordinario, perché molte variabili fondamentali della lingua – quali data 
di nascita, vocabolario di base, numero di parlanti a una certa data – possono essere se 
non certi almeno più delineati rispetto alle lingue storico-naturali.” 
lxiii  Original quote in Esperanto: “[…] la ĝenerala principo de Zamenhof estas doni 
informon pri la sistemo, sed ne pri la uzo.” 
lxiv  Original quote in Esperanto: “Ĉu do Zamenhof estas nura konstruinto de la 
lingvosistemo, lasante la uzon al hazardo? Ne. Li metis en sian lingvosistemon la 
potencialon por evoluo kaj li ja donis al ĝia evolukapablo difinitan direkton. Tiu 
direkto implicite kaŝiĝas en la aglutina vortfarado kaj en la malpreciza konekto al la 
etnolingvaj modeloj […]” 
lxv  Original quote in Esperanto: “Mi akceptas la decidon de la Akademio, kiu per la BRO 
ŝanĝis la kategorion de tondr-. Persone mi dubas, ke ili faris tion per formala decido 
pri ĉiu ŝanĝita radiko, tamen ni devas akcepti la rezulton.” 
lxvi  Original quote in Esperanto: “Grave estas solvi konsiston de la kolektivo. Ĝia gvidanto 
estu homo fake kaj lingve kvalifikita, lia karaktero plenumu premison de la demokrata 
traktado en la kolektivo. La membroj apartenus al diversaj etnaj komunumoj kun 
malsamaj lingvoj.” 
lxvii Original quote in Esperanto: “La eĥo pri la revizia laboro istigis multajn fakulojn aŭ 






lxviii  Original quote in Esperanto: “[…] la tri TEC-organizantoj estis kaj restis la solaj kun 
siaj iom superdimensiaj planoj: daŭre mankis iu kunordiga gvidanto kaj ĉefe mankis 
amaso da kunlaborpretaj fakuloj, kiuj ne nur okupiĝus pri siaj specialaj fakoj, sed 
pretus kun-organizi en la planitaj strukturoj.” 
lxix  Original quote in German: “Aufgrund der Art und Weise, wie Termini in Esperanto 
geprägt werden (s. Kap. 5.1), ist es in den meisten Fällen nicht eindeutig zu sagen, ob 
der Sprachgebrauch in bezug auf Fachtermini den Wörterbüchern folgt oder ob 
umgekehrt die Wörterbücher bei der Registrierung von Fachtermini den Fachtexten 
folgen; wahrscheinlich spielt beides eine Rolle. Gewisse Einflüsse von Wörterbüchern 
auf den Sprachgebrauch in Fachtexten sind aber durchaus zu erkennen” 
lxx  Original quote in Esperanto: “Lingva Konsultejo estas forumo por interparolo kaj 
konsilado pri la strukturo kaj uzado de Esperanto. Ĝi celas trakti pli maloftajn, 
nekutimajn, komplikajn kaj neklarajn flankojn de la lingvo, kies respondoj povas esti 
malfacile troveblaj. Cetere, ĝi celas informon kaj klarigojn de homoj kiuj bone scias 
Esperanton kaj havas sperton pri la lingvo diversmaniere (verkado, instruado, legado, 
ktp). La celo ne estas klarigi simplajn demandojn, kiel en lernolibro aŭ baza kurso, nek 
difini vortojn kiuj troviĝas en vortaro.” 
lxxi  Tial ni petas 
1.  ke vi ne demandu pri tio, kion vi facile trovos en reta vortaro, kiel vortaro.net aŭ 
reta-vortaro.de; 
2.  kaj ke vi ne afiŝu en la grupo se vi ne havas lingvo-rilatajn demandojn.” 
lxxii  German: Ausbau eines retrodigitalisierten Printwörterbuches 
lxxiii  German: aktuelle Neologismenlexikographie 
lxxiv  Original quote in Esperanto: “ViVo estas celita por la vortoj kiuj ‘vivas’ kaj do ankoraŭ 
povas ‘morti’, malaperi. Multaj el ili meritos la eternan vivon kaj eniros la paradizon 
por la vortoj, tio estas la ReVo (Reta Vortaro) de Esperanto. La ViVo-vikio estas 
diskutejo, antaŭpreparejo por aliaj vortaroj kaj terminaroj kiel ReVo, Vikivortaro kaj 
la vortaro de Lernu” 
lxxv  Original quote in Esperanto: “Problemo tamen restas parolaj situacioj, kiam ne eblas 
simpe konsulti Vikipedion, enciklopediojn, interreton, …” 
lxxvi  Original quote in Esperanto: “En miaj spertoj, foje mi kaj miaj korespondamikoj, sen 
koni la taŭgan esprimon en ia situacio, simple skribas la signifon de tiu esprimo kaj la 
vorton en nia lingvo, aŭ en alia lingvo.” 
lxxvii  Original quote in French: “[…] on a remarqué que les étrangers apprenant le français 
[…] n’hésitent pas à créer les unités lexicales françaises dont ils ont besoin en 
appliquant les règles de création des mots qu’ils ont intégrées. La maîtrise de plusieurs 
langues a sans doute des incidences sur les mécanismes intellectuels en action dans les 
activités langagières et la gymnastique mentale liée aux passages d’un lexique à un autre 
facilite probablement l’activation des procédés de formation des unités lexicales, et ce 
dans toutes les langues.” 
lxxviii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Se temas pri inventi novajn radikojn, oni hezitu. Sed se 
temas pri novaj kunmetitaĵojn, estas cxiam amuza kaj bone komprenebla.” 
lxxix  Original quote in Esperanto: “jes, kelkfoje ili mankas, sed en la esperantlingva 





mi serĉas en aliaj eŭropaj lingvoj kaj, eble, kalkas la esprimon kiun mi ŝatis. Padonu, 
‘kalki’ ne estas la ĝusta vorto. Paŭsas.” 
lxxx  Original quote in Esperanto: “Ĝis nun, mi serĉis ekzemplojn en Esperanto pri arto (tre 
malgranda aro, laŭ mia sperto) kaj, se mi ne trovis ion, mi kreis mian propran 
terminon, kaj aldonis eksplikon post la artikolo.” 
lxxxi  Original quote in Esperanto: “Alfredo, bone uzi jam-estantajn estas pli bone ol krei 
novajn vortojn kaj fari la vortaron eĉ pli grandan.” 
lxxxii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Vi pravas. Ni ne enkonduku novajn vortojn, kiam ili jam 
ekzistas kaj taŭgas. Sed kiam ili ne ekzistas aŭ ne taŭgas ?” 
lxxxiii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Dum mi renkontis la problemon, mi povas konsulti 
vortaron paperan aŭ simple interretan.” 
lxxxiv  Original quote in Esperanto: “Mi neniam uzas retvortaron. Sed kial ne.” 
lxxxv  Original quote in Esperanto: “Mi agnoskas nur uzi retan vortaron…” 
lxxxvi  Original quote in Esperanto: “Por modernaj aŭ strangaj vortoj, aŭ stranga uzado, mi 
iras al Google serĉilo. Ĝenerale en la unua paĝo mi trovas kion mi serĉas.” 
lxxxvii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Mi ofte parolas pri komputiloj, auxtomobiloj, kaj tiel 
plu. Ekz. mi ne trovis la tradukon de ‘Smartphone’ en la PIV. Se mi sercxas modernaj 
vortoj mi sercxas tion unue en la germana aux angla Vikipedio, kaj poste provas sxalti 
al esperanta Vikipedio por vidi tekstojn pri la sama temo – ofte mi trovis vortojn kiuj 
ne ekzistas en la PIV.” 
lxxxviii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Paradokse Vikipedio estas sufiĉe bona plurlingva 
vortaro kaj sufiĉe malbona enciklopedio laŭ mia opinio. Alivorte ĝi prezentas sufiĉe 
kontentigajn kapvortojn (krom propraj nomoj, kiujn ĝi tre malmulte tradukas) eĉ se 
la enhavo de la artikoloj lamas.” 
lxxxix  Original quote in Esperanto: “[…] en la reto oni povas trovi verajn ekzemplojn de 
uzado, ne nur tiujn cititajn en PIV.” 
xc  Original quote in Esperanto: “Ĝenerale oni ne timu demandi samideanojn. Kun 
Interreto tio tre facilas!” 
xci  Original quote in Esperanto: “Foje mi aktive sercxas en la reto kaj babilejo kaj foje 
ricevas bonegan helpon.” 
xcii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Mi pensas ke la rezulto de la kunlaborado de multaj 
profesiaj kunlaborantoj kaj kelkaj nesciuloj povas esti fusxa – vortaro estas nur bona, 
se estas fidinda.” 
xciii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Oni ne scias ke la verkinto estas nefakulo. Sed oni povas 
tion malkovri cxe iu vorto kiun oni mem komprenas pli bone ol la verkinto. Se oni 
tiam povas certi ke ne temas pri tajp- aux preseraro.” 
xciv  Original quote in Esperanto: “Ni fakte ne scias kiajn spertojn havas la volontuloj kiuj 
kontribuas al tiuj enretaj vortaroj; eble ili estas tre sperta kaj klera.” 
xcv  Original quote in Esperanto: “Sed, fakte, mi nur uzas du vortarojn. Unu el ili estas la 
vortaro trovita je lernu.com. La alia estas vortareto esperanto-(mia nacia lingvo) kaj 
mi neniam pensis pri la uloj kiu laboris en la farado de la vortarojn. […] Mi neniam 





pli profisia, cxar gxi estas papera vortaro. Sed mi neniam pensis pri la scipovo de la 
ulo(j) kiu skribis gxin.” 
xcvi  Original quote in Esperanto: “Mi agnoskas ne atenti ankaŭ: mi kontrolas la vorton 
mem ĉu ĝi taŭgas al mi” 
xcvii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Dum mi elektas vortaron por mi, mi pli atentas, cxu la 
vortaro povas kontigi mian bezonon. […] Tamen ne ĉiu vortaro povas kontentigi mian 
bezonon, do ĉe mi estas ankaŭ pluraj vortaroj.” 
xcviii  Original quote in Esperanto: “al tiuj vortaroj oni rilatu speciale kritike (aŭ malfide, kiel 
iu ĵus diris). Gravas bone scii la lingvon por ne kapti el vortaro eraron. ‘Por doni bonan 
demandon endas scii pejparton de la respondo.’” 
xcix  Original quote in Esperanto: “Vikivortaro povas esti bona, mi ofte uzas ĝin (por aliaj 
lingvoj ol Esperanto), sed ja indas trakti ĝin kritikeme.” 
c  Original quote in Esperanto: “La avantaĝo de tiaj ‘vortaroj’ (aŭ de serĉo tra Google de 
iu vorto) estas la moderneco kaj akurateco de tiuj vortoj” 
ci  Original quote in Esperanto: “Foje oni rimarkas, ke iu vortare trovita esperantigo estas 
simple elturniĝo de la verkinto. Tiam mi sentas min rajtigita pripensi, ĉu alia formo 
eventuale pli taugas, t.e. io, kion mi me elpensas.” 
cii  Original quote in Esperanto: “PIV ne estas absoluta dogmo. Oni kontrolu laŭ ĝi, sed 
konsideru ankaŭ aliajn fontojn (ne nur vortarojn, sed realan uzon)” 
ciii  Original quote in Esperanto: “mi ne ezitas neuzi vorton de la vortaro se mi trovas ke ĝi 
ne taŭgas. […] Do mi ne ‘fidas’ entute pri la vortaroj.” 
civ  Original quote in French: “Entendu à Radio-Canada pour remplacer ‘cuisinomane’ : 
‘gastronaute’. Un peu long, mais piste intéressante! #foodie” 
  Original quote in Esperanto: “Mi ege bedaŭras tiun senutilan disputon kiun proponis 
S-ro [Name] […]” 
cv Original quote in Esperanto: “mi ege bedaŭras tiun senutilan disputon kiun proponis 
S-ro [Name] […]” 
cvi  Original quote in Esperanto: “Mi ankaŭ ne ŝatas radikojn kun duoblaj vokaloj kaj 
pensas, ke ili ne estu en E-o.” 
cvii  Original quote in Esperanto: “neniam uzis la vorton ‘brodkasti’, ankau por mi gxi sonas 
kiel evitinda anglismo” 
cviii  Original quote in Esperanto: “Ruse kaj mongole la meza konsonanto estas voĉa” 
cix  Original quote in Esperanto: “En la portugala ne ekzistas unikaj vortoj por NERD kaj 
GEEK.” 
cx  Original quote in Esperanto: “[Name], kiu longe vivis en Taŝkento, plej probable eĉ 
proksime vidis tie tiajn malpli ekzotikajn varanojn.” 
cxi  Original quote in Esperanto: “The letter ‘x’ exists in the Polish alphabet, but currently 
it is not used in words.” 
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